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Abstract
❖
Social media have been provided individuals with new tools to unite around common transnational
grievances and create democratic spaces for dialogue, thus redefining avenues of democratic
participation. Nevertheless, publics’ deliberative potential is challenged by polarising discourse and
authoritarian tendencies afflicting societies worldwide. This has reinvigorated debates about how the
Habermasian public sphere could be transnationalised to energize transnational public opinion capable
of exercising influence over political authority. Yet, scholarly attempts to transnationalise the public
sphere undertake a compartmentalised disciplinary approach reducing the concept to specific enabling
conditions, such as the internet, institutions, and convergence around issues. This is problematic as it
detracts from the public sphere’s inherent normative essence in displacing the publics as primary agents
of public-opinion formation, thus asking: under what conditions can a transnational public sphere
emerge? This thesis argues that transnationalising the public sphere demands a normative practical
inquiry reconfiguring the concept as a communicative environment. This enables the disaggregation of
publics defined by their fluid contextualised and situated practices which give rise to discursive,
structural and social conditions that enable the emergence of a transnational public. This in turn needs
to be nurtured by the mediating qualities of an infrastructural setting, historically fulfilled by the 1719th century coffee-houses, and presently performed by INGOs, which has been hitherto neglected by
public sphere literature. This reconfiguration provides a holistic normative framework which is applied
on the exploratory case study of Amnesty International UK’s Facebook conversations. To
operationalise this framework, this thesis takes an emancipatory, dialectical and dialogic
methodological approach to critical discourse analysis informed by Chouliaraki and Fairclough (1999)
and Bakhtin (1981), which utilises Halliday’s (2004) systemic functional linguistics and Fairclough’s
(2003) discourse. The holistic public sphere acts not only as a corrective to prevailing public sphere
disciplinary silos but bridges the gap between holistic normative theorising and practical application in
order to advance the research agenda towards more attuned, creative and emancipatory directions for
democratic renewal.
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Introduction
❖
Towards a Public Sphere for a Transnational Society?

Contemporary politics has been increasingly marked by democratic regression in liberal democracies
amidst widening socio-economic inequalities, systemic racism and environmental justice (Diamond,
2021; Gerschewski; 2021). The norms and institutions, from an independent judiciary, free press to an
engaged and vibrant public sphere, long taken for granted as the backbone of liberal democracies, have
been eroding which has bred growing abstentionism and loss of trust in the political class, amidst a
parallel normalization of resurgent far-right ideals into the political mainstream (Mondon & Winter,
2020; Mudde, 2019). Meanwhile, avenues of democratic participation are being reconfigured by the
growing interconnectedness of mass online communication, as demonstrated by the consolidation of
transnational movements such as Black Lives Matter. Individuals are given new opportunities to
congregate around shared transnational grievances by using online platforms to communicate, share
their social and political issues, creating democratic spaces for dialogue, thus emerging as transnational
networks of publics. Nevertheless, the potential to form public opinion remains hampered by hostile,
polarised discourse and the distortion of critical inquiry by the mass media through social media
(Civicus, 2020; Farkas & Schou, 2020; Hyvönen, 2018). This is fuelled by a declining relevance of
knowledge by power-holders through the intensification of fake news, conspiracy theories and the
fabrication of facts to proclaim ‘truth’ (Reyes, 2020; Civicus, 2020). This has in turn raised doubts over
whether social media can be used to foster inclusive public dialogue and deliberation in times of
increasing political polarization (Camaj, 2020; Esau, Friess & Eilders, 2017; Camaj & Santana, 2015;
Halpern & Gibbs, 2013).
This has reinvigorated debates about how the Habermasian concept of the public sphere, originally
rooted in the nation-state bounded understanding of democratic accountability can be transnationalised
to engender transnational public opinion capable of exercising influence over sites of political authority.
This concept refers to ‘the bourgeois public sphere’, which allowed any bourgeois part of a national
political citizenry to come together as a public and articulate their views in an open and rational manner
in order to form public opinion (Habermas, 1989). Yet, scholarly attempts to transnationalise the public
sphere and adapt it to the present global environment undertake a compartmentalised approach
reflecting disciplinary silos reducing the concept to specific enabling conditions such as digital media
(Iosifidis & Wheeler, 2015; Shirky; 2011; Papacharissi, 2010), common issues and events (Gerhard &
Hans, 2014; Eder, 2013; Fraser, 2007) and transnational networks and institutions (Norman, 2017;
7

Brem-Wilson, 2016; Eckersley, 2007; Crack, 2007; Samhat & Payne, 2003). However, these accounts
fall short of theorizing the public sphere by giving too much weight to enabling conditions as opposed
to the publics themselves, which reinforce a false dichotomy between structure and agency, whereby
the public is shaped by a given structure. This is problematic as it loses sight of the public sphere’s
normative democratic foundations which originate in agent’s ability to form public opinion through
open, inclusive, and argumentative dialogue. Consequently, understanding the conditions for the
emergence of a transnational public sphere become increasingly elusive. As such, this thesis asks:
Under what conditions can a transnational public sphere emerge?
To address this problem, this thesis offers a holistic revision of a transnational public sphere. This
thesis argues that to render the concept relevant in the 21st century whilst retaining its normative value,
it is paramount to engage in a normative practical inquiry by interpreting the concept as a
communicative environment. It locates disaggregated transnational publics composed of interwoven
situated practices that are at play in forming legitimate public opinion. In doing so, this thesis contends
that a normative recalibration of the Habermasian bourgeois public sphere must be undertaken. This
demands a pragmatic reading of the bourgeois public sphere in uncovering what defines a public in
relation to the infrastructural setting, that in turn shapes and reconfigures the public. Indeed, a
pragmatic research agenda is ideally suited as instead of conceiving of structure-agency as exclusionary
entities, it delves into the dynamic inter-relationships between them and embraces the ways in which
agents creatively maintain and renegotiate the environments which contain them as part of an ongoing
adaptive process (Frankel Pratt, 2020). This is particularly relevant as it maps out the contextualised
and situated practices of the bourgeois public, notably the importance of discursive, structural and
social practices whose dialogic potential would have remained unrealised without the mediating
qualities that the 17-19th century coffee-house embodied, especially in initiating and nurturing
conversations whilst delimiting the space for dialogue.
As such, this thesis presents a corrective to existing conceptions of the transnational public sphere
that fail to account for the coffee-house’s mediating role within the public sphere. These conceptions
limit the potential to identify the emergence of a transnational public sphere and can produce
epistemological inconsistencies, in not only lumping together any actors, including hate-groups, as
public spheres, but also maintaining the illusion that transnational dialogue emerges organically,
disregarding the role of transnational non-state actors or settings in prompting and facilitating healthy
public dialogue necessary for functioning democracies. Recovering the role of the coffee-house
provides the foundation for a holistic revision of the Habermasian concept of the public sphere and
retrieves its contemporary relevance. This holistic reconstruction provides a normative framework to
enable the transnationalisation of the public sphere.
As such, this thesis seeks to bring conceptual clarity to debates around transnationalising the public
sphere. On one hand, this thesis revises the discursive, structural and social conditions that enable the
emergence of a transnational public sphere. On the other, it offers a distinct contribution by identifying
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the essential role of International Non-governmental Organisations (INGOs) as the infrastructural
setting, as they mirror, albeit imperfectly, the 17-19th century coffee-houses mediating qualities which
have been neglected by public spheres scholars. This thesis submits that INGOs represent a mediating
space that cultivates the transnational public’s dialogue characterised by their discursive, structural and
social situated practices. This thesis acknowledges Lang’s (2013) seminal work which opened up new
avenues of public advocacy by examining the well-placed role of INGOs as catalysts in organising
voice through constituent-engagement. However, this thesis differs from this work by departing from a
conception of the public sphere not rooted in organisational practices, but derived from the bottom-up
agency of INGOs’ publics themselves, who may be already politicised by their own experiences,
aspirations and passions. As such, this thesis illuminates the ways in which publics and INGOs form an
integral part of the transnational public sphere’s communicative environment.
To visualise the importance of relationality between publics and infrastructural setting, the reader
may find this visual below helpful. This is a keystone found in churches in cathedrals bearing the load
of the roof and this is how the public sphere’s communicative environment can be understood. As the
keystone is loadbearing with the weight of the core distributed through its pillars, the entire structure
would collapse without it (as demonstrated in this image below). In this visual representation, the
infrastructural setting is understood as the core and the pillars as the publics1 which cannot be
conceived without the infrastructural setting.

Fig. 1: Keystone of the Saint Pierre and Saint Paul Cathedral in Nantes France.

Please note that the use of ‘publics’ throughout this thesis is an umbrella for their embedded contextualised and
situated practices. As such, they will be identified as structural, discursive, and social publics. Whilst it may seem
counter-intuitive to speak of a ‘structural’ public, its purpose is to define the public’s identity, namely a ‘public’
whose practices show awareness of structures of power. These practices are themselves the embodiment of a
‘condition’.
1
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Note: From Cathédrale de Nantes, clé de voute travée sud. Wikimedia Commons
(https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Cath%C3%A9drale_de_Nantes__cl%C3%A9_de_vo%C3%BBte_trav%C3%A9e_sud.jpg). In the public domain

To transnationalise the public sphere, this thesis will operationalise its holistic reconstruction by
developing a tailored methodological approach combining an emancipatory, dialectical, and dialogic
approach to critical discourse analysis. This approach provides an original perspective in enabling the
operationalisation of the interdisciplinary nature of the theoretical framework which draws from
Political Theory, Philosophy, Sociology, History and International Relations. The added-value of such
methodological approach encourages and drives the researcher to actively seek out the quality of public
dialogue as opposed to making assumptions about the form it would take by focusing on enabling
structural conditions alone which has been the prevailing tendencies of the post-Habermas public
sphere accounts. Such methodological approach has significant implications in recognising and further
exploring ‘pockets of hope’ in public dialogue, as well as re-centering the debates away from the
‘perceived’ overwhelming presence of hostile dialogue on social media.
This will then be employed as part of an inductive exploratory study on the case study of
commentors’ interactions on Amnesty International UK’s (A.I UK) Facebook page through a
Faircloughian (2003) discourse analysis and Halliday’s (2004) systemic functional linguistics. These
analytical tools are essential for this study because, by their very nature of studying the social
construction of language, they align with the pragmatic agenda which seeks to explore the coconstruction of meanings between INGOs and their publics. As such, they naturally facilitate bottomup approaches to the study of the public sphere. The selection of A.I UK as a case study was driven by
not only its prominence as a high-profile advocacy INGO with a global reach and the wide-ranging
social and human rights issues it addresses, but also because of its growing social-media presence and
member-led participatory governance model. In particular, this makes A.I UK a prime case for studying
the public sphere as its Facebook page reflects an environment which can nurture conversational
dynamics, akin to the dialogues which were taking place in the 17-19th Century coffee-houses. This
thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter 1 will argue that transnationalising the public sphere requires the adoption of a pragmatic
reading in disaggregating the bourgeois public sphere’s communicative environment into their
contextualised and situated practices. In particular, it is important to identify their structural, discursive,
and social practices in relation to the coffee-house, the infrastructural setting. This thesis will apply a
pragmatic reading onto the Habermasian bourgeois public sphere to uncover the bourgeois public’s key
situated practices that comprise its normative essence in nurturing their communicative propensity and
critical function. This is guided by a Habermasian understanding of ‘emancipation’ which helps attend
to what nurtures the communicative qualities of the bourgeois public as opposed to conceiving of
‘emancipation’ based in Marxist deprivation of agency through the social relations of production.
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Recalibrating the bourgeois public sphere in this way is important as it provides a normative framework
for the reconstruction of a revised public sphere adaptable to the contemporary transnational
environment.
Chapter 2 will argue that transnationalising the public sphere requires the reconstruction of the
bourgeois norms of communication, as they manifested exclusionary tendencies, such as excluding
women and the illiterate, minorities working class and the poor. Based on these criticisms, this thesis
will propose a revised notion of a discursive public giving a more inclusive account of these rules. This
chapter will first propose the norm of diversity to embrace diverse publics as opposed to the original
norm of ‘universality of access’ which defined ‘universality’ along the interests of a white male
bourgeoisie. Second, this chapter offers the norm of multiplicity in providing alternative spaces for
critical engagement in response to hegemonic discourse, as opposed to the ‘singular’ critical bourgeois
public. Third, the norm of discursive heterogeneity will replace the constraining norm of discursive
equality which standardized acceptable communication and excluded different subjectivities, and in
turn embraces these different subjectivities. Finally, this chapter offers aestheticized rational critical
communication as an alternative to Habermas’ pre-given bourgeois rational capabilities by emphasising
that rationality inherently permeates the interactions of daily life. This is especially crucial as this thesis
set out to being guided by an understanding of ‘emancipation’ rooted in what nurtures the
communicative qualities of the transnational public.
Chapter 3 will argue that the concept of the public sphere can be transnationalised by identifying
the structural conditions which give rise to a critical transnational public in a contemporary
environment characterised by neoliberal globalisation enmeshed in a complex system of shared power.
These conditions are an awareness of common-fate developed from collective struggle against
unaccountable holders and they move away from Habermas’ original framing of propertied bourgeois
men collectively defending their business interests against the state to the more representative context
of neoliberal globalization.
Chapter 4 will examine the norm of human rights as a regulator of social relations and will argue
that they are rooted in individualistic notion of human dignity, which does not allow to reflect the level
of intersubjectivity that once regulated the bourgeois public’s social relations. As such, this chapter
proposed ‘communicative visibility’ as a potential social value that regulates contemporary social
relations and re-centers intersubjective dialogue on meaningful mutual listening and respect among
transnational publics.
Chapter 5 will identify INGOs as a contemporary iteration of the 17-19th coffee-house
infrastructural setting and will explore the ways INGOs cultivate transnational dialogues through their
entrepreneurial, educative, and ethical mediating qualities.
Chapter 6 will offer an emancipatory, dialectical and dialogic approach to critical discourse analysis
to operationalise the framework and harness the analytical dimensions of the holistic transnational
public sphere. This chapter will explore the use of phronesis, understood as a tool to re-center
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researcher’s reflexivity, to ensure that the normativity of the holistic public sphere is maintained at the
core of this research project. It will then present the combined tools of Fairclough’s (2003) discourse
analysis and Halliday’s systemic functional linguistics to apply on A.I UK’s 20 conversation threads
from the 17th of September to the 6th of October 2020, totalling 958 individual posts.
Chapter 7 will present Amnesty International UK as the illustrative Case Study to explore the
application of the theoretical framework. In particular, this chapter will present the critical, participatory
and communicative ethos embedded within A.I UK.
Chapter 8 will interpret the conversations through the theoretical framework of the holistic public
sphere on A.I UK’s Facebook page to demonstrate how A.I UK’s publics can demonstrate the potential
of transnationalising the public sphere. In order to do so, this chapter will be structured into four parts.
Part I will demonstrate how A.I UK acts as the infrastructural setting of the revised public sphere by
projecting an entrepreneurial, educative and ethical role. Part II will demonstrate how A.I UK’s
structural public congregate around shared frames of oppression, in developing an awareness of
common-fate and unaccountable power-holders. Part III will showcase how A.I UK’s social public
enact communicative visibility in regulating their interactions for dialogic exchange based on
meaningful listening. Part IV will show the ways that A.I UK’s discursive public enact diversity,
multiplicity, discursive heterogeneity and aestheticized rational communication. This chapter will
conclude by discussing the findings which will be presented in a table representing the transnational
public sphere’s communicative environment. In doing so, this chapter concludes with the observation
that not only does Facebook harbour argumentative dialogue, but it also places A.I UK in a strong
position to further harness public-sphere like conversations with their transnational publics.
Finally, the thesis will conclude with a reflection on how this research informs and corrects previous
existing accounts of the public sphere. It will also establish the analytical and methodological value that
taking such normative practical inquiry can bring, thus extending the scope of political possibilities in
rendering the political and democratic function of the transnational public sphere as a counter-power
feasible in the 21st century.
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Chapter 1
❖
The Habermasian Bourgeois Public Sphere

The concept of the public sphere was developed by Jürgen Habermas based on a historical enquiry of
the European bourgeoisie from the 17th to the 19th century. The bourgeois public sphere allowed any
bourgeois part of the society to come together as a public and articulate their views in an open and
rational manner in order to form public opinion (Habermas, 1989). At its core, the public sphere
embodies an ‘inclusive’ quality by generating public opinion based on inclusive and open dialogue
(normative legitimacy), which in turn has the ability to generate influence over political authority
(political efficacy) (Fraser, 2014; Fraser, 2007). The aim of this chapter is to review the literature on
the Habermasian bourgeois public sphere to inform the reconstruction the public sphere. Section I will
review existing accounts on transnationalising the public sphere and problematise the gaps left by
scholars from media and communication, cultural and global governance scholars, whose selective
focus on specific normative conditions of the public sphere results in disciplinary silos neglecting the
agentic role of publics’ discursive, structural and social situated practices in fostering transnational
dialogue. In turn, this thesis will aim at providing a holistic reconstruction of the public sphere which
is more in tune with the normative essence of the concept to address this gap. Nevertheless, in order to
guide the identification of the right components needed to set in motion the reconstruction of the
bourgeois public sphere, Section II will first ascertain the importance of providing a comprehensive
account of Habermas’ notion of emancipation against Marx’s process of rationalisation of society
before uncovering the bourgeois public sphere’s communicative environment. This section will uncover
the structural conditions conducive to the development of the bourgeois public, the social value that
regulates the bourgeois social relations in the 18th century and their rules of communication, thus
redefining the structural, social and discursive bourgeois public. Finally, the coffee-house which
remains overlooked in scholarly accounts on transnationalising the public sphere will be presented as
the vital infrastructural setting that enabled and cultivated the bourgeois public sphere. This holistic
critical review of the bourgeois public sphere will provide a qualitative blueprint of normative
legitimacy needed to set in motion the reconstruction of a revised public sphere adaptable in the
contemporary transnational context.
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I/ Literature Review
The Habermasian public sphere has been at the forefront of numerous attempts to render a concept
previously confined to the narrow experiences of 17-19th century European bourgeois society
transferrable to an increasingly multiplex and interconnected world, through three overarching strands
in the literature which conceive of: internet publics, issue-based publics and critical networked publics.
The bourgeois public sphere allowed any (bourgeois) part of society to congregate and articulate their
views in an open and rational manner to form public opinion (Habermas, 1989). This is based on
inclusive and open dialogue (normative legitimacy), which can in turn generate influence over political
authority (political efficacy) (Fraser, 2014).

Internet Publics
Since the onset of the internet in the 90s, media and political communication scholars have weighed in
on the public sphere literature by highlighting the internet’s relevance in reconfiguring the conventional
channels of democratic participation and public opinion formation, traditionally carried out by the mass
media between civil society and governments. Scholars saw the internet as a central vehicle for
transnational public political engagement due to its non-hierarchical, and networked character in which
power is disaggregated among a network of nodes, connecting individuals across borders irrespective
of time and space, pervading all spheres of social, cultural and economic life (Castells, 1996;
Papacharissi, 2002). In particular, the internet was seen as displacing public discourse by enabling
counter-public spheres to emerge through their alternative and radical discourses, as demonstrated by
the impact of the Zapatista movement’s online counter-publicity through websites and email lists in
amplifying their struggle against the rise of neoliberalism in Mexico (Downey & Fenton, 2003). With
the development of user-generated content, the Web 2.0 provided a platform for individuals to create
their own space for self-expression. Papacharissi (2010) investigated how the internet enables to
reconfigure understandings of the public sphere, namely by shedding light on the fluid boundaries of
public and private (Hoskins, 2014) through her account of the internet’s use as a force for radical
democracy whereby individuals privately negotiate the way they politically engage, namely through
blogging, posting opinions, engaging with online petitions. Consequently, they enact their civic
engagement through the variety of structural affordances that the internet offers, thus creating new
spaces for political deliberation. These structural affordances in turn play an important role in nurturing
and consolidating the critical and corrective force of the public against their governments not only in
democratic but also in authoritarian societies (Shirky, 2011). Following the Arab Uprisings, and
development of social movements in Spain and Greece in response to the implementation of unpopular
prescribed EU austerity measures, social media became seen as a form of political resistance, whereby
individuals across borders could demonstrate solidarity by rallying against their governments’ injustice,
sharing evidence of oppression and coordinating actions (i.e police brutality) (Iosifidis & Wheeler,
14

2015) which despite taking on national-oriented frames raise counter-narratives of social struggles
against oppression (Lee, So & Leung 2015; Kasm, 2018; Chunly, 2020) which are highly salient and
resonate with publics in different national contexts. These in turn generate a global participation in the
movement as demonstrated by Dey’s (2020) study on the role of social media in enabling collective
action around the #hokkolorob in India following on-campus sexual assault in 2014.
Despite the Web 2.0’s radical democratic mobilising potential, these studies fall short in
demonstrating how publics harness their deliberative force. Especially, generating a public opinion
based on an argumentative dynamic where claims come under critical scrutiny is essential for the
normative legitimacy that the concept embeds at its core (Fraser, 2007). Moreover, they overemphasise
the internet’s agentic role, which in turn drifts away from the ‘discursive critical public’ influencing
political decision-making. However, such optimistic assumptions over the Internet as a driver of
political mobilisation overlooks the power relationships that it embeds at its core in the structural design
of communicative platforms. Indeed, the manipulative, extractive and profit-driven construction and
use of these networks have regularly incited dissent (Van Dijk, 1999). Corporate-owned software and
applications design communicative platforms with structural affordances which influence and shape
how individuals participate online (Dahlgren, 2005; Chaves, 2010). For instance, social media can
conceal individual’s identity thus providing a fertile ground for trolling and exclusionary hostile
dialogue characterised by a lack of civil discourse and respect as well as reinforcing ‘echo chambers’
(Kruse, Norris & Flinchum, 2018; Smith & Bressler, 2013; Flesher Fominaya, 2014, Dahlberg 2005;
Dahlgren 2005; Bohman, 2004; Sunstein, 2001), thus obstructing the basic ‘publicness’ required by the
public sphere, as Bohman (2004) foresaw before the widespread use of the internet. Although the
internet depicts a novel form of publicity in the many-to-many dialogic format, it does not ensure
‘publicness’, in observing discursive norms/values about how this collective openness is enacted, as
there is no higher counter-intermediaries to keep at bay strategic and deceitful conversation.
Incidentally, findings from Lee et al. (2015) regarding the role of social media in enhancing polarised
debates reveal that social media have a limited role to play due to the fact that people already come
equipped with pre-existing values and beliefs which align with the given topic. As such, whilst these
studies seek to take the internet as a starting point, namely in presenting the internet as a driver in
mobilising individuals to partake in online political engagement, the focus on its structural affordances
and flows of communication have made the meaning of the public sphere drift away from ‘the public’
as the key discursive force to legitimately influence political decision-making.

Issue-based Publics
As Fraser (2007) noted that mapping out communication flows alone is insufficient to identify the
emergence of a public sphere, her cosmopolitan interpretation of the Habermasian citizenship-centred
principle of ‘all-affectedness’, in that individuals form a transnational public based on issues that affect
them, gave a point of departure in locating the public sphere’s transnational dimension, thus ensuring
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open access and participation (Fraser, 2014; Owen, 2014). Other scholars stress the importance of
developing ‘common narratives’ around a particular issue, such as religious identity (Eder, 2013)
through information exchange, namely an engagement with foreign media (Gerhards & Hans, 2014) in
helping generate a transnational public. Kopf’s (2020) study reinforces the public sphere’s contingency
on private individuals coalescing around shared issue-based interests as editors of Wikipedia talk pages.
However, these scholarly initiatives which anticipate the development of a transnational public
overlook the importance of having a pre-existing commonality with the issue, not only by understanding
a given issue but also by understanding in a specific way which resonates with individual experiences.
For instance, Gerhards & Hans (2014) states that it is not enough to access foreign media to develop a
common narrative, but it is important to develop common frames of interpretation of an issue in order
to develop a transnational discourse, as national public discourse may have a different frame of
interpretation than its counterparts, as it is the case in the EU around immigration. Nevertheless, a recent
study about the relevance of hashtag activism in generating a transnational counternarrative force in the
EU around the #ThisIsACoup in light of the 2015 Greek bailout (Hänska & Bauchowitz, 2019),
suggests that hashtag activism reflects the adoption of common frames of reference across the EU.
Notwithstanding, what is lost in these studies is the extent a broader range of different struggles can
be weaved together in a form of intersectional unity where individuals calibrate their experiences of
harm and injustice into their own conduct which is vital to participate in transnational discourses. This
‘issue-centric’ approach to theorising public dialogue risks pitting different ‘interest groups’ against
each other as opposed to recognizing how shared experiences of harm, different though they may
appear, act as a binding force against political authority. As such, they fall short of identifying the
structural preconditions which unite publics in transnational discourse-formation.

Critical Networked Publics
In seeking to uphold the critical value of the public sphere, global governance scholars have sought to
locate sites of ‘responsiveness’ and ‘resonance’ at the transnational level given the intensification of
connected communication (Van Dijk, 2012). First, as part of the wider normative global governance
project to envision new modes of global democratic practice, Samhat & Payne (2003) located the
democratic potential in international regimes due to their inherent dialogic and deliberative nature
fostering principles which by their very own existence provide the conditions whereby all voices can
be heard. Nonetheless, they fall short of mentioning the salience of political and economic agendas
within such regimes given that publics have diverging interpretive frames of what constitutes normative
principles, thus stymying inclusive participation, as shown for example in the powerful political and
economic interests at play during the institutional design of the UDHR, thus reducing the chances of
inclusive participation. Eckersley (2007) shifts towards locating an enhanced responsiveness by
uncovering alternative critical counter-discursive spaces between international regimes and regional
and domestic civil societies, such as NGOs namely through judicial dispute resolution mechanisms of
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the WTO which shape global discourse, thus uncovering the reflexive deliberative practice that such
spaces embody. As ‘resonance’ is crucial for a public sphere to exist as it frames the deliberative force
needed to influence political decision-making, scholars started to draw attention to the relevance of
“governance networks”, whereby the public could exercise their critical and corrective function in
holding political authority to account beyond their state (Crack, 2007). In particular, scholars have
focused on the role of institutions, mainly the UN Committee on World Food Security (Brem-Wilson,
2016) in creating a space for affected transnational advocacy groups to help them articulate their
concerns and translate their demands into political authority whilst acknowledging the limitations of
such spaces influenced by consensus promotion characteristic of UN processes, thus restricting
potential contentious topics and the wider scope of the debate (Brem-Wilson, 2016, p. 318). Whilst
Brem-Wilson’s study (2016) still features the role of institutions in translating public opinion into
political authority, it underestimates that the communicative force of transnational advocacy groups are
often out-competed and even undermined by the presence of corporate, financial interest groups and
state actors within such institutionally-mediated forums, thus further calling into doubt the legitimacy
of public opinion. As such, the critical public is still undermined in its propensity to participate in
decision-making. In particular, strategic communications are pervasive of Transnational Advocacy
Networks (TAN), such as NGOs, due to the nature of their missions in influencing governments’
political agenda, which in turn tends to neglect the deliberative potential to be drawn from their wider
publics (Norman, 2017). As such NGOs tend to be perceived as unable to uphold the normative
legitimacy that the concept of the public sphere requires. However, scholars have identified ways to
reset the balance. According to Norman (2017), international social forums, such as the World Social
Forum create communicative spaces giving rise to novel initiatives to dialogue in which TANS would
mingle with diverse groups of NGOs and activists, which would in turn improve TANS’ normative
legitimacy.
Nevertheless, despite the inclusive communicative spaces that these networks seek to create, the
extent to which they derive normative legitimacy is shrouded in ambiguity as hegemonic political
agendas can pervade such networks and manipulate the critical propensity of these new dialogic spaces,
thus undermining the core quality of the public sphere project. These studies overlook the normative
communicative propensity of the public and the extent to which they depart from an open-minded,
respectful outlook and with genuine interest in the common good, as opposed to self-interest through
manipulative and strategic dialogue. In fact, fulfilling the normative legitimacy of the public sphere
goes beyond being able to have access to communicative spaces with authoritative influence. There
needs to be an emphasis on the orientation of the participants of the public sphere embedded in their
wider communicative experience in order to avoid manipulative conversations (Stroud, 2012; Dryzek,
2000; Langsdorf, 2002; Kutay, 2016). Indeed, as stated by Salvatore (2013), “a concrete public sphere
is plastically[sic] set in motion via culturally influenced notions of the common good and thus embraces
both eminently practical levels of common action rooted in traditional norms” (p. 218). Otherwise, the
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normative core of the public sphere remains neglected. As such, whereas global governance scholars
seek to identify the critical value of the public sphere at the transnational level through responsiveness
and resonance, they fall short of expanding the deliberative force of the transnational public to its wider
communicative experience, namely the social domain.

Therefore, these public sphere accounts reflect disciplinary silos that gives too much weight to the
enabling conditions of the internet, issues and events, and governance networks as opposed to the
publics themselves, which reinforce a false dichotomy between structure and agency. Indeed, it neglects
what actually makes transnational publics legitimate in forming public opinion, namely their discursive,
structural and social practices. Although prominent scholars such as Fraser (2007) have called for the
adoption of “a critical-theoretical approach that seeks to locate normative standards and emancipatory
political possibilities precisely within the historically unfolding constellation” (p. 8), prevailing
scholarly attempts on the public sphere merely distance the possibility of theorising its
transnationalisation even further. In order to transnationalise the public sphere, this thesis argues that
the normative legitimacy of the concept ought to be conceived holistically as a communicative
environment whereby the discursive, structural and social publics are cultivated by the mediating
attributes that the INGOs embody as an infrastructural setting. This problematises the scholarly
tendency to portray holistic theorizing as anathema to empirical rigour, which subsequently poses an
arbitrary duality between structure and agency whereby structure defines the boundaries of social
inquiry and overshadows the public’s agentic role. Consequently, this thesis identifies publics’ situated
practices that form the public sphere’s communicative environment by adopting a pragmatic lens to the
reading of the Habermasian public sphere.

II/ The Holistic Bourgeois Public Sphere
The concept of the public sphere refers to the congregation of any bourgeois in the 18th century to come
together as a public and articulate their views in an open and rational manner in order to form public
opinion (Habermas, 1989). Habermas’ work on the public sphere was presented in his book Structural
Transformation of the Public Sphere originally written in 1962 and translated into English in 1989. In
order to conceive of the public sphere, he focuses on the European bourgeois societies of Britain, France
and Germany from the 17th to the mid to late 19th centuries. In doing so, he investigates its structural
conditions, notably society, capitalism and the state which allowed for the maturation of the bourgeois
society into a bourgeois public sphere. Whilst the concept has attracted significant criticisms for its
elitist, gendered and Eurocentric underpinnings, this concept still holds value in providing a normative
blueprint of critical publicity to analyse democratic emancipatory possibilities in the 21st century.
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Nevertheless, in order to provide an attuned reconstruction of the public sphere, it is first important
to fully grasp from where the bourgeois public sphere derives its normative legitimacy. Given that the
contribution of this thesis is to recover the structural, discursive and social transnational public as a
source of normative legitimacy, it stresses the emancipatory scope of the public sphere concept in
exploring the agency of publics themselves, as opposed to simply taking structural mechanisms and
gathering places for granted, as established by reviewing the prevailing literature. As such, it is
important to depart from an understanding of ‘emancipation’, which is in line with what this thesis seeks
to accomplish. This is essential as such understanding provides a ‘compass’ for ensuring that the core
essence of the concept, in being an inclusive sphere is informed by an accurate understanding of
‘emancipation’. For instance, focusing solely on ‘structural factors’ or ‘enabling conditions’ conducive
to the emergence of transnational public, namely social media, would only serve to legitimise the
agentic role that social media embody, despite heavily deriving their deliberative force from a
transnational public. As such, this thesis needs a ‘compass’ of ‘emancipation’ to act as a constant
reminder in calibrating the author’s eye to the most appropriate reading of the bourgeois public sphere
informing its reconstruction. Consequently, this section will begin by presenting the sociological
thought that influenced Habermas, notably Marx’s (1973) process of rationalisation of society, to
conceive of ‘emancipation’ as the bourgeois public sphere.

Habermas’ Conception of Emancipation
According to Marx, the process of rationalisation of society is embedded in a mode of production, which
can be characterised by a specific development of productive forces and forms of social interactions
(Habermas, 1979). A mode of production encapsulates two strategic learning processes: the individual’s
relation to production and social production. Whilst the former suggests a vertical relationship, the latter
implies horizontality. First, the individual’s relation to production begins through the realisation of the
individual as being a conscious human-being as opposed to merely an animal. This transition from
‘animal’ to ‘human being’ occurs when the individual begins to produce the means of subsistence
necessary for sustaining their livelihood. Consequently, the individual’s relation to production embeds
an instrumental action in that the means of subsistence are produced only to be consumed (Habermas,
1979). Throughout history, means of subsistence have been achieved through different types of modes
of production such as feudalism and capitalism. Whereas under feudalism, the individual was producer
of their means of subsistence through ‘partial’ ownership of the land under serfdom, the means of
subsistence became wages received in exchange of labour under capitalism. Indeed, capitalism refers
to a mode of production characterised by unequal ownership between the bourgeois and the worker
(Dillon, 2014). Whereas the bourgeois’ relation to the mean of production is characterised by
ownership, notably the land, factories and railways, the worker does not take ownership of his labour
but merely serves the interests of the bourgeois in adding their cognitive and physical potential to the
conversion of raw material into commodities that the bourgeois will sell at a high price, thereby driving
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his profit. Nevertheless, as the worker receives a wage, the sphere of production becomes legitimised
by the general interests of workers in maintaining their lives through income, albeit minimal. To
maximise the added-value of the workers’ labour, the industrialised spheres of production were
intertwined with the private realm of the individual (Negt & Kluge, 2016). Indeed, the worker could
not detach himself from labour as the sphere of production was tailoring their livelihoods around labour,
notably through learning processes in improving their technical and organisational knowledge at the
workplace to be more productive. Furthermore, the place where the majority of the workers spend the
greater part of their lives is marked by a constrained environment as their working hours regulate and
determine their modes of life. Whilst this mode of life precludes socialising opportunities due to limited
free time, this is transposed to the family nucleus through rigid and fragmented behavioural norms
favouring obedience, necessary to manage the household which is dependent on the wage of the
breadwinner (Negt & Kluge, 2016). As a result, the family nucleus was a constant reminder of the
workplace. Consequently, workers were insidiously coerced into remaining in their spheres of
production whether at work or in the family (Negt & Kluge, 2016), therefore determining their learning
process around production.
The second learning process that the worker must undertake refers to social production. Indeed, the
sphere of production created an environment conducive to socialisation, albeit delimited by production,
as systematic communication among workers was required to ensure utmost productivity and to
maximise the revenues of the bourgeois (Habermas, 1979). This reinforced social cooperation among
workers, albeit limited in its communicative scope. According to Marx (1973):
production by an isolated individual outside society- a rare exception which may well occur when a
civilised person in whom the social forces are already dynamically present is cast by accident into
the wilderness- is as much of an absurdity as is the development of language without individuals
living together and talking to each other (p. 84).
Thus, social cooperation became embedded in the sphere of production. Nevertheless, the complete
suppression of social interactions would result in declining productivity levels (Negt & Kluge, 2016).
As a result, whilst sustaining their lives through social labour, the individual produces the material
relations of life (Habermas, 1979; McCarthy, 1984). Furthermore, as the social existence determines
the consciousness of individuals as mentioned at the beginning of this section (Marx 1973 cited in
Habermas, 1979, pp. 142-143), workers can harness their emancipatory potential (Habermas, 1984)
through the learning processes of production and social production. Hence, the rationalisation of society
was achieved through strategic and instrumental learning processes of the individual’s relation to
production and social production which became exemplified in the capitalism.
Whilst Habermas shared with Marx the understanding that socially organised labour is the specific
way in which humans reproduce their life experiences as opposed to animals (Habermas, 1979), in that
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man’s underlying interest is rooted in improving his life conditions though material means, Habermas
notes that the emancipatory potential that Marx had envisioned within the proletariat failed to manifest2.
Indeed, he criticises the inconsistency in Marx’s argument that the emancipatory potential lay within a
“chained workforce” deprived of agency (Heller, 1982, p. 32). According to Habermas, the
rationalisation of society is not located in the social relations of production, but it is located in the
communicative procedures of interaction in relation to the world that surrounds the individual
(Habermas, 1979), in other words in intersubjectivity generated through communications. Here,
rationalisation does not lie in the technical learning process but rather, in the cognitive capabilities of
self-understanding through dialogue necessary for intersubjectivity. These cognitive capabilities are
developed by shared symbolic structures of the world (Habermas, 1979). In doing so, “Habermas argues
for a critical social science that redeems “the forgotten” experience of emancipatory self-reflection”
(Bernstein, 1985, p. 12). This provides a more satisfactory approach to Marx, because it does not have
a reductive understanding of rationalisation as a merely strategic and instrumental process, but rather
as a dialogic process (White, 1995). Nevertheless, Habermas still locates the process of rationalisation
encapsulated in social reproduction, albeit through different means (Habermas, 1982), notably in the
communicative dynamics of social interaction, whereby learning processes or intersubjective
knowledge allow for the organisation of their social and cultural life (White, 1995). Therefore,
Habermas’ understanding of ‘emancipation’ is informed by not only a process of instrumental social
reproduction, but most importantly in a process of communicative intersubjectivity necessary for social
learning processes to develop.
Hence, such understanding is paramount in attuning the researcher’s eye to a more refined reading
of the bourgeois public sphere that this thesis requires, in that ‘emancipation’ is rooted in the
emancipatory capabilities of social agents. As such, when uncovering the key emancipatory foundations
of the Habermasian public sphere, one has to attend to what nurtures the communicative qualities of the
bourgeois public. Hence, with a pragmatic reading of the Habermasian public sphere this thesis resets
the parameters to define the bourgeois public as bound by its historically contextualised and situated
practices, notably a communicative environment characterised by structural, social and discursive
practices mediated by the ‘coffee-house’ as an infrastructural setting.

The Bourgeois Structural Public: Society, State and Market
In the Habermasian conception of the bourgeois public sphere from the 17th to the 19th century, the
individual in the private realm assumed the dual roles of ‘bourgeois’ and ‘homme’. Whereas the
‘homme’ referred to his humanity as a person capable of sentimentality and intimacy, the ‘bourgeois’

Marx acknowledged the unfeasible route to emancipation, by identifying “class domination and the institutions
of law, morality and philosophy through which the capitalist state” exercises its influence and permits the ruling
class to maintain their grips on power (Shalin, 1992, p. 241).
2
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referred to the exhibition of rationality and industriousness through the maintenance of goods and
property. The bourgeois public sphere was underpinned by the enactment of these two roles whose
distinct scope was underpinned by the public and private distinction and shaped by the structural
conditions of society, capitalism and the state, whose combination led to the emergence of a bourgeois
public sphere.
A public sphere is rooted in the Western public/private dichotomy whereby the definition of public
cannot be realised in isolation from the private. The wide acceptance of this dichotomy has been
facilitated by the spread of Western liberal ideology, emphasising liberty and freedom which must
obstruct public interference into the private realm (Reilly, 2007). In order to understand the full
meaning and scope of the public sphere, it is essential to delve into the etymology of the word ‘public’.
Commonly used, the word ‘public’ as an adjective means ‘open to all’. When attached to a noun, it
modifies and give its full meaning. For instance, ‘public’ attached to ‘sector’ and ‘goods’ allow for the
categorisation of ‘goods’ and ‘sector’ which are open to all. Hence, ‘public’ can encompass a plurality
of meanings. As a noun, it usually refers to actors who are part of a group acting collectively (Barnett,
2014). Hence, the notion of openness remains an integral characteristic. Consequently, when individuals
gather as a collective they can present themselves to the other and consider their concerns which are
collectively shared (Barnett, 2014). Nevertheless, the extent to which this collective openness is enacted
is best understood under the notion of ‘publicness’. This implies the will to improve the degree of
openness and thus bears with it the relevance of the action towards openness, which undeniably brings
about the values of equality and impartiality needed for openness to be realised (Barnett, 2014). As a
result, publicness emphasises the quality of the agents in embodying values of openness. When
individuals and groups present themselves to the other, they perform ‘publicity’ through which they are
acknowledged and recognised by the other in terms of having their voice resonate. Hence, the word
‘public’ refers to the space in which individuals can gather, where they are recognised in the display of
their subjectivity and can deliberate over matters of importance relating to the ‘common good’
(Calhoun, 2009, cited in Barnett, 2014, p. 8). In contrast, ‘private’ implies closed interactions, which
are not known from outside the private realm (Habermas, 1989). In other words, ‘private’ usually refers
to the household (Reilly, 2007). This distinction can be traced back to Greek classical antiquity where
the public realm represented a space in which citizens could participate in politics. This was called the
‘polis’. A citizen was required to be actively engaged in the public realm through participation, direct
or mediated, in a decision-making community (Weintraub, 1997). Indeed, the citizen’s speech
represented a form of action into politics, upon which his reputation and agency depended (Elshtain,
1981). Nevertheless, his agency also depended on his status and role within the private realm in which
he was incarnated as the master of his private affairs, such his slave, family and finances (Habermas,
1989). This private realm was constituted of the household called ‘oikos’ and represented a sphere of
production and reproduction. Therefore, according to the distinction, a public sphere embodying the
values of openness publicity and common good situates itself in the public realm, outside of the private
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realm. Whilst the public/private distinction seems to depict a binary shaped by the divergent
expectations of both public and private realms, these two spheres were nonetheless intimately enmeshed
within a continuum of individual development, as expectations of social behaviours in the public realm
such as the exercise of publicity were influenced by the private realm as developed below.
The first condition refers to the development of social relations in society underpinned by the
intellectual achievements of the human-being. These were rendered possible and embraced by the
intimate sphere of the family which belonged to the private realm. In the intimate sphere, the bourgeois
explored the cognitive tools which would lead to the realisation of his humanity and learned how to
exercise his publicity (Habermas, 1989). Indeed, he discovered his inner consciousness and developed
the exercise of his reason. This self-development was rendered possible by the world of letters in which
bourgeois and nobility blossomed. Books, letters and plays presented sentimental stories through which
the writers disclosed their true feelings. Individuals were interested in understanding the development
of their sentimentality, which allowed them to develop their critical cognitive capabilities as stated by
Habermas (1989): “it provided the training ground for a critical public reflection still preoccupied with
itself- a process of self-clarification of private people focusing on the genuine experiences of their novel
privateness” (p. 29). Furthermore, the increasing demand of the bourgeois for more books, letters and
periodicals, led to the establishment of greater trade and production of this media. This in turn allowed
for the increasing development of his intellectual capabilities, through solitary reading and independent
reflection and thus his social interactions. These critical skills that he had acquired through the
consciousness of his subjectivity were communicated to the other and subsequently became exposed to
the commentary and judgment of others (Lilti, 2014), thus realising as a public the manifestation of the
privateness of the bourgeois. As such, the development of individual subjectivity nurtured in the
intimate sphere fulfilled the sociability demand that the public realm required, thus revealing the
intimate fluid connection between public and private. Nevertheless, the exercise of publicity cannot just
be attributed to the bourgeois in publicising his intellectual achievements. The nobility represented an
important component of the intellectual development of the bourgeois as they were regularly in
acquaintance with one another. The nobility personified publicity which had already been an ongoing
process for centuries. Indeed, bourgeois often encountered the nobility who was well accustomed to
publicising their privateness, which was overtly displayed, for instance in the reign of Louis XIV. Not
only the ostentatious image of the King and his court was constantly displayed, living under the gaze
of courtiers, but also the arts, sciences and literature were discussed and debated (Habermas, 1989).
Incidentally, publicity was such an intrusive requirement of the ‘royal etiquette’, that the last French
Queen Marie-Antoinette at the end of the 18th century ended up secluding herself from the Versailles
spectacle by moving into her remote new apartments of the Trianon Palace at Versailles (Lilti, 2014).
Through maintaining contact with the court, the bourgeois learned and developed a critical-rational
quality (Habermas, 1989). Therefore, the development of social relations in society was a significant
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condition not only for the bourgeois to develop his intellectual capabilities, and thus his subjectivity,
but also for publicising it in the public realm.
The second condition which contributed to the emergence of the bourgeois public sphere is the
tension between capitalism and the state, which was particularly potent, as it came more organically to
Britain as opposed to France for instance.3 Capitalism refers to a mode of economic activity which relies
on the production and accumulation of surplus. Once this surplus generates profit, it is reinvested to
create additional capital (Mayes, 1977). The early manifestations of capitalism began to emerge during
the Middle-Ages in the 12th and 13th centuries. The labour was organised around the lord’s household
and its serfdom. The lord had to ensure that surplus from his land was created in order to mitigate
economic uncertainties associated with climate conditions, lack of knowledge about proper cultivation,
and looting from wars. The organisation of trading was mainly handled locally, between towns.
However, this economic system began to falter as the lord did not allow the reinvestment of this surplus
to create additional capital, in order to maintain his power and control over his feudal estate which in
turn paved the ground for the creation of an emerging merchant class. Moreover, the production was
not generating enough revenue, food, and production for non-agricultural occupations (Mayes, 1977).
By the beginning of the 16th century, the implementation of a new economic system was required in
order to meet the demands of the populations, which became mercantilism. In this new economic
system, the purpose was not to greedily accumulate wealth like the lord did in his estate by not creating
additional capital with his surplus, but it aimed to create working positions to ensure national prosperity
(Habermas, 1989). Whilst the trade grew as merchants expanded their markets for their products, greater
poverty was developing in towns and cities as a result of rural exodus. In order to handle the practical
effects of market expansion, such as the travelling distance and the new complexities of commodities
exchange, merchants created new financial practices and met periodically in trade fairs. Nevertheless,
in order to run their business without any major risks, such as securing the transport of goods, merchants
required the support from the state to ensure the good functioning of their trade through regulations and
security. This resulted in the creation of bureaucracies and financial needs to support the functioning of
3

In France, the social basis to develop the emergence of the bourgeois public sphere was not as potent as in
Britain. Indeed, whilst trade and commerce were part of the bourgeois interests, they nonetheless did not act as a
critical force as they further reinforced the legitimacy of the Monarchy by acquiring titles of Nobility, thus
withdrawing from trade, commerce as well as the banking business. As such, it reinforced the relationship between
the Monarch and his Nobles, who received tax privileges and royal patents and subsequently, did not facilitate the
emergence of a critical united bourgeoisie acting as a political counter-power against the Monarchy (Habermas,
1989, p. 68). In addition, it can be argued that whilst France was still under the control of the Catholic Church
deriving its power from the Pope, Britain had gone through Protestant Reformation since the middle of the 16 th
century, whereby Henry the VIII broke from the Church and married Anne Boleyn. This brought with it an
‘emancipatory’ notion of the individual as ascribing them ‘agency’ in their devotion to their faith not only through
increased accessibility with the Bible translated into English, but also through methodical rational actions carried
out by the systematisation of self-control/self-regulation and discipline, thus performing diligence in their work
which would render them closer to God and achieve ‘salvation’, as opposed to the system of ‘indulgences’ that
was carried out under the Catholic Church. Consequently, Britain had already paved the way to the development
of what would become a critical bourgeoisie in the 18 th century.
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the market by the state. Consequently, the intervention of state was manifesting through the
nationalisation of the town-based economy.
Although mercantilism placed the state in a dominant role in assisting and directing the economy
to further its goals (Wallerstein, 2011), the regulations of the mercantilist policy imposed by the state
tended to constrain the margin of manoeuvre of merchants and individuals which created a tension
between mercantilism and the state. For instance, the growth of taxes and duties affected the private
lives of individuals, such as being unable to eat bread on Fridays because of insufficient production of
wheat. In addition, a private person had no right to criticise the actions, procedures, laws and regulations
as it was believed by the agents of mercantilist policy that a private person cannot make a judgement
without knowing the circumstances of the action (Habermas, 1989). As their economic and trade
opportunities were put at stake, merchants started to gather and discuss their economic interests in
hotels, salons and coffee houses and matters of general rules established by public authorities began to
be debated (Goodnight, 1992; Habermas, 1989). Consequently, matters of the market, which were
previously confined to the boundaries of the private household of the merchant was becoming invaded
by the state. In this sense, they were all witnessing the pervasive intervention of the state which
generated discord among the merchants. This enabled merchants to discuss their shared concerns about
the maintenance of their economic interests (Habermas, 1989). Their private affairs were becoming a
matter of general interest. As a result, the state became the main addressee4 of the bourgeois public as
the tension between capitalism and the state allowed for discussions regarding matters of the market
and the state regulations.
Therefore, what once emerged as an ‘homme’ acquired the ability to publicise a capacity to reason
through his intimate experiences, flourished as a rational homme in the form of a ‘bourgeois’ against
pervasive intervention of the state into his private economic affairs, thus making up the structural public
needed for a bourgeois public sphere to emerge.

The Bourgeois Social Public: The Pursuit of Social Approbation
Whilst matters of commerce acted as a catalyst for bourgeois to come together and discuss their private
economic grievances, this thesis submits that Habermas underestimated the role that it played in
creating an environment conducive to ‘civil’ behaviours, albeit within their sheltered experiences of
bourgeois life in embodying virtuous personal conduct regulating social relations in the 18th century.
While this thesis does not argue that commerce inherently brings about civil behaviour, it is necessary
to contextualise its role within the bourgeois public sphere as it directs towards the normatively

4

It is important to note that whilst the interference between the state and capitalism prompted the emergence of
the bourgeois public sphere in Britain, the historical context had provided fertile ground to yield a public critical
voice. Indeed, it emerged in a time with the elimination of censorship with the Licensing Act of 1695, albeit still
being restricted by the Law of Libel and to the restrictions connected with numerous privileges of Crown and
Parliament (Habermas, 1989).
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desirable behaviours that ‘commerce’ generates. In particular, this section argues that commercial
affairs of the 17-19th century bourgeois allowed them to gain prominence and reputability within the
public sphere. Their public-facing position conditioned them towards developing virtuous behaviour
embedded in their consciousness of intersubjectivity: the pursuit of social approbation as a practice to
regulate social relations the 18-19th century in achieving self-esteem and self-love, necessary for social
harmony free from violent impulses.
The 18th century represented the culmination of two centuries of commercial development which
had been redefining social relations in terms of individual’s material prosperity. Indeed, moving away
from the coercive ‘servile dependency’ characteristic of feudal systems whereby the state of poverty
would increase and induces immoral behaviours (Paganelli, 2013), individuals were directed to their
material welfare, absorbed in activities, which made their attention shift away from the so-called
Hobbesian state of nature as Rosow (1984) stated: “The spirit of commerce limits the warlike nature of
man” (p. 355). Indeed, “the spirit of trade produces in the mind of man a certain sense of exact justice”
(Montesquieu, 1748/1949, pp. 316-317), whereby the spirit of acquisition reveals and reinforces the
natural desire for security and property. In doing so, it nurtured the practice of “agreeable manners” of
“frugality, economy, moderation, labour, prudence, tranquillity” (Montesquieu, 1748/1949, pp. 316317). In particular, the “ethic of contracts” ensured on one hand the mutuality of their private interests
and on the other, the “ethics of moderate accumulation” in not abundantly acquiring wealth fed into a
social morality of fairness among the bourgeois public, as being more or less on equal footing (Rosow,
1984, pp. 354-355). As such, commerce allowed people to be more humane and less brutal because it
supported life by generating wealth and business affairs mitigated conflicts, thus regulating social
relations of the bourgeois public.
Nevertheless, in order to further expand an understanding about commerce conducive to civil
behaviours, reading Habermas’ bourgeois public sphere through Adam Smith Theory of Moral
Sentiments (1759/1966) offers novel insights given that Smith arguably bore witness to the 18th Century
European bourgeoisie and their peculiarities. According to Smith (1759/1966), the pursuit of material
prosperity only help fulfils imaginary hope for prosperity, feeding into a sense of disillusion where:
Power and riches appear then to be, what they are, enormous and operose machines contrived to
produce a few trifling conveniences to the body, consisting of springs the most nice and delicate
which must be kept in order with the most anxious attention, and which, in spite of all our care, are
ready every moment to burst into pieces, and to crush in their ruins their unfortunate possessor (p.
262)
Whilst Adam Smith (1759/1966) remains critical of the commerce as ‘corrupting’ the minds through
the delusory feelings that it breeds, he nonetheless acknowledges that it is a ‘necessary evil’ in enabling
the prosperity of individuals by lifting them out from a state of poverty and brutish behaviours.
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However, such delusory environment helps achieve normatively desirable attitudes by rendering
manifest the nurturing of virtuous behaviour not rooted in utilitarian life goals of material gains, which
was “the very end for which it was intended” but rooted in the means to attain pleasure where “the exact
adjustment of the means for attaining any conveniency or pleasure should frequently be more regarded
than that very conveniency or pleasure” (Smith, 1759/1966, p. 258). Indeed, he asserts that it is not the
utility of the object itself which brings satisfaction and pleasure in the bourgeois, but mainly its
perceived or imagined source of pleasure by “perpetually suggesting to him the pleasure or conveniency
which is fitted to promote” (Smith, 1759/1966, p. 258). For instance, Adam Smith tells the story of a
Master who enters his chamber and displays shock and anger at the state of untidiness and disarray of
the room. Here, the Master would approach the situation from a ‘utilitarian’ perspective, having the
space of the room free from clutter. However, what propels him to tidy up, is less about the utility of a
decluttered space but by imagining the pleasure and satisfaction once the room is tidied up. Indeed, as
stated by Smith (1759/1966): “what he wanted therefore, it seems, was not so much this conveniency,
as that arrangement of things which promotes it” (p. 258). Here, whether or not the space of the room
happens to be ‘useful’ when put away is only a by-product, albeit an essential “conveniency which
ultimately recommends that arrangement” (Smith, 1759/1966, p. 258). Consequently, whereas the
commerce provides a fertile environment for civil behaviours to emerge through the striving for material
prosperity, it is not so much rooted in the utility of the material object but in the preconceived imagined
pleasure that the utility of the material object yields. Consequently, material prosperity acted as an
instrument for ‘civil behaviours’ to be nurtured, whereby the normative desirable feeling of the
imagined pleasure became the end.
Whilst the commerce played an important role in creating an environment conducive to fuelling
‘normatively desirable ends’, this thesis poses that what ultimately moulded the personal conduct of the
bourgeois public, thus regulating their social relations in the 18th century was the pursuit of social
approbation whereby the appraisal for other helped achieve self-esteem and self-love, necessary to
contribute to social harmony free from impulsive resorts to violence. “To act properly […] procures us
the esteem and love of those who live with” (Smith, 1759/1966, p. 434). In conceiving of the pursuit of
social approbation, reading Habermas through Adam Smith’s (1759/1966) virtuous behaviours of
“sympathy” and “prudence” gives a fresh perspective on the nature of bourgeois’ social relations.
Here, “sympathy” referred to a listener or observer’s inclination to exercising a “fellow-feeling”
towards an individual’s passions by relating their passions to their own emotional experience (Viganò,
2017, p. 127; Hill, 2017). Indeed, as Adam Smith (1759/1966) stated: “Nothing pleases us more than
to observe in other men a fellow-feeling with all the emotions of our own breast” (p. 10). Nevertheless,
individuals are prone to sympathise with another whose life experiences are overwhelmingly positive
and fruitful as opposed to those who are oppressed (Hill, 2017). Indeed, if these emotions appear to the
individual unfamiliar, dissonant and instead “excites their contempt and hatred” (Smith, 1759/1966, p.
435), this “fellow-feeling” will not be able to emerge and the individual’s pursuit of social approbation
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will be infringed, even if the individual’s intent was to be praised by the listener or observer as
demonstrated in this quote below:
If my animosity goes beyond what the indignation of my friend can correspond to; if my grief
exceeds what his most tender compassion can go along with; if my admiration is either too high or
too low to tally with his own; if I laugh loud and heartily when he only smiles, or on the contrary,
only smile when he laughs loud and heartily; in all these cases, as soon as he comes, from considering
the object, to observe how I am affected by it, according to his sentiments and mine, I must incur a
greater or lesser degree of his disapprobation. (Smith, 1759/1966, pp. 14-15)
To navigate this dissonant state and circumvent the possibility of disapprobation, Smith (1759/1966)
developed the principle of “prudence”, in which “self-command” and “superior reason” are two
qualities which uphold this virtue (Smith, 1759/1966, pp. 271-272). Whilst self-command refers to the
ability of the individual to exercise discipline over their emotional subjectivity, in other words
restraining public displays of personal subjectivity (Viganò, 2017), superior reason refers to the ability
to enact discernment in envisioning the negative and positive consequences of all our actions (Macfie,
1967, cited in Hollander, 2016, p. 558) which allows the individual to adapt his behaviour according to
the social approbation that they pursue. According to Hill (2017), individuals are constantly in the
pursuit of moderating their emotional and social responses along the lines of the emotions of the others
around them. By acting with ‘prudence’, the observer will see the individual as being worthy of
approbation, in assessing its endeavour to moderate his emotional and social attitudes to bring about
harmony in aligning with the emotions of the observer (Hill, 2017) as demonstrated in this quote: “as
he knows from experience how few are capable of this self-command, he looks upon our conduct with
a considerable degree of wonder and admiration” (Smith, 1759/1966, p. 273). Consequently, this will
generate “sympathy”, through the “fellow-feeling” that the bourgeois would have derived from his
observer’s admiration. As such, “prudence” acts as a tempering virtuous behaviour for “sympathy”
which characterise the pursuit of social approbation as a regulatory disposition of the bourgeois public
social relations in the 18th century, whereby the interest of the bourgeois to seek and sustain wealth and
prosperity become mere instruments to their pursuit of social approbation.
As a result, the pursuit of approbation was a key regulator in nurturing the virtuous behaviour of
the bourgeois social public contributing to the maintenance of a social order free from violent conflicts
for the development of the bourgeois public sphere.
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The Bourgeois Discursive Public: Norms of Communication
The third public that the bourgeois public sphere personified is the bourgeois discursive public who
exercised norms of communication ensuring critical and argumentative conversations as part of the
bourgeois public sphere. They were based on a meaningful interaction between two or more individuals
(Habermas, 1989). These norms have been divided into two dynamics of communication for analytical
purposes: conducive norms for dialogue-building and discursive norms for nurturing the dialogue.
Whilst the former comprises the norms of universality of access and singularity, the latter includes the
norms of equality in discourse and critical-rational communication.
The first norm necessary to induce dialogue is universality of access. According to the Habermasian
public sphere, universal access was granted to any private ‘man’ or bourgeois without discriminating
against people and excluding them (Charles & Fuentes-Rohwer, 2015). As ‘private’ individuals were
understood as ‘bourgeois’ owing to their experience in the world of letters where they learned how to
publicise their privateness and economical status attained in the private sphere, as mentioned before,
‘universality of access’ was granted to any individuals who would meet these conditions (Habermas,
1989), thus granting participation in the deliberative space which would end up being critical of the
state. What sought to warrant this ‘universality of access’ in the public sphere was the equal chances
that the liberal economic system afforded to individuals to meet the conditions for admission, in
becoming property owner and subsequently gained the social status of ‘bourgeois’. As the immanent
laws of the market regulating itself through supply and demand fostered an environment of ‘equal
chances’ among individuals to become private ‘man’, and subsequently bourgeois in starting an
enterprise, their participation in the public sphere became the natural consequence of them being
welcome and authorised in the public sphere as being a ‘man’ whose realisation inhere from them
exercising publicity in having private interests to defend. This granted them a political voice legitimised
by their standing in representing the general interest of protecting the stability of the property order as
a private one free from state interference, or the civil society of the private sphere (Habermas, 1989).
The second inclusive norm, which acts as a pre-requisite for a dialogue to take place, is the norm of
singularity of the bourgeois public sphere. The bourgeois was seen as a ‘critical’ public owing to his
private status of educated and property owner who would gather with other bourgeois to form a public
who would argumentatively discuss matters to pursue the general interest (Habermas, 1989, p. 87).
Indeed, owing to his private economic interests in ensuring the protections of his private property, the
bourgeois would naturally bend his will towards the source of their private gains, mainly ensuring the
protection of the foundations of the existing property order, that the state continually jeopardised. In
particular, the ‘singularity’ of such straight-forward ‘consensus’ not only deployed itself as the ‘critical
resistance’ against the state, but also as the ‘critical political force’ influencing the legislative scope of
the constitutional state, thus legitimising the creation of a new political formation mainly a petty
bourgeois constitutional state.
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The first discursive norm for nurturing the dialogue was discursive equality, which was key in
engaging in an inclusive communication as power-relations constrain effective communication and the
virtue of inclusive interactions. Equality entails a process of recognition through which individuals
acknowledge their equal capabilities and importance in exercising the publicising of their reason,
formerly developed in the world of letters, by being able to reflect upon their ideas in order to pursue
an argument and consequently nurture the dialogue. In doing so, individuals entering the public sphere
of private shared economic interests needed to remain impartial in transcending the given realities of
their identity and status (Habermas, 1989). Impartiality refers to the abstraction of the ‘self’ before
entering the dialogue, leaving identity and status on a side which consequently allows for differences
to be ignored (Warner, 1992). For an honest and argumentative dialogue to take place, the actors
involved cannot expect to anticipate the outcome (Linklater, 1998). As their private status and identity
were irrelevant to the public sphere, it generated a depersonalisation of public issues which
subsequently encouraged individuals to offer an opinion about the issues in question (Warner, 1992).
Once this opinion was submitted to the public debate, they no longer risked reprimands or negative
consequences, as it was detached from the private sphere of individuals (Charles & Fuentes-Rohwer,
2015). Therefore, this detachment allowed for an open debate between individuals of the public sphere
and encouraged further engagement which consequently reinforced a sense of inclusion (Charles &
Fuentes-Rohwer, 2015).
The second discursive norm for an inclusive public sphere to exist is the exercise of a criticalrational communication. According to Habermas (1989, p. 28), the bourgeois is rational through the
development of the exercise of reason learned in the world of letters through reading and taking part in
discussions forums which fostered the bourgeois’ self-reflection upon his individual subjectivity. He
believed that the bourgeois communicative reason is characterised by free and open discussion
conducted in an argumentative manner by all relevant persons, in order to achieve a consensus based
on the force of the best argument (Habermas, 1989, p. 54). Pursuing an argument is embodied in the
rational capability of individuals which is referred to as ‘reason’ and it is constitutive of the dialogue
(Habermas, 1989). Following the argument, the consensus cannot be valid unless they can command
the consent of everyone whose interests are affected by it (Habermas, 1989, pp. 82-83). Consequently,
the existence of the critical-rational public lies upon its capability through discourse to question and
challenge publicly bringing up arguments and evidence.
Therefore, the norms of universality of access, and singularity conducive to dialogue as well as the
norms of discursive equality and critical-rational communication nurturing the dialogue shaped and
defined the discursive public of the bourgeois public sphere.
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The Coffee-Houses’ Infrastructural Setting
Whilst the structural, social and discursive practices can now be established as the key practices
defining the bourgeois public, it is argued here that what upheld them and became paramount in
contributing to the development of the bourgeois public sphere is the infrastructural setting materialised
in the coffee-houses of the 17th and 18th centuries, as it provided an environment for bourgeois to put
into practice and develop their critical, rational and virtuous aptitudes in publicising their subjectivity
and nurturing the conversation. Nevertheless, as the public sphere literature tends to overlook the role
of the coffee-house, and relegate it to a gathering place, it does not investigate the influential role that
the coffee-house, as a specific setting, played in mediating the bourgeois public conversation.
Neglecting the mediating capacity of the coffee-house can lead to epistemological inconsistencies, in
failing to identify the most suitable object of enquiry in research. Consequently, this thesis remains
particularly mindful to applying an understanding of emancipation which attends to what nurtures the
communicative qualities of the bourgeois public. As such, the coffee-house is investigated through its
influential setting in mediating the bourgeois public conversation, by uncovering the fluid exchanges
that the space generates. As a result, in order to shed light on the crucial role that the coffee-house
played in the development of the bourgeois public sphere, I argue here that the coffee-house mediated
the dialogue, itself shaped by the enabling factors of the entrepreneurial setting, normative behavioural
expectations and the periodical press.
Coffee-houses were the principal places where private individuals could meet to discuss literary,
societal and political matters outside of their private confines (Habermas, 1989) whilst enjoying the
acquired taste of the Ottoman coffee whose physiological properties attracted the interest of European
apothecaries as well as accustomed customers. The first coffee-house was established in Oxford in
1650, when coffee had been reaching more segments of society since the early-1600s and where
intellectually curious English elites, then-understood as ‘virtuosi’, were relaying fascinating tales of the
travels of merchants and traders from the Ottoman Empire (Cowan, 2005). In particular, Oxford was an
opportune location for its scholars specialised in studying the ‘Orient’, and was home to a thriving
scientific/medical community who were dedicated to researching the medicinal properties of coffee, as
opposed to simply putting it in the same class as opiates in the 1640s (Cowan, 2005), which facilitated
its promotion for public consumption. Moreover, as young scholars wanted to free themselves from the
rigid scholarly teaching at Oxford University, coffee-houses quickly became known to be places where
free-spirited discussions could be held and intellectual curiosity could be nurtured (Cowan, 2005). As
coffee-houses expanded into London, they came to be known as the haunts for the bustling city’s
professionals, ranging from merchants, scholars, lawyers, doctors and politicians (Pelzer, 1982, cited in
Ford, 2012, p. 27). Nevertheless, holding critical conversations depended on the enabling factors, the
first one being the entrepreneurial setting.
In particular, I argue that the coffee-house represented an entrepreneurial setting for the economic
enterprise that it embodied in making profits and sustaining its business by retaining their clientele and
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attracting new customers with a wide-range of services, namely a physical space indulging the
bourgeois and the coffee-drink.5 The coffee-house usually provided a main room where long tables with
benches created a communal environment, whereby visitors would leave their social status behind.
Upon entry, they were expected to take the next available seat without choosing who to sit next to, thus
abiding by the principle of “no man might refuse your company” (Ellis, 2004, p. 59). Private
conversations could also be accommodated in certain establishments furnished with smaller rooms,
booths or screens (Ford, 2012). Furthermore, coffee-houses were ‘open to all’, to men coming from
different backgrounds, whether artisans, merchants or bourgeois, thus providing an enriching and
stimulating environment (Ellis, 2004; Pincus, 1995).
Despite its acquired taste, coffee was highly praised and recommended by apothecaries for its
medicinal properties in treating a wide range of ailments and, oddly, recommended to ward off the
plague (Cowan, 2005). Furthermore, coffee was romanticised as a desirable and exotic pleasure
stimulating the mind as a result of the virtuosi sharing stories and anecdotes from the Ottoman coffeehouses and the practices associated with coffee drinking (Cowan, 2005). Not only was coffee cheaply
sold at ‘tuppence-a-cup’ (Olson, 1991), but its non-intoxicating qualities allowed bourgeois to discuss
in a productive and sober manner, unlike taverns or ale-houses where their reputations could
understandably be tarnished (Ellis, 2004). Thus, coffee became associated with ‘respectable’ conduct
(Cowan, 2005). Moreover, selling coffee was regulated at the time and coffee-houses required a licence
stipulating rules of social conduct whereby negligence from the owners in controlling unruly conduct
would lead to prosecution and potential closure (Cowan, 2004). As a result, the coffee-drink was an
influential component in attracting the bourgeois public and facilitating conversations in a respectable
and orderly manner.
Nevertheless, the entrepreneurial setting needs to be juxtaposed with the normative behavioural
expectations that the coffee-house entails in order to appreciate its full mediating capacity, as public
spaces shape imaginative and creative attitude which determine the type of behaviour to adopt (Ellis,
2004). The coffee-house provided implicit rules of civility that customers were expected to follow.
Indeed, the bourgeois was to adjust his behaviour accordingly unlike other places such as taverns, a
church or his private sphere (Ellis, 2004). Nevertheless, these standards of behaviour were mainly
governed by unwritten societal rules which were driven by self-conscious preoccupations of looking
respectable in public spaces, outside of their intimate spheres (Ellis, 2004). Furthermore, politeness was
a practice expected to be internalised and naturally exercised as it reflected the civility of the individual
in abiding by the “protocol of good conversation” (Klein, 1996, p. 47). Visitors were expected to
practice ‘gentlemanly conduct’ as stipulated in the Tatler and the Spectator, periodical press outlets, in
being a man of “good judgment”, “unerring and accompanied with so cheerful spirit, that his
conversation is a continual feast,[…] for it is the greatest and justest skill in a man of superior

5

Note here: evidence suggests that coffee was not sold in taverns or ale-houses (Cowan, 2005, p. 82).
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understanding, to know how to be on a level with his companions”6 (The Tatler and The Guardian,
1880, p. 48). Hence, these behavioural expectations played an important role in shaping the
conversational dynamic.
Third, the periodical press, whether printed in-house or provided by publishers (Abbas, 2014), was
laid out on tables and offered to the bourgeois to read the news and nurture their conversations. The
periodical press in the form of broadsheets, pamphlets and periodicals containing political commentary
and satire was published by “opinion-gatherers” who would attend the coffee-houses to pick up the
news (Abbas, 2014, p. 45; Pincus, 1995, p. 813). According to Habermas (1989), the periodical press
allowed any individuals to develop from a ‘subject’ of the Monarchy to an active and reasoning public.
Especially, by the end of the 18th century, the press became a key platform for criticising the actions of
the state officials (Thompson, 1990). The goal of these periodicals was to establish conversations as the
essential component of social inclusion as readers and coffee-drinkers would have “their minds being
bent towards their own improvement of knowledge” (Rumbold, 2016, pp. 20-21), which shed light on
the educative potential of the periodical press. In turn, the periodical press reflected the voices, opinions
and concerns circulated within the very-same coffee-houses (Habermas, 1989) calling the authority of
the state to be accountable for their actions before an informed and reasoned public (Thompson, 1990).
Consequently, the periodical press was a key mediating component in nurturing the dialogue.
Therefore, the entrepreneurial setting, normative behavioural expectations and the periodical press
were key factors of the coffee-house mediating the bourgeois public conversation.

Apogee and Demise of the Bourgeois Public Sphere
Having critically uncovered the structural, social and discursive publics held together by the coffeehouse and argued their prominent roles in making up the normative legitimacy of the bourgeois public
sphere, this thesis acknowledges nonetheless that Habermas laments the demise of the bourgeois public
sphere.
Indeed, the tension between capitalism and the state intensified in the 19th century which manifested
itself through a process of “refeudalization of the society” which gradually contributed to the
disintegration of the bourgeois public sphere (Habermas, 1989, p. 142). This process means that state
and society, which were once distinct from each other, became interlocked where the public functions
exercised by the state started to infiltrate the political functions of the private bourgeois public who was
once autonomous in regulating by themselves their common interest of maintaining the system of
property order against any interference of the state (Habermas, 1989). As the growth of markets
generated conflicts of interest among private economic actors which could not be settled within the
private sphere itself that the bourgeois public represented, disadvantaged actors such as smaller
By contrast, individuals seeking to imitate this “agreeable being”, were labelled as “Pretty Fellows”, displaying
an ‘effeminate’ artificial conduct involving fashion, carelessness and loudness whose presence was unwelcomed
in the coffee-house” (The Tatler and The Guardian, 1880, p. 55).
6
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manufacturers started to merge with large firms and create cartels which would provide a safeguard
against the turbulence in the market (Munholland, 1970). In addition, manufacturers sought a more
protectionist state which would set protective tariffs against the importation of foreign goods7
(Munholland, 1970). As a result, each economic party was defending their private interests in the public
sphere in negotiating the protection of their private interests with the state, which consequently assumed
public functions8 (Habermas, 1989). Secondly, whilst the bourgeois and economic elites were making
lucrative business arrangements out of trade, inequalities started to widen between the economic elites
and the workers. Indeed, the perverted effects of the market had allowed for the concentration of wealth
into the hands of a few. Meanwhile, as the lowest strata of society became gradually literate and
educated, they started to express their economic antagonisms through political enfranchisement
(Habermas, 1989). As a result, the public sphere started to breed political parties, which could represent
and channel the voice of individuals demanding social rights. This resulted in the creation of a welfare
state which would ensure the safety and well-being of the workers through health insurance and safety
regulations in factories (Calhoun, 1992). Hence, whilst the private was assuming public functions
through the organisation of their private economic interest, the public was intervening in the private
through the welfare state. Consequently, what was once the bourgeois public sphere, meaning the space
between public and private in which general interest was enacted through critical-rational discussions,
was becoming a public and private space in discussing and negotiating compromises (Calhoun, 1992).
This interlocking between the two spheres initiated the demise of a bourgeois public sphere as it became
blended.
In addition, the disintegration of the bourgeois public sphere was reinforced by a loss of criticalrationality through the development of mass communication, allowing for the consumption of culture
in terms of entertainment and leisure. Indeed, this intensified process towards the end of the 19th century
facilitated by the commercialisation of culture initiated by capitalism through the development of
communication, such as visual and listening devices, began replacing the classical forms of literary
production (Habermas, 1989). Being surrounded by a variety of cultural means, the bourgeois did not
enact his ability to exercise his critical-rational capabilities as more convivial discussions dominated
the dialogue. In other words, inter-bourgeois communication became gradually replaced by a top-down,
mass-mediatized communication which was significantly beholden to the interests of capitalist
consumerism and the state and thus gave rise to homogenizing tendencies (Bourdieu, 2002, cited in
Bennett, 2004, p. 127). As Habermas (1989) states: “popular advertiser-financed illustrated

7

Increased trade brought greater competition from foreign manufacturers which in turn made the price drop. For
instance, domestic landowners and farmers were affected by it, having to decrease their prices to be able to sell
their meat and grain (Munholland, 1970, pp. 15-17).
8
Incidentally, the promotion of private interests was carried out through advertising functions that the public
sphere started to assume, which reinforced the endorsement of public functions (Habermas, 1989, p. 175).
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magazines…witness themselves to a culture that no longer trusts the power of the printed word, their
official goal of raising the level of book sales notwithstanding” (p. 163). The disappearance of criticalrational discussion was soon to be replaced by “shows and displays” of interest, and the “refeudalization
of political discourse”, in terms of being infiltrated by the manipulative power of mass communication
(Habermas, 1989, cited in Goodnight, 1992, p. 247). The space for participating in communication was
being stifled (Downey and Fenton, 2003). Therefore, the consumption of culture combined with the
intervention of the state in private affairs led to a degeneration of the quality of discourse and
consequently the public sphere (Calhoun, 1992).

Conclusion
Whilst Habermas’s interpretation of historical events reflected a pessimistic outlook on the potential to
renew his idealised bourgeois public sphere in the 21st century era, this chapter concludes that it gives
nonetheless a skeletal qualitative ‘blueprint’, in that it maps out the inclusive essence of the bourgeois
public sphere. It does so in the form of publics defined by their historically contextualised practices in
relation to an infrastructural setting. Their inclusive quality derives from their intrinsic ability to nurture
communicative practices of the bourgeois public sphere, thus reflecting an understanding of
emancipation underpinned by Habermas’s conception of rationalisation of society in the communicative
procedures of interaction. Such emancipatory understanding was important to guide the researcher to
undertake a critical and pragmatic reading of the bourgeois public sphere in order to uncover the right
elements conducive to the communicative dynamic of the bourgeois public sphere. First, this chapter
unveiled the publics’ structural practices and factors which allowed for the development of the
bourgeois public sphere. These were society in shaping the ‘homme’, and the tension between capitalism
and the state in developing the ‘bourgeois’. Indeed, whilst the upper society of the 18th century allowed
the propertied man to develop as a ‘human being’ in his intimate sphere, through developing a
consciousness of his subjectivity and an understanding of how to exercise publicity and reason, the
intervention of the state into his private economic affairs allowed him to emerge as a rational
‘bourgeois’. Second, this chapter uncovered the role of the commerce as a prism through which
normative desirable behaviours could emerge, in particular the pursuit of social approbation, which
was identified as a normative behaviour regulating social relations in the 18th century, thus defining the
social public. The third component unveiled was the discursive public characterised by the following
bourgeois rules of communication: (1)- Universality of access referred to granting access to any
bourgeois without discrimination, albeit contingent on having private economic interests to defend; (2)Singularity referred to their critical ability ‘to speak as one’ in the defence of their private economic
interests against state intervention; (3)- Discursive equality covered the bourgeois’ ability to be
impartial by abstracting from their ‘self’ (private status and identity) and recognising other participants
as equal to them in exercising the publicising of their reason before entering the dialogue to ensure
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open, uncoercive and subsequently equal dialogue; (4)- Critical-rational communication ensured the
deliberative potential of dialogue, whereby bourgeois’ rational capabilities (owing to his development
of communicative reason in the private sphere) would play a key role in articulating the best argument,
thus achieving a consensus. Fourth, this chapter uncovered the unique mediating capacity that the
coffee-house embodied to nurture bourgeois conversations, as opposed to relegating it to a simple
gathering place. Indeed, it was argued that the coffee-house represented an infrastructural setting,
mediating the dialogue through the enabling factors of the (1)-entrepreneurial setting in running an
economic enterprise through a physical space indulging the bourgeois and the coffee-drink; (2)normative behavioural expectations in embodying the implicit rules of civility that the coffee-house
provided; (3)-periodical press in being the main hub for the distribution of the periodical press nurturing
the conversations of the bourgeois public. Uncovering these publics and the infrastructural setting
constituted the point of departure in distilling the public sphere communicative environment to envision
a holistic reconstruction of public sphere thus seeking to address the gaps that have been left by
prevailing scholars on transnationalising the public sphere. Indeed, in seeking to transnationalise the
public sphere, they have revealed a perfunctory understanding of the public confined to the remits of
their discipline, namely the internet public, the transnational issue-based public and the critical public
networks, which undermine the normative legitimacy of the public sphere and obscure the potential for
its transnationalisation.
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Chapter 2
❖
The Transnational Public: The Revised Discursive
Conditions

With a normative blueprint that encompasses an understanding of the public sphere as a communicative
environment, this Chapter offers a revision of the discursive public through a critical re-evaluation of
Habermas’s rules of communication, namely universality of access, singularity, discursive equality and
critical-rational communication. For transnationalisation to be meaningful, unveiling and correcting the
exclusionary, idealised and elitist foundations of the bourgeois public sphere is vital in recovering the
inclusive scope that Habermas originally attempted and providing a more attuned dialogic exchange in
the 21st century. When most prevailing studies engaging with communicative platforms have routinely
disregarded the importance of the discursive public as an essential condition to transnationalise the
public sphere, revising the exclusionary rules of communication provides an important first step in the
reconstruction of the public sphere’s communicative environment. As such, this Chapter argues that
transnationalising the public sphere requires the development of alternative rules of communication
informed by an engagement with the insights of feminist critiques. These are diversity, multiplicity,
discursive heterogeneity and aestheticized critical rational communication and will be elaborated
below.

I/ From Universality of Access to Diversity
As presented in the previous chapter, universality of access allowed any bourgeois who met the
conditions of a private ‘man’ in being educated with private economic interests worth protecting was
an essential rule of communication for a bourgeois public sphere to thrive. Indeed, it ensured the
publicising of a variety of opinions pertaining to the private interests of the private bourgeois, thus
forming a critical political force against state interference.
Nevertheless, conspicuously absent from his work The Structural Transformation of the Public
Sphere was the issue that women were given no agency outside of the private confines of the household
(Benhabib 1992; Fraser 1992; Ryan, 1992; Fleming, 2013). The wide acceptance of the public/private
‘dichotomy’ for centuries has been facilitated by the spread of a liberal ideology, emphasising liberty
and freedom which prohibits public interference into the private sphere (Reilly, 2007; Haldén, 2013),
itself rooted in different conceptions of human nature (Landes, 2007; Pateman 1983). Indeed, prominent
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liberal thinkers of the 17th and 18th centuries, such as Locke and Rousseau have excluded women from
their conceptions of social and political life, by presenting the separation of the private and public as a
situation that applies to all individuals in the same way (Pateman, 1983). Indeed, against the
monarchical and semi-absolutist rule that western rulers applied on their subjects, on the premise that
such authority was God-given, liberal thinkers sought to construct a political and social life rooted in
the idea of ‘natural’ freedom, as opposed to being born subject to God. According to them, all
individuals were ‘born free and equal’ (Pateman, 1989). Nevertheless, maintaining their freedom and
subsequent self-preservation relied upon the assurance that no one had the right to assume a position of
supremacy without the consent of those affected. Indeed, Locke (cited in Pateman, 1989) asserted that
“The individual…is free inasmuch as he is proprietor of his person and capacities...” (p. 73). If
individuals were to relinquish their ‘natural’ freedom, they can only do so under conditions that conform
to the ‘law of nature’, in other words, their freedom in remaining ‘the guardian of his own consent’. As
such, processes of agreement and contract becomes the means to ensure individual’s self-preservation
and subsequently sociability. Consequently, the right to freedom conditions what individuals can
legitimately consent to and becomes the most general explanatory and legitimate motive for action in
social life (Benn & Gaus, 1983). Consequently, the participation of the bourgeois in the public realm is
guaranteed in a space whereby free and equal individuals govern themselves through consensual
relationships, whether among their fellow bourgeois or between bourgeois and political authority that
they consented to have.
Ironically, such advancement of the human condition in conceiving of ‘individual sovereignty’ by
consent against absolutist political authority subversively became the tool to legitimise women’s
subordination in the private sphere due to their lack of ‘individual status’ (Pateman, 1998). Indeed,
writings of Locke and Rousseau reveal apparent sexist undertones to their writings as unveiled by
feminist critiques, given the ‘natural subordination’ of women. Whilst Locke justified women’s
subjection to their husband on the basis of women’s repression being a widespread accepted global
phenomenon (Okin, 2013), thus concluding women subordination as a ‘Foundation in Nature’,
Rousseau justifies women’s subjection owing to their function - that is, her sexual and procreative
purpose in life, naturally giving them their ‘caring’ and ‘nurturing’ qualities. Indeed, women were
expected to embrace the role of ‘motherhood’ and take care of household responsibilities by virtue of
their sex (Thornton, 1991). This ‘natural’ function ends up leaving them incapacitated to carry out other
potential abilities, such as rationality (Okin, 2013). As such, Rousseau can only conclude that they
remain “deficient in rationality” and “quite incapable of abstract thought” (Okin, 2013, p. 100) which
justifies their subordination. Ironically, the same ‘natural’ function defining their emotionally-driven
beliefs and behaviours that justify their own subordination ascribe them ‘power’ rooted in their ‘sensual’
force of seduction of temptress by making men fall into temptation of lust which could jeopardise men’s
rational thoughts (Okin, 2013). As such, for liberal thinkers it becomes paramount to subdue this power
by confining women to chastity and marriage. Moreover, enforcing chastity on women would prevent
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illegitimate children (Young, 1998). Fears of women ‘running wild’ and being promiscuous were
deemed to justify male ruling behaviour in the domestic sphere. Consequently, women ‘naturally’
lacked the capacities for public engagement and thus men ended up inhabiting and dominating both
spheres. Hence, the question of women’s inclusion in the public sphere was already doomed from the
onset as only when women are seen as ‘free and equal individuals’, their consent is relevant, which
would warrant their participation in the public realm.
Nevertheless, even if Habermas himself had envisioned the inclusion of women in the bourgeois
public sphere, the political culture of dialogue that he staged in advocating for conversational restraint
of not bringing in discussions of ‘morals’ which pertained to matters of the ‘good life’ within one’s
private context, already excluded them. Indeed, conceptions of the ‘good’ are nurtured by subjective
feelings, values and convictions pertaining to the broader ‘moral’ sphere which cannot possibly be
generalised as pertaining to one own’s personal convictions, thus being perceived as rationally
irreconcilable. According to Young (1998), “allowing appeals to desires and bodily needs to move
public debates would undermine public deliberation by fragmenting its unity” (p. 432). Consequently,
it could not constitute a legitimate tool to hold power to account if it could not form public agreement
(Benhabib, 1992). Hence, it is thus unsurprising that Habermas’ bourgeois public, not only disregarded
women but conceived of the development of the bourgeois in the interlocking of the public through the
exercise of publicity, into the private sphere through the development of his subjectivity in the private
sphere. As a result of this gendered manifestation in the bourgeois public sphere, feminist theorists have
suggested the inclusion of other forms of discrimination calling for a more heterogeneous public, open
to "bodily and affective particularity” (Bruell, Mokre & Siim, 2012, p. 7). Following the growing body
of feminist literature, Habermas (1992) began to acknowledge the exclusive and patriarchal nature of
his bourgeois public sphere and revised his theories accordingly.
Therefore, an appropriate revision to the conception of the public sphere, which takes into account
the criticisms addressed above, could be to embrace diversity by engaging others as being different,
irrespective of distinctive racial, national, sexual and cultural characteristics, in open dialogue about
matters which concern all of them in a fully inclusive manner. Indeed, membership of wider
communication communities does not presuppose that others must have the same cultural and
ideological orientations (Linklater, 1998). Incidentally, favouring a monocultural and homogenous
basis for the public sphere serves to exclude the ‘others’, as opposed to uniting under a common weness (Christensen & Siim, 2010). If anything, a diversity and plurality of voices in a community
dialogue must be perceived as an essential force, to engender the conditions necessary for change
(Heath, 2007). In her concluding comments, Fleming (2013) states that rethinking the concept of the
public in relation to the gender issue will involve a new logic of gender relations. It would have to
include a concept of humanity that can tolerate the idea of a “differentiated we” (Fleming 2013, p. 133).
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II/ From Singularity to Multiplicity
The norm of singularity staged the bourgeois as the sole individual capable of critical insight allowing
him to gather with other bourgeois to form a public who would argumentatively discuss matters
pursuant to the general interest, thus portraying the bourgeois as an elite, discrediting the emancipatory
potential that other groups of people were carrying.
Indeed, the bourgeois public sphere not only remained exclusive by its intrinsic conception of the
‘bourgeois’ in being an educated and propertied individual but also by undermining the legitimacy of
those who were not ‘bourgeois’ to create a sphere of ‘criticism’ for a contentious movement to emerge.
Indeed, by depicting the public sphere as the realisation of reason in publicising their critical subjectivity
owing to their private economic interests to protect, it suggests the marginalisation of those, notably
women and illiterate individuals who were believed by society to lack the ability to make use of their
reason in the public sphere. Indeed, the bourgeois ‘critical resistance’ was essentially rooted in their
struggle for maintaining their private economic interests. As a result, it strengthened the dichotomy of
us and them, ‘them’ being the counter-publics (Charles & Fuentes-Rohwer, 2015, p. 9), signifying that
marginalised groups develop and circulate counter-discourses to formulate oppositional interpretations
of their needs and identities (Fraser, 1992, p. 123). Indeed, counter-publics emerged out of collective
experience of marginalization and expropriation (Hansen, 1993, cited in Downey & Fenton, 2003, p.
194). They are formed of diverse values and rhetoric and create a multiplicity of publics (Charles &
Fuentes-Rohwer, 2015; Fraser, 1992). According to Fraser (2014, pp. 1-42), Habermas failed to give a
full picture of the 18th century society in recognising that even the illiterate, those who did not develop
the exercise of reason through elitist social relations among the bourgeois public could make sense of
their impoverished livelihoods. For instance, during the French revolution in 1789, women marched
from Paris to Versailles to ask for bread as the population in Paris was starving despite the fertile French
soil. Indeed, according to Levy and Applewhite (1980 cited in Garrioch, 1999)
women displayed 'political motivation, political awareness, and a certain modicum of political skill...
they understood how political power operated to affect their livelihoods'…that the development of
the centralized state placed increasing pressure on 'common women' across the eighteenth century,
and that this contributed to their politicization (p. 233)
Not only did Habermas fail to recognise the existence of ‘counter-publics’, but the bourgeois public
sphere that he conceived reinforced a vertical relationship between the bourgeois public and the
outsiders (Fraser, 1992). Indeed, by emphasising the creation of the public sphere in opposing the power
of the state, he failed to identify the conflictual relationship between the bourgeois and other publics
which further marginalised outsiders (Eley, 1991, cited in Fraser, 1992, p. 61; Dahlgren, 2002). In
particular, struggles over cultures or belonging to a territory created conflicts between community
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groups not necessarily associated with the state (Delanty, 1997). In addition, the bourgeois public sphere
mirrors the evolutionary phase of European history being portrayed as the ‘civilised community’, thus
excluding groups coming from different cultures (Delanty, 1997; Gunaratne, 2006). By focusing on the
bourgeois public, Habermas takes a Eurocentric understanding of learning processes and of history.
Indeed, he elevates the bourgeois critical social learning as a normative and desirable learning process
whereby universal argumentative procedures emerge. Nevertheless, this social learning was developed
and nurtured from the prevailing social norms, values and beliefs of the western bourgeois society of
the 18th and 19th century, which were themselves embedded in specific understandings of morality and
norms (Winch 1972 cited in White, 1995, p. 19). In doing so, Habermas failed to account for how
European society and culture has been enriched by other cultures for centuries, thus generating a wide
range of social learning processes. Notwithstanding, Habermas believes that culture can be transcended,
as genuine communication in the public sphere must remain liberated from culture, beliefs and ideas.
In other words, their cultural traditions must not prevent them to critically participate in the dialogue
(Delanty, 1997). According to Habermas, readiness to learn and openness to criticism are not intrinsic
to only one western culture. Indeed, “the rationality of forms of life cannot be reduced to the cognitive
adequacy of the worldviews underlying them” (Habermas, 1984, p. 59). Arguably, this learning process
requires that participants speak the same language and share same worldviews in order to be intelligible
to the other person as the bourgeois public embodies. In addition, by focusing on the bourgeois society,
Habermas encapsulates the Western concept of the public/private distinction which means that his
normative framework has limited application to an occidental context. For instance, the public and
private dichotomy does not exist in Confucianism, according to Li (1998) and De Bary (1999) (cited in
Gunaratne, 2006, pp. 111-113). Indeed, in Confucianism, the private sphere overlaps with the public
sphere as it embraces a concept of the family tied to the notion of cooperation and community rather
than a bourgeois family through which the intimacy of the household must remain within the boundaries
of what is ‘private’. Therefore, the bourgeois public sphere remained elitist and idealised, whose
emancipatory potential takes its roots in a Eurocentric notion of learning processes and public/private
distinction.
Therefore, in response to these critics, the alternative to the bourgeois public sphere could be located
in the reversal of its inherently exclusionary nature by taking into account multiple publics to reaffirm
the essence of inclusion. Given that the democratic task of dialogue is to elicit contributions from
“voices” that may not reflect the right kinds of rationality (Hammond et al., 2003, cited in Heath, 2007
p. 142), multiple publics prompt the creation of alternative deliberative spaces for critical engagement.
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III/ From Equality in Discourse to Discursive Heterogeneity
As mentioned in the previous chapter, discursive equality was core in engaging in an inclusive
communication, in that it allowed for a horizontal relationship among members by disregarding their
socially constructed power relations before entering the dialogue, leaving identity and status on a side
(Charles & Fuentes-Rohwer, 2015; Habermas 1989; Warner, 1992), thus exercising the principle of
impartiality.
However, the norm of equality in discourse envisioned by Habermas in his bourgeois public sphere
remains exclusionary as the realisation of the principle of impartiality remains questionable. Firstly,
when impartiality is conceived as an existing behavioural capability, it can exacerbate the manifestation
of power relations. Indeed, Warner (1992) stated: “For the ability to abstract oneself in public discussion
has always been an unequally available resource” (p. 382). Indeed, the ability to remain impartial
depended on the understanding of the interlocutors’ subjectivity and the learning of publicising skills
developed in the intimate sphere through the world of letters and through regular acquaintances with
the nobility. These publicising skills encompassed mechanisms of self-presentation, or modes of
expression, which could allow them to abstract themselves in the discussion (Warner, 1992).
Nevertheless, the ability to self-abstract was not universal, which reinforced discursive inequality
among the bourgeois. Secondly, it can be even argued that impartiality was non-existent. Indeed, as the
critical rationality of the bourgeois was learned through the world of letters in developing critical
cognitive capabilities, they were already provided with a pre-understanding of their subjectivity which
undeniably influenced their opinions in the public sphere (Susen, 2011). In addition, the publicising of
opinions in the public sphere depended on their social resources of power shaped by their private
business experiences in accumulating material wealth (Susen, 2011). Indeed, the hegemonic discourses
generated within the bourgeois public sphere reflected its composition of powerful social groups with
vested interests, notably white men armed with education and property (Susen, 2011). In addition, these
power asymmetries were also reflected in the internalisation of normative behaviour which granted to
the bourgeois a right to speak or not when experiencing discursive power relations through people’s
style of speech (Young, cited by Fiig, 2011, p. 299). Indeed, “the selectivity of public spheres related
to who can speak and who is allowed to listen also points the inevitable presence of power asymmetries
relative to public spheres” (Risse, 2015, p. 8). In addition, structural factors such as time and space
could also contribute to discursive inequality (White, 1979). As a result, the bourgeois public sphere
was intrinsically unequal as the experiential background of the bourgeois would fuel discursive power
relations, thus undermining the norm of discursive equality.
Although the criticisms of equality in discourse have highlighted the strong inequalities pertaining
to it, this inequality can nonetheless become the ideal condition to promote an inclusive discourse.
According to Phillips (1998, cited in Ferree et al., 2002, p. 308), impartiality coerces individuals in
internalising their identity and status, which could have led to the publicising of a range of ideas had
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they recognised their unequal capabilities of exercising their reason. Indeed, a dialogue based on the
recognition of social and cultural differences opens an opportunity for the individual to learn from the
difference of the other, notably in publicising reason through different modes of expression and
transforming him/herself by developing new ideas. In doing so, the dialogue enriches itself. Indeed, the
more socially diverse the participants are, the wider the range of options and implications are for
achieving greater understanding (Dahlberg, 2005). In other words, the ‘who’ brings about the ‘what’ in
dialogue and also the process of speech itself and thus modes of expression (Ferree et al., 2002, p. 308).
For instance, emotions can play a significant role in conveying a message to the other, therefore an
appropriate revision of the Habermasian discursive equality would be on the contrary to allow for the
embrace of discursive heterogeneity for genuine inclusion to occur.
Whilst ‘discursive heterogeneity’ contributes to a more inclusive dialogue, in embracing different
personalities, it does not guarantee that all individuals would feel confident in participating in the
dialogic dynamic. This is especially so in a contemporary society where social relations have become
even more fragmented, not only through the myriad of interactions that individuals enter but also
through the conversational interruptions that our contemporary capitalist societies bring with the
technological invasion of our lives (Seligman, 2011). Moreover, most avoid political discussion and
broader engagement more generally to avoid uncomfortable situations, associated anxieties and
uncertainties as perhaps perceiving such talks as too ‘formal’ (Dalhgren, 2002). Nevertheless, engaging
in dialogue requires consideration of the environment of the talk and those ‘informal’ every-day
interaction that acts as a point of entry. If individuals do not display an interest towards the other, thus
building a sense of ‘entry familiarity’, the other participants will likely want to remain in the private
sphere which will diminish civic engagement (Yi, 2015). Indeed, micro-processes of personal
interaction make up the essence of the institutional deliberative macro-processes (Escobar, 2009).
Inspired by Eicher-Catt (2017)’s semiotic and phenomenological notion of ‘enchantment’ through
which:
activation of wonder and awe, thus attaches or fastens us to lived experience in often intense,
affectual and aesthetic way […] producing a bodily awareness that powerfully connects us to one
another and the world in a mutually, reciprocal dialogic relation of momentary or fleeting
interdependence (p. 105)
This section submits that what makes this discursive heterogeneity meaningful to ensure the deliberative
dialogic potential of the revised public sphere is the connectivity nurtured through ‘banal’ interpersonal
exchange, such as greetings or small talks. When events unfold in the sequence of interaction,
individuals can experience fleeting moments of reacting to their own lived experience (Du Bois &
Kärkkäinen, 2012), a sort of “awakening of other awareness that occurs in and through a moment of
meeting” (Cissna & Anderson, 2002, p. 174). In particular, “indexical prompts such as intonation, voice
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quality, facial expression, body posture and other signs represent a significant part of the overt
realisation of affect” (Jakobson, 1990, cited in Du Bois & Kärkkäinen, 2012, p. 437), a form of vivid
emotional awareness which is powerful in influencing the choice of actions, words and bodily
comportment even in moments that “appear devoid of remarkable expressive display” (Du Bois &
Kärkkäinen, 2012). Indeed, this vivid emotional awareness becomes the individual’s realisation of a
sensory experience of ‘profound’ enjoyment which can be visualised with this evocative quote:
There are moments in this life when I feel a special connection to another human and these moments
sometimes occur when I can imagine no direction is needed, when I can imagine the conversation
is just an opening when I can imagine we are going nowhere, that we have arrived at our destination
which was not really an arrival or a destination at all, but a kind of embarking (Goodall 1996), that
we are really doing nothing beyond simple connection and yet we are doing something profound,
something that changes us, something that builds worlds (Stewart, 1996) (Poulos, 2008, p. 122)
This moment of ‘profound’ enjoyment enables the individual in turn to perceive the ‘communicative’
environment as collegial, friendly where they can “turn towards” each other to create mutual access
(Buber, 1965 cited in Hammond, Anderson, & Cissna, 2003, p. 131) and subsequently dialogue. Indeed,
it anticipates the possibilities for mutual respect and recognition in intersubjective dialogic encounters
(Eicher-Catt, 2017). When for instance, one person experiences friendly exchanges such as greetings,
bodily greetings, or friendly chat before a town council meeting, it prompts in individuals the realisation
of vivid emotional awareness whereby the profound enjoyment resulting from it, represents an
“acknowledgment of something greater than outside of our typical sense of selves” (Eicher-Catt, 2017,
p. 106) which nurtures in individuals the perception of a warm, enthusiastic and safe communicative
space, in seeking to “attune [their] (my emphasis) consciousness […] to the possibility of genuine
dialogue” (Poulos, 2008, p. 118). Therefore, connectivity is understood as the experience of vivid
emotional awareness when partaking in friendly exchanges, thus creating a safe and collegial
communicative space. This is paramount for nurturing the dialogue in a truly inclusive revised public
sphere.
Therefore, an alternative rule of communication contributing to a conversational dynamic in the revised
public sphere is achievable through discursive heterogeneity in embracing a variety of modes of
expression. This is warranted by connectivity in fostering a safe and collegial communicative space
before entering the dialogue.
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IV/ From Bourgeois Critical-Rational Communication to Aestheticized Critical Rational
Communication
Whilst the previous criteria of multiplicity, and discursive heterogeneity have offered alternative
ways to envision more inclusive conversations for the emergence of a revised public sphere, what makes
these conversations particularly ‘deliberative’ is ‘rationality’. Indeed, as presented in the previous
chapter, the exercise of critical rational communication was a key rule of communication in ensuring
the argumentative dynamic of the bourgeois public. Nevertheless, the communicative reason explored
through the lens of the bourgeois public sphere remains elitist and exclusive as an intersubjective
agreement lies upon the rational capability of the bourgeois, developed and embraced through his
private experiences. It suggests that those who did not encounter the world of letters could not develop
the capability for rationality. This implies that rationality emerges out of pre-learned experiences which
in turn suggests a process of maturation of intellectual capability. As a result, the development of reason
remains in itself exclusionary and consequently precludes the ‘emancipatory’ potential to be realised.
As such, this section argues that a more inclusive alternative to the pre-learned rational competence of
the bourgeois needs to embrace a self-emerging communicative rationality, which would ensure that
those who did not have the privilege to encounter these cognitive individual developments can actually
still partake in conversations as long as they fulfil the communicability prospect, in that they can interact
in the same language. As such, this section argues that Habermas’s (1984) later work, the Theory of
Communicative Action, represents a ‘prism’ through which inclusion of diverse backgrounds
(diversity), personalities (discursive heterogeneity), and worldviews (multiplicity) in creating
alternative spaces of engagement can be warranted.
Indeed, Habermas identifies communicative action or communicative practice of everyday life
between individuals, as the way through which rationality is enacted (Habermas, 1984). Indeed, his
work suggests that individuals need not have developed bourgeois intersubjective communication, as
they are through their speech acts already capable of rationality. As such, communicative practice of
everyday life can ensure open access to any individual as they are not expected to have developed a
subjective rationality before entering the dialogue. Through communicative action, participants’
interest is to reach an understanding concerning the validity of their utterances, that displays a
representation about something in the world. Determining the validity of an utterance mainly depends
on the level of coherence necessary to reach a mutual understanding, which will be expanded further
below. This level of coherence perceived by the hearer is measured against their lifeworld. Habermas
(1984, p. 124) defines the “lifeworld contexts of relevance” as “represented by a culturally transmitted
and linguistically organized stock of interpretive patterns”. In other words, the hearer makes sense of
the utterance by considering their broader horizon of meanings. Nonetheless, such conception of
communication may still raise doubts over the possibility of maintaining the endeavour of a truly
inclusive public sphere owing to the glorification of an epistemic justification that relies on ‘shared
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cultural meanings’. From the onset, it suggests that ‘communication communities’ are still excluding
those who do not share the same cultural meanings, as feminist scholars have rightly pointed out
(Braaten, 2013). In addition, Fraser (1985) criticised Habermas’ conception of communicative action
by drawing a distinction between lifeworld and system, where societies reproduce themselves
materially as part of a nonhuman, physical environment which has the effect of classifying social
practices and activities along the lines of public/private distinction as presented before, thus rendering
the concept gender-blind. Although feminist scholars are right to point out the problematic limitations
of communicative action as a social theory to ensure inclusion by highlighting Habermas’ (1984)
continued oversight of entrenched structures of power, this section ascertains that the
phenomenologically-informed aspect of the lifeworld in rendering manifest the fluid and shifting
horizon of meanings resulting in linguistically-mediated experiences is important in accounting for the
emancipatory potential of individuals. Indeed, the search for coherence in reaching a mutual
understanding is always being fuelled by a re-interpretation of one’s own lifeworld. As such, its ongoing
reconstructive inner logic unlocks the emancipatory potential of individuals by engaging in a process
of ongoing meaning construction, whose interpretative dynamic informs the process of reproduction of
individual’s lifeworld, thus further nurturing forms of sociability. Hence, communicative action still
roots places of resistance and emancipation, whereby individuals are bound by the intrinsic uncoerced
argumentative dynamic if they are to achieve mutual understanding. By their intrinsic sociability, they
in turn render communicative dynamics more conducive to exercise the transformative space necessary
for social change. As a result, whilst this section acknowledges the criticism that Habermas’s theory of
communicative action received, it does not dismiss the value of contributing to argumentative
communicative dynamics.
Notwithstanding, according to Habermas (1984), participants require a communicative competence
embedded in the linguistic ability of the speaker. This refers to the ability of a speaker, oriented to
mutual understanding, to embed a well-formed sentence in relation to reality (Habermas, 1979).
According to Delanty (1997), participants in discourse do not necessarily need to reach consensus but
more a cultural understanding focusing on the articulation of problems and resolution. To do so, the
participants must have acquired a pre-understanding/knowledge of the system of rules of their language
and their context-specific application necessary to form an utterance or to present a statement
(Habermas, 1979, pp. 12-13). Indeed, the individual must have mastered the corresponding system of
grammatical rule (Habermas, 1979, p. 29). This can be applied as a universal rule irrespective of the
language the sentences may belong and in which accidental contexts the utterances may be embedded
(Habermas, 1979) as comprehensibility is the only one universal claim that can be fulfilled immanently
to language (Habermas, 1979, p. 28). Moreover, the speaker must master the structure of speech which
encapsulates two basic components: illocutionary and propositional (Habermas, 1979). The former
refers to the act of the speaker in attracting the attention of the hearer by making him aware that he
wants the hearer to understand he grounds the meaning upon greeting, command, warning, explanation,
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and so forth. For instance, in “I forgot to tell you, that….”, the illocutionary dimension of ‘I forgot’,
lies in its force to establish a level of intersubjectivity, which will allow the speaker and hearer to
understand one another. The latter refers to the actual content or message to be understood in relation
to its illocutionary force. For instance, “I forgot to tell you, that I will leave tomorrow”. In relation to
the propositional content “I will leave tomorrow”, different types of illocutionary component can be
allocated such as “I warn you, that…”, “I ask you…that” (Habermas, 1979, pp. 41-42). The
illocutionary component determines how the message is to be understood (Habermas, 1979).
As any communicative intentions of pursuing illocutionary aims to achieve an understanding
perform rationality as inherent through speech, it is important to understand how exactly it is enacted.
In particular, Habermas conceived of communicative rationality as referring to individuals making
validity claims to formal ‘worlds’ or worldviews just by virtue of those intentions, whereby the validity
claims raised by individuals in everyday communication are always criticisable (Susen, 2011). In other
words, the rationality of these validity claims is grounded on the presentation of good reasons 9, or
evidence, to conduct a genuine dialogue and subsequently reach an intersubjective agreement (Graham,
2002, cited in Janssen & Kies, 2005, p. 327). Indeed, when individuals make an utterance, they
unconsciously make simultaneous claims to objective, social and subjective ‘worlds’10 and the ability
attached to the claim of presenting good reasons, meaning that any claim carries the criticizability
potential.
In practice, three questions can be formulated to observe the extent to which rationality is enacted:
1. Does the statement refer to a claim for truth in claiming a subjective view of the world as objective?
According to Habermas, this question can be addressed by identifying ‘constative speech acts’ which
mean that the speaker transposes a perception from the objective world into a state of affairs (Habermas,
9

The presentation of good reasons in justifying what they have said and what they are doing is nonetheless often
carried out unwittingly (Edgar, 2006).
10
These formal worlds emerged from Weber’s pessimism about losing a universal moral consciousness, owing
to the deepening pervasiveness of capitalism which contributed to the development of societal rationalization into
distinct spheres of life or worldviews, whose singular values are defined by their own dynamics of purposiverationality. Thus, purposive-rationality becomes fragmented into different spheres of life following their own
logics (i.e., state, economy, aestheticism, and intellectualism). According to Weber, such fragmentation happened
following the clash between the ‘ethics of brotherliness’ once exemplified in “Catholic world of ideas” and the
“unbrotherliness of capitalism” (Weber, cited in Habermas, 1984) which made everything subservient to
maximising the utility of the spheres of life, thus giving rise to the normalisation of commodification of
knowledge. Instead of a purposive-rationality, Habermas asserts that these spheres, even though distinct, remain
nonetheless interdependent through discursive argumentative structures (Habermas, 1984, p. 249). In doing so,
Habermas developed a communicative rationality, whereby he interpreted Weber’s spheres of life into validityspheres of social communication, thus reclaiming the rightful place of moral value, and creating the emancipatory
potential of social agents against constraining power-relations.
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1984, p. 326). Nevertheless, Thompson (1982, pp. 129-131) criticised Habermas’s lack of
understanding in approaching the dimension of truth through justification in situations where it refers
to the evidential empirical fact such as “it is raining now”. Habermas responds to this critique by stating
that the discourse theory of truth does not encompass basic sentences, since it takes away the
argumentative potential embedded in the validity claims necessary to establish the truth as Habermas
(1982) states: “The question of their truth is posed when we can no longer assure ourselves of their
validity through simple ostensive procedures, when circumstances arise which render problematic in a
persistent way validity claims previous concealed behind habituation” (p. 275). The second question
which can be formulated to locate rationality is: 2. Is the statement sincere in displaying his/her selfrepresentation shaped by his/her intentions, needs, identities and interests? According to Habermas, as
sincerity implies the presentation of expressive utterances, it cannot be redeemed through arguments,
as it is not grounded but attached to the subjectivity of the participant which remains inaccessible to
other participants (Habermas, 1984). Sincerity can only to a limited extent be grasped through
knowledge of one’s subjectivity. Nonetheless, Habermas suggests the ability to redeem the validity
claim of sincerity on the base of consistency but does not elaborate on it. Chambers (1996, cited in
Janssen & Kies, 2005, p. 328) has developed qualitative tools to identify sincerity notably consistency
and coherence in speech and action. Nevertheless, sincerity cannot be detached from the rhetoric and
modes of expression being observable and heard in face-to-face interactions. According to Janssen and
Kies (2005), attempts to observe sincerity in textual analysis has only resulted in the observation of the
absence of sincerity. As a result, insincerity can be observed through inconsistencies and incoherence
in the speech which can arguably hinder inclusion. Finally, the extent to which rationality is enacted
can be seen through this question 3. Is the statement perceived as appropriate in sharing accepted
standards of behaviours? According to Habermas, this can be answered through ‘regulative speech
acts’ which mean that the speaker communicates in such a way that he would like to establish an
interpersonal relation as legitimate (Habermas, 1984, p. 326). Nevertheless, as this implies the
presentation of standards of behaviours easily observable in face-to-face interactions, the logic of
Janssen and Kies (2005) in determining sincerity through its absence can also be applied to normative
rightness. Consequently, what is inappropriate can delimit the extent to which normative rightness can
be observed. Hence, the quality of communicative practice of everyday life in allowing for inclusion
can be evaluated by analysing the different variations of validity claims which reinforces inclusion in
the dialogue.
However, the normative scope of Habermas’ Communicative Action still remains impinged by the
exclusion of complete subjectivity. Indeed, this does not encompass the non-cognitive dimension,
namely feelings projected in the rhetoric which he perceives as being part of strategic communication
which he claims to distort the dialogue in confusing and constraining the intelligibility of the
argumentation (White, 1995). For instance, political rhetoric is saturated with partisanship and
oppositional discourses, which reinforces the challenge of reaching a pure communicative action.
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Nevertheless, this thesis argues that the use of rhetoric in dialogue does not preclude the communicative
propensity of reaching an understanding. Coupling rhetoric to communicative rationality need not
deprive the dialogue of its rationality. According to Dewey (1922, cited in Shalin, 1992, p. 255),
rationality becomes the “working harmony among diverse desires”. Indeed, in the discourse, ‘rhetoric’
may be enacted by the speaker in the form of ‘perlocutions’ which are speech acts aimed at producing
effects on the listener, by not “letting the perlocutionary aim to be known” (Habermas, 1984, p. 292),
thus eliciting a reaction, influencing the listener. Whilst Habermas associates ‘rhetoric’ with strategic
and deceiving communication, this thesis contends that envisioning rhetoric to ensure complete
subjectivity, thus guaranteeing access to a wide range of discourses formulated by diverse speakers,
does not prevent critical-rational communication especially if the perlocutions that compose ‘rhetoric’
are mainly understood not as “strategic in their action-character”, but as “communicative in their
intention” (Bohman, 1988, p. 199). This in turn enables meaningful communicative intersubjectivity.
Hence, rhetoric need not be understood as the result of the speaker’s manipulative intentions. As Peirce
(1976, cited in Shalin, 1992) illustrated: “Cognition is but the superficial film of the social, while
sentiment penetrates the substance” (p. 254). To express a feeling, rhetorical practices such as
metaphors, irony, discourses allow for transporting the inner subjectivity into the “common realm of
shared reality” (Hauser, 1999, p. 91). Consequently, the discourses which shape public opinion include
a plurality of symbolic exchanges in which social actors seek to establish interpersonal relationships
“from the formal speech to the symbolically significant nonverbal exchange, from practical arguments
to aesthetic expression” (Hauser, 1999, p. 91). In addition, complete subjectivity allows establishing
some form of commonality as the ability to familiarise with one another is fundamental to actively
participate in a community, especially one which houses a diverse range of opinions and backgrounds
(Sommerfeldt, 2013). Therefore, complete subjectivity is necessary in order to contribute to promoting
an open and emancipatory dialogue in which individuals feel comfortable to take part.

Conclusion
To conclude, this chapter has established the first discursive public of the revised transnational public
sphere by paying particular attention to providing an inclusive account of the rules of communication,
thus giving rise to the following alternative rules: diversity, multiplicity, discursive heterogeneity and
aestheticized critical rational communication. This was rendered possible by uncovering the
exclusionary traits of each rules of communication being informed throughout by feminist scholars.
First, the rule of universality of access was criticised for being exclusionary from the onset given
its rootedness in the public/private dichotomy and its embedded liberal conceptions of individual
freedom. This provided a space which only guaranteed access to white bourgeois men, excluding
women in the process because of their ‘natural’ biological function. Against this backdrop, this chapter
offered an alternative revision based on embracing diversity in engaging others as being different but
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equal, irrespective of distinctive racial, national, sexual and cultural characteristics, in open dialogue
about matters which concern all of them in a fully inclusive manner.
Second, the rule of singularity wich staged the bourgeois as the sole individual capable of critical
propensity owing to his educated and propertied status undermined the legitimacy of non-bourgeois to
create a sphere of criticism for contentious movement to emerge. Against this elitist and idealised
conception of the bourgeois as a singular public, this chapter offered multiplicity as an inclusive rule in
representing the creation of alternative spaces for critical engagement formed of diverse values and
rhetoric in response to dominant discourses and collective experience of marginalization and
expropriation.
Third, the rule of equality in discourse ensured open and uncoercive deliberation owing to
impartiality warranting the abstraction of the ‘self’ (private status and identity) before entering the
dialogue. This was criticised for being exclusionary not only due to the realisation of impartiality
principle remaining a privilege of the educated class, but most importantly as being undesirable owing
to the dialogic richness of recognising social and cultural differences bringing with them different
modes of expression. As such, this chapter offered discursive heterogeneity as the process of embracing
externalisation of identity and status which allow socially diverse participants to engage in dialogue in
publicising reason through different modes of expression and warranted by connectivity in fostering a
safe and collegial communicative space before entering the dialogue.
Fourth, the rule of critical rational communication ensured the deliberative potential of dialogue,
whereby bourgeois’ rational capabilities would play a key role in articulating the best argument, thus
achieving a consensus. Nevertheless, as the communicative reason explored through the lens of the
bourgeois public sphere depended on the rational capabilities of the bourgeois developed and embraced
through privileged private experiences, this chapter argued that it was appropriate to draw from
Habermas’s (1984) Theory of Communicative Action. Indeed, it embraced self-emerging
communicative rationality, rooted in daily conversations. This was argued to be particularly significant
to ensure the inclusion of diverse backgrounds could be warranted. Nevertheless, it was argued that
communicative rationality should be embraced insofar as it also integrates the non-cognitive dimension
of subjectivity, which was argued does not distort the dialogue. As such, this chapter offered
aestheticized critical rational communication as the exercising of rationality embedded in the
argumentative potential of daily conversations whereby validity claims to truth, truthfulness and
normative rightness are always criticisable in inviting the presentation of good reasons. The language
may reflect subjective modes of expression.
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Chapter 3
❖
The Transnational Public: The Revised Structural Conditions
As the previous chapter set out the revised public’s discursive practices which make up the first public
of the transnational public sphere’s communicative environment, this chapter will present the revised
structural factors which contribute to the emergence of transnational publics and prompt them to
participate in transnational discourses, as opposed to solely understanding the transnational public in
terms of its ability to successfully form common narratives as mentioned by the scholarly debates on
transnationalising the public sphere in Chapter 1. It is perhaps unsurprising when such studies depart
from the false problematic assumption that diversity in narratives is a hindrance instead of finding
solidarity with diversity. Notwithstanding, as the bourgeois public sphere emerged from the pervasive
intervention of the state into the bourgeois private economic affairs, the state was not only the main
point of contention but was also the sole authority to direct bourgeois public grievances, thus
underpinning a unique context embodied by the trifecta of bourgeois, market, and state. Nevertheless,
transnationalising the public sphere requires consideration of the contemporary reality, where the state’s
role has been diluted in a complex system of shared power (Held, 2010), in order to identify the
structural conditions at play in developing a critical transnational public for the development of a
transnational public sphere. As such, this chapter argues that an awareness of common-fate and
unaccountable power-holders are vital in the emergence of a critical transnational public. In doing so,
Section I will present the contemporary environment of neoliberal globalization as conducive to the
emergence of transnational harms, namely global inequalities and subservience, which are argued here
to coalesce individuals worldwide around the structural condition of common fate. Section II will stress
the importance of identifiable power holders for common fate publics to address their grievances
(Mason, 2008). However, given that the contemporary global governance system is characterised by
dense, overlapping and eclectic networks of different power holders, it is argued that it is increasingly
difficult for publics to identify perpetrators or addressees, which renders accountability highly elusive.
Finally, the third section will uncover the role of the internet as a communicative mechanism which
facilitates their propagation and propensity for individuals to come together as a critical transnational
public.
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I/ The Emergence of Common-Fate Publics
The first structural condition which allows for the emergence of a transnational public refers to an
awareness of a common-fate, which is argued as being shaped by the two unintended transnational
harms of global inequalities and subservience brought upon by neoliberal globalization as discussed
below.
From the end of the Second World War to the present, the Westphalian order has faced significant
transformation. The essence of its existence in creating state sovereignty has lost its full scope and
meaning, and the classic notion of the nation-state have become challenged through the development
and expansion of a globalised environment. The contemporary environment is characterized by a
globalised form of governance. According to Giddens (1992 cited in Rucht, Della Porta, & Kriesi, 1999)
“globalization refers to the creation and intensification of worldwide social relations which link distinct
localities in such a way that local happenings are shaped by events occurring miles away” (p. 3). In
particular, it implies a “‘stretching’ process of social, political and economic activities across frontiers
such as the vents, decisions and activities in one region of the world can come to have significance for
individuals and communities in distant regions of the globe” (Held, et al., 1999, p. 15). As result, this
process generates a growing sense of interconnectedness. The first manifestations of globalization
surfaced through the development of international social and political relations. Indeed, the creation of
institutions such as the World Bank (WB), the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the United
Nations (UN) during the 1950s and 1960s, following the Bretton Woods conference in 1944, was not
only intended to assist in the reconstruction in countries devastated by the war but also to maintain
peace and security (James, 1996). These manifestations intensified through the growing networks of
trade, investment, finance and culture. In the late 1960s, Chief Executive Officers (CEOs) of multinational companies began a public campaign to reform the international order formerly characterised
by the Westphalian framework. They envisioned one whereby globalised free markets would be playing
a dominant role which would constrain state intervention (Blutstein, 2016). By granting the global
market a significant role, CEOs could acquire decision-making power and influence over the policy
agenda of their respective state where their companies were legally registered in order to protect and
secure their interests (Blutstein, 2016). These processes became further entrenched through the
development of mass communication and transport which facilitated the interaction between individuals
and political and economic systems around the world. Consequently, individuals, capital, ideas, goods
and information were being transferred through these worldwide interconnected systems. Whilst these
manifestations of globalization point towards greater interaction and interdependence between states
and greater economic liberalization, the expansion of wireless communication devices around the turn
of the century has arguably injected a normative value into the meaning of ‘globalization’, in increasing
the potential of accessibility of populations from geographically dispersed areas (Castells, 2012; Flesher
Fominaya, 2014; Edwards, 2014). Although these developments have given a sense that a global civil
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society would ‘naturally’ emerge, transcending nationalism and the nation-state (Castells, 2010), recent
events suggest that the nation-state has reasserted itself through increased securitization, revival of
nationalistic frames, authoritarian regimes and the “re-imagining of geography whereby the border is
existential and in political terms had become the new center” (O’Byrne, 2020, p. 5). Whilst such
observations make sense in a context of neoliberal economic globalization and its discontents, as will
be demonstrated in the next section, it still maintains a blind spot over the role of communication and
culture as vital nodes of globalization which remain relatively intact, if not intensifying (Flew, 2020).
As such, this section ascertains a definition of globalization rooted in transnational consciousness of
interconnectedness. In particular, Scholte (2008) argues that globalization must be identified as the
spread of transplanetary and supra-territorial connections between people, whereby barriers preventing
people to connect across boundaries are removed. Such conception points towards recovering the role
of social relations through the social space individuals inhabit, and as stated by Scholte (2008) “People
become more able – physically, legally, linguistically, culturally and psychologically – to engage with
each other wherever on earth they might be” (p. 1478). Such understanding of ‘globalisation’ acts as a
point of departure in contextualising the ‘transnational’ dynamic of ‘social relations’ throughout the
world, thus in envisioning a transnational public. Therefore, despite its contradictions, globalization has
enhanced individual freedoms throughout the world, albeit with different levels of intensity and
sometimes asymmetrically distributed. Globalisation has become a vector for the framing of a collective
imaginative experience which transcends state-centric understandings of borders and delineations.

Nevertheless, globalisation has also provided a fertile environment for the neoliberal ideology to thrive
(Falk, 1997) causing the propagation of unintended transnational harms of global injustices which in
turn fuels a sense of subservience and disenchantment. Transnational harm refers to the most serious
forms of injury that can affect communities, notably “causing distress, suffering, apprehension, anxiety,
or fear of damaging vital interests” (Linklater, 2007, p. 151). Whilst the harm is usually understood in
terms of a deliberate direct harm, through physical violence from state or non-state actors to individuals,
indirect harms, such as consequences of an action occurring miles away, are often overlooked
(Linklater, 2007). When the harm is done indirectly, it implies that it was unintended and the
implications of the actions were neglected (Linklater, 2007).
The first unintended transnational harm of global injustices has appeared and persisted in a
globalised environment increasingly entangled in the neoliberal doctrine which emphasises the guiding
principles of free trade, free market economy, entrepreneurial and individual freedoms and private
property (Lipschutz, 2005), thus pushing governments to abolish regulatory measures such as trade
barriers and enforce privatisation to stimulate economic growth (Overbeek & Van Apeldoorn, 2012).
Consequently, by losing the capacity to become moral agents domestically and to provide social support
and well-being for its citizens through the provision of social policies, the role of the state remains
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limited to merely upholding the prosperity of the increasing power of market forces underpinning the
neoliberal order (Lipschutz, 2005). This in turn leads to the spread of undemocratic practices of which
populations bear the brunt (Falk, 1995; Omelicheva, 2009). For instance, the IMF Structural Adjustment
Policies of conditionality-based loans, which disproportionally affected developing countries in the 80s
and 90s, have been restricting governments in designing social policies to reduce poverty and
unemployment (Falk, 1995). Despite some recognition on part of those institutions of such negative
impacts that neoliberal policies had, the IMF and World Bank are still widely pushing states to
implement further reforms that would deepen their reach into the affected economies through expanding
the role of the private sector and further reducing the influence of the state in various key sectors of the
economy. This has been exemplified in the politically volatile case of Egypt following the Arab Spring
in 2011, as not only did the neoliberal reforms not alleviate unemployment and wider poverty, but they
also helped consolidate authoritarianism under the pliant dictatorial regime of Sisi, who has been all too
willing to implement the reforms (Joya, 2017). Consequently, states become complicit as willing agents
in an unequal partnership with market forces. This is highlighted in recent events such as the Covid-19
pandemic which showcased unprecedented state intervention into national economies and further
reassertions of sovereigntist logics which have been gathering pace with Brexit, Trump and
authoritarian ‘populist’ parties and governments the world over (O’Byrne, 2020). Despite this apparent
drive towards post-pandemic redistributive socio-economic policies (Šumonja, 2020), this merely
exposed state reliance on global capital. Indeed, this has been shown through outsourcing to private
multi-national corporations, from contact tracing to the provision of personal protective equipment, and
the delayed responses to the pandemic, most notably in Brazil, the UK and USA, which pit the economy
against public health (Šumonja, 2020). Furthermore, repressive state surveillance crackdowns in postpandemic India and Israel which involved the monitoring of mobile-phones were conducted in
partnership with tech companies (Šumonja, 2020). Consequently, such dynamics reveal that
governments are complicit in upholding the neoliberal order, whereby nationalist tendencies and
rhetorical allusions to redistributive policies provides a valuable service in sustaining the neoliberal
order at the expense of their populations. As vividly put by Šumonja (2020):
In fact, ‘disaster socialism’ looks more like a radical form of nationalised neoliberalism that
strengthens the right, not the left, hand of the state. It seeks not to alleviate but to re-establish and
sharpen the social inequality by separating the healthy/productive from the unhealthy/unproductive
parts of the populations (p. 223)

Consequently, international injustices of wealth and power are deepening. Therefore, populations
indirectly experience the negative consequences of neoliberalism which renders injustices more
abundant.
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The second unintended transnational harm is the subservience of the population to the new order in
the absence of a prominent state structure to address their needs as the role of the state has been
increasingly diluted in global decision-making contexts. Indeed, supranational institutions such as the
WB, WTO and the IMF and EBRD increasingly determine the trajectory of domestic economic,
political and social policies (Cammack 2004; Joya, 2017). The problem is that economically weaker
states, determined by the neoliberal free market dynamics as seen earlier remained de facto excluded
from participating in global governance. Although governments are represented in boards and decisionmaking forums of international institutions, only a small group of powerful states has leverage in the
formulation of internationally agreed rules as their level of participation is determined by the level of
funds determined by a quota which refers to the economic weight and significance in the world economy
(Buzdugan & Payne, 2016; Woods, 2007, cited in Papadopoulos, 2013, p. 83). For instance,
intergovernmental organisations (IGOs), such as the UN are often characterized by a lack of balanced
representation, namely the Security Council which is represented by only five permanent members,
excluding every other state (Papadopoulos, 2013; United Nations, 2013). As economically weaker
states remain marginalized from the global decision-making process, this hinders them to escalate their
populations’ grievances to global institutions. Consequently, the most affected populations cannot
participate in global governance. Indeed, in current arrangements to regulate global communications,
conflict, ecology, markets, money and finance, global governance bodies do not see the purpose in
engaging affected populations, even though they may be superficially acknowledged (Scholte, 2002;
Van Rooy, 2004, cited in Omelicheva, 2009, p. 126). What renders this subservience even more
problematic is that governments have also become complicit in harming their populations as seen in the
domain of environment through condoning ‘offshore pollution’ (Faber, 2018). Indeed, neoliberal
governments in the global South are willing to trade-off environmental protection, by offering less
stringent environmental regulations in favour of capital investment and accumulation which has serious
impacts on the well-being and health of their populations (Faber, 2018). This blocks the autonomy of
states in policymaking and has serious implications which undermine democracy (Joya, 2017). When
populations are not being heard or harmed by their own governments, other channels of participation
can be used when governments remain unresponsive to the claims of their populations. Individuals and
societal groups can mobilise international allies, in particular NGOs and INGOs who use the power of
ideas to lobby their own states or IGOs (Risse & Sikkink, 1999). Therefore, subservience is maintained
through an ongoing negligence from states and institutions to tackle the impacts of global economic
inequalities. Incidentally, the two transnational harms of global inequalities and subservience arguably
reinforce each other through a vicious circle. Indeed, whilst global inequalities remain unaddressed by
states, populations remain disillusioned and sceptical of the state’s capacity to engage with the demands
of the populations (Overbeek & Van Appeldoorn, 2012). Feeling powerless, populations become more
subservient to the neoliberal landscape and the global hierarchy it produces. Consequently, global
inequalities become normalised and fuel the process of a vicious circle.
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As the unintended transnational harms of inequalities and subservience affect individuals who do
not hold political and economic power, albeit at varying degrees of intensity, some individuals feel
personally driven in engaging with the issue (Linklater, 1998), because they can align a transnational
harm with their personal experiences. Arguably, this can transcend cultural and political boundaries
(Keck & Sikkink, 1998). Nevertheless, issues do not systematically receive the same level of
engagement as others. Individuals feel more likely to be concerned and affected by transnational harm
to populations perceived as vulnerable or innocent (Keck & Sikkink, 1998). Arguably, such harm causes
“distress, suffering, apprehension, anxiety or fear and can also damage vital interests” (Linklater, 2007,
p. 151). For instance, the issue of climate change unites people whose lives are affected in support of a
cause to protect the environment. These affected individuals represent potential transnational publics to
act on their common transnational harm through active engagement, especially as they demand greater
control and say over the forces and socio-political and economic circumstances which determine their
life outcomes (Held, 2003). As long as the issue is framed to relate to the daily lives of individuals, they
can feel eager to participate in such discussions (Jensen, 2003, cited in Janssen & Kies, 2005, p. 323).
Indeed, as stated by Risse (2003), “the issue at stake being discussed in public concerns ‘us’ as members
of a community. We cannot remain neutral observers, but we have to take a stance in a community of
communication” (p. 8). As a result, transnational publics build a stronger sense of identity and belonging
based on common grievances and broadening the wider ‘us’ (Chandler & Baker, 2004, p. 4).
Therefore, transnational publics develop an awareness of common-fate based on their shared
awareness and experience of injustice and subservience.

II/The Development of Counter-Hegemonic Publics
As soon as a common fate is established, publics have a remit to confront power-holders and thus
emerge as counter-hegemonic publics, in which the formation and enactment of a multiplicity of social
identities can be asserted (Fraser, 1992). Power refers to a situation11 which causes violence to
individuals indirectly and the perpetrators are those who hold power (Stalder, 2006). Nevertheless, the
current global environment does not facilitate new publics to address power-holders as they are
shrouded in the complexity of a constantly changing globalised environment alongside a system of
global governance complicated by a recurrent evasion of accountability. Global governance can be
understood as a complex process of multilevel rules and regulatory institutions that is constantly
evolving and responding to changing circumstances (Held, 2003: Scholte, 2011). In the absence of a
global government, overlapping networks of actors such as states, regional and international

11

For instance, global market forces indirectly constrain or assist the fate and conditions of personal lives as was
demonstrated in the previous section through the global inequalities generated by neoliberalism.
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organisations and international corporations share power in a contentious environment consisting of
diverse forces and agencies, public and private and transcending national boundaries (Held, 2003).
Given the multiplicity and diversity of powerful actors, complex dynamics and the porosity of national
borders, power-holders are difficult to hold responsible for their actions or inactions (Held, 2003),
which render their power unrestrained. Indeed, there is no willingness to claim responsibility for global
problems and there is no clearly identifiable culprit or global villain (Held, 2010). Consequently,
without an effective constitutional system at the transnational level that constrains power through
checks and balances, global governance provides an opportunistic environment for abuses of power to
occur and allows actors to bypass accountability (Grant & Keohane, 2005).
Nevertheless, power-holders which may act as contemporary addressees of a transnational common
fate public can be identified at the interplay between the two dimensions of internal and external
accountability. Accountability refers to the capacity of a principal, or those affected, to hold agents, or
those responsible, to account, when they fail to uphold their responsibilities (Grant & Keohane, 2005,
p. 29). In particular, they can be identified at the interlocking point between the two dimensions of
internal and external accountability, as the avoidance of external accountability in itself constitutes a
dimension of power (Keohane, 2005). Internal accountability refers to an institutionalised dependable
relationship built on accepted standards of behaviours between an agent and a principal. Such standards
of behaviour include ‘authorisation’ whereby by virtue of authorising an agent to act upon a principal,
it confers rights and obligations to the principal to call out an agent’s action or inactions, for instance
through democratic elections or bureaucratic procedures. It also includes ‘support’, whereby a principal
offering financial transactions and political and economic endorsements to an agent, is given the right
to call on the agent (Keohane, 2005). Consequently, this is a relationship built on mutually reinforcing
interests through which mechanisms of influence are created. Whilst a minority of states can hold intergovernmental organisations12 such as the IMF and WB to account due to their involvement in creating
them (Kramarz & Park, 2016), citizens can hold the state to account as they participate in elections.
Nevertheless, when conflicts of interest are high, states and corporations will not be easily held
accountable, as national leaders fear losing their hold on power and corporations their profit-margins
(Kramarz & Park, 2016). For corporations, share-holders and customers can hold corporations to
account13 in instances of dissatisfaction with malpractice, negligence or poor management as long as it
does not negatively impact profit-margins (Kramarz & Park, 2016). Mashaw (2006) elaborates: “While
regimes of market accountability operate within constraints supplied by both public and private law,
many of those constraints are designed largely to make the competitive process work more effectively”
(p. 123). Furthermore, they are more likely to write standards and implement mechanisms which are in
12

IGOs such as the IMF and WB cannot be held to account by people whose lives are affected by their policies
(Keohane, 2005, p. 18) as no institutionalised relationship exists.
13
In private systems, what counts is providing economic benefits to consumers and shareholders (Kramarz &
Park, 2016, p. 9). The primary goal of private governance is to maintain industry profitability (Kramarz & Park,
2016, p. 14).
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accordance with their own interests (Kramarz & Park, 2016). Consequently, internal accountability
mechanisms are often merely tokenistic in contributing to reinforce the power of power-holders. In
contrast, external accountability refers to a non-institutionalised relationship underpinned by the
potential ability of a principal whose life remains affected by an unintended transnational harm of an
agent whom they seek to hold accountable (Keohane, 2005). For instance, the consequences of
largescale land acquisition by corporations on individuals remain harmful as they are often evicted from
their homes (ActionAid, 2012). In here, the agent does not recognise obligations to act upon standards
of behaviour to the principal as there are no mutually reinforcing interests embodied in a relationship
of authorisation and support (Keohane, 2005). Even though corporations try to design new
accountability mechanisms in engaging affected individuals to participate in the design of company
practices, it does not provide the individuals with a space to challenge decisions made by the corporation
(Dingwerth, 2008, cited in Kramarz & Park, 2016, p. 15). As such, Keohane’s notions of internal and
external accountability are useful in mapping out power-holders who bypass external accountability.
Whilst Keohane neatly tied power-holders to external accountability, this thesis adds that they are
highly visible when they engage with internal accountability in a tokenistic way. Alawattage and DeClerk Azure (2019)’s recent findings of the World Bank’s implementation of social accountability in
Ghana’s public-sector reforms reveals how the World Bank uses the discourse of social accountability
to legitimise their neoliberal agenda. Indeed, the World Bank’s understanding of social accountability
refers to “a form of citizen engagement as the extent and capability of citizens to hold their state
accountable and make it responsive to their needs” (Alawattage & De-Clerk Azure, 2019, p. 14). In
Ghana, the World Bank has framed the government as un ‘unreliable’ and ‘corrupt’ actor in failing to
provide services and transparency for its population, which is according to the WB problematic because
it creates political apathy which prevents the population to develop as a counter-power to challenge
their governments. In order to remedy this, the WB created an institutional apparatus of social
accountability whereby local politicians and administrators are accountable to the WB. Meanwhile, in
theory, local politicians remain accountable to the citizens. In doing so, the WB put in place its social
accountability. However, as the government is subject to stringent fiscal measures which are conditional
to development loans, the government and local politicians end up neglecting citizen input, and WB’s
social accountability apparatus becomes nothing more than a symbolic performative gesture which
reinforces their neoliberal agenda. As such, the social accountability rhetoric becomes part of a broader
cynical agenda to create conditions which de-politicise the relationship between the government and its
population and arguably further legitimises and sanitises the WB’s intervention in domestic politics in
peripheral countries. Consequently, power-holders feign accountability by co-opting the language of
civil-society engagement whilst pursuing their own interests and consolidating power against them. In
addition, power-holders can use the internal accountability mechanisms they maintain with their
principals to even delegitimize their concerns and further evade accountability. This is exemplified in
the recent UK government report into race relations which set out to investigate systemic racism in the
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UK. The report in question was commissioned to be authored by prominent black and ethnic minority
experts who deny and downplay the existence of systemic racism and has been roundly criticised by
academics cited in the report who decried the selective and misrepresentative use of quotes to back up
their claims. Despite this outcry, the purpose has largely been acknowledged as not investigating
systemic racism in good faith but as discrediting criticism of Boris Johnson’s government and
galvanizing right-wing support and further justifying structural racism (Chakraborty, 2021).
Therefore, whether at the state or international level, power-holders can be identified as any agents
who co-opt and sabotage accountability towards their principals by performing token gestures under
the pretence of upholding their responsibilities whilst further consolidating power against them.
Against power-holders, common-fate publics are able to address their counter-hegemonic
discourses to power-holders, therefore evolving as counterhegemonic publics. Counter-hegemonic
publics emerge in a society whose institutional framework generates social and structural inequalities
(Fraser, 1992), and define themselves, in particular, against dominant publics which tend to favour the
interests of the dominant group at the expense of the subordinates. In doing so, counter-publics create
alternative discursive arenas through which individuals invent and spread counter discourses to
widening audiences. Individuals have become “dissatisfied democrats searching for alternative ways to
express them politically, ways to have a voice, be heard and have influence” (Lilleker & KocMichalska, 2016, p. 2). These structural factors awaken a passionate feeling that political and social
change is possible, and that a transnational public has a role to play in its change (Condon & Holleque,
2013, p. 187). Consequently, political participation is driven to some degree by the desire to have
influence (Martin, 2012, cited in Lilleker & Koc-Michalska, 2016). Nevertheless, the effectiveness of
their discourse depends on the aims they seek to achieve which is captured by Bohman’s (2004) notions
of ‘weak publics and strong publics’. Whilst the former refers to the formation of opinion through
deliberative practices, ‘strong publics’ can transpose this opinion formation in influencing decisionmaking by participating in “institutionalised decision procedures”, in the form of deliberative
mechanisms at various levels of an institution (Bohman, 2004, p. 148).
Therefore, these counter-hegemonic publics do not only create counter-hegemonic discourses in
challenging existing power structures but also aspire to change the society as a whole, which enables to
develop a structural transnational public necessary to envision the transnationalisation of the public
sphere.

III/ The Internet
Having established the structural conditions of an awareness of common-fate and recognition of powerholders and their respective transnationalised publics, the internet represents a communicative
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mechanism which facilitates their propagation. This is rendered possible by two factors: the network
society and online discourse, which remain nonetheless contested.
A network society refers to a social structure encompassing social and media networks that
characterize its mode of organization at the individual, group and societal level (Van Dijk, 2012;
Castells, 2004). Increasingly, these networks link every unit or part of this society (Van Dijk, 2012).
The emergence of the network is rendered possible by the two social constructions of timeless time and
space of flows. The former refers to the use of new information technology, in breaking down and
disordering the sequence of events. The latter is constitutive of the former by sharing social practices
in a simultaneous manner, at a distance, regardless of the time through information technology (Castells,
2004). This enables a decentralised environment of nodes linked by a constant flow of information
which allows communication to thrive. Here, nodes represent individuals and societal groups with some
nodes better connected than others. Hence, it remains heterogeneous in a non-vertical network
(Gonzales-Bailon, 2014). In order to achieve their aims, nodes have to interconnect. As a result, not
only do networks break old power relationships, but they also maintain them through the ability to
change the rules of the game by switching off and on the set of rules part of the network. Therefore, the
network society enables the creation of publics who can interact irrespective of time and space and have
the potential to create transnational-virtual public spheres through the internet.
Through the network characterised with asynchronous flow of space and time, individuals can
engage in real-world discourse that is not moderated and allows them to express themselves freely and
to great effect (Van Dijk, 2012; Cambie & Ooi, 2009). By extension, the internet with its social media
is seen as a force for ‘radical democracy’ through which virtual marginalized groups can coalesce
(Papacharissi, 2002) and organise themselves (Fuchs, 2008, cited in Verdegem, 2011, p. 33). Indeed, it
provides a realm for counter-publics to thrive whereby websites, Twitter, Facebook14 and blogs provide
a virtual public space to mobilize a wider audience and more diverse public enhanced by wireless
communications (Juris, 2012, cited in Low, 2006, p. 6). Coupled with skills of civic literacy in terms of
methods of communication, not only can discourse remain rationally constructed, but it can also be
informal and spontaneous (Mezhova, 2013; Castells, 2010). Furthermore, the individual is given the
opportunity to remain anonymous, and thus to feel integrated in a horizontal and equal interaction.
Anonymity provides a shelter for people who wish to express controversial views in the virtual space,
free from social norms and conventions of the physical world (Smith & Bressler, 2013; Bohman, 2004).
As a result, they may feel more comfortable to participate in the discussion. Furthermore, anonymity
characterizes any public communication in the age of mass publics. Indeed, the sense that what makes
a communication public is not just that it addresses the individual on a personal level, but also it
addresses unknown others, albeit others who share similar interests (Marrazella, 2013, cited in Low,

14

These two online discussions platforms can start a discussion which is called a thread by posting an article a
video a picture or a wordy comment or simply reply to a previous comment (Vergeer & Hermans, 2008).
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2006, p. 8). Furthermore, asynchronous interactions constitute a favourable place to discuss in a criticalrational manner since participants have more time to reflect on how to formulate their responses
(Janssen & Kies, 2005). Moderation can also be a significant tool in engaging individuals in the
dialogue. Indeed, it guarantees an interactive structure in embodying the authority as it can censor or
foster more interactions (Janssen & Kies, 2005). Therefore, the internet provides significant discursive
mechanisms to enhance inclusion in dialogue.
Although the internet is considered an important communicative tool to challenge power
relationships, the quality of these interactions remains contested (Papacharissi, 2002). Firstly,
democratic deliberation is overshadowed by consumerism, entertainment, non-political networking and
banal chat (Dahlgren, 2005). Secondly, the ability to remain anonymous on the internet can also be used
to express unrestrained antagonistic, abusive, discriminatory and transgressive behaviours. For
example, the social media pages of grassroots movements do not only attract individuals interested in a
given issue but also attract internet trolls who engage in racist, misogynistic and homophobic
harassment (Flesher Fominaya, 2014). Additionally, individuals who engage in social platforms are
sometimes self-motivated and discussions may only be accessible to a small number of people already
involved and uninterested in further expanding the reach of the discussion (McGowan & Kaiser, 2014).
Individuals who hold opposing views are not necessarily welcomed into the discussion and forms of
interaction are often unusually defensive and aggressive. Thirdly, the internet does not necessarily
reflect autonomous behaviours since governments can control and monitor online fora and discussions.
As governments can use the internet this way as a tool of repression, individuals can no longer openly
and freely participate in online discussions (Omtzigt & Schirmer, 2015). Therefore, whilst the internet
is a critical mechanism for amplifying social voice, the quality of these activities remains the pillar in
effectively harnessing the power of the internet.
The other area of contestation is that of a digital divide. Firstly, this digital divide is determined
along geographic lines. Indeed, access to broadband is partly determined by the location. Populations
living in rural areas are often deprived of internet access (Warren, 2007). As the internet is managed by
private corporations, it abides by the rule of supply and demand dictated by the market forces, which
means that its structural installation will depend on the level of profitability. For instance, providing
access to a village would not be as profitable as a city.15 Economically weaker countries are more
affected by the lack of internet access, as debt-ridden governments fail to invest in the infrastructure.
Hence, individuals who do not have Internet access can be socially marginalised because they do not
have access to information and consequently cannot communicate as easily (Tully, 2014). Furthermore,
the implementation of high-speed Fibre Optic Broadband creates a gap between individuals with
internet and widens the gap between the haves and the have-nots and as the technology is constantly

15

The installation of the infrastructure could be more expensive than the actual return of gain .
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evolving, economically weaker countries and areas eventually fail to catch up16 (Norris, 2001).
Secondly, IT literacy further exacerbates social marginalisation (Van Dijk & Hacker, 2003). This does
not simply mean knowing how to turn on a computer and going online, but essentially consists of an
ability to transpose and adapt pre-existing knowledge into an online environment (Van Dijk, 1999, cited
in Van Dijk & Hacker, 2003, p. 316). Indeed, generations who have not been raised with the Internet
and thus have not learned how to use it are encountering difficulties in catching up, especially as the
Internet is a mechanism which involves rapidly evolving technology17 (Warren, 2007). As a result,
social divide can emerge out of the internet based on IT literacy and geographical access which renders
online technologies more and more accessible to a small part of the population and which in turn creates
an exclusive virtual sphere (Papacharissi, 2002).

Conclusion
To conclude, this third chapter has established the contemporary structural conditions that enable the
emergence of a transnational counter-hegemonic public by uncovering the structural conditions of
awareness of common fate and unaccountable power-holders. They in turn amplify their voices through
the use of the Internet, albeit unevenly distributed. In order to achieve this, the first section uncovered
the globalised environment which allowed for the propagation of the unintended transnational harms of
global inequalities and subservience caused by neoliberalism. They acted as a catalyst for the
development of an awareness of common fate and its respective publics which in turn directed the
responsibility towards an addressee understood as power-holders. Nevertheless, the second section
addressed the difficulty to identify and hold accountable these power-holders given the complexity of
global governance. Yet, they could be identified as any agents whether at the state or international level,
who co-opt and sabotage accountability towards their principals by performing token gestures under
the pretence of upholding their responsibilities whilst further consolidating power against them.

16

The share of videos and dial-up is facilitated by the fast share of information created through Fibre Optic. As a
result, those who have fibre optic will be allowed to access more information and also use it as a means of
communication and entertainment through the watching of films for instance (Warren, 2007).
17
Incidentally, some countries can provide IT literacy training to the marginalised ones and also companies with
a specific use of software tend to provide training (Warren, 2007).
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Chapter 4
❖
The Transnational Public: The Revised Social Condition

Having redefined the public’s structural practices, this chapter uncovers the public’s social practices
that make up the third component that constitute the transnational public sphere’s communicative
environment. Recalling the Habermasian public sphere, the bourgeois public’s normative legitimacy
was built on how social relations were regulated at the time, namely the pursuit of social approbation.
In particular, whilst commerce played a role in providing a fertile environment for ‘civil behaviours’,
what regulated bourgeois’ social relations was their drive to fulfil themselves in the eyes of the ‘other’.
As such, this chapter seeks to uncover the normative disposition that represents the normative value
that regulates publics’ social relations in the 21st century. In order to so, this chapter will argue that the
level of intersubjectivity which was once recognised as virtuous behaviour in the bourgeois society, has
been replaced in the 20-21st century, by a sacralisation of the ‘individual’, distancing themselves from
the relation to the ‘other’. Nevertheless, transnationalising the public sphere requires to ascribe to it the
normative and inclusive essence that Habermas once sought to bring. As such, in individualistic
societies it is important to conceive of an inclusive social value that could regulate social relations in a
way that the pursuit of social approbation used to. Section I will critically examine the norm of human
rights as a current regulator of social relations by uncovering its exclusionary scope. However, Section
II will trace the inherent flaws of the human rights framework to human dignity and in particular its
Kantian individualistic underpinnings and will offer an alternative value, notably communicative
visibility as embodying at its core the intersubjective relation that the bourgeois pursuit of social
approbation embodied. In light of the prevailing existing public sphere accounts which overlook the
role of strategic and hegemonic agendas in shaping dialogue in institutional settings, this chapter
contends that such regulatory disposition holds value in warranting uncoerced, intersubjective and
meaningful dialogue.

I/ The Human Rights Framework: A Contested Normative Value
Following the atrocities of WWII, the United Nations Commission on the Human Rights (UNCHR)
composed of delegations from different nations, was charged with the task of drafting basic human
rights and freedoms to which all individuals would be entitled under the Universal Declaration of
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Human Rights (UDHR). The motivations behind this landmark historical moment was to recover,
emphasise and protect “the high dignity of the human person after the outrages to which men and
women had been exposed during the recent war” (De Wiart 1948, cited in Morsink, 1999, p. 37), which
would then serve as a milestone in regulating the social relations of individuals and nation-states
throughout the world, thus ensuring the flourishing of the human-being. Soon after the completion of
the UDHR, rights became codified into conventions which would reflect up until today the
developments pertaining to the changes of a globalised world and guide as point of reference for states
to internalise these in their legal frameworks. At first, the human rights mainly encompassed political
and civil rights, which exist to protect the basic security of persons. In the 1970s, socio-economic and
cultural rights, namely rights to employment, rights to a standard of living that guarantees health and
well-being, and rights to education gained momentum with socialist states pushing for their integration
in the human rights framework (Messer, 1993; Moyn, 2010). The third stage corresponds to the
apparition of the third generation of solidarity and development rights to peace, a more equitable socioeconomic order and sustainable environment (Messer, 1993).
Nevertheless, from its onset, the human rights framework depicted an exclusionary scope, owing to
its hegemonic strategic design by powerful states in reflecting the economic and geopolitical interests
of powerful industrialised nation-states (De Sousa Santos, 1997). Indeed, after WWII, the US emerged
as a global hegemon through its economic assets, core values of human freedom, which had once
legitimised their participation in the War and solidarity by initiating the post-war reconstruction in
Europe and other regions. In doing so, the US were working on conceiving of a new world order based
on core principles of “limited government, individual freedom, liberalism and laissez-faire economics”
(Evans, 2005, p. 19). When the UDHR was being drafted, the US sought to project its sphere of
influence by integrating its particular liberal perspective of human rights (Chomsky, 1998, cited in
Evans, 2005, p. 20). In doing so, the US sought to project their economic interests and constrained and
shied away from the salience of collective economic and social rights (Evans, 2005) which was at the
time promoted by socialist states. Incidentally, although economic and social and cultural rights were
implemented in the 1970s as previously mentioned, civil and political rights continue to take precedence
(De Sousa Santos, 1997). In addition, permanent sovereignty over natural resources was promoted by
developing states, but western governmental delegations could not accept these requests as it would
threaten states to be expropriated of their current capital in other states as it would initiate the
nationalisation of their respective corporations (Evans, 2005). Hence, the human rights framework
failed to reflect the voices of other states at the expense of a global hegemon and remains exclusionary
along western-centric lines.
Second, despite the universal quality inherent to the human rights framework, its state-centric
conception and enforcement does not allow for a recognition of all human-beings. Indeed, in order to
exercise these rights, the individual must be part of a political community implied in the conception of
a nation-state (Arendt 1968, cited in Oman, 2010, p. 281). In other words, the individual can exercise
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their rights through their citizenship which draws the boundaries to their realisation. For these rights to
be realised, the state creates an institutional setting conducive to the creation of public spheres (Oman,
2010). Without these spaces, the individual cannot exercise their rights. If the individual loses their
citizenship, they become deprived of human rights. Nevertheless, this state-centricity has long been
ingrained in the Enlightenment era as it was agreed that human rights were to be achieved through the
construction of spaces of citizenship in which rights were granted and protected, thus realising
themselves in opposition to the state (Moyn, 2010). Indeed, as stated by Arendt (cited in Oman, 2010)
“human rights cannot be claimed beneath or beyond civic-political rights”. Hence, the state-centric
conception of human rights prevents non-citizen of a particular state to exercise their human rights, thus
rendering the human rights framework exclusionary, leaving its full emancipatory potential unrealised.
Third, the human rights framework remains exclusionary for its individualism inherent to the
conception of ‘rights’. Indeed, according to Gewirth, (1986), rights involve claims to the fulfilment of
individual interests, which renders the framework unable to account for the “intrinsic moral values of
collective goods” (pp. 340-341). Indeed, rights are for the benefit or interest of each individual taken
separately, whereas a collective good pertains to the interests of all members of the society taken
together. As a result, a right cannot be granted to a group of individuals, even though groups such as
ethnic minorities or indigenous communities need to be protected. However, the individualistic quality
of human rights hinders them to be recognised as a group and assert their rights (Van Dyke, 1977).
Indeed, many societies encompass a range of different cultures, in which the regulation of social
relations depend on collective rights (Freeman, 1995). In addition, the individualistic quality attached
to the conception of rights is problematic as the individual may not understand the extent to which they
can exercise their rights which would then lead to a ‘collision of rights’ with another individual and the
prioritisation of a right over another. Moreover, due to the strong influence of political liberalism in the
western world, priority is for the most part given to the rights protecting individual freedom (De Villiers,
2010). Hence, the conception of rights necessary for the application of human rights remains
exclusionary. Therefore, the human rights framework remains exclusionary by reproducing a statecentric, manipulated and individualistic conception of human rights.
Fourth, whilst the conception of rights has given rise to exclusionary practices prioritising the
protection of individual freedom, the very same individualism has been criticised by feminist scholars
for being rooted in a male-centric conception of ‘individualism’, itself rooted in western liberal
philosophy. As seen in Chapter 2, in the writings of liberal thinkers such as Locke and Rousseau, women
were not defined by an ‘individual’ status that granted access to the public realm but instead a
‘utilitarian’ status owing to their physiological functions, that ensured their confinement in the private
sphere. Uncovering the hidden power-relationships that such public/private distinction brings is
particularly relevant for the human rights discourse, given that the human rights framework have been
understood as a crucial medium through which underlying values are shaped, advanced and refined. For
instance, when the human rights discourse focuses mainly on protecting civil and political rights of
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individuals, rights nonetheless referring to men exercising their citizenship function in the public
sphere, it codifies an understanding of human rights confined to the narrow experiences of men. Indeed,
men would fear having their civil and political rights violated, which mainly occur in the public sphere,
as they would not encounter any danger in the private sphere as they would be understood and undertake
the role of master (Bunch, 1995). Such focus, in turn, disregards the infringement of economic and
social rights in the private sphere of familial relationships (Romany, 1993; Gassama, 2012) and as the
state’s role is to protect individual freedoms in their public function, such understanding of the family
becomes beyond the purview of the state. As such, liberal conception that has permeated human rights
frame are still observable today.

II/From Human Dignity to Communicative Visibility
Having established the exclusionary essence of the human rights framework, it begs the question of
why it is privileged as an overarching point of reference in influencing and regulating social practices
from a different range of actors. This section will argue that it is exclusionary because it is rooted in a
liberal and narrow-minded conception of human dignity, which provides a point of departure for
reconstructing a more inclusive and emancipatory conception of human dignity.
The human rights framework portrays exclusionary characteristics because it is rooted in a liberal
conception of human dignity. Human dignity has been a key recurring element in the drafting of the
human rights framework (Mcclelland, 2011). In the aftermath of WWII and the atrocities of the Nazi
Regime, world leaders gathered to discuss values which should underpin the basis of human relations
on the planet. A point of reference to guide the drafting of UDHR was ‘dignity’, which was developed
out of the suggestion made by Jan Christian Smuts (1870–1950) that the opening lines of the UDHR
should take into account the salience of “fundamental human rights” and the “sanctity and ultimate
value of human personality” (Tiedeman, 2006 cited in Schroeder, 2012, p. 326). However, the
negotiators decided to change “sanctity” to ‘dignity’, to broaden the scope (Schroeder, 2012) and
arguably to avoid any unwanted connotations. Consequently, the term ‘dignity’ was used for its
absolute, if not transcendental quality. From this, the term ‘dignity’ acted as a point of reference in
guiding the implementation of human rights framework and its protection remains integral to the UDHR
in particular Art 1, 22 and 23 of the Preamble of the UDHR and the International Covenants of Civil
and Political rights, and Economic Social and Cultural Rights (Rapatsa, 2015, p. 42). As a result, human
rights have been constructed around the fundamental protection of the inherent and transcendental
quality of ‘dignity’ (Donnelly, 1982 cited in Howard & Donnelly, 1986, p. 802; Henkin, 1998, cited in
Clapham, 2006, p. 536; Van der Rijt, 2017).
This ‘absolute’ ‘sacred’ and ‘transcendental’ quality takes its root in the liberal Kantian conception
of human dignity which lies in human beings being elevated over the rest of nature in virtue of being
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free/autonomous from which they derive the absolute quality or inner worth of human dignity (Adler,
2020) as not being treated “as the means to the ends of others or even to his own ends, but as an end in
itself” (Kant 1797 cited in Clapham, 2006, p. 535), but as autonomous individuals able to choose their
destiny (McCrudden, 2008; Sensen, 2011). However, it is important to note here that freedom is not to
be understood as an individual being free to do as they please or as a right against interference (Rostbøll,
2016), but as a ‘will being free to act’ in accordance with the moral law, given by practical reason.
According to Kant (1797 cited in Clapham, 2006, p. 535), the individual derives their humanity and
moral agency from their free will which is determined by practical reason as opposed to other living
creatures. Endowed with this practical reason, the individual is able to set choices and select their own
goals and courses of action. In order to choose its ends freely, the ‘will’ must not be determined by
sensuous experiences, or external factors such as desires and inclinations located in the phenomenal
world – the world of empirically determined events (Noller, 2019; Kaufman, 1997). As human beings
risk forfeiting their freedom owing to their phenomenal nature of sensuous experiences that determine
the way they act, practical reason must specify an objective higher order principle, holding for the will
of all rational beings, mainly the moral law, which determines what may count as a reason appropriate
to act (Korsgaard, 1989). However, it must not be grounded on prior independent values, as individuals’
values would be contingent on their inclinations or sensuous experiences (Hill, 1989). Instead, when
the ‘will’ is thrown into a liminal space where sensuous experiences may initiate or constrain an action
against sensory inclinations, the presence of an external moral force is felt, in that individuals are
predisposed to act and respect the moral law, whereby the ‘will’ can free itself from the sensuous
experiences of the phenomenal world (Ross, 2009). The autonomous authority of the will in governing
or policing its course of action against sensuous experiences, is at its core a law unto itself (Hill, 1989).
When this higher order principle is willed as universal law (holding for the will of all rational beings),
it becomes an adequate reason to act, a moral command (Reath, 2010). As such, Kant’s moral law is
understood as the principle of ‘autonomy’. As a result, Kant’s conception of human dignity
encompasses an understanding of human dignity in the vision of the rational individual gaining
ascendency over his/her inclinations from which they derive absolute, transcendental quality/virtue
(Howard & Donnelly, 1986), thus sacralising the individual and subsequently, the individualistic
conception of the wider human rights framework.
However, this conception of human dignity is problematic as it serves as a moral justification for
entrenching individualism as a guiding wider human rights framework in our societies. Not only does
this pre-established assumption of Kant’s view of individual autonomy as the highest product of man’s
moral aspiration neglect the pluralism of interests that contemporary societies embed, but it also departs
from a lifeless conception of the individual bound to repress their inner subjectivities and wealth to give
birth to an atomistic form separate from matter, thus silencing societies, communities who do not
conceive of individuation as only related to the self but rather rendered possible by others (Xaba, 2019).
It draws attention to whether individuals whose motivations to act upon inclinations are simply residual
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of instinctual behaviours ‘unworthy of dignified moral concern’. For example, the controversial ruling
on the Stansted 15 case whereby human rights activists who tried to intercept a Charter Flight deporting
60 detainees to Nigeria and Ghana faced terrorist charges. It raises the moral question whether
humanitarian concerns are secondary to arbitrary state securitisation and irrational, frivolous and
immoral in endangering the ‘self’ (Sambrook, 2019).
Without ascribing any intrinsic moral values to the individual, individuals may find themselves in
an impasse when justifying a claim to human rights based on the protection of their human dignity and
subsequent freedom as being enforced with no evidential basis guided by concrete principles of right
and wrong drawn from everyday experience (Mcintyre, 1988, cited in Retter, 2018, pp. 200-201).
Consequently, it becomes highly arbitrary and can jeopardize the scope of the human rights framework
by shedding light on its incoherence and unenforceability. This is particularly recurrent in the
implementation of freedom of speech as seen with the increasing public debates and punditry over
Charlie Hebdo’s continued defiance in publishing racially charged cartoons usually singling out
Muslims. What justifies one’s individual claim for freedom of speech over another individual’s claim
for freedom of not being harmed? Overcoming this impasse could lead to a prioritisation of claims,
which would reproduce a stratification of rights.
With such an individualistic and exclusionary conception of human dignity so deeply enmeshed
within a pervasive neoliberal environment, it is hardly surprising to observe the omnipresent normative
rationality of individualism shaping contemporary public discourse (Kochi, 2020). It further raises the
question whether Kant’s conception of freedom has been instrumentally used by economic elites to
legitimise individual aspirations to be part of global consumerist society in injecting a false sense of
individual freedom through their economic aspirations. Essentially, market values, such as profitmaking at the expense of others, exploitation, privatisation, and commodification give rise to an
egocentric and competitive individual whose pursuit of such standards– a commodified human dignitybecomes the prerequisite of their existence.
Human dignity should not be based on an atomised understanding of human agency, whereby
competition and egocentrism are the results of misplaced and arbitrary normative standards outside the
phenomenal subjective experience of knowing, a position neatly summed up by Freeman (1994, p. 498)
as belief in human rights as an “ontological error”. Instead, this thesis argues that the normative role of
human dignity can be recovered to regulate contemporary social relations by adopting a social ontology
of human agency through communicative visibility in paying attention on the means and practices to
achieve human dignity rather than understanding this notion as an ‘unquestionable end’ in itself to
achieve human dignity. It is argued that for communicative visibility to take place, individuals must
nurture a humble and evolved self.
Nevertheless, it is important to note that ‘humility’ here is not to be instrumentally understood as a
virtue needed to achieve an a priori end withdrawn from context (i.e the process of inquiry), whereby
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the individual may consult a “catalogue of different virtues” to achieve good life (Dewey, 1985, cited
in Pappas, 1996, p. 321). Instead, humility is understood as a virtue which is developed in the
individual’s experiential disposition. In particular, it is argued that ‘humility’ already exists in the
fallibilistic nature of human action in basic social conduct, as revealed by George Herbert Mead’s
conception of the ‘self’, in that the individual can only develop their ‘self’ through social experiences,
namely interaction with ‘others’ (Mead, 1934). In particular, Mead’s conception of the ‘self’ reveals
one key characteristic conventionally associated with ‘humility’, namely vulnerability as a prompt for
inquiry, and when seen as positive and worthwhile, it becomes a general attitude.
According to Mead, the ‘self’ is realised when the individual “enters his own experience […] by
becoming an object to himself” (Mead, 1934, p. 138) as part of a “conversation of gestures” (Mead,
1934, p. 140) characterised by symbolically-mediated interactions (i.e verbal and non-verbal
expressions) of “taking the attitude of other individuals towards himself” (Mead, 1934, p. 138). When
a speaker takes the other’s perspective, it means that their interactive acts are directed to the ‘other’ as
if they had their own words and meanings communicated back to them from the other’s perspective. As
elaborated by Mead (1934), “We are, especially through the use of vocal gestures, continually arousing
in ourselves those responses which we call out in other persons into our own conduct” (p. 69). Here,
the tendency to respond to our own interactive acts, in nurturing an objective perception of our ‘selves’
is given a universal character-“a process with which we are all familiar” (Mead, 1934, p. 140), otherwise
there would be no prospect of communicability. By taking the other’s perspective into their own
conduct, individuals enter a process of ‘knowing’. Indeed, in the interpretation of the speaker’s
interactive act, the recipient reconfigures their response based on his interpretation which had been
fuelled by their specific social experiences. As such, the adjustive response becomes responsible for the
appearance or emergence of new perspectives that the speaker will apply to their own conduct. Hence,
Mead’s conception of the ‘self’ embodies a universal conception of vulnerability, not only understood
in the risk of alienation, but in the opportunity of an individual emerging as a critical inquirer, which
helps nurture a ‘humble self’.
Nevertheless, as the ‘humble self’ only establishes the basic premises of communication, namely
the universal interactive dynamic, it cannot account yet for the development of the evolved self.
According to Habermas (1987), the internal structure of language, such as the illocutionary force of an
utterance enables to combine these symbols (verbal and non-verbal expressions), for normatively
intersubjective dialogue to take place. This occurs through the meaning that the speaker and listener
create in their interactive dynamic. Habermas (1984) states that “The listener understands the utterance
that is he grasps the meaning of what is said” (p. 297). In doing so, the listener grants the speaker with
the possibility to engage with the world by eliciting a response which reflects the speaker’s normative
expectations of being oriented towards reaching mutual understanding, thus developing intersubjective
communication allowing the speaker to realise the consciousness of their individuality, in other words
a more evolved ‘self’.
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As result, communicative visibility helps individuals reconcile with the sociality of their ‘selves’,
whose communicative mediation through humble and evolved self represents at its core the virtuous
regulatory disposition needed for exercising genuine human dignity and subsequent transnational public
sphere dialogue.

Conclusion
To conclude, this chapter has argued that transnationalising the public sphere requires to pay particular
attention to finding a normative regulatory disposition that regulates social relations in the 21st century
that could mirror, albeit imperfectly, the bourgeois pursuit of social approbation as established in
Chapter 1. In doing so, it departed from reviewing the inherent exclusionary flaws of the human rights
framework, namely a state-centric conception, the predominance of hegemonic political interests,
individualistic and male-centric conception, so that it would lead the narrative of the chapter towards
the source of the problem: a transcendental and sacred conception of human dignity rooted in a Kantian
conception of individual autonomy as the highest product of man’s moral aspiration. In accounting for
the pluralism of interests that our contemporary societies embed, this chapter argued that not only was
it desirable to conceive of an alternative normative value, but that it was conceivable insofar as human
dignity was injected with a social ontology of human agency, in focusing on the means to attain human
dignity rather than the end. As such, this chapter argued that communicative visibility can be understood
as the new normative value which is developed by individuals through the experience of a humble and
evolved self. The former refers to the universal conception of individual’s vulnerability in entering a
process of ‘knowing’ by taking the other’s perspective reconfiguring the speaker’s interactive act or
gesture based on his interpretation which had been fuelled by his/her specific social experiences. The
latter refers to the recipient granting the speaker with the possibility to engage with the world by eliciting
a response combining the interactive acts or gestures with the internal structure of language which
reflects the speaker’s normative expectations of being oriented towards reaching mutual understanding.
It is particularly important to emphasise the benefits of such notion in re-orienting transnational critical
inquiry especially in a global context where social media are designed to encourage illusory notions of
‘selfhood’ afforded by consumerist sense of personal fulfilment and self-worth, thus alienating further
the individual from their social communicative and listening environment – the lifeblood of the social
world.
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Chapter 5
❖
The Revised Infrastructural Setting
INGOs as Mediators of the Transnational Public Sphere

Now that the discursive, structural and social practices that constitute the transnational dialogue have
been revised, it is now crucial to identify what enables and cultivates their dialogue in order to
transnationalise the public sphere. Most importantly, this chapter completes the task set out at the
beginning of this thesis of reconfiguring the public sphere’s normative legitimacy in its holistic form.
In doing so, one vital, yet unaddressed component for transnationalising the public sphere is the revised
contemporary infrastructural setting. As argued in Chapter 1, the coffee-house constituted an
infrastructural setting which prompted and facilitated the dialogue through the mediating qualities of
normative behavioural expectations, periodical press and the entrepreneurial setting. As the coffeehouse is tied to the geo-temporal context, it cannot be neatly transposed to the contemporary
communicative environment, whereby a greater diversity of publics reaches out across borders. This
chapter argues nonetheless that the mediating qualities once exemplified in coffee-houses can be
mirrored, albeit imperfectly, in INGOs. Indeed, they represent an infrastructural setting that cultivates
the transnational public’s communicative propensity by staging imagined ethical, educative and
entrepreneurial institutional roles which all combined help direct and mediate the dialogue of the
transnational public necessary for transnationalising the public sphere. Conceiving of INGOs as taking
on specific roles as part of the public sphere’s communicative environment stages the relationality that
these roles embody by their inherent intersubjective meaning-makings. Indeed, these roles cultivate the
transnational dialogue by reconfiguring the structural, discursive, and social practices that characterise
the transnational public. This chapter will be structured along these three roles starting with the
imagined ethical institution.

I/ INGOs as an Imagined Ethical Institution
This section argues that INGOs are ascribed an ethical quality by transnational publics who carry
normative expectations that INGOs embody an institutional ethical quality. This reflects, albeit
imperfectly, the normative behavioural expectations that were expected of coffee-house, as
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demonstrated in Chapter 1 through the implicit rules of civility which were an essential part of the
coffee-house’s fluid communicative environment. This thesis refers to INGOs with a global reach,
initiating a high volume of engagement such as Greenpeace, Oxfam, Amnesty International and
irrespective of their scope, whether advocacy or development NGOs. INGOs are non-profit
organisations whose purpose is to serve the needs and rights of those affected founded on their moral
compass enforced by a normative mandate (DeMars, 2005), driven by specific issues such as human
rights, gender, social welfare, environment, agricultural development (Clarke, 1998) and a sense of
common good. Their moral worth derives from the advocating process implied in the term, in that
actors ‘act on behalf’ of others. Nevertheless, simply locating INGO’s moral quality in the scope of
their missions and subsequent activities leaves an incomplete understanding of their wider role in
world politics. Indeed, it fails to account for why INGOs are ascribed such an ethical quality by
transnational publics in the first place.
This is problematic when trying to conceive of the role of INGOs as institutional infrastructures
to mediate the dialogue, since this perceived ethical quality arises from a common perception
developed by individual experiences, in particular their ethical intent. It is the view of the researcher,
that the role of the publics in shaping the outlook and direction of INGOs is often taken for granted,
with it usually being confined to an ‘audience’, passively being fed and shaped by, sometimes static,
organisational forms. However, in times of crisis where INGOs’ reputation is called into question,
such as internal malpractice scandals (Landale, 2021; McVeigh, 2019), the ‘public’ becomes
increasingly visible (Crack, 2013), as public outreach is embedded within a process of ‘soul-searching’
and recovering the roots of their institutional values (Edwards, 2018). Although utilising the publics
as part of a ‘redemption arc’ may arguably be less motivated by genuinely valuing their input and
more an instrumental utilitarian drive towards reputational salvage and damage control, it nonetheless
reveals the importance of the publics’ ethical intent in shaping the fundamental values that these
organisations strive to uphold. This is echoed in Dewey’s (cited in Ralston, 2010) understanding of
institutional development when he stated that “personal development is a precondition for institutional
development since individuals who are democratic in thought and action are the sole warrant for the
existence and endurance of democratic institutions” (p. 76).
The propensity of an individual to develop an ethical intent lies in his/her ongoing process of
imaginative experience. It is important to note that the term ‘imaginative experience’ seeks to shed light
on the experiential nature of imagination, in ascribing practical relevance as opposed to a mere
extrapolated image rooted in individual fantasies. Contrary to common understandings of imagination
as an inexplicable impulse of mere individual fantasy, disconnected from the ‘real world’ and irrelevant,
imagination is in fact what gives meaning to individual experiences (Fesmire, 2003). Indeed,
imagination is the mechanism which extends experience by enhancing the understanding of a perceived
‘object’ in terms of a situation or physical material through a projected visualisation of an imaginative
horizon beyond the immediate environment. As such, it offers an array of hidden opportunities in
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generating novel, creative and idealised frames of thinking, thus ascribing practical relevance and
turning into an imaginative experience. This imaginative experience which allows the development of
an ‘ethical intent’ is argued here to be comprised of two processes: the relational self, which enables
the development of an ethical sensibility.
First, I argue that a relational self emerges out of an intersubjective imaginative experience that the
individual initiates when experiencing a disrupted ‘habit’. Although it may seem odd to consider
‘habits’ as conducive to an intersubjective imaginative experience as they refer to the practices of
subjective minds, they are nonetheless crucial when they are ‘disrupted’ as they initiate a move towards
a relational imaginative experience. As such, ‘habit’ here, is not being solely understood as a
‘behavioural pattern’ but includes different cognitive forms such as stories, beliefs, myths, metaphors
and virtues, in terms of having previously acquired specific knowledge, which in turn contributes to the
development of ‘thinking patterns’ (Fesmire, 2003). What makes ‘habits’ crucial for the development
of a relational self lies in the process of intersubjectivity, itself realised through the confrontation that
‘disrupted habits’ embody. ‘Disrupted habit’ refers to the process of encountering a feeling of tension
or a problematic situation initiated by the ‘other’, whose intensity may cause an emotive event for the
individual (Hills, 2012), which will in turn push the individual to enter a process of self-reflection in
order to resolve this tension. This self-reflective process comprises of projected situations whereby
she/he imagines the possible reasons for this tension and its consequences, in order to inform further
understanding of the implications of that ‘habit’ (Dewey, 1922/2003). According to Bird-Pollan (2012),
the struggle brought by the ‘other’ allows for self-consciousness to be created as both individuals
become aware of themselves only as they confront each other over whose action will dominate. When
the individual is encountering an emotional tension caused by the ‘other’, he/she is faced with two
options as schematized below (Figure 2): succumbing to criticism and emotional tensions or trying to
resolve this tension by engaging in a process of reflection on the reasons why the ‘habit’ was disrupted.
Should the former be undertaken, the individual would submit to the ‘other’. Taking the latter route
enables a normative behaviour to emerge as normativity appears in the gap between our conception of
ourselves as who we are and who we would like to be (Bird-Pollan, 2012), as represented by the dark
green arrow labelled ‘option 2’ and its ensuing process (Figure 2). As a result, the process of ‘disrupted
habit’ enables the development of a ‘relational self’, because it provides a space for the individual to
choose their subsequent actions by taking into account the other’s reasons as his/her reasons for acting
and as part of the power dynamics embedded in the process.
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Fig.2: The Development of Ethical Intent (author’s own design)

Second, the potential for the development of an ethical sensibility lies in the normative move that
individual self-reflection would have initiated following the encounter of emotional tension, in seeking
to resolve the tension. However, it is important to note that a normative move being driven by seeking
to erase this negative feeling is essentially self-interested and strategic which prevents the individual to
develop an ‘ethical sensibility’. In order to circumvent this issue, this normative move must be
reinforced by virtuous personality traits and empathy as illustrated by the light green square labelled
‘virtuous’ (Figure 2). Indeed, the extent to which the individual might engage in a process of selfreflection depends on pre-learned social-cultural meanings (McCollough, cited in Fesmire, 2003, p. 63)
which would have continuously equipped the individual with a system of virtuous qualities proper to
his/her upbringing, such as being considerate, helpful, hardworking which in turn allows for the
development of new values (Bray, 2009) as well as the ability to foster “imaginative excellence that is
excellence of moral imagination” (Biss, 2014, p. 947). Nevertheless, what gives an impulse to the
development of an ethical sensibility is empathy (Persson & Savulescu, 2018). Indeed, in order to
develop an understanding of another’s person suffering, empathy is an important tool (Zahavi &
Overgaard, 2012), as it helps forecast the consequences of one individual’s action upon the ‘other’
(Fesmire, 2003, p. 63). According to Persson & Savulescu (2018), empathising requires imagining
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feeling the individual’s reactions. This consists of having an image or better a sensory representation of
the experience. Empathetic concern has been found to bring the long-term welfare of those in need to
the forefront by nurturing caring and altruistic behaviours (Batson, 2011). As a result, virtuous qualities
and empathy are relevant for the development of an ethical sensibility.
Therefore, the relational self, and ethical sensibility are necessary mechanisms for the development
of an ethical intent by INGOs’ transnational publics, which help them imagine and fuel moral
expectations of INGOs.

II/ INGOs as an Educative Institution
Nevertheless, it does not suffice for INGOs to prompt and initiate the dialogue among transnational
publics based solely on their ascribed ethical quality. Recalling the coffee-house, conversations between
bourgeois were also facilitated by the educational potential that the periodical press embodied. Hence,
I argue that INGOs also share this potential through the educative role that they play by informing the
wider transnational public debate through expertise, which in turn enables them to develop an
authoritative voice in policy-making. For INGOs to be understood as educative institution conducive to
dialogue in the public sphere, expertise plays a key role in nurturing the conversation. According to
Dewey (1927, cited in Dzur, 2004, p. 9), experts play a key role in discovering and disseminating the
facts to help transnational publics to make sense of their environments. Nevertheless, it does not mean
that transnational publics are passive receivers of expertise, rather the individual considers the expertise
and weighs it according to antecedent beliefs, prior knowledge alongside concerns for their own ends
and purposes (Macgilvray, 2014). The role of the expert takes its full meaning when interacting with
the public through dialogue, by nurturing the conversation in elucidating new understandings to make
informed arguments based on sound reasoning rather than misinformation and deception (Ólafsson,
2017). As a result, the experts create the conditions for the public to think and cultivate their thinking.
In order to understand how INGOs can be understood as part of a community of experts, the concept
of ‘epistemic community’ is useful tool in uncovering the ‘authority claim’ that such notion implies.
‘Epistemic communities’ refer to “networks[s] of professionals with recognized expertise and
competence in a particular domain and an authoritative claim to policy-relevant knowledge within that
domain or issue-area” (Haas, 1992, p. 3). Consequently, epistemic communities allow for more
scientifically informed and often comprehensive approaches to policy-making and to dealing with
issues (Haas, 2016). However, even though Haas (1992) himself sought to broaden its understanding
of scientific by stating “epistemic communities need not to be made up of natural scientists” (Haas,
1992, p. 3), he still focuses on “the applicability of specific forms of knowledge or specific truths”
(Haas, 1992, p. 3). As a result, it presupposes a more scientific and technical approach in acquiring
knowledge which distances publics from experts who are given more weight and authority, thus
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impinging on a cooperative production of knowledge. Moreover, as stated by Robertson (2013): “What
passes for ‘knowledge’ in many fields is not in fact universally valid but rather represents the interests
and perspectives of the typical knowledge producers, usually white males” (p. 299). As a result, for the
purpose of understanding INGOs as community of experts, this definition provides a reductionist and
deeply problematic understanding of expertise. As such, this section will only use the ‘authority claim’
as a first port of call in setting out a more inclusive and collaborative understanding of expertise.
What is missing is an understanding of the epistemic value created by the social motivations and
dynamics involved in the acquisition of knowledge as opposed to a reductionist scientifically-driven
acquisition of knowledge. Indeed, identifying and understanding the role of the expert requires to delve
into the social practices of obtaining and sharing knowledge (Hardoš, 2018). According to Collins &
Evans (2007) expertise is a far more immersive and practical process of knowledge acquisition which,
beyond simply mastering required basic skills and rules, implies that the ‘expert’ in question is adept in
understanding the language, social and cultural practices of the given field. Here, the acquisition of
knowledge is generated as part of a relational process between ‘the social environing of the others’,
which allows to generate a broader and more encompassing understanding of the acquisition of
knowledge and thus ‘epistemic community’. Subsequently, this understanding allows to humble the
‘authoritative power’ usually ascribed to expert by seeing the expert as facilitator of exchange of
knowledge, thus creating a more horizontal and relational understanding of the acquisition of
knowledge.
Therefore, a revised definition of an expertise will encompass the ‘building of authority claim’ from
Haas’s concept of ‘epistemic community’ which is useful in understanding knowledge as an authorised
authoritative claim for contributing to power-holders decision making as well as Collings & Evans’
understanding of expertise based on a social production of knowledge which emphasised a more
inclusive and fluid understanding of knowledge, which are useful in understanding how an INGOs
could be understood as an educative institution facilitating the dialogue in the public sphere.

INGOs play a key role of expert through knowledge production. They are expected to provide factual
and evidence-based information (Clark, 2001), and produce expert and technical knowledge (Muñoz
Marquez, 2016; Onta, 2011) from relevant and often ignored events (Powers, 2018). Here, evidence is
understood as a holistic approach of gathering knowledge, such as individual stories, testimonies and
research findings drawing from documentation and analysis (Gooding, 2016). These in-depth findings
may include relevant laws, reviewing periodicals, studying appeals as well as coming from individual
sources, in pushing INGOs to conduct thorough investigations (Weissbrodt & McCarthy, 2014).
Nevertheless, what renders the knowledge production particularly robust is the collaborative work
they undertake with external well-resourced NGOs, sub-contracted academic researchers and
consultancy agencies. First, INGOs will attempt to corroborate the information acquired with other
NGOs through their fact-finding efforts as other NGOs may differ in terms of sources of information
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and areas of expertise (Weissbrodt & McCarthy, 2014). Second, INGOs collaborate with academics
whose involvement includes their participation in defining the research agenda, by helping researchers
to better understand the environment of the context that academics are researching, and in collecting
and processing data (Olivier, Hunt & Ridde, 2016; Stevens, Hayman & Mdee, 2013). INGOs might
take on a more academic role in disseminating their research, by publishing articles, briefing papers,
reports, edited volumes, monographs and even organising research workshops to further discuss the
issues they are researching. Finally, INGOs rely frequently on consultancy agencies in legal matters
aiming at gaining an understanding of the legal requirements and expectations for participating in the
policy process (Tӧrnquist-Chesnier, 2004). Consequently, INGOs emerge as expert through a robust
process of knowledge production.
For INGOs to develop authority in policy-making, they must disseminate their knowledge. Indeed,
in order to have an opportunity to influence policy-making processes, INGOs need to communicate
their demands and positions to government representatives (Rietig, 2016), which depend, albeit marred
by alignment to government agendas, on the extent to which they are perceived as credible having
backed up their claims with robust evidence. INGOs communicate their findings to their grassroots
movements for them to support and publicise them (Törnquist-Chesnier, 2004) through reports, policy
statements, press releases (Powers, 2018) as well as through peer-reviewed academic journals
(Thrandardottir, 2016). According to McPherson (2016), INGOs’ knowledge dissemination prompts
governments to consider an issue once this knowledge reaches the media and exposes government
malpractice. Consequently, seeking news coverage is central for the claims of INGOs to have an impact
(Waisbord, 2011). There are two ways whereby INGOs develop an authority claim to affect policy
making: ‘providing’ and ‘making’ news.
First, being a ‘news-provider’ refers to INGOs acting as sources for journalists to report on an event
by providing pre-packaged information (McPherson, 2016). This can include materials which ground
their expertise such as field reports or visual documentation, such as maps, photos, graphs (Powers,
2015; Van Leuven & Joye, 2014). Nevertheless, INGOs face difficulties in having their stories
showcased in media outlets, as the content they offer does not always meet the requirements and/or
agendas of established outlets. Further, media outlets tend to favour stories from INGOs in which
government representatives are the primary locus (Lang, 2013). Notwithstanding, providing news
allows INGOs to gain more prominence in news coverage and frame public debates to advance their
causes in the public sphere whilst gaining audience validation (Van Leuven, Deprez & Raeymaeckers,
2013).
Second, INGOs have been taking the role of ‘news-makers’ in order to raise the visibility of their
causes and promote policy and social change in engaging with publics who are unaware of, or even
opposed to their causes (Waisbord, 2011), aiming at expanding their target audiences. In addition,
becoming news-makers allows INGOs to compensate for inconsistencies in international news
coverage, which can fail to provide a comprehensive account of the story and its wider context (Powers,
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2018). Nevertheless, there can be a tendency to dramatize existing problems (De Waal, 1998; Rieff,
2002, cited in Powers, 2014, p. 92) in attempting to highlight the urgency of what remains to be done
to address the given issue when engaging with people and trying to maintain their attention (Rothmyer,
2011 cited in Powers, 2014, p. 92). As a result, disseminating knowledge as news-providers or newsmakers allows INGOs to develop an authority-claim influencing political decision-making.
Therefore, expertise through robust knowledge production and authority claims through knowledge
dissemination are necessary processes for INGOs to be understood as educative institutions, which
plays a key role in prompting and facilitating the dialogue of transnational publics.

III/INGO as an Entrepreneurial Institution
The final role that I argue that INGOs play in prompting and facilitating the dialogue is an
entrepreneurial institution, through the socialising process that they create in running their enterprise.
It is argued here that this socialising process is developed by adopting a peripheral communicative
engagement, through branding and information dissemination and an integrated communicative
engagement through the use of Facebook and Twitter. As established earlier, the coffee-house
represented an infrastructural setting in creating an environment conducive to dialogue, and in
particular, through an entrepreneurial setting, that it embodied through the provision of services,
notably the physical space and the coffee-drink. Sustaining a conversational environment depended on
the coffee-house as a business to continue providing spatial and material services which pleased visitors.
Had these services deteriorated or altered, such as focusing on serving alcohol, or rearranging the
furniture towards a more intimate, less communal setting, it is arguable that the conversational dynamic
may not have materialised. Hence, the economic motivation behind the coffee-house enterprise is
relevant in informing its conversational dynamic, as well as that of INGOs. Nevertheless, in order to
understand ‘entrepreneurial’, not only as an ‘economic value’ but most importantly as a socialising
process, combining different notions of ‘entrepreneurship’ broadens the commonly-ascribed meaning
and directs the reader towards its ‘socialising value’, which will then be applied to INGOs’
communicative engagement.
The term ‘entrepreneur’ tends to be associated with Schumpeter’s writings on economic
development, where he locates the role of the ‘entrepreneur’ in a process of ‘creative destruction’, in
disturbing the equilibrium between buyers and sellers fostered by the market, whereby the profit-driven
entrepreneur, a “Man of Action in the area of the economy […] an economic leader” (Schumpeter,
1911, cited in Swedberg, 2009, p. 26) motivated by “the dream to private kingdom” (Schumpeter, 1934,
cited in Swedberg, 2009, p. 79) introduces new and innovative products, markets or methods of
production, which will then allow for economic growth and development (Beato Nunes, 2016, p. 15).
Although this understanding of entrepreneurship allows to uncover the economic motivation for which
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an entrepreneurial action takes place, it mainly focuses on economic growth, leadership and innovation
as the main characteristics of entrepreneurship, which does not yet inform the emergence of a
socialising process in ‘entrepreneurship’.
As focusing on this ‘economic value’ would risk painting a grim and inaccurate picture of INGOs
as utilitarian non-state actors motivated by the yield of profits, given their non-profit status, it is helpful
to depart from the notion of ‘social entrepreneurship’, to help inform the development of the socialising
process, whilst retaining the economic motivation, albeit secondary. Indeed, ‘social entrepreneurship’
shifts the focus from an economic-oriented purpose towards the social opportunity generated by an
entrepreneurial action, in terms of creating a social value, such as providing a well to a water-insecure
community, as the primary mission (Swedberg, 2009; Santos, 2012). Indeed, ‘social entrepreneurship’
is understood as a process that catalyses social change by creating value and addresses important social
needs in a way that is not dominated by direct financial benefits for the entrepreneur (Mair & Marti,
2006). The entrepreneurial action is characterised by an innovative activity, which can be developed in
the for-profit as well as the non-profit sector (Dees, 1998, cited in Austin, Stevenson & Wei-Skillern,
2012, p. 2). Although social entrepreneurship allows to identify the social value of a given initiative or
project, it overshadows the relevance of performativity embedded in the social value generated by the
entrepreneurial action. For instance, authoritarian management practices can risk overriding the original
goal of bringing forth a social common-good.
What is useful, however, in recovering the social quality of entrepreneurship is Hjorth’s (2013)
notion of “public entrepreneurship”. Notwithstanding the ‘economic motivation’ embedded in social
entrepreneurship, public entrepreneurship seeks to focus on the social productivity of entrepreneurship,
notably the creation of ‘sociality’. This notion is rooted in the social performativity of entrepreneurial
action that individuals enact as a group driven by the desires for new forms of sociality, such as
developing a more communal spirit. Indeed, public entrepreneurs do not decide to engage in social
enterprises for economic reasons primarily, but for the kind of social opportunities that are created in
participating in the public space (Hjorth, 2013). For instance, the social value of food-sharing may be
grounded in helping out food-insecure families, but when applying Hjorth’s concept, what becomes key
is the social value created by the complex social factors of the community involved in food-sharing,
notably in generating a unique form of sociality based on the values of “participation, pragmatism and
socio-ecological commons” as concluded by Yang, Radtke & Villioth (2019). Consequently, the social
performativity aimed at creating “sociality” becomes the result of the entrepreneurial dynamic (Hjorth,
2013, p. 39) which helps inform the ‘socialising process’ that entrepreneurial action involves, and most
importantly, helps paint a fuller and brighter picture of INGOs in aligning with their social mission.
Therefore, a broader understanding of entrepreneurship encompasses an economic motivation, in
initiating the design of an entrepreneurial action, and a socialising process, embedded in the social
performativity of an entrepreneurial action, in enhancing the new forms of ‘sociality’ that individuals
create when coming together and developing participatory practices. This broader understanding of
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‘entrepreneurship’ acts as a point of departure to identify the mechanisms which build the
entrepreneurial role of INGOs needed to prompt and facilitate the dialogue.
This sub-section argues that INGOs have turned to ‘entrepreneurship’ due to financial challenges they
have been facing. These challenges have been caused by a reliance on donor funding, which jeopardises
their financial stability and viability. This in turn provides an economic motivation, an opportunity for
INGOs to engage with self-financing mechanisms as a more sustainable and viable long-term solution.
INGOs tend to rely on donor funding which renders them subject to external control in meeting
their requirements and conditions made upon allocation. Private donations, whether from organisations,
corporations, or government grants, constitute their primary funding sources (Crişan & Dan, 2018), and
come with their own sets of expectations and conditions in setting the terms of the relationship (Parks,
2008). Private donors do so in a manner in line with their own values, behaviours, and results-oriented
motives (Pozorski, 2000, cited in Eikenberry & Drapal Kluver, 2004, p. 134) seeking returns on their
‘investments’. Although donor approaches to funding vary depending on the type and capacity of
INGOs, along with the degree of influence they wield (Hillhorst, 2003, cited by Parks, 2008, p. 217),
these donations push them to change their working directions and to prioritise projects that donors are
interested in (AbouAssi, 2014), thus constraining the margin of manoeuvre of INGOs. For government
grants, INGOs may benefit as being a known recipient of such grants bestows a reputation of quality
and standards which attracts interest from donors and the general public alike (Herzer & Nunnenkamp,
2013; Brooks, 2000). Nevertheless, government grants are not a sustainable source of funding as they
can be volatile during economic crises (Feiock & Jang, 2009 cited in Crişan & Dan, 2018, p. 33); they
can also discourage donations from private individuals or companies due to misconceptions that
government grants are taxpayer-funded (Lu, 2016, p. 382) and can also give the impression that INGOs
are co-opted by governments (Brooks, 2000, p. 453).
Whether from private donations or government funding, the donor-INGO relationship remains
unstable and places INGOs at risk of financial insolvency. This vulnerability has nonetheless provided
a compelling opportunity for INGOs to diversify their sources of funding (Alexander & Weiner, 1998;
Waisbord, 2004 cited in Yu & Chen, 2018, p. 925). Diversified revenues allow for financial stability,
which is key for INGOs in undertaking their activities and respective resources and services, such as
hiring employees, and buying material resources (Crişan & Dan, 2018). As a result, the financial
vulnerability caused donor-reliance can provide an opportunity for INGOs to develop their
entrepreneurial role (Austin, Stevenson & Wei-Skillern, 2012; Davies 1997, cited in Dey & Steyaert,
2010, p. 90), particularly through self-financing mechanisms.
Self-financing is related to commercial activities performed by INGOs which generate further
revenues, such as membership fees, or sales from branded merchandise and services (Simpson &
Cheney, 2007; Stankiewicz & Seiler, 2013; Zielińska, 2011, cited in Mikolajczak, 2018, p. 762). These
self-financing mechanisms not only allow to generate a surplus for programs which have been
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marginalised by the INGOs (Dart, 2004), but also allow for the independence of INGOs from other
funding sources as it crowds out public funding and private donations (Guo, 2006). Nevertheless,
commercial activities may override INGOs’ social missions, especially as the guiding message may be
lost as the organisation’s attention is diverted towards initiatives geared towards maximising revenue
yields (Froelich, 1999 cited in Crişan & Dan, 2018, p. 33). However, these commercial activities are
understood as a means to enable INGOs to deliver their missions rather than the end in themselves
(Moeller & Valentinov, 2012, cited in Yu & Chen, 2018, p. 927).
Therefore, INGOs’ financial contexts act as an ‘economic motivation’ in prompting them to take
entrepreneurial action. However, it does not yet fully account for the entrepreneurial role that is
embodied by INGOs, as a socialising process is required.

INGOs enact a socialising process through the social practices involved in an entrepreneurial action.
This section argues that peripheral communicative engagement and integrated communicative
engagement constitute dual processes involved in nurturing a socialising process.
First, INGOs enact peripheral communicative engagement exemplified in two main practices:
branding and information dissemination. Branding relates to the discourses and practices used by an
organisation to create an identity and image (Paco, Rodrigues and Rodrigues 2014, cited in Joachim &
Schneiker, 2018, p. 173). In other words, it is a product of shared principles among group members
(Carmen and Balver, 2002, cited in Barakso, 2010, p. 159). INGOs use ‘branding’ to promote their
organisation, and increase and enhance their profile (Jones & Frohling, 2005, cited in Joachim &
Schneiker, 2018, p. 173). In a competitive environment in which INGOs are pitted against each other,
branding is essential to distinguish themselves among others operating within the same policy sector.
The general public may perceive the expertise of an INGO under a specific issue, which when associated
with the brand, attracts outside funding, new volunteers and members, attention from news media and
access to policy-makers (Hervey 2004 cited in Barakso, 2010, p. 160), and all of this can arguably
provide a sustainable inflow of funds in the long-term and keep their membership afloat. Hence, they
tend to put more emphasis on broad visibility of public messages (Lang, 2013). Consequently, the brand
allows the general public to identify the social mission of an INGO and create a communicative
connection as the general public associates the brand with their own values (Hankarisson, 2001, cited
in Joachim & Schneiker, 2018, p. 173). As a result, branding allows to create a communicative
engagement, albeit passive, between the public and the INGOs. The second form of communicative
engagement that NGOs enact is information dissemination. Indeed, INGOs share with their public vast
amounts of information, whether through printed flyers or through the web, notably by links to news
items, photos, videos, audio files and posted announcements (Waters, et al., 2009), in order to attract
more engagement from their membership as well as gaining new members. An INGO being perceived
as widely active in disseminating information would have more chance to attract and retain supporters
(Blood, 2005). Nevertheless, they would at times avoid going public because of possible repercussions
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(Lang, 2013). Websites constitute the main platforms to disseminate information relating to the
organisation and performance of the INGOs in providing organisational information to empower their
members, such as details about the organisation and how to get involved (Taylor, Kent & White, 2001),
as well as coming across as transparent to their members (Nitschke & Donges, 2018). As a result,
although INGOs seek to attract more engagement from their members whether through branding or
information dissemination, integrated communicative engagement is required to fully enact a
socialising process.
This type of communicative engagement refers to the social networking platforms that INGOs use
to solicit the general public to interactively engage with the organisation, which allows to create a
conducive environment for dialogue to take place among INGOs’ publics. Highly interactive content
plays an important role in developing relationships online with the general public (Saxton & Guo,
2011). For instance, promoting volunteer opportunities, fundraising activities or asking to donate online
(Waters et al., 2009) are various way to interactively solicit the general public on social media (Xu &
Saxton, 2019, p. 30). Indeed, social media represents a useful mechanism for relationship-building as it
offers a relatively low-cost option for interactive two-way communication with large and
geographically dispersed audiences (Xu & Saxton, 2019) who can come together to support the INGOs
causes, make social change (Saffer et al., 2013), build trust and organise members (Saxton & Guo, 2011
cited in Rodriguez, 2016, pp. 323-324). Consequently, the use of engaging communications in the form
of social media allows INGOs to develop relationships with their publics (Waters, et al., 2009) and
enact a socialising process, thus becoming ‘entrepreneurial’ in contributing to the creation of an
environment conducive to dialogue.
Therefore, in a context of financial vulnerability, INGOs have been prompted to become
entrepreneurial by developing a relationship with their public through the socialising process of
peripheral and integrated communicative engagement through branding and information dissemination
as well as an interactive use of social media. This in turn allows for an environment conducive for
dialogue to thrive, which is necessary to transnationalise the public sphere.

Conclusion
To conclude, this chapter has argued that INGOs could be understood as the contemporary
infrastructural setting to transnationalise the public sphere owing to the mediating qualities that
harness the normative force of the structural, social and discursive publics. Indeed, the mediating roles
were identified as roles that INGOs embody. First, it was argued that INGOs enact an imagined ethical
role, whose ascribed ethical quality arises from a common perception developed by individual
experiences of ethical intent. It was argued that an ethical intent is developed through (1) the
development of a relational self referring to the normative move of self-reflection initiated when a
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disrupted habit/emotional tension is experienced by an individual following a ‘disruption’ by the other
and (2) further developed as an ethical sensibility when this normative move is equipped with virtuous
qualities and empathy. Second, it was argued that INGOs enact an educative role by informing the
wider transnational public debate through expertise which in turn enables them to develop an
authoritative voice in policy-making. In particular, it was argued that INGOs’ expertise is rooted in
their capacity for knowledge production, namely through providing reports based on factual and
evidence-based information and collaborative with external actors and knowledge dissemination
namely through ‘news-providing’ by providing pre-packaged information to journalists and ‘newsmaking’ in engaging with publics who are unaware of or even opposed to their causes. Third, it was
argued that in a context of financial vulnerability, INGOs have been pushed to take on an
entrepreneurial role through self-financing and developing relationships with their publics
underpinned by the socializing processes of peripheral and integrated communicative engagement
through branding and information dissemination as well as an interactive use of social media. Such
developments enable the envisioning of INGOs, by their intrinsic relational qualities with their wider
publics (whether card-carrying members or supporters), as a mediator of transnational public
dialogues.
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Chapter 6
❖
Methodology
The previous four chapters have redefined the structural, social, discursive, and social publics
according to their contextualised and situated social practices, as well as conceiving of INGOs as an
infrastructural setting which cultivates the transnational dialogue owing to their mediating qualities.
This chapter sets out the methodology to inform the extent to which INGOs’ Facebook page represents
a key frame to explore the practical application of the revised transnational public sphere’s
communicative environment. Section I will put together these four publics’ situated practices and
infrastructural setting as part of a tabulated theoretical framework. In doing so, it reconfigures the
normative legitimacy of the public sphere as a holistic endeavour rather than seeking to pursue narrow
and particularistic disciplinary interests and embeds an interdisciplinary endeavour at its core. However,
in order to remain consistent with the holistic public sphere’s normative direction and ensure that it is
carried over into the methodology and analytical tools, Section II will establish the positionality of the
researcher in engaging a phronetic reflexive endeavour as it will provide a normative compass guiding
the selection of appropriate methodological approaches. Section III will present an emancipatory,
dialectical and dialogic methodological approach to critical discourse analysis (CDA). This includes
respectively an engagement with positive discourse analysis, Chouliaraki & Faircloughian (1999)
dialectical and relational approach to discourse analysis, and Bakhtin’s (1981) dialogism. Section IV
will present the analytical tools which best account for this emancipatory, dialectical and dialogic
approach to CDA. Indeed, applying the holistic public sphere onto Facebook conversations will require
the combination of Fairclough (2003) discourse analysis and Halliday’s (2004) systemic functional
linguistics, which enable a deeper analysis as it focuses on the clausal level of language. Such
combination harnesses the intricate intersubjective meaning-makings that the holistic public sphere
harbours. Section V will provide a rationale for the research design in uncovering the case study,
platform, sampling, data collection, and ethical strategies.

I/Theoretical Framework: The Holistic Public Sphere
This first section presents the theoretical framework which will be used to guide the analysis of Amnesty
International UK (A.I UK)’s Facebook conversations. These four tables reflect the revised conditions
established in Chapter, 2 to 5 for a holistic transnational public sphere. Nevertheless, it will be
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demonstrated later on that operationalising such theoretical benchmark needs to be equipped with the
most appropriate methodological approach in order to yield its full analytical potential.
Given the scant attention paid to the coffee-house as a crucial mediating infrastructural setting of
the public sphere, it was argued in Chapter 5 that INGOs can be envisioned as the most appropriate
infrastructural setting of the 21st century, mirroring imperfectly the ‘coffee-house’. First, the coffeehouse displayed the mediating qualities of entrepreneurial setting, in running an economic enterprise
through a physical space indulging the bourgeois and the coffee-drink. Second, coffee-houses embodied
normative behavioural expectations through the implicit rules of civility that coffee-house provided.
Third, coffee-houses were the main hub for the distribution of the periodical press nurturing the
conversations of the bourgeois. Today, such mediating qualities are reflected in the entrepreneurial,
imagined-ethical and educative role that INGOs enact. Each role are explained below to provide a
definition which will guide the analysis of A.I UK’s Facebook conversations.

Table 1. The Revised Infrastructural Setting

Infrastructural Setting
BPS18 Coffee House

Contemporary TPS19

Meaning

Entrepreneurial Setting

Entrepreneurial

Refers to the development of a relationship
with their public through the economicallydriven socialising process of peripheral
(branding and information dissemination
through websites) and integrated
communicative engagement (interactive use
of social media, soliciting public
engagement, redirecting them to other
website).

Normative Behavioural
Expectations

Imagined Ethical
Institution

Refers to the process of developing an
ethical intent by individuals ascribed to
INGOs: this process is comprised of a
relational self characterised by an
intrasubjective imaginative experience
whereby a ‘disrupted’ habit creates a
reflective space for the individual to choose
he/she subsequent actions and an ethical
sensibility whereby empathy and virtuous
qualities enable to give an impulse to the
individual to exercise an ethical move.

Periodical Press

Educative

Refers to the process of developing an
authoritative expertise through knowledge

18
19

BPS refers to the Bourgeois Public Sphere
TPS refers to the Transnational Public Sphere
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production (i.e evidenced-based +
collaborative knowledge) , and in turn
knowledge dissemination (i.e news-making
and news-providing) in order to develop an
authority claim necessary to influence
policy-making.

Second, Table 2 below presents the structural conditions contributing to the emergence of a
transnational critical public in the revised public sphere. As the bourgeois public sphere emerged from
the pervasive intervention into the bourgeois private economic affairs, the state was not only the main
point of contention but also the sole authority to address bourgeois public grievances, thus underpinning
a unique context embodied by the trifecta of bourgeois, market and state. Nevertheless, it was argued
in Chapter 3, that transnationalising the public sphere requires consideration of the contemporary
reality, where the state’s role has been diluted in a complex system of shared power in an environment
of neoliberal globalisation, in order to identify the structural conditions at play in developing a critical
transnational public. The two structural conditions identified were an awareness of common-fate and
unaccountable power-holders and defined in the table below.
Table 2. The Redefined Structural Public

Structural Public
BPS

Contemporary TPS
Conditions

Meaning

Capitalism

Awareness of a Common-fate

Refers to the product of unintended
transnational harms of global
inequalities and subservience which
push individuals to develop a stronger
sense of identity and togetherness
around particular issues, thus developing
an awareness of a common-fate.

State

Unaccountable Power-holders

Can be identified as any agents who coopt and sabotage accountability by
performing token gestures under the
pretence of upholding their
responsibilities whilst further
consolidating power against them.

Third, Table 3 below presents what once referred to the bourgeois intent of pursuing social approbation;
the revised social value in the 21st century. Indeed, the achievement of a virtuous behaviour embedded
in social approbation among the bourgeois of the 18th -19th century, which represented a regulatory
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disposition of the bourgeois public social relations cannot be directly transposed to the 21st century as
it does not reflect the social relations of contemporary reality. It was argued in Chapter 4 that the level
of intersubjectivity which was once recognised as virtuous behaviour in the bourgeois society, has been
replaced in the 21st century by a sacralisation of the ‘individual’, distancing themselves from the ‘other’
, which is especially so in western societies. To remain consistent with Habermas’ normative essence,
Chapter 4 conceived of an alternative inclusive social value which could act as a regulator of social
relations: communicative visibility, which is defined in Table 3 below.
Table 3. The Redefined Social Public

Social Public
BPS
The Pursuit of Social
Approbation

Contemporary TPS
Conditions

Meaning

Communicative Visibility

Refers to the communicative
virtuous regulatory
disposition characterised by a
humble self (i.e as a product
of universal vulnerable
disposition in taking the
attitude of another prompting
the process of ‘knowing’) and
evolved self (i.e through
language by eliciting a
response reflecting the
speakers normative
expectations towards reaching
a mutual understanding).

Fourth, Table 4 presents the revised rules of communication necessary to ensure an inclusive and critical
argumentative dialogue. It was argued in Chapter 2 that transnationalising the public sphere requires to
develop more inclusive rules of communication against the backdrop of exclusionary bourgeois rules
of communication: (1)-universality of access referred to granting access to any bourgeois without
discrimination, albeit contingent on having private economic interests to defend; (2)- Singularity
referred to their critical ability ‘to speak as one’ in the defence of their private economic interests against
state intervention; (3)-Discursive equality covered the bourgeois’ ability to be impartial by abstracting
from their ‘self’ (private status and identity) and recognising other participants as equal to them in
exercising the publicising of their reason before entering the dialogue to ensure open, uncoercive and
subsequently equal dialogue; (4)-Critical-rational communication ensured the deliberative potential of
dialogue, whereby bourgeois’ rational capabilities (owing to his development of communicative reason
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in the private sphere) would play a key role in articulating the best argument, thus achieving a
consensus. The alternative revisions are defined in Table 4 below:
Table 4: The Redefined Discursive Public

Discursive Public
BPS

Contemporary TPS
Conditions

Meaning

Universality of Access

Diversity

Refers to engaging others as being
different but equal, irrespective of
distinctive racial, national, sexual and
cultural characteristics, in open
dialogue about matters which concern
all of them in a fully inclusive manner.

Singularity

Multiplicity

Refers to the creation of alternative
spaces for critical engagement formed
of diverse values and rhetoric in
response to dominant discourses and
collective experience of
marginalization and expropriation.

BPS

Contemporary TPS
Conditions

Discursive Equality

Discursive Heterogeneity

Critical Rational
Communication

Aestheticized Rational
Communication

Meaning
Refers to the process of embracing
externalisation of identity and status
which allow socially diverse
participants to engage in dialogue in
publicising reason through different
modes of expression.
Refers to the development of
rationality embedded in the
argumentative potential that
communicative practice of everyday
life embeds at its core whereby
validity claims to truth, truthfulness
and normative rightness can be
redeemed/are always criticisable in
inviting the presentation of good
reasons. The structure of language
may reflect complete subjectivity (i.e
metaphors, irony, images).

To conclude, the revised conditions of the structural, discursive and social publics constitute the
transnational dialogue of the public sphere which is enabled and nurtured by the mediating qualities of
INGOs, the infrastructural setting. They characterise the contemporary transnational public sphere’s
communicative environment that encapsulates the public’s social complexities weaving different
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disciplinary insights into the public sphere. What sets this research apart from previous attempts to
transnationalise the public sphere is that it seeks to sustain the normative value embedded in the public
sphere’s holistic form as opposed to prevailing scholarly tendencies (see chapter 1) which trade off
normativity by focusing on empirical particularism, and by reflecting only a partial normativity which
overlooks its fundamental quality as a social practice - a communicative environment - as the source of
emancipatory dialogue-building.

II/ The Holistic Public Sphere: A Phronetic Reflexive Endeavour
In order to remain consistent with the holistic public sphere’s normative direction, whilst setting out
the methodology and research design, it is incumbent on the researcher to take stock of their
positionality and engage a phronetic reflexive endeavour. In particular, this section submits that a
phronetic endeavour was essential in providing a normative compass which guided and tailored the
selection of appropriate methodological and analytical tools.

Phronesis in Qualitative Research
Phronesis refers to a type of knowledge20 that encompasses the elaboration of judgments based on
experience and oriented towards the enactment of values. In other words, it constitutes the reasoning
that produces or allows for the action or praxis of a ‘good end’, thus developing practical wisdom
(Pickup, 2016, p. 182). To inform what constitutes a ‘good end’, the phronimos (who possess phronesis)
engages in a value-rational deliberation whereby a claim or judgment is made by drawing from the
researcher’s particularities of situations and experiences that are contingent on personal subjectivities
(Flyvbjerg, 2001). On one hand, phronesis draws mainly from personal intuition and an articulation of
emotional standpoints rather than purely honed skills and intellectual abilities. On the other, it is the
capacity to evaluate mostly unexpected circumstances and situations so that one, and in particular
researchers can work out what should be done in a particular situation as reflected in Aristotle’s seminal
statement:

After all, man is, in his ordinary way, a very competent knower, and qualitative common-sense
knowing is not replaced by quantitative knowing…this is not to say that such common-sense
naturalistic observation is objective, dependable or unbiased. But it is all that we have. It is the only
route to knowledge – noisy, fallible and biased though it be (Flyvbjerg, 2001, p. 81).

20

Aristotle conceived of three different types of knowledge. Episteme relates to theoretical knowledge or justified
true knowledge; techne which refers to the skill or craftmanship necessary to produce a produce and phronesis
which is practical knowledge based on subjective and intersubjective experiences (Dunne, 1997).
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Consequently, an individual who possesses practical wisdom can “deliberate nobly about what is good
and beneficial for himself” and can see “what is good for oneself and for others”, thus exemplifying
virtuous living and doing (Pickup, 2016, pp. 181-182). As such, phronesis is interested in “recognising
the particulars for it is practical and practice is concerned with particulars” (Aristotle, 2009, p. 109 cited
in Pickup, 2016, p. 189). Consequently, phronesis can be understood as a practice dependent on
situational ethics (Flyvbjerg, 2001). In addition, Flyvbjerg (2001) integrates the notion of power in a
progressive understanding of phronesis in emphasising that researchers reflect on their values and
power when deliberating what is desirable. Hence, in the context of the researcher, phronesis can be
summarised as the reflexive deliberative journey which is informed by a context of values and power
about what is desirable to work out what should be done.
In order to ward off claims of particularism, phronetic researchers seek to ensure their attitude to
lived experience is one which is shared and relatively based on a common view drawn from the socially
and historically contingent context. The goal of phronetic research is to contribute to the ongoing social
dialogue and praxis as part of the community of scholars and subsequently society at large rather than
generating ultimate, generalisable and value-free knowledge (Thomas, 2010). As stated by Bellah et al
(1985 cited in Flyvbjerg, 2001, p. 139) in the Habits of the Heart:

the reader will test what we say against his or her own experience, will argue with us when what we
say does not fit, and best of all, will join the public discussion by offering interpretations superior to
ours that can then receive further discussion (p. 139)
It is important to recognise that such phronetic endeavour does not lend itself to generalisability.
Nevertheless, it does not undermine its potential for validity, as the validity of any given interpretation
as part of scholarly dialogue will depend on how far the interpretations’ validity claims are accepted by
the reader in light of their own experiences by means of personal analogy (Flyvbjerg, 2001).
Whilst phronesis can be perceived here as a particular research approach in qualitative research, it
is important to stress that phronesis must be understood as a reflexive endeavour and that qualitative
research is intrinsically prone to phronesis. Indeed, qualitative research is designed to illuminate and
internalise how individuals make sense of events and practices in the world around them (Macklin &
Whiteford, 2012). As such, it can be considered “far more open to the personal hopes, fears and values
of the researcher” (Macklin & Whiteford 2012, p. 91). In particular, the challenge of qualitative
researchers lies in the recognition that their research cannot be extricated from their underlying values.
As such, the ‘validity’ of qualitative research is not in simply denying the existence of pre-existing
values or even biases, but in being honest about these values by embracing “what is purposefully being
pursued” (Macklin & Whiteford, 2012, p. 91). According to Flyvbjerg (2001), qualitative research is a
form of “phronetic research” (p. 140) which requires an appreciation of the fluidity of human
interactions and an embrace of the complexities and path-dependence that they entail. Whilst qualitative
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research can intrinsically be understood as being phronetic in applying a particular sensibility to their
‘self-reflective’ process informing the direction of their research, researchers tend not to be aware of
their ‘phronetic’ endeavour, which end up making them ‘lose sight’ of the wider value they seek to
nurture through their research. For instance, qualitative studies on pro-environmental behaviour
research, focusing on how the construction of environment discourses in different professional settings,
conclude that a commonplace absence of strong environmental discourses signifies that “attempting to
live a green lifestyle across different spaces and social contexts is almost an impossibility” (Burgess et
al., 2003, p. 284, cited in Hargreaves, 2012, p. 319). Such bleak conclusions not only detract from the
normative potential but risks stymying the broader academic research agenda. If Burgess et al.’s study
had been motivated and nurtured by a clear value guided by ‘what is desirable’, it would have arguably
conceived of an understanding of ‘environmental discourse’ in a form which resonates more with the
experiences of daily lives of individuals. This is because it departed from an understanding of societal
agency embedded in hegemonic discourses of sustainable consumption which do not fulfil the broader
transformative change of changing mentalities (Hargreaves, 2012). As such, it is conceivable to
conclude that the added-value of phronesis for qualitative research is to equip the researcher with a state
of mind that reflects values underpinned by notions of ‘good ends’ of what is desirable.

The Phronetic Holistic Public Sphere
With the above in mind, the reconstruction of the public sphere as a communicative environment was
driven by what is desirable, informed by a context of values and power. Indeed, the researcher departed
by re-defining the structural, discursive and social publics through their contextualised and situated
practices as well as the infrastructural setting. In particular, the structural public was redefined in
cognisance of the shared awareness of frames of oppression that global injustice and power-holders
play whilst the researcher sought to embed desirable social practices into its redefinition by emphasising
on its scope for transnational solidarity and recognition of shared humanity. Second, the discursive
public was redefined with sensitivity to the exclusionary deliberative standards that characterised the
bourgeois public sphere, whilst seeking to generate more inclusive understandings of meaningful
dialogic practice. Finally, the social public was redefined against entrenched individualistic notions of
humanity which were argued to regulate social relations in contemporary times, whilst seeking to redefine a transnational public rooted in meaningful communicative engagement. As such, the
redefinition of the structural, social and discursive publics was sensitive to the constraining auspices
of structural power.
However, what makes this reasoning particularly crucial for carrying over this normativity into the
methodology is the practical value that it embodies. This practical normative value is rooted the
researcher’s understanding of desirability. For example, in the present context of the Covid-19
pandemic and social isolation, it is conceivable to wonder whether it is desirable to catch up with friends
and relatives. On one hand, this can be answered by taking human desire for sociality to be a simple
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historical fact. On the other, this answer can be extended by taking this sociality as something which is
profoundly beneficial for the personal well-being of humans. Whilst the former shed light on past timehonoured traditions and factual observations, the latter focuses on an understanding of desirability
contingent on future consequences, and the fundamental meanings that this has on the individual. As
such, this understanding of desirability is the practical normative value that guided the re-definition of
the social, structural and discursive public. The reason why such distinction was paramount is because
it ascribed an “action-guidedness” (Chang, 2013) to the transnational public. This located the normative
value of the transnational public sphere in its very nature as a source of social change. It directed the
researcher to ask the following question: If the transnational public is understood as a source of social
change, how can it make it happen? Such question directed the researcher to identify the transnational
public as emancipatory owing to its willingness to unite transnationally against power, as dialectical
owing to its self-actualization through the interplay of its contextualised and structural, discursive and
social situated practices and dialogic owing to its intersubjective conversational quality, which are
understood here as the three interlocking dimensions that constitute the normative compass as
schematised below. Whilst the transnational public may demonstrate somewhat distinct dimensions,
each dimension can be seen, albeit more implicitly in another dimension. As such, they can complement
each other which is the purpose of the interlocking circles in the diagram below. For instance, a dialogic
public may also carry an emancipatory dimension owing to its ability to transform itself through
intersubjective communications.

Fig 3: The Normative Compass (author’s design)
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Therefore, this first section has established the relevance of phronesis to carry over normativity in the
methodology by locating the practical normative value in the action-oriented nature of the researcher’s
understanding of desirability. Recognising the practical normative value that guided the public sphere’s
reconstruction highlighted that, for the researcher, normativity is realised by projecting oneself into the
future consequences of that action. This in turn established that normativity is conceived in terms of
what is practically possible to do. Thus, the normativity of the public sphere can be carried over in the
methodology because it has become inherently practical. Such conception of practical normativity in
turn enabled the researcher to interpret the transnational public as source of social change, in particular
through the dimensions of emancipatory, dialogic and dialectical. This constituted a normative
compass which guided the researcher in the identification of the most appropriate methodological and
analytical tools.

III/ Operationalising the Holistic Public Sphere: An Emancipatory, Dialogic and
Dialectical Approach to CDA
In order to investigate the extent to which INGOs’ Facebook page can be understood as transnational
public spheres, the theoretical framework needs to be operationalised by equipping it with an
emancipatory, dialectical and dialogic approach to critical discourse analysis. This approach provides
an original perspective in enabling the operationalisation of the interdisciplinary nature of the
theoretical framework which draws from philosophical, sociological, and international relations
specific knowledge. The added-value of such methodological approach encourages and drives the
researcher to explore methodological approaches which are beyond the remits of individual disciplinary
remits and boundaries. What sets this approach apart from the prevailing tendencies of the postHabermas public sphere literature (see chapter 1) is that the emphasis on structural factors (in the
structure/agency dichotomy) directs the researcher to scrutinise the particular affordances of a given
environment (i.e. social media/internet public) as opposed to actually exploring the nature of the
resulting dialogue. As such a methodological approach which is centred on the public sphere’s
communicative environment favours deep exploration and deconstructs the types of conversation which
take place in the public sphere.
CDA is an approach which focuses on the role of language as playing a vital part in producing and
reproducing social practices (Bouvier, 2018). As language is not an isolated phenomenon whereby the
formal aspects of language, namely linguistic tenets and structures are the exclusive focus but actually
involves the intertwining of social processes and interaction, themselves cognitively mediated by
language users (subjectively produced), it constitutes an arena of power and ideologies (Wodak, 1999).
As such, CDA seeks to uncover how language, namely, text, talk, verbal interaction, communicative
events occupy key positions in legitimising and normalising forms of social, political, cultural and
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economic power and dominance (Van Dijk, 1997). Consequently, CDA mainly focuses on the discourse
as the instrument of power and its influential role in shaping social reality which has significant impact
in unveiling what usually remains below the surface and overlooked by the given social actors. For
instance, this could be an audience listening to a political speech, and thus CDA offers tools to broadly
understand social reality and to specifically grasp the power relations within discourses (Herzog, 2016).
Such tools involve a questioning process of asking ‘who uses language, how, why and when’ in seeking
to understand how certain hegemonic actors and institutions perpetuate and normalise abuses of power
through text and talk (Van Dijk, 1996). Power abuse not only involves the abuse of force and its effect
on limiting other’s freedom of action, but it also taps into the importance of the cognitive dimension by
looking at how it affects the minds of people (Van Dijk, 1996). Hence, CDA departs from a problemoriented perspective where power is understood as ‘hegemony’, having power over someone.
Nevertheless, by taking such a problem-oriented perspective, the researcher risks adopting a
‘pessimistic’ and ‘negative’ vision of the research inquiry, which can tend to overlook pre-existing
alternatives to hegemonic status-quo needed to further social change. Incidentally, Wodak (1999)
stated, ‘critical’ does not mean exploring only the negative traits of social interaction and processes and
reproducing binary visions of societies. Conversely, ‘critical’ signifies an embrace of complexity,
contradictions and fault-lines whilst rejecting simplistic and dichotomous explanations. Although, it
must be acknowledged that CDA is driven by an interest in emancipatory social change, in intervening
into social processes by proposing impactful possible changes to practitioners contingent on the
research findings (Wodak, 1999). However, such a problem-oriented approach arguably leads to a
search for top-down structural changes, which neglects the possibility that emancipatory potential is
already there. Hence, whilst problem-oriented CDA illuminates the prevalence of underlying powerrelations, which structure and shape society at large, it falls short of providing any insights into preexisting practices of social change, necessary to envision bottom-up emancipation. This is arguably due
to a conventional reliance on ‘elite’ texts instead of adventuring into ‘texts’ that represent more
combination of diverse voices of social media (Bouvier, 2018). As Bouvier (2018) asserted “The
challenge for CDA is to look at the kinds of discourses and representations of social practices that exist
across this kind of content, however democratic or alternative it may appear” (p. 181). Therefore, critical
discourse analysis does not fully account for normativity. As such, an emancipatory, dialectical and
dialogic approach constitutes the most appropriate approach to CDA as it is imbued with normativity
as established in Section II.
‘Emancipatory’
As developed in Chapter 3, a contemporary transnational public sphere emerges out of power-relations
whereby transnational publics suffer entrenched and pervasive structural global inequalities perpetuated
by unaccountable power-holders. As such, these contemporary structural conditions that made up the
structural public signalled that these transnational publics root their emancipatory potential through
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their ability to develop an awareness of common-fate and come together as a public deliberating freely
without the pressures of hierarchical relations. Hence, the revised public sphere maintains at its core the
emancipatory potential that the Habermasian public depicted, in that bourgeois would come together to
discuss their grievances against state interference in their private economic affairs. The emancipatory
potential is further rooted in Habermas’ (1984) Theory of Communicative Action as demonstrated in
Chapter 2. Indeed, it developed out of a necessity to shift from the commodification of language by
recovering the fundamental moral universal value lost in pervasive and insidious instrumental
rationality that characterised modern societies and continues to do so. With the ever deepening
pervasiveness of capitalism, Weber identified the commodification of language as a product of a
fragmentation of purposive rationality into spheres of life (i.e state, economy, aestheticism, and
intellectualism) following the clash between the ‘ethics of brotherliness’ once exemplified in “Catholic
world of ideas” and the “unbrotherliness of capitalism” (Weber, cited in Habermas, 1984) which made
everything subservient to maximising the utility of the spheres of life. Instead of a purposive-rationality,
Habermas developed a communicative rationality, whereby he interpreted Weber’s spheres of life into
validity-spheres of social communication, thus reclaiming the rightful place of moral value, and creating
the emancipatory potential of social agents against constraining power-relations. From a
methodological point of view, it seems that any critical analysis of discourse deriving from such an
understanding of ‘emancipatory’ public sphere limited to reacting to the harmful processes of structural
power, would mainly focus on the power-oriented aspect of communication. Indeed, departing from an
understanding of power as a ‘negative’ and ‘top-down’ constraining force prevents transnational publics
to fully realise their communicative potential, and merely portray the public sphere as an ‘emancipatory
product’ which only serves to reinforce the ephemeral idealism of Habermas’ public sphere and theory
of communicative action. Thus, the impossibility to envision power as ‘positive’ and ‘bottom-up’
obstructs the emancipatory potential which can take place within a revised public sphere.
For the purpose of investigating how INGOs’ social media can be understood as a contemporary
public sphere, it is important to identify ‘power’ as a ‘positive’ movement, thus harnessing the
emancipatory essence of the revised theoretical framework which cannot be achieved with a
conventional approach to CDA focusing on a notion of ‘critique’ oriented towards the ‘top-down’
relations of power, as previously mentioned. Indeed, what re-orients the ‘critical’ characteristic towards
a ‘progressive’ critique and best captures the emancipatory scope of the revised theoretical framework
is Positive Discourse Analysis (PDA). PDA focuses on the emancipatory and transformational
possibilities by shifting the focus from dominant discourses to counter-discourses or alternatives to
hegemonic formations (Garcia Agustin, 2012). In particular, PDA focuses on how communities
mobilise this social and discourse resources and redistributive power (Garcia Agustin, 2012). In doing
so, it emphasises the underlying patterns of social change in society and local dynamics therein as well
as the ability to unveil the dissonance that comes with maintaining hegemonic and oppressive orders
(response to injustice) and so provide flexibility needed for naturalising alternative possibilities for
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righting and mitigating social wrongs (possibilities for progressive social change) (Bartlett, 2012;
Hughes, 2018). Consequently, it brings to the fore notions of ‘social solidarity’ which tend to be
neglected. Such approach of understanding community as ‘solidarity’ as opposed to mere contentious
representation of ‘power’, where the “general populace are victims and objects of this ideological
interpellation” (Luke, 2002, pp. 105-106), undeniably requires greater attentiveness to the interpersonal
negotiation of meanings and the affectual and emotional dimensions of discourses invoked in reshaping
structural constraints (Garcia Agustin, 2012). This has been foreseen by Martin (2004, cited in Hughes,
2018): “Analysing resistance discourse is a generative project, one that treats objects of analysis as
resources for imagining and implementing emancipatory agendas” (p. 199). Hence, such ‘positive’
critique is essential if the emancipatory essence of the ‘revised public sphere’ is to be captured when
analysing INGOs’ communicative interactions.

‘Dialectical’
In order to understand how individuals produce social change, it is necessary to recognise the “interested
action’ of socially located, culturally and historically formal individuals, as the remakers, the
transformers, and the re-shapers of the representational resources available to them” (Kress, 2000, p.
155). As such, the situated social practice of individuals is key in envisioning social change which is
captured by Chouliaraki & Fairclough’s (1999) Dialectical-Relational Approach to CDA. This approach
asserts the necessity to have an explicit and developed social theory in order to achieve the social
justices’ purposes that define CDA and its ‘positive’ critique (Luke, 2002). With such developed social
theory, a positive critique to discourse analysis allows to encapsulate the interdisciplinary dialogue
between social theories and practice that characterise such developed theory by ‘authorising’ the
operationalisation of interdisciplinary inquiry. According to Chouliaraki & Fairclough (1999), they see
CDA as “bringing a variety of theories into dialogue, especially social theories on the one hand and
linguistic theories on the other, so that its theory is a shifting synthesis of other theories” (p. 16). Hence,
CDA is not a method ‘per se’ but can be understood as an ‘approach’ which realises the practical
concerns of theories. The application or analysis contributes in turn to the theoretical reconfigurations
(Chouliaraki & Fairclough, 1999), thus staging a continuous ‘back-and-forth’ analytical movement
between text, namely semiotic analysis and context, namely social formations (Luke, 2002, p. 100).
This is crucial for this thesis, as it enables to attend to the phronetic character that the revised public
sphere embeds at its core, in regarding texts as particular instances of transnational publics’ discursive
and social norms and values, albeit at a particular moment in time, as previously demonstrated.
In order to grasp the ‘dialectical-relational’ component of Chouliaraki & Fairclough’s (1999)
approach to CDA, it is necessary to understand the epistemological roots of CDA. Indeed, instead of
understanding the ‘grasping’ of social reality from a ‘critical realist’ or ‘formal linguistics’ vision,
whereby the former emphasises on the role of ‘real’ objects as structured and as having particular causal
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power or liabilities (Fairclough, Jessop & Sayer, 2002), and the latter on the independent role of
language in making sense in its own terms, as if it acquires a life on its own, CDA provides a middleground. It conceives of social life as a stratified social reality divided into three levels: social structures,
practices and events (Chouliaraki and Fairclough, 1999). These are schematised in light green circles
in Figure 2 below. Social events are concrete individual instances of happenings and occasions of social
life, people behaving in certain ways. Social structures refer to causal structures, systems and long-term
background conditions of social life which can explain events and practices. In particular, there has
been a tendency to overstate the agentic role and direct link between social structures and events, which
does not provide a full understanding of the crucial intermediary role of social practices and reinforces
simplistic assumptions about social reality. As such, a focus on social practices would enable to shape
an understanding of the relationship between structure and events (Fairclough, 2003) by connecting the
structures of society to the social events through which people live their lives (Chouliaraki &
Fairclough, 1999). As such, a social practice is defined by its dialectical position “within a structured
network of practices, and a domain of social action and interaction which both reproduces structures
and has the potential to transform them” (Henderson, 2005, p. 14). Whilst social practices do not
determine events but changes them, social events can lead to changes in practices which can in turn
lead to changes in structures (Fairclough & Fairclough, 2012). This dynamic is illustrated by the blue
horizontal arrow which link structure, practice, and event together in Figure 2 below. Consequently, a
social practice reflects the “relative permanencies of social structures, but they are also practices of
production” (Fairclough, 2003, p. 23). Fairclough’s vision is particularly relevant for this thesis, as it
provides a ‘compass’ to orient the revised analytical framework towards a practical application (see
schema below). So far, the revised public sphere remains an abstract form of social life/reality as
illustrated by the connected by the light green circles in Figure 2 (which have not been imbued with a
semiotic dimension, SD yet). Whilst structuralists would seek to understand the public sphere by
focusing on the contentious elements that the structural conditions of neoliberal globalisation bring,
linguists would be more interested in focusing on the formal structures of language. Seeking to
understand the public sphere by identifying the structural conditions as a cause of its communicative
dynamic could not possibly provide an understanding of the public sphere. As such, Fairclough’s
epistemological ‘compass’ establishes the parameters to guide its practical application.
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Fig 4. Adapted Chouliaraki & Faircloughian Dialectical-relational Approach to Social Life (Author’s
design)

What renders the dialectical relation practical is the mediating role of language. According to
Wittgenstein (1968), there is no reality that exists independently of language, but a reality encompassing
‘an edifice of meanings’ represented in and through language (Halliday, 1994), as symbolised in
Wittgenstein’s illustration of chess games, as one would not be able to understand the use of the king
piece without being part of a “language-game” whereby the player already learnt the rules
(Wittgenstein, 1968, p. 150). As such, the meaning of the king piece can only be realised as part of a
wider context. As language represents an ‘edifice of meanings’, operationalising the dialectical relation
of social life is realised by ascribing a ‘semiotic dimension’ (SD) also understood as ‘discourse’ (the
social use of language in social contexts) to social structures, social practices and social events
(Fairclough & Fairclough, 2012). This is reflected by the blue arrow labelled as (SD) in Figure 2 above.
In other words, it ascribes to these 3 above realities the potential to create an intersubjective production
of meaning (Fairclough & Fairclough, 2012). Consequently, when a semiotic character is attached to
‘social events’, it directs to discursive instances in the form of texts and multimodal texts, written,
spoken and body language. When a semiotic aspect is attached to ‘social structures’, it directs to systems
of symbols, rules and particular ways of doing. This dynamic is illustrated by the darker green circles
in Figure 2 above, which schematize the transformation between the social reality levels (light green
circles) when ascribed a semiotic dimension. The semiotic aspect of social practices can be understood
as ways of acting (genres; interviews, news, reports, editorial, online conversation); ways of
representing (discourses; physical, social, mental); ways of being (styles; identity) (Fairclough, 2006).
As mentioned before, social practices have a degree of stability owing to the ‘relative permanencies’ of
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‘social structures. As such when seeking to identify genres, discourses and styles, one must seek to
identify ways which have a measure of stability over time (Fairclough & Fairclough, 2012). Whilst
being distinct, their relationship is characterised by internal interdiscursivity in which each
‘internalises’ the other and external interdiscursivity by making the link between the internal relations
of the text (i.e written, spoken, body language) and its external relations, other elements of the social as
represented in the table below. The configuration of different genres, discourses and styles constitute
an order of discourse, or broadly speaking a network of social practices which compose a particular
social field, institution, or organisation. It is important to note that social practices can simultaneously
feed off each other and deviate from one another, fluid boundaries which enable their relationships to
shift (Fairclough, 2000). For instance, INGOs encapsulate social practices shaping orders of discourses
which may appear at first irreconcilable with their ‘corporate’ activities, which ultimately contribute to
reshaping their identity.
In the case of the revised public sphere, a practical application can thus be envisioned by making a
parallel with this dialectical relationship as illustrated in Table 5 below. Indeed, the revised public
sphere can be understood as already operationalising the dialectical relation of social life through the
orders of discourse, namely the infrastructural setting, the social, structural and discursive public, which
configure the semiotic aspect of social practices, namely genre, styles, discourses, the intersubjective
meaning-making potential of social practices (as seen in the column in the middle in Table 5 below).
As such, they embed an ‘externally-oriented’ interdiscursive relationship that connects the text, its
semiotic aspect of social practices to the broader social elements that orders of discourse represent, as
indicated by the blue arrow moving from ‘the discourse-analytical categories’ to the ‘orders of
discourses’ in Table 5 below. The relationship between the ways of being, representing and acting of
the social practices that characterise the infrastructural setting, social, structural and discursive publics
are interdiscursive (internally) as their respective social practices flow into the other. For instance,
discursive heterogeneity (Styles) can be represented in the infrastructural setting, as well as multiplicity
(discourses) and communicative visibility (genres) can be represented in Aestheticized Rational
Communication as illustrated by the double-sided arrow on the right in Table 5 below. Whilst it is
important to recognise that they ‘internalise’ each other, Fairclough (2003) remains adamant that they
remain analysed as distinct.
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Table 5: The Revised Public Sphere: A Faircloughian-adapted Form of Social Life (Author’s Design)

A Form of Social Life/Reality: A Revised Public Sphere

Social Public

Social Practices

Entrepreneurial
Educative
Ethical
Communicative visibility
(humble self+ evolved
self)

Discourse-analytical
categories (semiosis)
Discourses (ways of
representing)
Genre (ways of acting)
Styles (ways of being)

Internal Interdiscursivity

Network of Social
Practices: Orders of
Discourse
Infrastructural Setting

Genre

Structural Public

Awareness of Common
Fate + Power-holders

Discourses

Discursive Public

Diversity + Multiplicity

Discourses

Discursive Public

Heterogeneity + ARC

Styles

External Interdiscursivity

Therefore, the revised public sphere embeds at its core the dialectical-relational approach to CDA. It
placed the situated social practice of individuals as a core component in envisioning social change. This
then prompts an exploration into the actual practices of social change through dialogism.
‘Dialogic’
In order to account for the dialogically-intersubjective conversation and argumentative dynamic that
the revised public sphere depicts, Bakhtin’s (1981) concept of dialogism is useful in orienting towards
a practical application of the intrinsic dialogicality of conversations that the revised public sphere
embodies. Indeed, conversations are not to be understood as the mere encompassing of an interactive
dynamic of formal linguistics, whereby formal structures of language would influence the type of
answers uttered by speakers, neither the outcome of the logic of procedures of communication as
presented by Habermas’ (1984) Theory of Communicative Action. As developed in previous chapters,
a revised public sphere needs to account for the surrounding social context that influences the
communicative capacities of individuals and thus the dynamic of conversations, namely the social
public’s practices encapsulated by communicative visibility. Indeed, it rooted intersubjectivity, not only
as the product of communicative interaction of conversations, but in a social ontology of human agency,
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in particular in Mead’s (1934) dialogical relation of “taking the other’s perspective”, whereby in the
interpretation of the speaker’s interactive act, the recipient reconfigures their response based on his
interpretation which had been fuelled by their specific social experiences. As such, the adjustive
response becomes responsible for the appearance or emergence of new perspectives that the speaker
will apply to their own conduct. The reason why it is important to remind this particular aspect of the
revised theoretical framework is that it sheds light on the role of the ‘sociality of the self’ in
conversations, in that ‘selfhood’ is realised in a dialogic relation, that is the cognitive abilities in
creating and communicating social realities in terms of the ‘other’, which becomes in turn materialised
in the speaker’s utterances. Consequently, it asserts the sociality of human consciousness (Pietikäinen
& Dufva, 2006). As such, when analysing ‘texts’ it gives an indication to the researcher about the
importance to take into consideration the ‘sociality of utterances’ and subsequently the aestheticism of
utterances (i.e the various ways subjectivity is enacted) and this is what Bakhtin’s dialogism directs the
researcher to do in connecting the linguistic to the individual.
Dialogism refers to the idea that ‘texts’ (i.e utterances) represent dialogical constructions, which
encompass a plurality of meanings. Indeed, texts are heterogeneous in that they represent a multiplicity
of social ‘voices’ (Vargova, 2007), whereby words are “half ours and half-someone else’s” (Bakhtin,
1981, p. 347) rooted in a “elastic environment of other” (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 276) also understood as
“heteroglossia”21. The notion of “heteroglossia” encapsulates specific conditions at any given time
and place which determine the linguistic and style of an uttered word, thus ascribing unique meaning
(Bakhtin, 1981). The “environment of other” contributing to the meaning of ‘text’ or utterance can be
interpreted at 3 levels: the microlevel of an individual’s inner speech and interpersonal relationships, at
the mesolevel of interactions between members of community or social groups and at the macrolevel
of changes in accepted languages and social movements (Baxter, 2015).
First, the microlevel refers to an ‘inner speech’, characterised by the speakers’ utterance shaped in
response to previous responses but also influenced by the expected answering utterance of the listener
as stated by Bakhtin (1981): “Forming itself in an atmosphere of the already spoken, the word is at the
same time determined by that which has not yet been said but which is needed and in fact anticipated
by the answering word” (p. 280). In particular, it “assimilates the word to be understood in its own
conceptual system filled with specific objects and expressions and is indissolubly merged with the
response, with a motivated agreement or disagreement” (Bakthin, 1981, p. 282). As such, the speaker’s
utterance can only be meaningfully realised in the process of assimilation of future answerability,
against the listener’s apperceptive background and in light of her own wider social context, which is
essential for an active and engaged understanding.

Such notion recalls Habermas’ notion of “lifeworld contexts of relevance” (Habermas, 1987) whereby
individuals make sense of an utterance against their broader horizon of meanings as mentioned in Chapter 2, when
acknowledging the criticisms of Habermas’ Theory of Communicative Action.
21
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Second, the mesolevel refers to the “double-voiced discourse” (Bakhtin, 1981), which whilst similar
to the ‘inner speech’, reflects a premeditated strategy to serve thinly-veiled agendas. Indeed, doublevoiced discourse typically refers to sensitivity and reactiveness to priorities and anxieties of a speaker’s
interlocutors, which are reflected in the ways speakers recalibrate their language to serve both their own
interests and those of their addressees (Baxter, 2015, p. 4). For instance, encouraging someone in the
right direction whilst partially concealing a desire to raise concerns about flaws reveals two intentions,
namely appeasing the person whilst bringing up something which could represent a source of conflict.
Arguably, “double-voiced discourse” represents a measured and pragmatic act.
Third, the macrolevel refers to a speaker’s utterance in the “environment of other”,
governed/configured by a struggle between centripetal and centrifugal forces of the life of language
(Bakhtin, 1981). The former refers to linguistic norms shaped by powerful sociocultural tendency
conducive to entrenching a “stable linguistic nucleus of an officially recognised literary language” (i.e
universal grammar) aiming at a “unitary language in linguistic and stylistic thought”, leaving little room
for the imaginative experiences that individuals go through in their daily lives (Bakhtin, 1981, pp. 270271). Against the imposition of standardised language, centrifugal forces of social heteroglossia,
characterised by diverse voices seek to “challenge and disrupt conventional meanings and offer
alternatives” (Baxter, 2015, p. 5). As such, language carries the weight of ideological struggle.
Incidentally, these “centripetal forces” can be perceived only against the backdrop of the very
“heteroglossia” they sought to deny. Hence, these 3 levels that make up this “elastic environment of
other” portray the various social realisations of an utterance, of ‘texts’ which are constantly in a process
of attunement to the other (Pietikäinen & Dufva, 2006), whereby its dialogic orientation “of all kinds
and degrees of otherness creates new and significant artistic potential in discourse” (Bakhtin, 1981, p.
275) which directs to a rich and detailed analysis of an utterance.
To conclude, Bakhtin’s dialogism provides insights into the nature of the intersubjective process
through which ‘text’ is realised and acts as the missing ‘linguistic hinge’ necessary to envision a
practical illustration of the sociality of human consciousness, exemplified by the social public of the
public sphere, notably ‘communicative visibility’. What makes ‘dialogism’ particularly useful is that
it directs the researcher to the practical interpretative ‘positive’ CDA of the emancipatory possibilities
of discourse shaped by the ideological struggle of ‘social heteroglossia’ happening at the level of the
clause as demonstrated earlier. As such, dialogism can be understood as the microlevel of Faircloughian
intersubjective social practices, which in turn operationalise the emancipatory possibilities of the
revised public sphere, as a process reminiscent of reassembling ‘Russian dolls’, identified at the
beginning as the emancipatory, dialectical and dialogic dimensions of the revised public sphere. Hence,
dialogism directs us to the microlevel sites where ideological struggles are enacted, voiced and
responded which is crucial to uncover the materialisation of emancipatory possibilities of the revised
public sphere. Therefore, an emancipatory (positive), dialectical, and dialogically-informed critical
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discourse analysis represents the most appropriate approach to harness the complexities of the revised
public sphere’s theoretical framework.

Analytical Tools
Now that this chapter established a methodological approach to operationalise the revised theoretical
framework on the analysis of A.I UK Facebook conversations, it is important to provide an analytical
tool that render the application of such approach possible. Halliday’s Systemic Functional Linguistics
provides a useful tool to direct the researcher to the appropriate interpretative linguistic tools to uncover
meaning. According to Fairclough (2003), systemic functional theory is particularly useful to
investigate the social embeddedness of discourse at the clause level (Pietikainen & Dufva, 2006).
Fairclough (2003) provides a primer by linking the semiotic aspect of social practices, namely genre,
discourses and styles, as demonstrated in the previous section (see Table 5) to Halliday’s three
Metafunctions of language which clarifies the relationship between semantic and grammar in
conceptualising three separate strand in the overall meaning of the clause: clause as message,
representation and exchange– introduced in his systemic functional theory (Halliday, 1994). First, the
clause as message refers to the clause as a message a quantum of information, where the Theme is “the
point of departure for the message: it is that which locates and orients the clause within its context”
(Halliday, 2004, p. 64). Second, clause as exchange refers to a clause having meaning as an exchange,
in that the transaction between speaker and listener has meaning. Third, clause as representation refers
to having meaning owing to the process in ongoing human experience (Halliday, 2004, pp. 58-59). In
order to guide the analysis, Fairclough’s (2003) engagement with Halliday’s (1994) three Metafunctions
of Language as laid out on both opposing columns in Table 6, have been formulated as questions to
assist the analysis in directing where to look at the clausal level in Halliday’s (1994) Systemic
Functional Linguistics. Although this table provides a somewhat neat overview of the analytical
direction which was taken, it was important to remain flexible and attentive to the revised theoretical
framework and normative compass of methodology as there were instances where the analysis did not
always neatly fall into each Metafunction of Language.

However, it is important to disclose here that the coding procedures which are informed by Halliday
(2004) will be elaborated in the analysis as part of Chapter 8. The reason for this is that each condition
of the revised theoretical framework requires different linguistic coding procedures which will be
explained throughout the final chapter.
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Table 6: Faircloughian-adapted tool for analysing the revised public social practices (author’s
adaptation)
DiscourseAnalytical
Categories

Questions to direct

Metafunctions of
Language

Genres

What are individuals doing when they communicate?
What is their purpose?

Clause as Message

Styles

How are individuals projecting their identity?

Clause as Exchange

Discourse

How is the social world represented by individuals in
online/Facebook conversations?

Clause as
Representation

How are individuals generally represented on
Facebook?

Notwithstanding, for the purpose of providing a rigorous interpretation of the conversations online, this
thesis will draw upon a combination of insights from Fairclough’s (2003) textbook Analysing
Discourse: Textual Analysis for Social Research and Halliday’s (2004) textbook Introduction to
Functional Grammar. Table 7 below provides an emancipatory, dialectical and dialogically-informed
critical discourse analysis acting as the methodological application of the revised public sphere. This
table is similar to Table 5, which presented the intersubjective meaning-making potential of social
practices through the discourse-analytical categories, namely genre, style and discourses. The only
difference is that Bakhtin’s dialogic approach has been integrated in red below as part of each discourse
analytical categories. This is to emphasise that the meaning-making of genre, discourses and styles must
integrate an understanding of individuals’ ways of being, ways of acting, and ways of representing,
dependent on their surrounding social context that influences their communicative capacities and thus
the dynamic of conversations. For instance, when a Facebook commentator answers to a previous
utterance, their answer is not informed by the utterance of an ‘other’ but also, by their social
heteroglossia, whereby their answer is informed by an abstract representation of ‘social voices’ as
presented before. It is important to take this dialogic dynamic into consideration, as it really accounts
for the individual’s practices in contributing to social change in the revised public sphere.
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Table 7: A Bakhtin-Halliday-Faircloughian-adapted Form of Social Life (Author’s design)

A Form of Social Life/Reality: A Revised Public Sphere
Network of
Social
Practices:
Orders of
Discourse

Social Practices

Discourseanalytical
categories
(semiosis)

Infrastructural
Setting

Entrepreneurial
Educative
Ethical

Social Public

Communicative
visibility (humble
self+ evolved
self)

Structural Public

Awareness of
Common Fate +
Power-holders

Dialogicallyinformed Discourse

Discursive
Public

Diversity +
Multiplicity

Dialogicallyinformed Discourse

Clause as
Representation

Discursive
Public

Heterogeneity +
ARC

Dialogicallyinformed Style +
Genre

Clause as Exchange +
Clause as Message

Dialogicallyinformed Genre

Clause as Exchange
Internal Interdiscursivity

Dialogicallyinformed Style
(ways of being)

Metafunctions of
Language

Clause as Message

Discourse
(semantic level)

External Interdiscursivity

IV/Research Design
In order to illustrate the practical application of the revised public sphere, A.I UK constitutes the most
appropriate case study. Given that the reconstruction of the public sphere has been driven by a phronetic
reflexive endeavour, the case study can be understood as offering a perspective presented from another’s
horizon of meaning, albeit taken from one’s own phronetic experience (Thomas, 2010). The A.I UK
branch was chosen because Amnesty International is operationalised under Sections or national branch.
This will be elaborated on further detail in the Case Study Chapter. The rationale for selecting Amnesty
International UK is as follows:
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First, given that the revised public sphere’s purpose is to represent a critical and corrective function
against injustices perpetrated by power-holders within a neoliberal global environment, A.I UK is well
positioned to do so owing to their mandate of unveiling the perpetrators of human rights violations and
holding governments accountable. In addition, with their transnational supporters, members and
activists they put pressure on governments for the enforcement of human rights by bringing these grave
violations of human rights to the global public attention.
Second, as this thesis conceives of a transnational public which comes together having developed
an awareness of common-fate and evolved as counter-hegemonic publics, Amnesty International UK
provides the space for supporters of human rights to come together and campaign with the organisation.
Most importantly A.I is member-led, which means that A.I UK policies are set by its members, its
financial supporters through voting on proposed mentions and as such its governance model is unique
in the broader landscape of INGOs. As such, A.I at its core seeks to promote a participatory culture,
thus pinning the social value of the organisation. Nevertheless, what reinforces A.I UK’s prescience as
a case-study is that since the implementation of the Global Transition Program in 2010, the organisation
has redoubled its efforts towards harnessing their non-financial supporter and activist base, geared
towards more grassroots mass-awareness campaigning (Interview of Senior Staff 1, March 2, 2018)22.
As such, A.I UK fosters a sense of participatory community.
Third, as A.I UK proclaim to be increasingly committed to engage with their publics and empower
them in advocating for human rights, A.I UK has focused its efforts on expanding its presence on social
media. In particular, McIntyre’s recent ethnographic study on the role of data-driven methods used by
Amnesty International goes as far as describing Amnesty International as “representative of the new
movement of digital membership” (MacIntyre, 2020). Although the case selection is based on A.I UK’s
section, and the Facebook page of A.I’s International Secretariat garners significant traffic, the
Facebook page of the national section was chosen to reflect A.I’s nature as a member-led organisation
whereby the agenda is set through deliberation and voting at the national section-level. As such, the
Facebook pages of the national sections are key environments to gauge public opinion and engagement
on A.I’s different campaigns, and thus provide an opportunity for A.I’s publics to wield influence in
setting the agenda through deliberation. Despite being a national branch, A.I UK is a vector for
disseminating international campaigns and with English as a main language (although non-Anglophone
sections operate in their respective working languages), it attracts an English-speaking and multilingual
audience given Facebook’s globally-interconnected nature. Furthermore, the locations of Facebook
participants are not disclosed and because of factors such as anonymity and participants not always
declaring their places of origin, diversity can only be assumed. Hence, A.I UK fosters an environment
highly conducive for communicative engagement.
22

Interviews with A.I UK Social Media team members were conducted at the start of the research for the purposes
of gaining further insights into their organisational inner workings and their social media presence. This interview
received informed consent.
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As such, A.I UK reflects the core elements that make up the basic blueprint of the revised public
sphere, in embodying the elements that make up its normative legitimacy. These core elements run
through the three publics. The structural public brings out the notion of power which is represented by
A.I UK with the sphere of criticism, the social public brings out the notion of social value which is
enacted by A.I UK through their participatory culture, and the discursive public brings out the notion
of inclusive dialogue represented through their drive for communicative engagement.

Platform Rationale: Facebook
As the theoretical framework is built with the aim to analyse the communicative dynamic between
individuals, a conversation-type of environment needed to be selected and Facebook was ideally suited
as it is a platform conducive to dialogue, as opposed to Twitter which is character-restrictive and more
adversarial. Whilst it is a public platform, Facebook reflects the individual intent to log in through their
Facebook account and search for A.I UK’s page to engage, as it is highly unlikely that A.I UK posts
appear in the Newsfeed or the main home page of individuals Facebook account, unless it is a paid
advertising or algorithmic personalisation. As such, it means that people who participate are actually
‘committed’ (at least insofar as they have gone out of their way to locate the page or ‘re-click’ on a
shared AI. UK post to be able to comment) as opposed to Twitter where people interact in a more
reactive manner. Moreover, it was established in the revised theoretical framework as part of the
infrastructural setting that INGOs’ entrepreneurial role relies on an integrated communicative
engagement referring to creating an environment conducive to dialogue by making use of social
networking platforms, which solicits the general public to interactively engage with the organisation. It
was established that highly interactive content plays an important role in developing relationships online
with the general public (Saxton & Guo, 2011) and owing to A.I UK promoting volunteer opportunities,
campaigns, fundraising or asking to donate online, the organisation places much emphasis on public
engagement. Although Facebook does indeed offer an array of different communicative functionalities,
namely the group/private chat functions, this thesis opted for the main A.I UK page because its
conversations reflect individuals (many of whom are strangers) gathering in a public space, akin to the
coffee-house, insofar the historical coffee-house was predicated on the entrepreneurial setting of the
physical space abiding by the principle of “no man might refuse your company” (Ellis, 2004, p. 59).
Indeed, individuals can air their opinions on human rights violations, mediated by A.I UK’s posts
openly as opposed to the private groups, which could arguably reflect the private spheres in society
superimposed onto the virtual environment. As such, selecting Facebook as a platform reflects an
environment which can nurture conversational dynamics, the core aspect of the revised theoretical
framework.
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Sampling Strategy
This research conducts an exploratory study to see how the conditions of the theoretical framework can
be used to harness intersubjective meaning-making. It relies on 20 conversations totalling 1,110
comments, each ranging from 1 to 160 comments per thread sourced from the 17th of September to the
6th of October 2020. The timeframe was selected according to events to cover contentious issues
unfolding at the time such as Black Lives Matter protests, UK proposal to offshore asylum seekers, and
issues relating to prominent scandals during the British government’s handling of the Covid-19
pandemic to provide a wide range of topics in order to explore how Facebook commentators performed
a structural, discursive, and social public. The topics covered during this timeframe also gathered
significant traffic with extended conversations and debates between participants the dynamics of which
are essential to the very notion of the public sphere. Most importantly, it was to ensure that I would
maintain the inclusive emancipatory potential that my revised public framework sought to embody. As
such it was important to ensure that different types of conversations were included. 958 comments
worded comments were analysed in total.
This research is an exploratory qualitative study which offers a way to operationalise the theoretical
framework. As such, it only requires data that is sufficient to ‘test’ the theoretical framework. Second,
as the operationalisation of my theoretical framework (11 criteria) depends on a thorough Faircloughian
analysis of lexico-grammatical features to harness the content of my criteria, the analysis requires deep
immersion with each individual comment-thread (conversation), each encompassing between 1 and 160
often quite lengthy comments. Such analysis requires an understanding of systemic functional
linguistics, a challenge in textual analysis which was also highlighted by Fairclough (2003). He advised
that the analysis should be based on a “small sample of research material rather than large body of
texts” (Fairclough, 2003, p. 6). Finally, the rationale for choosing between a smaller sample was
inspired by drawing from a Matteo Farina’s (2018) book entitled Facebook and Conversation Analysis:
The Structure and Organization of Comment Threads, where the author conducted an extensive 9month study whereby 213 comment threads were taken as screenshots gathering a total of 1264
individual comments, where we can infer that comments threads encompassed between 5 and 6
comments. As such, having 20 comments threads/or conversations (encompassing 1 main post of
Amnesty International UK and the unfolding comments) corresponds to a total of 1,110 comments.
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Data Collection and Analysis
The data was collected through taking screenshots of A.I UK’s Facebook posts and the ensuing
conversation. One screenshot is understood as one conversation which includes A.I UK’s initial post
(i.e statement and imagery) as well as the thread of comments. Even if one post requires multiple
screenshots (owing to extensive comments responding to the post), it is still counted as 1 conversation.
As such, 20 screenshots (conversations) were gathered. As this data is procured from A.I UK Facebook
page, it is also accessible to any individual without a Facebook Account by simply searching A.I UK
Facebook page on Google. Nevertheless, to leave a comment, individuals must have a Facebook
account.
The screenshots were printed off, transcribed, and manually coded. Transcribing the Facebook
conversations were necessary not only for ease of applying linguistic analysis, but also it was essential
for the anonymising process as instead of simply blacking out the names of the screenshot, it was
important to rename the participants as they were engaged in conversation and replying to each other’s
posts. A total of 958 comments ended up being transcribed out of the 1,110 because A.I UK may have
deleted some posts, and for the purposes of linguistic analysis, posts only containing emojis or memes
(i.e. with no written text, only images), or spam messages were excluded from the analysis. Simply
blacking out their name would have been impossible to keep track of who was replying to who. The
screenshots and transcriptions are not included in this research as it is too voluminous but are securely
stored in a password-protected file, as per UoP’s data management protocol and can be provided on
request.
Although this research was carried out in my capacity as lone researcher, there was no inter-coder
reliability. This meant that the conversations were re-coded anew following a period of reflection in
order to account for any variance in the interpretative coding, which is an important stage in verifying
coding validity (Garrison, et al., 2006,). This was particularly important to stay true to the emancipatory,
dialectical and dialogic compass, established in Section II. The analysis entailed a long period of
reflection on the most appropriate discursive and linguistic tools to apply. This involved multiple
‘recodes’, in other words revisiting the screenshots in order to ensure the integrity of my interpretation.
In particular, Fairclough (2003) stresses the complexity of this analytical approach, but highlights the
importance of going back and forth with the data and its coding, in order to really develop and fine-tune
the analysis. Given that this research focused on analysis the back and forth dynamic on these
conversations, software such as Nvivo were ill-suited to account for the interpersonal dynamic. As such,
the added-value of manual coding is the flexibility and adaptability that it brings.
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Ethics
As this research focuses on the observation of A.I UK’s Facebook Page individual interactions, ethical
considerations need to be accounted for. In particular, the main issue with Internet Research has been
whether it is acceptable to locate and use as research data existing social media discussions without
gaining informed consent (Hewson, et al., 2016) given that it can be difficult to ascertain whether
information/data are from the public or private domain. This is especially so with Facebook which has
been understood primarily as a private space (Ditchfield & Meredith, 2018) and described by
Sveningsson (2008) as “semi-public” (p. 74). Although the risks to conducting internet-mediated
research are becoming increasingly fraught, this research does not require informed consent from A.I
UK’s Facebook commentators because A.I UK Facebook page is within the public domain. When
explaining the difference between Facebook ‘groups’ and ‘pages’, Facebook specifies that: “Your
Facebook business Page is a free way for businesses, brands, celebrities, causes and organisations to
reach their audience. While Facebook profiles can be private, Pages are public. Google may index your
Page, making it easier for people to find you” (Facebook, n.d.). In addition, A.I UK reiterates to its
commentators that their Facebook pages are “completely public” (A.I UK, n.d.), which are intended to
reach as wide an audience as possible.
As Facebook pages of organisations are public, the comments, posts and discussions can be
consulted by anyone, not just affiliated followers, and it is to be expected that information within these
Facebook pages can be freely shared across the Internet (Lillqvist & Lauhiala-Salminen, 2014). The
British Psychological Society Ethics Guidelines (2017) quotes The Code of Human Research Ethics
specifying that “observation of public behaviour needs to take place only in public situations where
those observed would expect to be observed by strangers” (p.25) (cited in the British Psychological
Society, 2017, p. 6). Incidentally, Ditchfield & Meredith (2018) submitted that communicating and
seeking informed consent from the organisation in question, or even the followers themselves, is not
necessary in instances where the data is not restricted by privacy settings or when users can freely access
publicly available data. According to Willis (2019), there are even instances where seeking informed
consent is inappropriate. In the context of passive observation, analysis and authentic reproduction of
Facebook conversations, seeking informed consent will render the commentator an active human
subject for research and could even detract from the authenticity of the conversations in question as the
participant may be on their guard, or more self-aware, thus becoming contrary to the research design,
thus compromising the overarching goal of the research (ESRC, 2015). As such, there are no research
participants in this research, only commentators of a public forum. Second, if it was desirable to
introduce myself to the group to let the participants know that a researcher is in the vicinity, it is not
possible because there is no fixed group and the data collected is asynchronous, and even archival given
that the selected were from the 17th September-6th October 2020.
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Nevertheless, given that people may operate in public spaces but expect their privacy to be
respected, it is important to ensure that this research minimises the risk of causing harm to the individual
by anonymising the quotes to protect the confidentiality of A.I UK Facebook commentators. While it
may be possible to find an individual commentator through Google searchability (i.e., copying and
pasting the verbatim quote on Google search), some scholars have taken further steps to paraphrase
their quotes and ensure full anonymity. However, the nature of this research namely linguistics and
critical discourse analysis requires the verbatim quote in order to analyse and study the peculiarities and
specificities of online discourses, paraphrasing would invalidate the analysis.

Conclusion
To conclude, this chapter provided the broader methodology that made it possible to fully explore the
communicative environment of the transnational public sphere. This was done by presenting the
theoretical framework in a tabulated format in order to provide the reader with a clear qualitative
benchmark of analysis. In order to carry over the normativity of the theoretical framework, a phronetic
reflexive endeavour was presented. Indeed, it showed that by recognising the practical normative value
that guided the public’s reconstruction, it established that the normativity of the holistic public sphere
(the theoretical framework) was inherently practical owing to an emancipatory, dialogic and dialectical
compass that guided the identification of the most appropriate methodological tool. Indeed, the
researcher identified positive discourse analysis (emancipatory), Chouliaraki & Fairclough’s (1999)
approach to discourse analysis (dialectical) as well as Bakhtin (1981) (dialogic) as the most suitable
methodological approaches to identify the analytical tools that could best harness the intersubjective
meaning-making potential of the theoretical framework. Indeed, the researcher identified Halliday’s
(2004) Systemic Functional Analysis that informs Fairclough’s (2003) discourse analysis, as the most
appropriate analytical tool to render the application of the methodological approach possible. Finally,
the research design was laid out to account for the selection of 20 conversations on A.I UK Facebook
page. Therefore, the methodological approach and the analytical tools are essential for this study
because, by their very nature of studying the social construction of language, they align with the
normative practical, and ultimately pragmatic agenda which seeks to explore the co-construction of
meanings between INGOs and their publics.
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Chapter 7
❖
Amnesty International UK Case Study
After having presented the methodological approach tailored to operationalising the holistic public
sphere framework, this chapter presents Amnesty International UK (A.I UK) as a case study to explore
the extent to which its Facebook page illustrates the structural, social and discursive publics’ practices
in relation to A.I UK’s mediating qualities that constitute the revised public sphere. A.I UK was selected
as a case study, as it reflects the basic blueprint of the revised public sphere, in embodying the core
elements that make up its normative legitimacy, namely the public’s structural, discursive and social
practices, as established in the previous chapter. After providing an overview of Amnesty International
(A.I), Section I will present the way A.I UK embodies a sphere of criticism, through their critical
scrutiny ethos. Section II will showcase how A.I UK a participatory culture through their inclusive
ethos. Section III will present the communicative engagement that foster with their publics through
their communicative ethos. As a result, it becomes apparent that A.I UK represents a particularly apt
case study to analyse A.I UK’s Facebook commentators’ interactions to determine if a transnational
public sphere is emerging.

Amnesty International Background
A.I23 is an international advocacy NGO which calls for the enforcement of the obligations enshrined in
the UDHR of 1948 (A.I, 2011) by bringing cases of grave human rights violations to the attention of
the global publics (Karn, 2010, p. 115). Indeed, A.I diffuses the message of universal human rights by
bearing witness and naming and shaming government malpractice through accurate research (Schmitz,
2011, p. 207). Based on collected facts and hard-hitting reporting, A.I is able to translate facts on the
ground into setting normative standards (Clark, 2001, pp. 15-16), which in turn enables them to
influence governments and other international bodies. Whilst countries throughout the world have
signed or ratified human rights instruments binding themselves to the observance of these rights, A.I’s
mission is to make governments convert their words into action (A.I, 2011). Today, with more than 10
million members and activists dispersed throughout the world (A.I, n.d.a), A.I has gained worldwide
recognition since its creation in 1961.

Please note that ‘A.I’ refers to the global body of Amnesty International, rather than A.I UK which is the
national section.
23
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A.I was founded by a British lawyer, Peter Benenson in 1961, to translate human rights into practical
actions (Clark, 2001, p. 3). This came as a reaction to the increase of cases of imprisonments, whereby
individuals were arrested on the grounds of their religious and political beliefs (A.I, 1962). This came
about in a context of polarized geopolitical divisions, mainly communism and anti-communism
(Buchanan, 2002, p. 578). Against this Cold War backdrop, Benenson and his influential friends (Neier,
2012, p. 188), launched an “Appeal for Amnesty” in 1961, for political prisoners who were unfairly
imprisoned on both sides of the Iron Curtain (Benenson, 1961). He named them Prisoners of Conscience
whom he defined as “any person who is physically restrained (by imprisonment or otherwise) for
expressing (in any form of words or symbols) any opinion which he honestly holds and which does not
advocate or condone personal violence” (Benenson, 1961). In the same reasoning “Amnesty” refers to
the process of supporting these Prisoners of Conscience (Snyder, 2012, p. 782). In doing so, Benenson
focused public attention on cases of political prisoners which had the time were relatively unknown to
the wider public, thus highlighting the political impartiality of his action.
With worldwide support following his appeal for amnesty, these international movements began to
develop into a fully-fledged organisation. During their first international meeting held in Belgium in
September 1962, the name of the organization was approved, the core principles, values and rules were
set up through the elaboration of a Statute (Buchanan, 2002, p. 576). The candle in a barbed wire was
drawn to symbolize the work of Amnesty in bringing the light where darkness thrives while abuses of
human rights are committed, which subsequently became the iconic design on their logo (Buchanan,
2002, p. 576). Meanwhile, robust research was conducted from their library in London in order to
determine how a prisoner could be qualified as prisoner of conscience. Afterwards, local groups could
“adopt” three prisoners of conscience apart from their own country. One prisoner should be in an anticommunist country, the other in a communist country and the last one in a non-aligned country (Neier,
2012, p. 189). This detachment was necessary to avoid bias and to ensure full objectivity in their work
(Candler, 2001, p. 362). The work of those local groups consisted of letter-writing to prisoners and their
families and raising funds for Amnesty’s research operations in London (Snyder, 2012, p. 780). After
Benenson resigned in 1966, the first major campaign for the prisoners of conscience was launched in
1968. Today, A.I’s campaigns on a wide range of human rights abuses, violations and injustices around
the world and seeks to speak out for “anyone and everyone whose freedom and dignity are under threat”,
notably marginalised communities and individuals on an even broader scale (A.I. n.d.a).

I/ The Critical Scrutiny Ethos
In order to raise mass awareness of human rights violations, A.I stakes its normative claim in its ability
to scrutinise human rights violations perpetrated by governments, which gives them the authority to
criticise them publicly, being guided by the principles of impartiality and independence (Clark, 2001,
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p. 13). Whilst impartiality is understood by A.I as maintaining a neutral stance on geopolitical issues
and supporting human rights regardless of the regime-type, independence refers to A.I’s independence
from any government, political and religious authority and economic interests (A.I, 2002).
Consequently, human rights are understood as non-negotiable and such independence is recognised
through its observer status within the United Nations and regional inter-governmental organisations
around the world (Amnesty International European Institutions Office, n.d).
In order to derive their critical authority, A.I research teams engage in fact-finding missions to
gather accurate evidence, whereby research teams focus on particular countries and themes and
investigate reports of human rights abuses, corroborating information from a wide range of sources and
contacts (A.I European Institutions Office, n.d; Winston, 2001, p. 36). In addition, they continuously
monitor political and social developments in the target countries’ newspaper, websites and other media
outlets whilst sending fact-finding missions to assess the unfolding situation on the ground (Welch,
2001, p. 105). If A.I staff are denied official access to a country, research teams may need to count on
sources and contacts outside the country, including news reports, experts, refugees, diplomatic
representatives and human rights defenders. They also rely on local human rights monitors and
community activists in each of the target regions (A.I, 2002a). They are understood as the first port of
call in the process of documenting and reporting on human rights violations in their respective localities
to national human rights NGOs, such as A.I (A.I, 2002a). Their resulting reports must be founded on
facts gathered through fact-finding missions and be well documented to provide evidence about the
violations. Indeed, in order to provide an accurate account of the violations, the human rights monitor
would be expected to keep a network of reliable contacts, to fact-find through witness and survivors
interviews, to document by cross-referencing not only every case-specific available evidence but with
other allegations elsewhere to identify trends and patterns elucidating a broader picture of abuse, thus
backing up allegations with robust evidence. In addition, the human rights monitor must be
knowledgeable and sensitive to the socio-politico context to understand why specific violations take
place, thus enhancing the veracity of their claims (A.I, 2002a). On A.I’s part, their duty of care towards
the reliability of the information they publish to their name relies on consistent vetting and factchecking, ensuring impartiality, and in line with A.I’s mission (Welch, 2001, p. 105). For instance,
they will invite legal expertise helping analyse their research data, which is paramount in helping
navigate the legal landscape to best lobby governments (Clark, 2001, pp. 17-18). In cases where hard
evidence is difficult to come by A.I then escalates these allegations further into more detailed
investigation.
Once their findings are publicised through public statement or reports, members, A.I supporters and
staff mobilise public pressure on governments and others, including armed political groups,
intergovernmental organisations and companies to stop the abuses (A.I, 2002, p. 6). They do so by
carrying out a wide range of actions such as making direct appeals to governments and others
responsible for human rights abuses, calling for action on specific cases and changes in policy and
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practice, lobbying their own governments and intergovernmental organisations such as the UN to make
human rights central to their priorities, by for instance pushing governments to amend their own
legislation, policies and practices including refugee protection (Winston, 2001, p. 41; Welch, 2001, p.
87). They also carry out a wide range of human rights educational activities that help people learn about
human rights and how to defend them (A.I, 2019; A.I, n.d.b). They mobilize their communities by
staging local, national and international events and giving information to the news media (A.I, 2002, p.
6).
Therefore, A.I’s research is globally recognised for its reliability, which gives them the authority to
criticise perpetrators of human rights abuses publicly (Welch, 2001, p. 111).

II/ The Inclusive Ethos
Whilst A.I takes all human rights violations and abuses seriously, regardless of where they are
happening (A.I, n.d.a), its ability to respond to them all is limited by a scarcity of resources. As such,
Art 4 of the A.I Statute requires the implementation of a Strategic Plan whereby “there will be at all
times for A.I strategic goals to guide the movement” (A.I, 2011), covering a period of six years with
renewal. This Strategic Plan sets out the primary strategies that ensure the effective allocation of
resources to align the movement's people, activism, and money behind its strategic priorities.
In order to carry out the Plan, A.I implement strategic priorities which are decided by members,
which makes the organisation democratic and self-governing. Indeed, members decide what issues AI
should be working on and how AI should work (A.I, 2002, p. 8). Members of sections and structures or
the International Board can propose changes in policies. In particular, groups and non-affiliated
individual members Groups of A.I members and non-affiliated (to a group) individual members discuss
issues and propose resolutions to the Annual General Meetings (AGM) of their national Sections held
every year (A.I, 2019). Sections, such as Amnesty International UK (A.I UK), are the main operational
hubs of global strategy which organise and carry out activities, such as campaigning and fund-raising
in accordance with the core values, working rules and global strategy (A.I, n.d.c). The Sections are
responsible “for lobbying local government campaigning/fundraising/ communications within their
country/region, developing strategies for media work, recruiting new supporters, conducting own
research projects focusing on human rights abuses in their own country” (A.I, n.d.c). During the AGMs
held by national Sections, members are invited to debate policy proposals, so that members have a
better-informed direction to vote on the Resolutions (A.I, 2019). When the Resolutions are passed, the
national Sections Board have a duty to ensure it is acted upon and to provide further information
detailing the progress of implementation. (A.I, 2021). Not only do members exercise their voting rights
during these AGMs, but most importantly they partake in a wide range of activities enhancing their
activist skills (A.I, 2019). Indeed, A.I curates a wide range of workshops with the help of external
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consultants/facilitators to help activists best campaign in their local areas. For instance, as part of their
strategic goals of increasing their membership, A.I UK’s24 designed a workshop to help activists reflect
on the ways to empower people playing leading roles in their communities, in seeking to have more
impacts and ascribing a human rights ethos on other people (A.I, 2019). Such, organisational activities
contribute to a participatory culture reinforcing the democratic ethos of Amnesty International.
In addition, members of National Sections elect their Board of Directors (Welch, 2001, p. 31) who
will then appoint a Standard Representative as part of the Global Assembly, the highest decisionmaking of the movement mandated to meet annually (A.I, 2019b, p. 2). The Global Assembly approves
global strategy that enables the delivery of the Vision and Mission including the Strategic Goals (A.I,
2019b). The Global Assembly is then responsible to elect the International Board which provides
guidance and leadership for the A.I global movement’s mission and vision and ensuring its compliance
with global policies and standards (A.I, 2019b). The International Board not only provides proposals
for the approval of the Global Assembly including on the international financial assessment system,
global governance procedures, global standards and the strategic goals, but it also oversees the work
and operations of the International Secretariat (IS) (A.I, 2019b). In particular, the IS conducts research
and reporting, ensures that AI speaks with one voice globally about the whole range of human rights
and provides expert legal analysis of the research data, provide endorsed materials to sections for
campaigning and monitoring AI’s financial health (Welch, 2001, p. 91; A.I, 2019b). The main
spokesperson and leader of A.I’s global movement and CEO of the IS is the Secretary General appointed
by the International Board. As such, the voting of A.I members of national sections sets in motion the
democratic ethos carried out through a multi-layered governance body, with the Global Assembly as
the highest gatekeeper of the movement (A.I, n.d.c). Even though these processes are highly complex
whereby the significance of individual members may be lost in a “bureaucratic maze” (Welch, 2001, p.
91), the governance and functioning of A.I is still very much reliant on the participation of its members
to be able to function.
Alongside these structural democratic mechanisms, A.I has sought to inculcate a participatory
culture within the global movement. Since 2009, A.I has been building its aspirations towards a more
inclusive and global human rights movement. Indeed, the adopted 2010-2016 Integrated Plan reflected
a clear willingness to promote active participation from its members and supporters, by investing in
them and helping them to align their activism alongside AI’s human rights priorities (A.I, 2010, p. 12).
In addition, the Integrated Plan sought to foster membership growth and active participation among
young people and to broaden the scope and possibilities for the participation of members and supporters
in A.I’s work. It also eliminated barriers to active engagement and leveraging communicative
24

A.I UK is the national section of the UK part whereby membership involvement takes place through national
sections. It is important to note that whilst the International Secretariat is based in London, it is detached from A.I
UK whereby the International Secretariat support the global work of the movement and carry out research efforts.
Sections’ plans for research on human rights abuses within their country, state or territory are subject to the
oversight and quality control of the International Secretariat (A.I, 2019b).
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technology “communicate, persuade and rouse people to action” (A.I 2010, p. 11). In order to best
deliver this Integrated Strategic Plan, A.I decided to start in 2013 a Global Transition Program (GTP)
with the key component of going global dispersing its presence through 15 regional offices in key
capitals around the world (Jackson, 2020, p. 719). Indeed, with the implementation of regional offices,
A.I movement could become more globally distributed, and could thus become more effective in
delivering the Strategic Plan, and more accountable to the people they work with and for. As stated by
Salil Shetty, Former Secretary General: “Amnesty to act with greater legitimacy, speed, capacity and
relevance as we stand alongside those whose rights are violated, and join with others to build rightsrespecting societies” (Shetty, 2016). Such regional offices enabled A.I human rights activists to become
more alert to human rights violations and react quickly in closer in closer collaboration with partners
and rights holders (A.I, 2014, pp. 17-18; Jackson, 2020, p. 719).
Although the GTP has brought A.I ‘closer to the ground’ in increasing activists and participation,
in a report of 2016, A.I lamented the lack of financial growth anticipated by the introduction of the
GTP, with the number of paying supporters stagnating, which could have wide implications for the
delivery of their Strategic Goals (A.I, 2016, p. 46). This pushed A.I to reflect upon their Strategic Goals
and design a Theory of Change for maximising their global capacities and increasing the likelihood of
activists becoming donors by reflecting on how the changing environment can benefit them in
particular:
Our traditional structures sometimes hinder our ability to generate new and diverse
activists through flexible forms of engagement. Campaigning for human rights
attracts millions of more savvy and informed supporters using digital platforms,
doing away with the middleman, demanding more transparency, processing huge
amount of information and conflicting messages while having shorter attention span.
There is great urgency to reach out in a coherent, systematic, and sustainable way
to a large number of people specifically young people and human rights defenders,
online, and offline (A.I, 2016, p. 46).
As such, A.I has devoted particular attention to nurturing a more participatory and inclusive
environment by “increasing active participation and diversity; increasing outreach through varied
traditional and new channels to reach more people across the globe; equipping individuals with the
knowledge and skills to claim their rights and the rights of others; innovating in engaging and
empowering supporters on-and offline” (A.I, 2016, p. 47). As a result, A.I is seeking to entrench its
democratic ethos, not only in its organisational structure, but also in providing a more inclusive
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participatory environment which is enacted through the communications strategy put in place by A.I
National Section and in here by A.I UK.

III/ The Communicative Ethos
One of the key strategic goals of A.I UK’s communication strategy is to entrench an active digital
presence through social media. Indeed, social media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter are very
important channel in terms of retention and acting as a Public Relations channel, not only in attracting
financial support but also crucially to grow non-financial support, as it is particularly cost-effective. A.I
UK has been tasked with growing non-financial support by about 1 million people by 2020 (Interview
1, personal communication, March 2, 2018)25. The role of social media is thus a key channel in which
to reach these people, “the shopfront of Amnesty” (Interviewee 2, personal communication, July 17,
2018)26 in building up followers and keeping them engaged. In a context where the resources are scarce,
A.I UK cannot afford to invest in billboard campaigns, and its ability to launch into large-scale TV
advertising campaigns brings forth significant political constraints which will undermine the causes
they seek to campaign on. In addition, their use of social media is carefully planned. Indeed, they start
by defining their target audience. For instance, if A.I UK’s digital team were to engage younger
audiences, they would turn more towards Instagram and peer-to-peer and group-based networks,
namely WhatsApp (Interview 1, personal communication March 2, 2018). This influences how A.I UK
frame certain issues to make them resonate with certain target audiences. For example, the first
interviewee (Interview 1, personal communication, March 2, 2018) revealed that in order to appeal to
their target audience, they framed the issue of refugees around family-centred narratives of individual
struggles in a way which is potentially relatable to the audience, insofar that they put themselves in the
shoes of a refugee who has been separated from their children. Whilst social media is key to enhancing
A.I UK’s digital presence, they do not place each platform on equal footing. Indeed, Twitter is mainly
used to react instantly on breaking news given that Twitter is a highly mediatized platform and that
news outlet regularly rely on Tweets from A.I UK’s as sources for their stories. Moreover, both
interviewees (Interview 1, personal communication, March 2, 2018; Interview 2, personal
communication, July 17, 2018) noted that Twitter is essentially a communication platform for
journalists, professional and public figures. In particular, Interviewee 1 stated “The people that we reach
on Twitter are basically people like us […] journalists, professional people taking to each other”.
Moreover, Interviewee 1 lamented the severe polarization and “hate” on Twitter as opposed to Facebook

25

Interview 1 was conducted with A.I UK Senior Staff of the Social Media Team. This interview was exploratory
to gain further understanding of the functioning of their use of social media. Informed consent was granted.
26
Interview 2 was conducted with A.I UK Senior Staff of the Social Media Team. This interview was exploratory
to gain further understanding of the functioning of their use of social media. Informed consent was granted.
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and other platform, raising further doubts as to the relevance of Twitter of A.I UK in the coming years
in reaching more diverse audiences.
Although Twitter has been downgraded as a key strategic platform to engage with diverse publics,
Facebook is nonetheless considered as the space with relatively more potential for engaging with
supporters of human rights. Whilst Interviewee 1 appreciates the design of Facebook in allowing for
more engagement and open discussions, he explains that A.I exercises its caution with regards to the
Facebook policies. Indeed, Facebook is moving towards a direction which favour the display of private
groups in Newsfeed (homepage individual’s Facebook account), as opposed to brand pages. As such,
A.I UK does not appear in individuals’ Newsfeed when they log in on their Facebook account, which
has impacted on their ability to widen their reach. In seeking to compensate for the loss of reach, A.I
UK has turned to paid advertising on Facebook, namely ads which urge individuals to take action, such
as signing a petition, participating in lottery, applying to become a member (Interview 1, personal
communication, March 2, 2018). In addition, as individuals are less likely to share content from A.I
UK, which could expose their political leanings which could cause rifts among friends and family, direct
paid advertising is particularly relevant for A.I UK in seeking to reach wider networks as discreet,
private peer-peer and group-based formats are adept in reaching those who may be more reluctant to
support A.I.
Despite an apparent shift towards closed, group-based engagement, A.I UK still recognises the
potential for dialogue with Facebook more broadly, and still actively seeks vibrant discussion and
healthy debate as a way of enhancing visibility and engagement. As a result, A.I UK take advantage of
this communicative potential as a vector for ‘workshopping’ and experimenting with different themes
on a given campaign. For example, they tend to post around three different variations of a campaign
themes to gauge the level of response and positive engagement, as well as monitoring negative
engagement that it may attract. This serves as a cost-effective and efficient way of navigating public
opinion, looking at the number of likes, shares and positive comments and monitoring the degree of
negativity, before launching into a campaign. As a result, A.I UK spends more time carefully crafting
their posts on Facebook, as opposed to their more quick-fire dynamic of Twitter, in order to yield best
result for discussions.
A.I UK Facebook’s discussions are underpinned by their community guidelines. Indeed, A.I UK
stresses the importance of meaningful discussions about human rights (A.I UK, n.d.), whereby everyone
feels free to express their opinions in a safe, friendly and open environment, whilst fostering rules of
civility. A.I UK considers the ground for removing comment in instances of racism, sexism,
homophobia, any other discriminatory or defamatory language. It does not condone abuse, or any other
hateful behaviours (A.I UK, n.d.). However, in instances of hateful behaviours such as racism and
bullying and misinformation, Interviewee 1 (personal communication, March 2, 208) stated that there
is a “vibrant community” who call out and challenge these individuals. Moreover, A.I UK’s role is not
just to remove harmful comments, but respond to genuine queries, such as suggesting issues to
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campaign on, or rebut anything which is factually inaccurate or aims at misrepresenting A.I UK’s
position on a given issue. However, when it comes to responding to such queries, they tend to do so
often through a template response available on their website (Interview 1, personal communication,
March 2, 2018) rather than issuing spontaneous and frequent replies.

To conclude, this chapter has established the critical, participatory and communicative ethos of A.I
UK. First, it has offered an overview of A.I as a global movement in order to contextualise its inherent
critical ethos which was demonstrated in Section I. Indeed, this was demonstrated through the rigour
and reliability of their evidence-based research and their authoritative public condemnations of human
rights violations. Second, it has uncovered the participatory culture of global Amnesty mainly through
their democratic organisational structure which relies on members to set the agenda. Third, through the
extensive use of social media and in particular the reliance on Facebook as a key platform to workshop
their campaigns in gauging public opinion through the conversational threads, it ascertained the
important role of Facebook within A.I UK. As a result, A.I UK was presented as mirroring the basic
blueprint of the revised public sphere.
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Chapter 8
❖
Exploring the Communicative Environment of Amnesty
International UK’s Facebook Page
An Application of the Revised Public Sphere
In order to demonstrate how Amnesty International UK’s Facebook page can be understood as a
contemporary transnational public sphere, this chapter will apply the theoretical framework presented
in Chapter 6 on 20 A.I UK’s Facebook conversational threads, representing 958 worded comments in
total. This exploratory study will first depart from uncovering how A.I UK projects a unique mediating
identity on their Facebook page in stimulating conversations online from their Facebook commentators.
This mediating quality is understood in the theoretical framework as an infrastructural setting. This
was argued to represent the imperfect mirror of the coffee-house once mediated by the conversational
dynamics of the bourgeois public sphere itself shaped by the enabling factors of the entrepreneurial
setting, normative behavioural expectations, and the periodical press that the coffee-house once
embodied. The contemporary infrastructural setting is enacted by three different institutional roles: the
entrepreneurial, educative and ethical roles. Second, this chapter will examine the practices of the three
publics at play in forming a transnational dialogue. These are the structural, social and discursive
publics. As developed in previous chapters, the former refers to the contemporary transnational
structural factors which enabled the development of a transnational public, namely the development of
an awareness of common-fate and unaccountable power-holders in a pervasive environment of
neoliberal globalisation. The social public was identified through the contemporary normative
disposition by which individuals could regulate their social relations. For instance, it was argued that
during the 18-19th century, this normative value was embodied by the bourgeois public in their pursuit
of social approbation. The third and final public was identified through discursive norms which better
reflect the contemporary reality of diverse publics as opposed the exclusionary rules of communication
that the bourgeois public sphere encompassed. In order to keep a clear structure of this chapter in
addressing the broad tapestry of the public sphere, this chapter will be divided to reflect the theoretical
framework starting from the infrastructural setting moving along the three publics, thus forming four
main parts. This chapter will end with a reflection on the broader meaning and implications in
understanding A.I UK itself as a virtual transnational public sphere.
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Part I: Amnesty International UK’s Mediating Identity
This part will demonstrate how A.I UK displays a unique identity by enacting an entrepreneurial,
educative, and ethical role which were argued to be necessary in projecting an identity to their wider
public. This contributes to stimulating the conversations that their Facebook commentators nurture
online as the quotes will illustrate27.

Criterion 1: Entrepreneurial
In order to uncover the ways that A.I UK enacts an entrepreneurial role, it is important to remind the
reader of what it entails. Against the backdrop of the bourgeois public sphere coffee-house in
representing an entrepreneurial setting through the physical space and the coffee-drink that they
indulged their customers with, the contemporary entrepreneurial setting was identified to be INGOs.
Indeed, it was argued that they build relationships with their publics through the economically-driven
socialising process of; (1) Peripheral Communicative Engagement, understood as the dissemination of
vast amounts of information to attract more engagement from their membership, and branding in
creating an identity and image through discourses and practices to promote their activities and maintain
their visibility; (2) Integrated Communicative Engagement which refers to the solicitation of the general
public to interactively engage with the organisation, thus creating a conducive environment for
dialogue. Given that enacting any role requires a keen understanding of what that role represents and
how it is perceived, ‘discourse’ is the most appropriate tool to uncover such representations. As
mentioned in Chapter 6, this research draws from a Faircloughian understanding of ‘discourses’ as
“different ways of representing aspects of the world […] in transcending concrete and local
representations” (Fairclough, 2003, p. 124), which imply a degree of repetition and commonality in the
sense that they are shared by groups of people and bring about stability over time. For instance, A.I UK
and social media staff may simply understand their entrepreneurial role in stimulating Facebook online
engagement as bringing the spotlight on specific issues and campaigns. Nonetheless, their practices
reveal different ways of representing aspects of this entrepreneurial role, notably integrated and
peripheral communicative engagement. As such, uncovering these ‘discourses’ requires the use of
analytical tools most appropriate in fulfilling the task at hand. According to Fairclough (2003), the most
obvious distinguishing features of a discourse are likely to be features of vocabulary – words, in
lexicalising the world in particular ways, especially by focusing on semantic relationships between
words, in light of their wider conversational context to uncover a more attuned representation of this
world, as different discourses structure the world differently (Fairclough, 2003, p. 129). As such,
branding as part of peripheral communicative engagement has been guided by this question: How does

27

All quotes are verbatim (with grammatical mistakes) throughout this chapter in order to deliver an authentic representation
of Facebook conversations which is essential for an accurate discourse and linguistic analysis. Any additions throughout
represent my own coding markers.
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A.I UK lexicalise their image creation to maintain and promote their visibility? Analysing integrated
communicative engagement has been guided by this question: How does A.I UK lexicalise their
understanding of soliciting their publics?
Peripheral Communicative Engagement
Whilst the activity of peripheral communicative engagement encapsulates the practice of information
dissemination and branding, the analysis has disregarded the former. Indeed, A.I UK’s dissemination
of information mainly relates to the way it ‘arranges its furniture’ so to say, by posting videos,
redirecting Facebook’s commentators to further information, such as news articles or Tweets, as the
owner of the coffee-house did in the 18-19th century in arranging its physical space. As such, its
descriptive nature does not yield any adequate analytical value for the purposes of understanding how
A.I UK displays a peripheral communicative engagement necessary to fulfil their entrepreneurial role.
Moreover, this was already addressed in the preceding chapter when providing an understanding of A.I
UK’s use of Facebook. As such, the analysis of peripheral communicative engagement will be limited
to the ways A.I UK understands and represents their creation of image and maintain their visibility. The
illustrative examples will be presented throughout after uncovering the discourses.
‘Brand Appropriation’
A.I UK displays an active peripheral communicative engagement mainly through brand appropriation
and brand bolstering. First, brand appropriation refers to the practice of pushing their Facebook
commentators to embody and embed the brand within their social environments. Whilst the assertive
and insistent activist practice is reflected in the use of imperatives functioning as command, namely
“Share”, “be”, and “don’t forget”, the embodiment is expressed through the harmonious ‘we-ness’ of
becoming one with A.I UK namely through “we have a place just for you!”, whereby “just for you!”
makes the person feel special, as well as “be one of our yellow vested human rights defenders”
suggesting that Facebook commentators have the unique opportunity to be recognised wearing the
insignia and colours of A.I. Finally, the embedding of the brand is displayed through the enterprising
behaviour that their Facebook commentators must adopt through tasks which are either mundane, taking
the opportunity of daily routine in “shar[ing] (my emphasis) this video” and “tag Amnesty International
UK on your socials” or momentous such as “running for #TeamAmnesty”.
(1) “Share this video and follow the campaign” (Conversation 2)
(2) “Did you miss out on the ballot? Never fear, Team Amnesty are here! The rearranged Royal
Parks Half Marathon is taking place on Sunday 11 April, 2021 and we have a place just for
you! Sign up to run and be one of our yellow vested human rights defenders here (hyperlink).”
(Conversation 12)
(3) “Today is #The40thRace (character runner+ character runner) Good luck to everyone running
for #TeamAmnesty in our #VirtualLondonMarathon. Wherever and however you’re taking part,
we are with you. Keep on running and don’t forget to tag Amnesty International UK on your
socials” (Conversation 7).
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‘Brand Bolstering’
Whilst A.I UK are keen to push their Facebook commentators to not only embody but also embed A.I
UK’s brand, they also represent their understanding of creating their image through brand bolstering
which refers to the practice of exhibiting their activities in a way which asserts A.I UK as key agent in
edifying their activists. Indeed, “with the help of Amnesty’s innovative Rise Up Training programme”
leading the sentence, it emphasises the key role that Amnesty plays in developing future activists
through the implementation of an “innovative Rise Up Training programme”, which suggests a selfcongratulatory stance of their activities. Meanwhile, the key actor, the youth who experienced the
programme, and who is actually relevant in offering further insights into the programme, is not the
central subject of the post, but acts as a bit-part player whereby their experiences, accessible to
commentators who may have a particular interest, must access a hyperlink. The recurrence of “#Team
Amnesty” and “our #VirtualLondonMarathon” in identifying runners who go through the exhausting
activity of marathon are not identified as ‘runners’ but “#TeamAmnesty”, suggesting that their
individual identity is realised as part of a Team despite that they run an individualised virtual marathon
owing to current social-distancing rules of the Covid-19 pandemic. See examples below:
(4) “With the help of Amnesty’s innovative Rise Up Training programme, supported by the Cooperative Bank, Sophie Kanbangu, 21 organised a Black Lives Matter protest in her home town
of Colchester. Read more about her experience (hyperlink)” (Conversation 14)
(5) “Ben Moran, 18 is an aspiring human rights journalist and activist. With the help of Amnesty’s
innovative Rise Up Training programme supported by the The Co-operative Bank, Ben learned
how to run a campaign to approach people in power. Read more about the experience here:
(hyperlink)” (Conversation 13)
(6) “Go #TeamAmnesty! Thanks to everyone braving the weather and taking part in the first ever
#virtuallondonmarathon – you’re all stars!” (Conversation 5)
(7) “Today is #The40thRace (character runner+ character runner) Good luck to everyone running
for #TeamAmnesty in our #VirtualLondonMarathon. Wherever and however you’re taking part,
we are with you. Keep on running and don’t forget to tag Amnesty International UK on your
socials” (Conversation 7).

Therefore, A.I UK’s peripheral communicative engagement depicts an ‘entrepreneurial’ identity
through the practices of brand bolstering and brand appropriation which showcases a utilitarian
relationship between A.I UK and its Facebook commentators, in ensuring that their images can be
spread and internalised by their Facebook commentators. Whilst this comes across as a marketized
relationship with the potential of undermining the philanthropic nature of their mission, it sends the
message to their Facebook commentators that they are ‘needed and valued’ analogous to the coffeehouse in displaying a business-customer relationship through the amenities that they offered to the
bourgeois public.
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Integrated Communicative Engagement
Although A.I UK’s peripheral communicative engagement does reflect some key characteristics of an
‘entrepreneurial spirit’, it alone does not suffice. Indeed, what makes A.I UK a true entrepreneurial
actor is its capacity to nurture its relationship with its Facebook commentators by enacting an integrated
communicative engagement in soliciting the general public to interactively engage with the organisation
through the discourses of brutality, urgency, unscrupulous incompetence and kinship, which while grim,
are nonetheless potent in magnetising attention of Facebook followers.
‘Brutality’
The first theme uncovered reflecting one of the ways A.I UK solicits its Facebook followers is brutality.
Here, this term is to be understood as the harsh and violent language used by A.I UK such as “shot in
the back and killed”, “toxic place”, “violate basic human rights of peaceful activists”, “without their
consent” “forced sterilisation”, all suggesting the perversity of the violence displayed by relevant
perpetrators, in that they not only dehumanise the victims by showcasing a lack of respect to their
humanity, but also display a sense of sadism in undertaking these acts by slowly depriving an individual
of its agency through “toxic places” and “without their consent”. In addition, this brutality is reflected
in a sense of ‘barbarity’ illustrated through the terms “devastating impact”, “cracking down”,
“ruthlessly killed” which convey the intensity of violence with the sense of annihilation. Finally, the
use of ‘brutal’ language is illustrated by “justice delayed is justice denied”, “outcry”, “beyond
shocking”, “silenced”, which suggest a sense of deprivation, in suppressing individuals’ voices.

(1) “Majella O’Hare was 12 years old when she was shot in the back and killed by a British soldier
in Northern Ireland. 44 years later, no one has ever been held accountable for her killing. In
2011, the UK government apologised for her death, but no further action was taken. Her killing
had a devastating impact on her family, and her brother Michael is still fighting for justice.
Witnesses Alice Devlin and Seasmus Reavey have spoken out in support of the calls by Michael
O’Hare and Amnesty International to Police Service of Northern Ireland to establish an
independent investigation. Justice delayed is justice denied. Share this video and follow the
campaign http://amn.st/6183GFEHD”. (Conversation 2)
(2) “On this day in 2018, Saudi journalist Jamal Khashoggi was ruthlessly killed on the orders of
the #Saudi authorities. Despite international outcry, Saudi Arabia is still cracking down on
dissident voices including human rights defenders, with many locked up. Saudi Arabia can’t
aspire to be a global power by hosting the #G20 summit, when it continues to violate basic
human rights of peaceful activists.” (Conversation 7)

See Quote 3, 4 and 5 on the next page...
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(3) “This is beyond shocking. According to reports, hysterectomies were performed on women
without their consent at Irwin County Detention Center in the US state of Georgia. Some of
them weren’t even sure what procedure was being performed on them, or why. Unfortunately,
the United States has a history of forced sterilisation. No one should be sterilised without their
full consent, and people should not be detained for seeking asylum/ We renew our call to the
administration to free people in immigration detention. #MyBodyMyRights. Read more:
http://amn.st/6189GQ2m3” (Conversation 20).
(4) “The crackdown on Amnesty International India over the last two years and the complete
freezing of bank accounts is not accidental. This is not the end of Amnesty India’s commitment
to human rights, we will not be silenced by the attacks of the government. Read more here
(hyperlink)” (Conversation 9).
(5) “Twitter can be a toxic place for women the world over. It’s a place where online abuse is rife,
and women often have to censor themselves or remove themselves entirely. Our new scorecard
reveals policy still isn’t doing enough. Find out more on the scorecard here
http://amn.st/6184GanBE” (Conversation 17)
‘Urgency’
The second type of integrated communicative engagement uncovered in this analysis is urgency. This
is mainly illustrated through adverbs and adjectives depicting that the action must take place as soon as
possible through “right now”, “immediate measures”, “immediately”, “need to act now”, which
suggests that the immediacy of action will determine whether life can be saved. This immediacy is
reinforced through the use of evaluative statements such as “huge mistake”, and “risks serious
reputational damage”, “urgent need”, “Narges urgently needs” as well as the use of lexical metaphors
such as “move them to safety” suggesting that asylum seekers are currently in danger, which brings out
the intensity of the issue at hand as demonstrated below:
(1) “NEWS: The Government is right now trying to pass a Bill that could place the action of
soldiers above the law and lead to impunity for torture and war crimes. This is a huge mistake
– and risks serious reputational damage to the UK. We are concerned that this could effectively
decriminalise torture. Get clued up here”. (Conversation 1)
(2) “REMINDER: Join Amnesty International tomorrow evening, 6-7pm GMT for a panel
discussion on police brutality and the urgent need for police reform in the US, and what you
can do to support this campaign. The discussion will be followed by a Q&A. Sign up here:
(Hyperlink)” (Conversation 10)
(3) “The Greek government must take immediate measures to provide humanitarian relief to
refugees and asylum seekers affected by the fire in Moria Refugee Camp and move them to
safety. Take action now and send a message to the Prime Minister of Greece by heading to
http://amn.st/6186Gvp2u” (Conversation 18)
(4) “Narges urgently needs your help. Imprisoned in Iran, she suffers from serious pre-existing
health conditions and has been showing suspected Covid-19 symptoms. Her life is at risk. We
need to act now. Add your voice to our call to immediately and unconditionally release Narges:
http://amn.st/6183GQCmD” (Conversation 19)
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‘Unscrupulous Incompetence’
The third type at play in soliciting interactive engagement from the public is unscrupulous incompetence
which refers to the abuse of government power in their activities without shame, regret or humility,
with a sense of being ‘above the law’. This theme is reflected through “shirk even more responsibility”,
suggesting serious neglect towards respecting the integrity of the position that Priti Patel, UK Home
Secretary holds, as well as the audacity and “dismal reflection” she displays in perverting her
responsibilities to harm individuals through delivering “shameless and nonsensical promises to reform
asylum system”. In addition, this unscrupulous incompetence is reflected in the lack of trust towards
governments such as “serious doubt” in light of their manipulative and deceptive practices through
“done its worst business behind closed doors” and their “missed opportunity” to do a good job in
failing to remove the medical barriers for Gender Recognition.
(1) “Either the Home Secretary does not understand her own promises of a cultural shift at the UK
Home Office, or she is simply determined to shirk even more responsibility for providing
protection to people. Shameless!” (Conversation 3)
(2) “UK: Priti Patel delivers shameless and nonsensical promises to reform asylum system”. “It’s
a dismal reflection on Home Office ministers that such a proposal was given any consideration
at all. It casts serious doubt on the Home Secretary’s commitment to reform in light of the
#Windrush review. For too long the Home Office has done its worst business behind closed
doors, with little consideration of the needs, rights, and welfare of women, men and children
affected by it.” (Conversation 8)
(3) “Together with Liberty and Human Rights Watch UK, we believe that the Government’s
response to the consultation on the Gender Recognition Act is a ‘missed opportunity’. Read
more here: (hyperlink).” (Conversation 16)
‘Kinship’
The fourth and final type of integrated communicative engagement that A.I UK displays as part of its
entrepreneurial role is kinship. This is understood here as the ability to develop a ‘familial spirit’
whereby new members are welcomed and embraced through “we have a place just for you” suggesting
that Amnesty is offering a seat at its table, and “be one of our yellow vested human rights defenders”
suggesting that being part of Amnesty is about becoming as one, joining the family. The family is also
given to solidarity in helping out each other through “with the help of Amnesty”, “wherever and
however you’re taking part, we are with you”, suggesting that the members can count on the family. In
particular, in times of crises “running for #TeamAmnesty” in “braving the weather”, the family is there
to help members recover, and encourage them through complimentary language “you’re all stars” and
“Good luck to everyone.”
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(1) “Today is #The40thRace (character runner+ character runner) Good luck to everyone
running for #TeamAmnesty in our #VirtualLondonMarathon. Wherever and however you’re
taking part, we are with you. Keep on running and don’t forget to tag Amnesty International
UK on your socials.” (Conversation 7)
(2) “Did you miss out on the ballot? Never fear, Team Amnesty are here! The rearranged Royal
Parks Half Marathon is taking place on Sunday 11 April, 2021 and we have a place just for
you! Sign up to run and be one of our yellow vested human rights defenders here
(hyperlink).” (Conversation 12)
(3) “Go #TeamAmnesty! Thanks to everyone for braving the weather and taking part in the first
ever #virtuallondonmarathon – you’re all stars!” (Conversation 5)
(4) “With the help of Amnesty’s innovative Rise Up Training programme, supported by the Cooperative Bank, Sophie Kanbangu, 21 organised a Black Lives Matter protest in her home town
of Colchester. Read more about her experience (hyperlink)” (Conversation 14)

Therefore, A.I UK solicits their Facebook commentators to interactively engage online through the
discourses of brutality, in depicting a pervasive and sadistic language of violence, urgency in displaying
a language of immediacy and intensity when conveying the dangerous nature of the issue, unscrupulous
incompetence in using a language of condemnatory and hyperbolic language to generate outrage, and
kinship in developing a ‘family’ spirit underpinned by the use of welcoming language.
To conclude this first criterion, this analysis has demonstrated that A.I UK enact, albeit partially, an
entrepreneurial role through the practices of brand bolstering, brand appropriation in embodying the
peripheral communicative engagement that their role requires, and brutality, urgency, unscrupulous
incompetence, kinship in representing the behavioural qualities of an integrated communicative
engagement. This entrepreneurial spirit is essential in projecting an identity which attracts and secures
engagement with the public, for conversations to take place.

Criterion 2: Educative
The second role that A.I UK plays in facilitating a conversational dynamic among its Facebook
commentators is an educative role. Recalling the bourgeois public sphere, it was argued that the
periodical press acted as an informational tool to nurture conversations owing to their ability to develop
the bourgeois public as a reasoned public in picking up the news, reacting and engaging with the
criticisms publicised against state officials. This mirrored, albeit imperfectly, the educative role that
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INGOs enact nowadays, in order to authoritatively influence policymaking (see section 5.2)28. This
educative role encompasses two main components: knowledge production and knowledge
dissemination. The former refers to INGOs’ practice producing expert and technical knowledge on
events often overlooked by the mainstream political media establishment, through investigations,
individual stories, testimonies and in-depth research findings. The latter refers to INGOs disseminating
this pool of expertise towards the wider public through the roles of news-providing whereby INGOs act
as sources for journalists to report on an event by providing pre-packaged information and newsmaking. This leads them to enhance the visibility of their causes and promote policy and social change
in engaging with publics who are unaware of their causes in language which conveys the urgency of an
often-ignored issue. However, processes of knowledge production are outside the boundaries of this
inquiry because it refers to the types of expertise and resources that A.I UK uses to develop their
authoritative knowledge and this research focuses on analysing the conversational dynamic.
Consequently, such information could not be observed within the confines of the methodological
approach applied for this research. As far as knowledge dissemination is concerned, the analysis drew
from a different Faircloughian tool of analysis on dialogue, namely ‘genre’. ‘Genres’ refer to “the
specifically discoursal aspect of ways of acting and interacting in the course of social events”
(Fairclough 2003, p. 65). The same way that newspapers adopt a specific process of packaging their
messages to reach certain audiences, other types of packaging involve a process of legitimation,
whereby specific practices abide by specific rules of writing. For instance, a cooking instructor would
need to relay their recipe in a methodical and step-by-step way for their audience to be able to replicate
at home. Consequently, ‘genres’ are realised in “actional meanings” and forms of texts (Fairclough,
2003, p. 67). As knowledge dissemination is concerned with understanding how A.I UK disseminates
their expertise in a way which conveys the urgency of an issue, the focus of analysis is directed not on
the lexical meaning of words, but on the communicative act which packages a message in such a way
that it resonates with their broader public, thus achieving broader reach. As such, the driving question
which has guided this part of the analysis is: How do A.I UK package their news-making when they
communicate about their issues? In order to answer this question, the analysis focused on identifying
the semantic relations between sentences as well as grammatical categories at the level of an utterance,
as it encapsulates specific combinations of semantic relations between sentences and clauses. Hence, it
enables the identification of the specific ‘genre’, in other words the way A.I UK texture its ‘newsmaking’.

28

This corresponds to Chapter 5 Section II
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Knowledge Dissemination
Given that knowledge dissemination departs from the understanding that A.I UK does carry out ‘newsmaking’, the analysis identifies the specific markers that make up the general structure of A.I UK’s
news-making process. In other words, before seeking to uncover how A.I UK exercises ‘news-making’
based on their utterances, it is important to establish what makes up this ‘news-making practice’ in the
utterance. In doing so, semantic relations between sentences and clauses were identified and coded
drawing from Fairclough’s (2003) benchmark of semantic relations, namely causal, conditional,
temporal, additive, elaboration, contrastive/concessive. Put together in an utterance, they determine the
‘genre’. Nevertheless, for the purpose of analytically grounding the process of ‘news-making’, only
additive and elaborative semantic relations were used as they are common in reporting (Fairclough,
2003, p. 95), which is what news-making is about. The former refers to one clause extending the
meaning of another by adding something new to it, and the latter refers to one clause elaborating on the
meaning of another by further specifying or describing it, whereby these semantic relations are not
usually explicitly marked by a conjunction. Whilst this will ascertain that A.I UK’s utterances do
constitute a news-making genre, understanding the way of doing so can only be grasped by focusing on
Faircloughian “strategies of legitimation” that these semantic relations entail. These strategies enable
the researcher to specify the conveyed meaning of semantic relations through the legitimation processes
that they depict. Indeed, Fairclough (2003, p. 98) presents four strategies of legitimation:

1-Legitimation through authorisation is the process of referring to the “authority of tradition,
custom, law and of persons in whom some kind of institutional authority is vested” (p. 98)

2-Legitimation through rationalization refers to legitimation by reference to the utility of the
social practice or some part of it (instrumental rationalisation), and the “knowledge society has
constructed to endow them with cognitive validity” (p. 98) (theoretical rationalization). It may
be established in some form of common sense, or by the specialists who elaborate the domains
of knowledge which can be used for the purpose of legitimation, in the way in which for
instance, development psychology can be used to legitimate contemporary educational
practices, or audience studies to legitimate television programming.
3-Legitimation through moral evaluation “refers to legitimation by reference to a system of
values” (p. 98).

4-Legitimation through mythopoesis: legitimation achieved through the telling of stories (p. 98)
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Drawing from the above analytical apparatus, the analysis of A.I UK’s Facebook page reveals three
main types of news-making: Informative Preaching, Informative Compassionate Preaching, and
Informative Condemnation. These represent potent practices that ‘texture’ A.I UK’s process of ‘newsmaking’, and wider process of knowledge dissemination, contributing to enacting an educative role.

‘Informative Preaching’
The first ‘texturing’ process that A.I UK reveals in ‘making news’ is informative preaching which refers
to a process where Facebook followers are provided with detailed information about a specific issue
whilst advocating in delivering the authoritative voice of the ‘good word’. This ‘texturing’ process is
demonstrated throughout the illustrative examples below, by displaying a detailed informative pattern
of ‘news-making’ in that the utterances in Examples 1- 3 all display at the start an ‘elaborative’ semantic
relation29. For instance, Example 1 departs from the main headline/message while moving towards
describing the issue as “a huge mistake” risking “serious reputational damage to the UK”. Here, whilst
no conjunctions can be found to mark this elaboration, the elaborative meaning is rooted in the
description of the Government’s actions in trying to pass a Bill which could intensify the use of torture
and war crimes by removing legal barriers, which is key in encoding the ‘informative’ core of ‘newsmaking’.
Second, what makes the ‘authoritative voice’ emerge is mainly the additive semantic relations, as
seen in these three examples below. Indeed, they all display a legitimising strategy of authorisation in
making reference to A.I UK’s institutional authority through “We are concerned”, “we’re calling”,
“Our new scorecard reveals”. Here, the use of A.I UK at the first plural person places the spotlight on
A.I UK in hammering down their legitimacy as an authoritative voice on the issue.
Although, the ‘informative’ and ‘authoritative’ qualities point towards the basic premises of the
meaning of ‘informative preaching’, the third and final quality that ‘textures’ A.I UK’s news-making
process is the ‘good word’ that A.I UK adopts to further legitimise their ‘right to talk about the issue’.
All three examples below reveal a moral value ascribed to the ‘elaborative’ semantic relations. Indeed,
when A.I UK describes the Government’s malpractice towards the Bill, it not only provides a
descriptive account of what such proposals entail, but also provides an evaluative account through the
use of adjectives, such as “huge mistake”, “risks serious”. Such evaluative account gives a moral stance
to the issue being conveyed. Whilst Example 3 depicts the same grammatical tools, namely adjectives
which attribute a quality to the noun through “toxic place”, “a place where online abuse is rife”,
Example 2 displays a more implicit account of an evaluative moral quality, in that “Michael was one
of those people” is here to hammer down that “Cathy Gardener’s father” was among the death toll of

Please note that the semantic relations are systematically coded at the end of the ‘clause’ not ‘sentence’ in these
examples below. The underlined passages referred to the quotes that are used in the body of the text.
29
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“18,562”. Here, the moral statement is expressed by recovering the ‘humanity’ of the ‘number’, as seen
below30:
.
(1) “NEWS: The Government is right now trying to pass a Bill that could place the action of
soldiers above the law and lead to impunity for torture and war crimes (MESSAGE). This is a
huge mistake – and risks serious reputational damage to the UK (ELABORATION-Moral
evaluation). We are concerned (ADDITIVE-Authorisation) that this could effectively
decriminalise torture. Get clued up here” (Conversation 1)
(2) In three months 18,562 people living in Care Homes died with COVID-19 (MESSAGE).
Cathy Gardener’s father, Michael, was one of those people (ELABORATION-Moral
evaluation). We’re calling on the Health Secretary to protect people living in Care Homes
(ADDITIVE-Authorisation) and ensure this doesn’t happen again. Take action now
http://amn.st/6184G0UV4” (Conversation 4)
(3) Twitter has a responsibility to make the platform safe for women (MESSAGE): “Twitter can
be a toxic place for women the world over (ELABORATION-Moral evaluation). It’s a place
where online abuse is rife (ELABORATION-Moral evaluation), and women often have to
censor themselves or remove themselves entirely. Our new scorecard reveals policy still isn’t
doing enough. (ADDITIVE-Authorisation). Find more on the scorecard here
http://amn.st/6184GanBE” (Conversation 17)

Therefore, A.I UK ‘textures’ its news-making process through an ‘informative preaching’ which
encapsulates an authoritative and moral quality fulfilling the first ‘texturing’ process of knowledge
dissemination, contributing to understanding how they enact their educative role.

‘Informative Compassionate Preaching’
The second ‘texturing’ process that A.I UK displays when ‘making news’ on their Facebook page is
informative compassionate preaching which refers to an informational process not only textured by an
‘authoritative’ and ‘moral’ quality that defines preaching in delivering the authoritative voice of the
good word, but also by the ‘personal attachment’ implied in compassionate.
Before uncovering how this texturing process is taking place, the analysis needs to ground the
detailed informative pattern of ‘news-making’. Indeed, Examples 1- 2 display throughout ‘elaborative’
semantic relations, namely by specifying on the outcomes of “Little Majella’s death”, through “the UK
government apologized for her death” in Example 1 and further extending the meaning of “forced
sterilisations in immigration detention facilities” by describing as “beyond shocking”. Hence, A.I UK
displays the informational structure that the ‘genre’ of news-making embeds at its core.

30

Please note the brackets within these quotes, such as ‘(MESSAGE)’ are the author’s coding markers.
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As was the case previously, A.I UK depicts ‘the good word’ practice illustrated through the use of
elaborative semantic relations, whose informational scope is legitimised by the moral stance that they
display. For instance, in Example 2 “this is beyond shocking” and “no one should be sterilised without
their full consent” showcase A.I UK morally condemning the practice of forced sterilisation. In
Example 1, this moral quality is portrayed through “devastating impact on her family” and “justice
denied” which represent A.I UK judging and condemning the UK government’s actions.
The authoritative quality is reflected through the ‘additive’ statements which act as extending the
meaning of the previous clause with new information. In these two examples, AI UK present themselves
“and Amnesty International”, which enable them to self-identify as the ones alongside “Michael
O’Hare” who made the calls to “Police Service of Northern Ireland” to establish an independent
investigation on the killing of “Little Majella”. Instead of addressing themselves as ‘we’, A.I UK
depersonalise themselves, which suggests that in this instance, their authority is derived from their
institutional practice. By contrast, in Example 2, this ‘authoritative voice’ is demonstrated through “We
renew our call to the administration”, through the use of ‘collective-we’, which suggests that they
derive their authority, not only from their institutional practice as an organisation, but from their pool
of followers and the wider family of Amnesty.
Finally, the quality of ‘personal attachment’ is reflected through the use of ‘additive’ and ‘temporal’
statements which whilst extending the meaning through new information and temporal positioning, the
‘narrative’ stance that they are ascribed in these two examples by reporting stories of “Majella [..] 12
years old [..] shot in the back” and “killed by a British soldier in Norther Ireland” and “hysterectomies
[..] performed on women without their consent at Irwin County Detention Center in the US state of
Georgia” suggests A.I desires to help their readers imagine and project themselves in their situation so
that they can develop this personal attachment to the issue, as shown below:

(1) “Little Majella was laying dying on the road, with her father kneeling over her.” – Alice
Devlin, witness. Majella O’Hare was 12 years old (TEMPORAL-Narrative) , when she was
shot in the back (TEMPORAL-Narrative) and killed by a British soldier in Northern Ireland
(ADDITIVE-Narrative). 44 years later, no one has ever been held accountable for her killing.
In 2011, the UK government apologised for her death (ELABORATION-Moral evaluation).,
but no further action was taken. Her killing had a devastating impact on her family
(ELABORATIVE-Moral evaluation), and her brother Michael is still fighting for justice.
Witnesses Alice Devlin and Seasmus Reavey have spoken out in support of the calls by Michael
O’Hare and Amnesty International to Police Service of Northern Ireland (ADDITIVEAuthorisation) to establish an independent investigation. Justice delayed is justice denied
(ELABORATION-Moral Evaluation). Share this video and follow the campaign
http://amn.st/6183GFEHD”(Conversation 2)
See quote 2 on the next page...
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(2) USA: alarming reports of forced sterilisations in immigration detention facilities (MESSAGE):
“ This is beyond shocking (ELABORATION-Moral Evaluation). According to reports,
hysterectomies were performed on women without their consent at Irwin County Detention
Center in the US state of Georgia (ADDITIVE-Narrative). Some of them weren’t even sure
what procedure was being performed on them, or why. Unfortunately, the United States has a
history of forced sterilisation. No one should be sterilised without their full consent
(ELABORATION-Moral evaluation), and people should not be detained for seeking asylum/
We renew our call to the administration (ADDITIVE-Authorisation) to free people in
immigration detention. #MyBodyMyRights. Read more: http://amn.st/6189GQ2m3”
(Conversation 20)

Hence, personal attachment, moral and authoritative stances represent A.I. UK as ‘texturing’ its
‘news-making’ process through the practice of informative compassionate preaching, fulfilling the
second process of knowledge dissemination, contributing to understanding how they enact their
educative role.

‘Informative Condemnation’
The third ‘texturing’ process that A.I UK displays when ‘making news’ on their Facebook page is
informative condemnation. As before, those examples below depict the detailed informative pattern of
‘news-making’ in that the utterances in Examples 1-3 display ‘elaborative’ semantic relations, namely
by describing the further implications of the “offshore asylum processing proposal” through “it’s a
dismal reflection on Home Office ministers”, as well as describing the failed “promises to reform
asylum system” as “shameless” in Example 2. Example 3 brings an ‘elaborative’ statement by
denouncing Saudi Arabia’s pattern of human rights violations as morally unacceptable: “Saudi Arabia
can’t aspire to be a global power”. Consequently, A.I UK’s posts display the informational structure
that characterises the genre of ‘news-making’.
The way that A.I UK ‘textures’ this news-making process is through the ‘moral’ and ‘rationalising’
quality and events using ‘elaborative’ and ‘additive’ statements respectively. For instance, Example 1
and 2 highlights that A.I UK evaluates the Home Office and Home Secretary Priti Patel’s subsequent
practices through “it casts serious doubt”, “it’s a dismal reflection”, “Shameless”. Correspondingly,
in Example 3, A.I UK deems it morally unacceptable to think that Saudi Arabia could become a global
power when it is continuously violating human rights, through “Saudi Arabia can’t aspire”.
The ‘rationalising’ quality which is there to bring weight to this condemnation is done through
‘additive statements’ which extend the meaning with new information. In Example 1, an asylum policy
proposal is ‘rationalised’ given the Home Office’s track record for malpractice: “For too long the Home
Office has done its worst business behind closed doors”. In Example 2, the message that Priti Patel
could shy away from her promises is conveyed by A.I UK with an incredulity that rationalises her
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behaviour as neglectful and vindictive. In Example 3, this process of rationalisation is shown through
the ongoing ‘violence’ that Saudi Arabia exercised which portrays events like the killing of human
rights defenders as a routine daily practice. Consequently, informative condemnation news-making
encompasses the moral and rationalising qualities that texture the informative style pertaining to A.I
UK’s news-making.

(1) UK: offshore asylum processing proposal (MESSAGE) is immoral and inhumane. “It’s a
dismal reflection on Home Office ministers (ELABORATION-Moral evaluation) that such a
proposal was given any consideration at all. It casts serious doubt on the Home Secretary’s
commitment to reform in light of the #Windrush review (ELABORATION-Moral evaluation).
For too long the Home Office has done its worst business behind closed doors (ADDITIVERationalization), with little consideration of the needs, rights, and welfare of women, men and
children affected by it.” (Conversation 8)
(2) “UK: Priti Patel Delivers shameless and nonsensical promises to reform asylum system
(MESSAGE): Either the Home Secretary does not understand her own promises of a cultural
shift at the UK Home Office (ADDITIVE-Rationalization), or she is simply determined to
shirk even more responsibility for providing protection to people (ADDITIVERationalization). Shameless" (ELABORATION-Moral evaluation).” (Conversation 3)
(3) “On this day in 2018, Saudi journalist Jamal Khashoggi was ruthlessly killed on the orders of
the #Saudi authorities. (MESSAGE) (ADDITIVE-Rationalization) Despite international
outcry, Saudi Arabia is still cracking down on dissident voices including human rights
defenders, with many locked up. Saudi Arabia can’t aspire to be a global power by hosting
the #G20 summit (ELABORATION-Moral Evaluation), when it continues to violate basic
human rights of peaceful activists.” (Conversation 7)
(4)
Therefore, by combining the characteristics of ‘news-making’ and respective ‘texturing’ qualities
informed by the legitimising strategies that are contained in the utterances, the analysis demonstrated
that A.I UK’s posts conduct the practices of informative preaching, compassionate preaching and
condemnation. Despite not being able to account for the first requirement that the educative role
encompasses, namely knowledge production, these sub-genres nevertheless contribute to understanding
how they disseminate knowledge as part of their educative role on their Facebook page, in revealing
their unique take on what is conventionally understood as ‘news-making’, which raises wider
implications for understanding INGOs as ‘news-makers’.
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Criterion 3: Imagined Ethical Institution
Whilst the two previous roles that A.I UK play in facilitating the development of a transnational public
sphere were mainly observed through the ‘organisational’ identity exercised by their staff through A.I
UK’s posts, what mainly defines their ‘ethical role’ is rooted in their broader ‘institutional’ identity, in
terms of accepted and shared practices by their wider publics. Recalling the bourgeois public sphere,
this imagined ethical intent was reflected through the normative behavioural expectations that the
bourgeois public needed to have internalised before entering the coffee-house, namely implicit rules of
civility and unwritten societal rules. In the contemporary transnational public sphere, it was then argued
that INGOs enact the contemporary infrastructural setting through an imagined ethical role that the
public at large projects onto INGOs, developed by individual experiences of ethical intent. It was argued
that an ethical intent is developed through (1) the development of a relational self referring to the
normative move of self-reflection initiated when a disrupted habit/emotional tension is experienced by
an individual following a ‘disruption’ by the other and (2) further developed as an ethical sensibility
when this normative move is equipped with virtuous qualities and empathy. Incidentally, it is important
to recall that developing an ethical sensibility cannot occur if the individual’s normative move was
essentially driven by a self-interested need to erase this negative feeling. As mentioned in the theoretical
chapter, an individual may enter a self-reflective process but their ability to maintain this move depends
on their social environment where they have internalised virtuous qualities, especially empathy.
In order to analyse how the ethical intent of the participants is displayed on A.I UK’s Facebook
conversations, it is important to first identify the utterances in relation to previous utterances, which
display markers of disruption and self-reflection (normative move) in order to uncover how the
development of a relational self is occurring. Markers of ‘disruption’ can be identified from Halliday’s
‘clauses as exchange’, which pertain to focusing on clauses as an interactive event, whereby “the
speaker adopts for himself a particular speech role and in doing so assigned to the listener a
complementary role which he wishes him to adopt in his turn” (Halliday, 2004, p. 106). As such, the
analysis looks out for minor clauses31, vocatives32, yes/no interrogative33.
Markers of ‘self-reflection’ can be identified through Halliday’s ‘mental processes’ as part of his
transitivity system that defines his notion of “clause as representations”. Halliday’s (2004) “clause as

31

Minor clauses are characterised by not displaying the Mood + Residue structure; in other words lack of subject
and finite/part of the verbal group (Mood) and the remainder of the clause (residue), which is an important tool in
fulfilling the function of exchanging information through declarative and interrogative functions (Halliday, 2004,
p. 114).
32

Vocatives stands outside the Mood+Residue structure and acts as enacting by the respondent the participation
of the speaker in the exchange, in either serving to identify the particular person being addressed or to call for that
person’s attention (Halliday, 2004, p. 134). Example: “Goodness me, I dropped my phone in the mud”
33

Yes/no interrogatives are declarative form but with a rising intonation in the end through the use of interrogation.
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representation” refer to the clause exercising an experiential meaning, a “flow of events or goings-on”
which can be grasped through the grammatical system of transitivity (Halliday, 2004, p. 170), in that it
construes the world into manageable set of process types, which in turn construes a specific domain of
experience. For instance, whilst ‘material processes’ such as “he washes (Process) the dishes”, enact a
domain of experience of ‘doing’, “he remembers (process) washing the dishes” enacts a domain of
experience of construing one’s inner experience. The primary focus of understanding is then on how
this individual represents their world. In other words, ‘mental processes’ refer to the grammatical
categories of what we experience as going on inside ourselves, in the world of consciousness (including
perception, emotion and imagination). “The inner experience is partly a kind of replay of the outer
experience, recording it, reacting to it, reflecting on it, and partly a separate awareness of our states of
beings.” (Halliday, 2004, p. 170). As such, a ‘mental clause’ will always depict a participant who is
human also known as Senser, in that he/she is being endowed with consciousness. Examples of ‘mental
processes’ are I think; She believes; I understand. Hence, ‘mental clause’ are key markers of ‘inner
consciousness’, inviting the reader or listener in the ‘self-reflective’ journey that the speaker has been/is
undertaking. Hence, clause as exchanges and mental processes of transitivity, enables to locate the
occurrence of a relational self.
However, as ethical sensibility pertains to the dynamic taking place in the self-reflective process
itself influenced by the heteroglossic34 environment of the individual, the occurring of this dynamic can
only be ‘assumed’, by giving credit to the language that the individual uses, mainly through ‘mental
processes’, in that the way the individual articulates his inner consciousness through mental grammar
such as (I think; I believe) is enough to understand that he/she displays a self-reflective journey itself
influenced by a unique heteroglossic environment. As established earlier, representing individual’s
inner consciousness is simply what ‘mental processes’ do.
Although it is not possible here to witness individual’s self-reflective journey, but only ‘assume’ it,
what remains important to understand how individuals uncover ethical sensibility is looking at the way
they texture this self-reflective journey using modality. According to Halliday (1994 cited in
Fairclough, 2003), “modality means the speaker’s judgement of the probabilities, or the obligations,
involved in what he is saying” (p. 165). As such, modality is important in the texturing of identities,
both personal (personalities) and social, in the sense that what one commits her/himself to is a
significant part of what she/he is – so modality choices in texts can be seen as part of the process of
texturing self-identity and the texturing of identity is thoroughly embedded in the texturing of social
relations (Fairlcough, 2003, p. 166). Consequently, ethical sensibility can be seen through the

The notion of heteroglossia is derived from Bakhtin’s dialogism whereby utterances represent a multiplicity of
social ‘voices’, whereby “words are half ours and half-someone else’s” (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 347) and “ rooted in
an elastic environment of other” (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 276). As such, heteroglossia encapsulates specific conditions
at any given time and place which determine the linguistic style of an uttered word, thus ascribing unique meaning.
(See Methodology chapter)
34
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commitment of the individuals to display her/his heteroglossic environment. This is done here through
‘modalized’ mental processes, which reflect a “metaphorical realization of probability”35 and reinforced
through the expression of modality in the form of modal verbs, mental processes, verbs of appearances,
modal adverbs (i.e., in fact, obviously, evidently; usually, often, always).
This analysis demonstrates that A.I UK’s wider public reflect an ethical intent by displaying the
practice of ‘mentoring’ in ‘giving the benefit of the doubt’, whereby the speaker is invited by the
respondent to engage with the respondent’s self-reflective journey, in accompanying the speaker to
understand his/her response, whether caused by a ‘reactive disruption’ or ‘self-contained’ disruption as
seen in the two examples below.

Reactive Mentoring
Example 1 below is taken from a conversation among commentators where A.I UK’s social media team
posted on the 5th of October 2020, the outrage against Priti Patel’s hostile speech going against the
‘compassionate/people first’ approach to immigration and broader cultural shift that she wanted to
implement in the Home Office in July 2020, depicting instead a heavy-handed approach to immigration.
This example showcases the development of an ‘ethical intent’ by Participant B (respondent) by
‘mentoring’ Participant A (speaker) in ‘giving him the benefit of the doubt’ (speaker) in accompanying
him/her into his/her self-reflective journey, which is core in projecting a virtuous/ethical move to
Participant B and thus key in opening the potential for further conversation. The discourse of
‘mentoring’ is uncovered by first identifying the relational self that Participant B develops in his/her
interaction with Participant A, which in turns act as the foundation for an ethical sensibility to be
identified.
Example 1 (Conversation3):
Participant A: “‘Name’ we tried to take the whole world for ourselves not too long ago. When
the indigenous people of various countries complained we often shot them or imprisoned
them.(DISRUPTION) Karma.
Participant B: (TENSION) ‘Participant A’ you said karma like asylum seekers coming here is a
bad thing? Like pay back for us colonising the world? (MENTAL PROCESS: PROBABILITY) I
appreciated that you probably mean it in a different way, however (MENTAL PROCESS:
PROBABILITY) I think you should change the way you phrase it”.

35

A metaphorical realization of probability means that the probability is realised by the mental clause as if it was
a figure of sensing. For instance, if we say: “I think it is going to rain”, it can be understood as “it is probable
that is going to rain” Here, the mental clause “I think” is still projecting the content of “I”’s consciousness “it
is going to rain”. However, “I think” can also be understood as a metaphorical realisation of modality because it
can be understood as “It is highly probable that it is going to rain” (Halliday, 2004, p. 614)
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‘Reactive Relational Self’
First, the development of a relational self is seen by isolating the disruption caused by Participant A
through the uttered word “Karma”. In the context of this utterance, “Karma” is here to bring forth the
orientational meaning of Participant A’s utterance, as whilst he/she described the historical injustice
conducted by the British Empire through “we tried to take the whole world for ourselves”, acting as a
judgment against British colonialism, “Karma” is tracing the insensitive orientational value of
Participant A’s utterance, by conveying that the British misdeed brought onto themselves further
misdeeds, suggesting that asylum seekers coming to Britain are this ‘misdeed’. Following this
disruption, which has been formed in the atmosphere of the already spoken “Karma” whilst
assimilating the word to be understood in its own conceptual system filled with specific objects and
conditions, Participant B displays an emotional tension or disrupted habit by using ‘vocatives’ in
naming “Participant A” , which highlights the interpersonal move that Participant B is seeking to
realise, as well as using a rhetorical question, which is marked by the declarative sentence turned into
a question “you said karma like asylum seekers coming here is a bad thing?”. As the use of declarative
question is there to verify the ‘speaker’s utterance’, it suggests that Participant B’s emotional tension
of not fully understanding the situation, compels him to react, which is further reinforced by the
impulsive gesture that the use of minor clauses “Like pay back for us colonising the world?” displays.
As minor clauses fulfil the minor speech functions of ‘calling, greetings, alarms, exclamations’
(Halliday, 2004, p. 114), it defines the reactional character of the exchange. Consequently, Participant
B showcases a ‘disrupted habit’, through the ‘reactional character’ of her/his utterance.
However, at this stage Participant B could have succumbed to the ‘other’ and this emotional tension,
by descending further into a disruptive dynamic. Instead, Participant B decides to enter a ‘self-reflective
process’, exercising a normative move which is marked by the use of mental processes “I appreciated”
and “I think”. As mentioned before, these mental processes are key linguistic tools indicating the
representational meaning of Participant B’s inner consciousness and its subsequent heteroglossic
environment. Hence, Participant B showcases the development of a ‘relational process’ by overcoming
this disruption in entering a self-reflective space, exercising a normative move towards ethical
sensibility.
‘Mentorial Ethical Sensibility’
Despite enacting a ‘normative move’ in entering a ‘self-reflective process’, it does not exclude a
defensive and self-interested relapse which could de-legitimise this normative move. What warrants the
sustainability of Participant B’s normative move towards the development of ethical sensibility, is the
orientational quality of ‘giving the benefit of the doubt’ to Participant A which makes up the ‘mentoring
practice’ of Participant B. The development of this ‘ethical sensibility’ is seen by identifying the ‘mental
processes’ of “I think” and “I appreciated”, not only as reflections of Participant B’s inner
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consciousness as seen before, but also as metaphorical realisations of modality and in particular
probability. Indeed, it shows how Participant B textures his/her ‘self-reflective process or normative
move’, having been fuelled by his/her distinct heteroglossic environment. In this example, by using
subjective marking mental processes of probability, namely “I appreciated” and “I think”, Participant
B ‘gives the benefit of the doubt’ to Participant A that she/he may have unintentionally misused the
word “Karma”, thus reflecting the ‘interpersonal’ sensibility’ of Participant B in using measured and
diplomatic language in avoiding overriding the feelings of Participant A after such ‘reactive’ disrupted
habit as seen before. This is further reinforced by modal adverbs “probably” and hypothetical modal
verbs “should”. Not only does this demonstrate an ‘empathic concern’ through cautious and measured
language, but it also demonstrates the altruistic quality of Participant B to render accessible her/his selfreflective journey to Participant A through the ‘mental processes’ “I think” and “I appreciated” in
accompanying her/him in her/his confusion. As such, Participant B displays an ‘ethical sensibility’
through the mentoring practice displayed through their utterance. Therefore, Participant B embodies an
‘ethical intent’ owing to their ability to develop a relational self out of a ‘reactive’ ‘disrupted habit’,
whereby the normative move created by entering a process of ‘self-reflection’ enabled Participant B to
consolidate her/his normative orientation through ‘mentoring practice’. Its inherent quality of ‘giving
the benefit of the doubt’ enabled to nurture an ethical sensibility.

Self-Contained Mentoring
Example 2 below is taken from a conversational thread where A.I UK posted on the 1st of October 2020
about the proposal of the Home Office to process asylum seekers offshore in the Pacific Ocean. This
proposal came just one day after the Home Secretary, Priti Patel’s response to the Windrush Lessons
Learned Review, where she pledged to implement a cultural shift to ensure that any injustices towards
the Windrush generation will not happen again highlighting the need for a compassionate orientation
of the Home Office ensuring that the “workforce is focused on people and not cases” (Home Office,
2020, September 30). This proposal was highlighted by Amnesty as a “dismal reflection”, suggesting
the tokenistic and hypocritical face that the Home Office displays in not fully considering the rights of
asylum seekers.
This example showcases the development of an ethical intent through a ‘self-contained mentoring
practice’, whereby following a ‘self-contained disrupted habit/emotional tension caused by Participant
C (speaker) Participant B (respondent) ‘gives the benefit of the doubt’ to Participant C (speaker) in
accompanying him/her into his/her self-reflective journey, which is essential in cultivating a virtuous
move to Participant B and thus key in opening the potential for further conversation. This ‘selfcontained mentoring’ is uncovered (1) by identifying the relational self of Participant B in retracing the
development of a ‘normative move’, thus locating the ‘self-contained tension’ and (2) by identifying
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the consolidation of this ‘normative move’ in revealing the orientational quality of ‘mentoring’ of
Participant B, thus nurturing the ethical sensibility, necessary for the display of an ethical intent.

Example 2 (Conversation 8)
Context
Participant A: “What is inhumane is destroying the lives and freedom of THE BRITISH PEOPLE
in their own country. We have been treated horrendously by both immigrant and Government.
ENOUGH.
[…]
Participant B: Haha what are you on about Participant A? Have you met any refugees or asylum
seekers? I have, and they are nice, normal, hardworking people who have been through some
terrible things. You sit in luxury compared with them and you don’t make the effort to welcome
people or try to understand their lives. Evolve.
[…]
Focus of Analysis
Participant C: (DISRUPTION) Participant B it is irrelevant if said asylum seekers are nice, normal
(!) and hardworking. They can be horrible, not normal (!) and lazy…they are fleeing unimaginable
horrors.
Participant B: (TENSION) Yeah alright Participant C I know, (MENTAL PROCESS:
PROBABILITY) my point was that people who haven’t met any refugees or asylum seekers might
be unlikely to feel like they are “real people” and more likely to hate “them” if they’ve only ever
heard of them in the Daily Mail. (TENSION) No need to have a pop at me, I’m on the side of
humanity! I work with asylum seekers and refugees.”

‘Self-contained Relational Self’
As demonstrated before, the same interpretative reading can be applied to Example 2 in that the
development of a ‘relational self’ is seen by isolating the disruption caused by Participant C through
the uttered words “It is irrelevant”. In the context of this utterance, “it is irrelevant” dismisses
Participant B’s previous utterance emphasising the positive qualities of asylum seekers as opposed to
individuals who “destroy” and “horrendously” treat “The British People” as conveyed by Participant
A. As for Participant B, their positive qualities must not be criteria for welcoming asylum seekers, as
their push factor (fleeing war, poverty and persecution) is sufficient enough to welcome them. As such
Participant C is highlighting the fact that he/she drifts off topic which traces the insensitive orientational
value of Participant C. Against this disruption, Participant B displays an emotional tension or disrupted
habit by using ‘vocatives’, namely “Yeah alright” and naming “Participant C”, which highlights the
interpersonal move that Participant B is seeking to realise. So far, the ‘disrupted habit’ is marked by the
same grammatical features than Example 1. However, the use of declarative clause, which serves to
express a statement, suggests that the emotional tension is expressed with a sense of resignation by the
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self-contained short statement of “I know” in acknowledging Participant C’s judgment. Consequently,
Participant B showcases a ‘disrupted habit’, through a self-contained statement.
However, at this stage Participant B could have succumbed to the ‘other’ and this emotional tension,
by doubling down on the disruption. Instead, Participant B decides to enter a ‘self-reflective process’,
exercising a normative move which is marked by mental processes “my point was”. Whilst “my point
was” does not conform to the conventional understanding of ‘mental process’ characterised by verbs
of ‘sensing’ such as ‘feel, think, want, perceive, like’, it refers nonetheless to a mental process, albeit
meta-phenomenal, which refers to a mental clause where the Phenomenon is realised by a clause
denoting a fact (Halliday, 2004, p. 205). The most common environment for a meta-phenomenal
Phenomenon is that of a clause of emotion where the Phenomenon is construed as impinging on the
Senser’s consciousness (as with irritate, trouble). As such, the fact that “people who haven’t met any
refugees or asylum seekers might be unlikely to feel like they are “real people” and more likely to hate
“them” if they’ve only ever heard of them in the Daily Mail” impacts on Participant B’s consciousness.
Indeed, “my point was” could easily be replaced by ‘what frustrates me is’. Using such mental process
not only indicates that Participant B enters a self-reflective space, but most importantly one which is
emotionally loaded as the mental process indicates the representational meaning of Participant B’s inner
consciousness and its subsequent heteroglossic environment. Hence, Participant B showcases the
development of a relational self by overcoming this disruption in entering a self-reflective space,
exercising a normative move towards ethical sensibility.

‘Mentorial Ethical Sensibility’
What warrants the sustainability of Participant B’s normative move towards the development of ‘ethical
sensibility’, is the orientational quality of ‘giving the benefit of the doubt’ to Participant C. Indeed, the
development of this ethical sensibility is seen by identifying the ‘mental processes’ of “my point was”
as metaphorical realisations of modality and in particular probability as it shows how Participant B
textures his/her ‘self-reflective process or normative move’, in terms of ‘probability’. In this example,
by using subjective marking modalized mental processes, namely “my point was” Participant B ‘gives
the benefit of the doubt’ to Participant C that he/she may have misunderstood Participant C’s insensitive
comment about her/his previous utterance being “irrelevant”. This is further reinforced by the use of
modal adjectives “likely” and modal verbs “might”. What characterises Participant B’s normative
behaviour of ‘giving the benefit of the doubt’, is the interpersonal move of the declarative structure used
by Participant B, which serves the function of expressing a statement in the exchange of information
(Halliday, 2004, p. 114). This suggests that Participant B seeks to ‘invite and accompany’ Participant
C in his/her self-reflective journey, by sharing his/her inner struggle of not knowing for sure, what
Participant C meant by “it is irrelevant”. Incidentally, whilst the use of ‘if-conditionals’ does not
necessarily fulfil the interpersonal function that modality embeds at its core, it does nonetheless
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indirectly help reinforce Participant B’s interpersonal function in rendering more accessible his/her selfreflective journey to Participant C by offering him further clues on the potential heteroglossic
environment that could have influenced Participant B to make such statements of “if they’ve only ever
heard of them in the Daily Mail”. It suggests that Participant B displays an altruistic behaviour by
committing to accompanying the ‘other’ in his/her self-reflective journey, thus ‘giving the benefit of
the doubt’ to Participant C. As such Participant B displays an ethical sensibility through the mentoring
practice that he/she displays through his/her utterance. Therefore, Participant B embodies an ethical
intent owing to his/her ability to develop a relational self out of a ‘self-contained’ disrupted habit,
whereby the normative move created by entering a process of ‘self-reflection’ enabled Participant B to
consolidate her/his normative orientation through ‘mentoring practice’ whose inherent quality of
‘giving the benefit of the doubt’ helped Participant B cultivate an ethical sensibility.

Therefore, A.I UK’s wider institutional identity is characterised by an ethical intent cultivated by its
publics on its Facebook page. Despite depicting different types of emotional tensions, notably ‘reactive’
and ‘self-contained’, it does not prevent Facebook commentators to overcome such tensions and display
the virtuous orientation of ethical sensibility by embodying the mentorial quality of ‘giving the benefit
of the doubt’ to the disruptor. This application of ethical intent is particularly relevant in ascertaining
that within A.I UK, ethical virtue is cultivated, which highlights the potential of maintaining conducive
dialogue on social media.

To conclude this first part, A.I UK represents an infrastructural setting embodying an entrepreneurial
role, characterised by the practice of peripheral communicative engagement through ‘brand
appropriation’ and ‘brand bolstering’ and the practice of integrated communicative engagement
through publicising discourses of ‘urgency’, ‘kinship’, ‘unscrupulous incompetence’ and ‘brutality’.
Whilst this entrepreneurial spirit is characterised by a marketized understanding of public outreach,
maximising the public support that they attract, as arguably any monetised endeavour would do, their
discourses further sustain the public engagement through the outrage that it fuels, albeit diluted with
‘kinship’ when it comes to enticing and rewarding participation with a sense of belonging. Nevertheless,
while these marketized and neoliberal practices that A.I UK engages with can be problematic, their
educative role brings out the philanthropic nature that they embed at their core. Indeed, the analysis
found that they disseminate knowledge through a unique take on news-making, mainly in enacting an
‘informative preaching’, ‘informative compassionate preaching’ and ‘informative condemnation’,
which embodied at their core the quality of their advocacy in authoritatively delivering the ‘good word’,
evocative of a sermon delivered by a priest of ‘loving thy neighbour’. This philanthropic orientation
was further textured by the embeddedness of ethical intent among A.I UK’s publics in reflecting the
normative expectations of behaviour orienting the ethical nature of their ‘philanthropic’ missions. These
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all combined portray an institutional identity that paves the way towards not only soliciting engagement
but also towards nurturing a conversational dynamic. This constitutes the ‘heart’ of the holistic
transnational public sphere’s communicative environment in catalysing the wider conversational forces
at play within the contemporary public sphere, as will be explored in the next three parts.
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Part II: Amnesty International UK’s Structural Public
Having uncovered A.I UK’s infrastructural setting, that projects a unique identity mediating and
nurturing conversations on their Facebook page, it is now important to shift our attention to the first
public that makes up the public sphere’s communicative environment through their structural practices.
As the bourgeois public sphere emerged from the pervasive state intervention into the bourgeois private
economic affairs, the state was not only the main point of contention but was also the sole authority to
direct bourgeois public grievances, thus underpinning a unique context embodied by the trifecta of
bourgeois, market and state. Nevertheless, it was argued in Chapter 3 that in an environment where the
states’ role has been diluted in a complex system of shared power, the structural conditions at play in
developing a critical transnational public have changed, shedding light on the structural conditions that
develop a common-fate public in light of the injustices perpetrated by unaccountable power-holders.
As such, this part will first uncover how an awareness of common-fate is displayed on A.I’ UK’s
conversational threads before moving onto the ways unaccountable power-holders are identified by A.I
UK’s Facebook commentators.

Criterion 4: Awareness of Common-Fate
An awareness of common-fate emerges when some individuals feel personally driven in engaging with
an issue because they can align the unintended transnational harm of global inequalities/injustice and
subservience with their personal experiences. Indeed, they can identify with each other’s fate and feel
eager to participate in the wider dialogue, thus building a stronger sense of identity and belonging based
on common grievances and broadening the wider ‘us’. Whilst global inequalities refer to the broader
injustices that populations experience worldwide indirectly rooted in a globalised neoliberal agenda that
creates pervasive inequalities, subservience refers to the curtailing of populations in voicing their
concerns to their governments, thus becoming more disillusioned and sceptical to potential social
change.
In order to uncover the emergence of an awareness of a common fate, the analysis sought to identify
the common ways participants perceive and represent injustices and subservience irrespective of any
given issues publicised by A.I UK. Indeed, this analysis has focused on identifying discourses/patterns
of perceiving injustice. As the emergence of an awareness of common fate depends on the ability of
individuals to transcend their local representations of their social reality in order to envision the shared
commonness of representing the world in terms of injustice and subservience, the analysis of
participants’ utterances in the conversations must reflect that ‘transcendental level’ going beyond
concrete and local representations of an issue seeking for a degree of commonality. As such, the most
appropriate analytical tool to uncover such representations is ‘discourse’ by using the Faircloughian
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(2003) understanding of ‘discourses’ as “different ways of representing aspects of the world […] in
transcending concrete and local representations” (p. 124). In doing so, this analysis has manually coded
how individuals lexicalise their vision of injustice and subservience. In order to map out recurrences,
the analysis focused on features of vocabulary and semantic relations keeping in mind the context of
the issue to bring out the right meaning of the lexicalised word (Fairclough, 2003), thus uncovering
interpretative repertoires or themes. It is important to note, that only utterances which display an
understanding of the issue as subservience or injustice publicised by A.I UK were included. Indeed, in
order to display a vision of an injustice, one has to believe that a specific issue embodies an injustice in
the first place.

Global Injustice
Different shades of violence characterise the way that A.I UK’s Facebook commentators represent their
understanding of global injustices mainly through a sense of ‘entrenched violence’, ‘malevolent
violence’ and ‘complicity in violence’.
‘Entrenched Violence’
Across the issues that A.I UK posted, the analysis demonstrates a shared perception of injustices as an
‘entrenched violence’, whereby violence against individuals is not only institutional but deeply rooted
in society corroded by harmful social practices against society’s others. Indeed, the examples of A.I
UK Facebook commentators below depict a vocabulary representing damaging behaviours, such as
“abuse”, “yelling”, “harmed”, “racist”, “treated with disdain”. What makes this violence particularly
trenchant, is how deeply embedded and normalised it is in society as seen through the plight of
transgender communities in having their claims and needs constantly “dismiss[ed]”, here in the case
of campaigning for ‘self-identification’ because of the discrimination of women which takes precedence
over trans claims for better recognition, which in turn pits communities against each other further
entrenching societal harms. This is further demonstrated through the systematic targeting and
scapegoating of the ‘vulnerable’, being “always exploited for sickening things” in this case migrant
women being held in American detention facilities and having to undergo harmful medical procedures
of hysterectomy without their knowledge and consent as if they were disposable. Finally, in the case of
police brutality against African-American communities in the US, the frustration of the Facebook
commentator is channelled against a continued suspicion and vilification of minorities of being
continuously “targeted by US Police” which is particularly pervasive in American media and societies
reinforced by an embedded “racist narrative” in American institutions.
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(1) “I admit I am no lover of the IRA or its counterpart, but this is not justified. This child and
her father were treated with disdain. I support those who demand a proper public inquiry into
this dreadfully killing of an innocent. Caught in crossfire is still unjustified killing in my
book.” (Conversation 1)
(2) “Name (anonymised) so why dismiss the needs of trans folk to make an argument to address
the needs of women. Women who are abused is a different issue and is also not acceptable.
When fighting for the rights of one group we should not dismiss the needs of another. Trans
folk are not responsible for the abuse of women Myself and others have campaigned for the
safety of women but we don’t feel the need to dismiss the rights of other groups in that
process. Amnesty have a history of fighting for the rights of women as well. In those
campaigns it would have made no sense to say what about trans folk or. This campaign is
about trans folk.” (Conversation 16)
(3) “name (anonymised) well yes I do mind you saying that […] and all white people in the UK –
don’t have the colour of our skin to think about when we leave our house in the morning when
we are at home. Nor do we have to hear people yelling at us to go home where we came from
when we ARE home […].” (Conversation 14)
(4) “There is an other [sic] question what are they doing with all those viable ovaries? The poor
and vulnerable are always exploited for sickening things.” (Conversation 20).
(5) “There have been many instances of black people being targeted by and harmed by the US
police. This is an international issue. Regardless of what you say, the issue remains in serious
need of being addressed, name (anonymised). There most certainly is a racists narrative. End
of.” (Conversation 10)
‘Malevolent Violence’
The second shared perception of injustice is ‘malevolent violence’ which refers to behaviours which,
(6)
whilst damaging, are particularly potent in taking away the humanity of the affected individual through
barbaric and even sadistic means. As for the previous criterion, these examples below display a
vocabulary of violence, such as “mafia” as being understood as achieving their ends through corrupt
and organised violence, “hunting”, “people’s deaths”, “hurtful message”, “hateful messages”,
“damage”, “forced sterilization”. This violence is characterised by these Facebook commentators as
acts committed with nefarious intentions to de-humanise the affected individuals. Indeed, following the
proposal of asylum offshoring by the British Home Secretary Priti Patel, she became fervently identified
as ‘malignant’, portraying her as “Cruella de Ville”, well-known in the 101 Dalmatians Disney for
capturing innocent puppies. For this Facebook follower, the proposal to deport asylum seekers in a
remote offshore destination far-removed from the British Isles to impose a hostile immigration policy
for political gains is no different from “hunting puppies” for their fur, revealing Priti Patel’s conniving
intentions. This is further reinforced through the use of “mafia” to describe her asylum offshoring
proposal, in that it was concocted, as the mafia would devise fraudulent and criminal schemes, hidden
away from the general public, behind closed doors. In addition, Facebook commentators describe the
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proposal of offshoring asylum seekers and placing them in detention centres as practices deemed to be
“killing the soul”, suggesting the de-humanising practice of extinguishing what makes one human. The
identification of ‘evil’ is further shown through the portrayal of Trump as “Hitler”, in his enforcement
of “forced sterilization policies”, which recall the genocidal practices and tactics of the Holocaust, later
endorsed by Trump towards migrants in the US. When it comes to the handling of the Covid-19 crisis,
this malevolence is displayed through the ‘cunning’ practice of the British government in “covering
up” the death-toll of care homes despite having a “duty of care”. Finally, scandals over Twitter’s failure
to ward off and prevent abuse on their platform, in particular against women who are most often on the
receiving end of “hateful messages” are addressed by A.I UK’s Facebook followers. What makes
Twitter being seen as malevolent, is the structural design of the platform in that, in order to block
“hateful messages” they have to be seen on the platform in the first place, which defeats the point of
protecting the most vulnerable of being harassed as “once the message has been seen, the damage is
done”. By offering the possibility of ‘blocking’ or ‘reporting’ a “harmful message”, Twitter upholds
its internal accountability towards its customers/users in a way which can be seen as intentionally
displacing their responsibility from the root of the problem, namely wilfully allowing such hatred to
run rampant.
(1) “Cruella de Ville, but hunting human beings not puppies!!” (Conversation 3).
(2) “if she said she was going to “fix” the asylum system, maybe she meant in a mafia kind of
way?” (Conversation 3).
(3) “Publicity about this really needs pursuing. People in care homes are there for there own
safety and rely on others keeping them safe. My father died from Covid in a carehome. The
government can not let this disaster spread in care homes again. They have a duty of care.
More testing, more PPE for care workers please. The care my Dad received was good but the
government did not act quickly to support irradicating of Covid in the care homes. They
covered up these vulnerable people’s deaths just because they are unseen and can’t not
represent themselves” (Conversation 4).
See Quotes 4, 5 and 6 below...
(4) “a crime against humanity…Many many Australians are still fighting and advocating to have
refugees released from indefinite detention…It’s a place that kills the soul. Please read
Behrouz Boochani’s book – No Friend But The Mountains”. (Conversation 8)
(5) “name (anonymised) yes, you can block people if they send hateful messages, but once that
message has been seen, the damage is done. It could only take 1 hurful message to tip
someone over the edge and blocking them after the event is too late. Also just because you
never see it doesn’t mean it isn’t a massive issue. (Conversation 17)
(6) “Disgusting but given the fascist leanings of the Trump administration not surprising, when
Hitler took power forced sterilization was one of the first policies that he enacted”
(Conversation 20)
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‘Complicity in Crime’
Alongside ‘entrenched’ and ‘malevolent’ violence, A.I UK’s Facebook commentators display an
explicit accusatory understanding of injustice as ‘complicity in crime’, which refers to avidly pointing
out government bodies or agencies as complicit in legitimising the violence that underlies the global
issues that A.I UK takes upon. Not only do these examples display the lexical field of violence, such as
“bombs”, “blood”, “killed her”, “murderers”, “killers”, “shootings”, “horror”, “sufferings”
“struggle”, “gross” in demonstrating how Facebook commentators perceive the gravity of A.I UK’s
human rights issues, but they also encapsulate an investigatory and condemnatory element in ‘naming’
the authorities responsible for such violence. For instance, Example 1 explicitly identifies the British
government by pointing out the role of “our foreign policy” in “helping to create refugees” and through
the use of ‘collective-we’ as the main protagonist in having the power to stop the Saudi-Arabia-led
intervention in Yemen, by stopping “selling these bombs to Saudi” as they keep fuelling a conflict
which push Yemeni populations to be displaced and seek refuge in European countries deemed to be
upholding human rights. Hence, whilst Saudi Arabia perpetrates the conflict, the British government is
complicit in making profits from people dying. This ‘complicity in crime’ is further demonstrated in the
case of a British soldier, who shot a 12-year-old girl in the back during the Troubles in Northern Ireland
and failed to face justice. Here, the Facebook commentator positions the government as ‘complicit’ as
despite “possibly knowing who killed her”, created an environment of impunity, where justice failed to
be served. In Example 3, this ‘complicity’ is shown through the hypocrisy displayed by other Facebook
commentators in accepting police brutality on the pretext that African-American communities are more
likely to be in possession of drugs, when in fact drugs were introduced by “a white man (with CIA
support) to flood poor ghettos and cause untold horror and sufferings” as a means “to control black
populations”. In the case of transgender struggles in experiencing barriers to be recognised as the ‘sex’
and ‘gender’ they identify with, the Facebook commentator clearly points out at the government’s role
in staging a complex bureaucratic and legal system, “jumping through so many hoops” making it
“harder to get that recognised”. Finally, what makes governments ‘complicit in crime’ in the case of
Twitter failing to protect vulnerable people online, is the fact that they actively endorse the tool as a
political platform to rally their voters.
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(1) “ watched the coverage of American and British bombs being used to drop on women and
children. Not accidental but deliberate. If I was in Yemen and thought I could save my child’s
life I think I would try anything. Meanwhile we could stop selling these bombs to Saudi. Our
foreign policy is helping to create refugees.” (Conversation 11)
(2) “Being Irish, I remember the violence. All sides have blood on their hands. It was always sick
to hear people dismiss lives because of where they were from. It’s so tragic that supposedly
decent human beings can look at her face and decide not to support a call for justice.
Especially when the government possibly know who killed her. Such hideous cherry picked
morality. All families on all sides who were the victims of twisted murderers, killers and thugs
whether they be from the Ira, the uvf the ruc and the army, deserve justice. All of them deserve
justice. To say “others didn’t get justice so screw her family” is mealymouthed, vicious
ignorance of the worst kind. Horrific and ugly to accuse amnesty (of all organisations) of
politicising this.” (Conversation 2)
(3) “Name given that large numbers of black shootings are related to drugs, when will you white
racists be accepting responsibility for inventing narcotics? Let’s face it, crack cocaine (and
other drugs) was invented by a white man (with CIA support) and was subsequently used to
flood poor black ghettos and cause untold horror and suffering. If blacks are to be held as
racists, surely your white maleness makes you responsible for the racial use of narcotics to
control black populations.” (Conversation 10)

(4) “name The surgery isn’t the only struggle trans people have to face. They have to jump
through so many hoops to get their birth certificate, passport, driving license etc. changed so
they can reflect who they are. Surgery helps trans people look and feel like themselves, but
when the government makes it harder to get that recognised it’s an issue.” (Conversation 16)

(5) “Got to totally agree with you – every now and again there’s a thread worth a giggle, but it’s
usually shared elsewhere and you don’t have to be on twitter to read it – but beyond that – it
really is gross. I really don’t know why politicians have decided to do “policy via twitter.”
(Conversation 17)

Therefore, the analysis reveals that Facebook commentators share a common understanding of global
justices as ‘entrenched’, ‘malevolent’ violence and ‘complicity in crime’, which is insightful as despite
not being directly affected by the issue, it shows that these resonate nonetheless with their personal
experiences and push them to further engage in the conversations, thus developing an awareness of
common fate in that they share a common drive and eagerness to point out the social wrong, thus
bringing critical insights into the conversation.
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Subservience
In light of the shared perceptions of global injustices, A.I UK Facebook commentators also reflect a
sense of subservience, whereby they conceive of their social situations as being part of a system where
their demands and concerns are being silenced, fuelling a sense of disillusion and scepticism towards
potential social change. Indeed, this sense of ‘subverted state’ is demonstrated through a shared
perception of ‘social regression’ and ‘entrenched silence’, which reinforces this sense of ‘togetherness’
in understanding the further implications of global injustice.
‘Social Regression’
The first shared perception of a sense of subservience is reflected through a state of ‘social regression’
whereby A.I UK commentators give an assessment of the system of ‘global injustices’ that exist which
expresses lament over a return to a forgotten past fuelled with barbaric and regressive practices to
convey a sense of collective revulsion. This state of ‘regression’ is demonstrated through decline in
standards of human rights and democratic values in countries, such as the UK in “fast becoming less
democratic and disregarding human rights”, by proposing a Bill shielding British soldiers from the
consequences of committing war crimes and in India which “has gone down the path to oppression”
exercising a “rapid backward move” by blocking Amnesty International’s operations in India by
freezing its bank account. This is further reinforced through the return to barbaric practices that plagued
past centuries whereby “the Victorians rather liked off-shore prison ships” in sending their convicts
out of sight and out of mind from the British society. In light of the British Home Secretary’s Proposal
of asylum-seeking offshoring as well as current British Prime Minister “becoming incredibly
tyrannical”, it not only harkens back to times where brutally oppressive and torturous practices were
employed against outcasts, but also serves as a warning of where the direction may lead in suppressing
the voices of populations. Nevertheless, what makes this state of ‘regression’ particularly stark is the
collective revulsion that A.I UK commentators express, namely through the idea of shame, such as “I’m
ashamed”, and “haven’t managed to move on” which signifies the surreal state of not having been able
in the 21st century to overcome the brutish nature of human beings. This revulsion is particularly
poignant when A.I UK commentators identify world leaders as “monsters” in the case of endorsing
forced sterilisation on migrant women in detention centres in the US, and figuratively selling their soul
to the devil, making people wonder “where has humanity and empathy for others gone”.
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(1) “It seems like there are shocking news everyday about the UK fast becoming less democratic
and disregarding human rights. Absolutely devastating.” (Conversation 1)
(2) “The Victorians rather liked off-shore prison ships. Thatcher promised us Victorian “values”.
So lovely to see that us white folk haven’t managed to move on! I’m ashamed to be a white
English Person.” (Conversation 8)
(3) “Terrible! For shame – where has humanity and empathy for others gone in these turbulent
times?” (Conversation 8)
(4) “Another nation gone down the path to oppression of its citizens and injustice, perhaps
through fear of those working for a better society for all? Or, the ruling class’s fear of losing
its power and dominant position?” (Conversation 9).
(5) “While other countries are moving forward, here is a rapid backward move.” (Conversation
9)
(6) “Amnesty please speak out against Boris Johnson’s increasingly tyrannical police state.
Peaceful protestors were brutally beaten in Trafalgar Square on 26th September and the
mainstream media have covered this up. Please highlight the issue. Boris Johnson is
becoming incredibly tyrannical and is creatin an environment of fear and distrust”
(Conversation 11)
(7) “Didn’t’ we fight WWII to rid our world of monsters like this?” (Conversation 20)

‘Entrenched Silence’
The second shared perception that A.I UK commentators display on conversational threads is an
‘entrenched silence’, which is understood as a process of marginalising and muting voices which has
become normalised and deeply embedded in society. This process is displayed by Facebook
commentators through a ‘competing system of claims’ exercised by two disenfranchised groups whose
mutual right claims end up becoming the source of their feeling of ‘entrenched silence’. On one hand,
this ‘entrenched silence’ is perceived as suppressing women’s voice in having “women only spaces
being eradicated” where they seek to “defend and retain the safe spaces” in the context of negotiating
spaces of safety with transgender women. Indeed, transwomen not having undergone sex change could
prompt further trauma for women who experienced violence from men in shared spaces such as
domestic violence refuges. However, such position brings with it collateral damage in also silencing
the voices of transwomen in undermining the legitimacy of their lived experience of “wanting a less
traumatic process” as opposed to an intrusive and demanding bureaucratic process which “takes years”
and their claims to be recognised as the gender they wish to identify with as seen in this question
“transwomen don’t deserve safety too?”. This in turn leads to mutual alienation whereby women
become “being threatened over their views” and “being shut down as terfs” by transgender
communities. As such, A.I UK’s Facebook commentators debate over the issue of trans rights reveals
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a manifestation of a deeply embedded process which is created by their mutual experiences of silencing
and exclusion. In addition, A.I UK Facebook commentators display a form of ‘entrenched silence’
through a sense of obfuscation, as seen in the Covid-19 crisis where at the start of the pandemic, care
home workers were ordered to apply ‘Do not Resuscitate Orders’ on residents without the consent of
their families and forced to turn a blind eye on these practices through “a complex form of pressure and
threats made to care home owners” to bury what they saw. The following quote “barely a peep from
the ‘media’” conveys the complacency of the mainstream media in suffocating their muted voice, thus
preventing them to extend their coverage of the care home crisis, necessary to hold responsible
individuals to account. Finally, this ‘entrenched silence’ is further demonstrated through a sense of
‘denial’ of collective trauma “of abuse and humiliation and historic slavery” by people who are
historically privileged, namely affluent white populations, which is particularly prevalent in the case of
Breonna Taylor and police brutality in the US.

(1) “What is not mentioned is that they found thousands of cases where elderly patients were not
given life saving medical treatment like oxygen, were refused to be admitted and pretty much
given up on. DNR orders (Do not resuscitate) were put on residents without even consulting
next of kin. This surmounts to involuntary Euthanasia, if you fail to give someone adequate
treatment. Nursing homes are not equipped with Oxygen therapy they would have needed to
be admitted and these were “blocked”. Its unethical and should be viewed as a crime against
humanity. There is a proof that a complex form of pressure and threats were made to care
home owners to accept what was happening.” (Conversation 4)
(2) “Absolutely. And barely a peep from the ‘media.’” (Conversation 4)
(3) “But – for me- it cannot only be viewed in terms of statistics. It must be viewed against the
background of abuse and humiliation and historic slavery and the historic proof for this
exists. It was as bad as the holocaust. There are holocaust deniers…Do you like black people
or is there something negative in your feelings about them? I think your reiteration of the need
to look at statistics might be based upon an inner view.” (Conversation 10)
(4) “Name trans folk are wanting a less traumatic process in place that allows them to be
officially recognised as the gender they identify with. The process already exist but it takes
years and has a huge impact on the mental health and well-being of trans folk. Quoting the
misfortunes and abuse of others including gay men does not strengthen your objections to the
rights and equality needs of transfolk. Gay men like myself and other members of the lgbt
community will also fight for the rights of trans flk and we do not dismiss the fact that they
exist.” (Conversation 16)

See quote 5, 6, 7 on the next page...
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(5) “I just want the right to a safe place to recover from trauma. Why are women only spaces
being eradicated when that’s the only space where many of us feel safe enough to talk? Why
should self identifying trans women be given a right to be included in a space where a cis man
wouldn’t if they still have the same bodies? Some things actually are about body parts and
biology. I’m sick of being told I’m a bigot because I want women only Rape Crisis Support.”
(Conversation 16)
(6) “So, as a victim of sexual assault I’ve already been called a stupid terf on this thread for
trying to defend and retain the safe spaces we have always been allowed. ‘Name’ seems angry
and I can understand why. There is certainly evidence of women losing their jobs and being
threatened over their views. (JK Rowling, Alison Bailey etc). Historically nothing new for
women I know. There are high profile cases of assaults in female prisons by an inmate born
male and identifying as a women. :// linke to the times.co.uk. Is it scaremongering and
hateful? Or is it possible that people just want to have their say and not be shut down as terfs
before they can even get their point across. Being silenced is pretty triggering for women, it is
for this woman anyway. I always try to remain reasonable and constructive. But this is
emotional stuff for me. And it takes huge amounts of courage for me to stand my ground
against the torrent of abuse I get. But I will stand my ground.” (Conversation 16)
(7) “So transwomen don’t deserve safety too? How does someone getting identification affect
your safety as a woman?” (Conversation 16)

To conclude, this analysis showcased the ways A.I UK Facebook commentators share a common
perception of injustices as ‘entrenched’ and ‘malevolent violence’, and ‘complicity in crime’, which
were further reinforced by a shared discourse of subservience in displaying a form of ‘entrenched
silence’ and ‘social regression’, thus demonstrating how this sense of ‘togetherness’ is manifested to
develop an awareness of common-fate, necessary to nurture active conversational engagement online
towards a virtual public sphere.

Criterion 5: Awareness of Unaccountable Power-holders
Having uncovered how A.I UK’s Facebook commentators develop an awareness of common-fate
through the forms of shared perceived injustices and subservience, it is now essential to show to whom
they direct these grievances, thus developing into ‘counter-hegemonic publics’ through the critical
viewpoints that they adopt oriented towards these power-holders. This critical orientation is key in
nurturing the argumentative dynamic that was once the defining feature of the bourgeois public sphere,
especially towards the state. Indeed, understanding the roots of the issues empowers them to also nurture
this critical insight for wider issues. As established in Chapter 3, in the revised public sphere,
unaccountable power-holders can be identified as any agents who co-opt and sabotage accountability
towards their principals by performing token gestures under the pretence of upholding their
responsibilities whilst further consolidating power against them.
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In order to uncover how A.I UK Facebook commentators pinpoint unaccountable power-holders,
the analysis has identified common ways participants represent them in an environment pervaded with
injustices. As was the case for the previous structural factor, the most appropriate analytical tool to
uncover such representations is Faircloughian ‘discourse’ through the coding of vocabulary and
semantic relations so that interpretative repertoires can be uncovered. The main way that Facebook
commentators represent unaccountable power-holders is through the theme of gaslighting.
‘Gaslighting’
Gaslighting here is understood as the authorities, agents in power deceiving people to make them
believe that they uphold their responsibilities, when they actually do not whilst belittling their people
in further advancing their agendas despite them.
Example 1’s quote (below) is taken from A.I UK’s conversational thread of the 6th of October 2020
telling the personal story of “Little Majella” who was killed during the Troubles by a British soldier
who has not faced justice despite the UK government apologising for her death in 2011. In this quote,
the Facebook commentator presents the British Government as deceptive by having conducted
“investigation and prosecution under the law” for “both Republican and loyalist” paramilitary forces
to create the impression that they upheld the rule of law yet failed to extend this to the families still
awaiting justice for crimes committed by “rogue British soldiers”. What makes this deception
particularly insidious in belittling the wider British public is that whilst further investigations against
British soldiers were never conducted, they brazenly subvert the rule of law in “seeking to give British
soldiers and security forces free reign to break the law and face no action”. This further suggests that
the British Government show no regard for the public’s expectation to have their “current cabal” act
with “integrity” and abide by “the rule of law”, thus treating the population with contempt when the
government invokes the rule of law in their justifications. This shows that justice for bereaved families
in conflicts caused by “rogue British soldiers” is secondary to the concerns of maintaining the UK’s
venerated institutions and appeasing the government’s loyal base. Moreover, their actions amount to a
consolidation of unrestrained state power by giving legal impunity to British soldiers and the broader
risks to civil liberties. As such, the British government gaslights its populations by obstructing justice
for the family of little Majella, and many others in Northern Ireland, whilst legitimising granting
immunity to British soldiers by virtue of its continued rhetorical deference to the values of rule of law.
Example 2 is drawn from A.I UK’s conversational thread of the 5 th of October 2020 reporting the
hypocrisy of British Home Secretary Priti Patel in not upholding her promises to implement a cultural
shift at the Home Office in the wake of the Windrush Scandal and unjust deportation of Commonwealth
citizens legally residents in the UK. Here, the Facebook commentator presents the British government
as ‘deceiving’ by attempting to “have a humane and effective policy” to create the impression that they
genuinely want to instil a culture change at the Home Office, thus showing they are proactive in
upholding their responsibilities. Yet they fail to do this by manufacturing a crisis over the issue of
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asylum seekers indulging in fearmongering in exaggerating the refugee inflows whereby the UK “take
far fewer than many smaller countries” which go against the very premise of a culture change at the
Home Office. This is particularly egregious in overriding the interests of their populations, in that by
manufacturing a crisis, they fail to uphold their broader responsibilities over their “failures with Covid
and Brexit” whilst further advancing their electoral agenda by distorting public mainstream dialogue in
“dog whistling” whereby “their supporters will lap this up”, thus appealing to popular xenophobia. As
such, the British Government pretends to uphold their responsibilities by creating a rhetoric of culture
change all the while shifting the goalpost of accountability by making the priority about doubling down
on ever more repressive policies, thus showcasing the lack of respect towards their populations in
furthering their ideological partisan agendas to further stifle and bypass critical voices.
Example 3 draws from A.I UK’s conversational thread of the 24th of September 2020 about the need
for US police reform following Breonna Taylor’s unlawful killing during a night-time police drug raid
on her home in Kentucky, against a wider backdrop of police brutality targeting African-American
communities. In their quote, the Facebook commentator identifies the US police as ‘deceptive’ by using
their profession of protecting the population from crimes justifying the killing of Breonna Taylor on the
basis of “intel they were acting on”. Yet, they abuse their functions by masking their police identity as
“plain clothes police” and “burst[ing] (my emphasis) into your house” unannounced. What makes this
deception particularly insidious is that whilst claiming that they acted on intelligence and conducted
their jobs in the interest of good police work, they are not respectful to the US citizens they are supposed
to protect by “dismiss[ing] (my emphasis)” Breonna’s demise as “killed by accident” whilst the police
officers in question “weren’t charged”, thus facing no legal consequences for their action and further
legitimising police repressive actions against African-Americans. As such, the US Police showcased
‘gaslighting’ through performatively invoking their mission statement of protecting and serving
American citizens whilst abusing their power in a racist double-standard which casts victims of police
brutality as either collateral damage or even deserving of their fate.
Example 4 draws from A.I UK’s conversational thread of the 23rd of September 2020 about the
Government’s response to the consultation on the UK’s Gender Recognition Act (GRA), which did not
go far enough in addressing the needs of transgender communities. In their quote, the Facebook
commentator identifies the British government as deceptive by holding a “consultation” which received
a response “supporting the changes” to the Gender Recognition Act giving more rights to transgender
communities. Yet, they only agreed to implement “very minor changes compared to what was
proposed”, and instead came across as “we have already made all the progress that needs to be made”.
What makes this deception particularly deleterious is the double-standard of the Conservatives claiming
that they have already made the progress by simple virtue of holding a consultation, whilst shoring up
the more politically expedient agenda of dissident “Tories” and powerful interest groups “wanting to
change direction” who seek to undo the progress made on trans-rights, whereby trans communities
continue to bear the brunt of government inactions. As such, the British Government showcased
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‘gaslighting’ through a performative gesture of holding a consultation on changes to the GRA,
positioning themselves as progressive agents, whilst harbouring underlying interests in not only stalling
further progress, but arguably calling into question GRA itself.
(1) “The terrorists, both Republican and loyalist were subject to investigation and prosecution
under the law; the point being that rogue British soldiers were not subject to investigation of
their actions and our current cabal are seeking to give British soldiers and security forces free
reign to break the law and face no action, hardly the actions of a government with integrity
and belief in the rule of law. Oh silly me they have themselves just voted to break the law”
(Conversation 2)
(2) “name..it is also a direct indictment of the failure of the government to have a humane and
effective policy to deal with asylum claims. We take far fewer than many smaller countries.
This is dog whistling of the worst kind in order to distract from their failures with Covid and
Brexit. Their supporters will lap this up. It’s despicable.” (Conversation 3)
(3) “I heard that they were plain clothes police. If someone burst into your house – because let’s
face it they probably didn’t ring the doorbell first – how would you react? I don’t condone
violence and find the idea of having guns in the house abhorrent nor do I believe in an armed
police force. But all that said, the police got it badly wrong including the ‘intel’ they were
acting on. Disgraceful that they weren’t charged and pretty heartless to dismiss that as ‘she
was killed by accident’.” (Conversation 15)
(4) “They’ve made very minor changes compared to what was proposed despite the consultation
response supporting the changes. There’s plenty of other evidence of the Tories wanting to
change direction on this and the statement reads differently in context. It is acting like we
have already made all the progress that needs to be made. We have not. And I don’t
understand what you’re waffling about with the rest of your post.” (Conversation 16)

Therefore, A.I UK’s Facebook commentators portray unaccountable power-holders through the
identification of gaslighting practices. Whilst relations of accountability are usually characterised by
relationships of mutually reinforcing interests between a principal authorising an agent to act in their
interests, this analysis demonstrates nonetheless, that people are recognising that power-holders’ whether the British government or the US police- towards their principals are becoming secondary to
the agent’s inner circles and indeed their own self-preservation which is often against the interests of
the populations they are deemed to be responsible to. Thus, by being able to recognise unaccountable
power-holders through their ‘gaslighting’ practices they emerge as counter-hegemonic publics.
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To conclude this part, A.I UK’s publics embody a structural public which congregate around shared
perceptions of injustices, as seen through their discourses of ‘entrenched violence’, ‘malevolent
violence’ and ‘complicity in crime’, further reinforced by shared perceptions of subservience as
demonstrated through the discourses of ‘social regression’ and ‘entrenched silence’. The structural
factors combined enable them to develop this awareness of common-fate, in that despite being not
directly affected by an injustice, they relate them to their personal experiences which is observed across
the conversational threads through the ways they perceive or understand these injustices. As such, this
distinction does not preclude developing a strong emotional connection and resonance with issues that
affect other people. With this sense of ‘togetherness’, what nurtures the argumentative potential of their
shared perceptions of injustices is through their ability to look for shared understandings in recognising
the true culprit. Surprisingly, whilst democratically-elected governments are conventionally understood
as being accountable to their populations, what these findings reveal, is that there is a common
realisation that populations have become the bystanders in witnessing Government favouring their
close-knit quasi-informal networks of allies and donors, thus raising further questions of how the
parameters of accountability are increasingly shifting towards defending the interests of elites. This
ascertains the ‘counter-hegemonic’ force that a revised contemporary public sphere embeds in A.I UK’s
conversational potential, alongside the two other social and discursive conversational forces at play in
a revised contemporary public sphere.
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Part III: Amnesty International UK’s Social Public
Having established the ‘critical’ conversational force that embodies a revised contemporary
transnational public sphere through the portrayal of a structural public, it is now important to move
onto the third element of the revised public sphere tapestry, namely the social public. This public is
particularly relevant because it embodies the normative disposition regulating the social relations in the
contemporary public sphere. Indeed, it was argued in previous theoretical chapters, that the normative
regulatory disposition necessary to nurture normative and virtuous behaviour in dialogue is
communicative visibility. In the bourgeois public sphere, it was argued that the pursuit of social
approbation was the key quality internalised by the bourgeois public in regulating the cultivation of
virtuous behaviour contributing to the maintenance of a social order free from violent conflicts.
Consequently, this social practice represents an important role as warranting the conversational
dynamic of the public sphere and most importantly reifying contemporary intersubjective relations,
especially in a contemporary environment where social media are seen through a fragmented lens
revealing multiple echo chambers.

Criterion 6: Communicative Visibility
This section uncovers the ways communicative visibility is enacted by participants to nurture the
conversational environment of the revised public sphere. Communicative visibility refers to the
normative regulatory disposition characterised by a gradual process of individual’s development
starting from a humble self and blossoming into an evolved self for intersubjective dialogue to take
place. On one hand, the former refers to the universal conception of individual’s vulnerability in
entering a process of ‘knowing’ by taking the other’s perspective reconfiguring the speaker’s interactive
act or gesture based on his interpretation which had been fuelled by his/her specific social experiences.
On the other, the latter refers to the recipient’s granting the speaker with the possibility to engage with
the world by eliciting a response combining the interactive acts or gestures with the internal structure
of language, which reflects the speaker’s normative expectations of being oriented towards reaching
mutual understanding.
However, as this criterion pertains to honing in on the intersubjective conversational dynamic taking
place on social media, it requires focus on the ‘text’ understood here in its written form as ‘utterance’
and in relation to previous ‘utterances’, as well as the organisation of these ‘utterances’ when analysed
together reflects an ongoing process of meaning-making. In order to understand the meaning-making
of these utterances and the extent to which communicative visibility is realised, this analysis will first
depart from isolating the process of ‘humble self’, by identifying markers of lexical cohesion,
understood here not as mental representations of ‘discourse’ but as specific textual items aimed at
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fulfilling a communicative potential rather than meaning potential (de Los Ángelez Gómez González,
2010). Given that the development of ‘humble self’ is rooted in ‘taking the perspective of the other’ by
reconfiguring the speaker’s interactive act or gesture based on her/his heteroglossic environment, it is
appropriate to only understand these textual items or ‘uttered words’ as signals of language fulfilling
the prospect of communicability. As such, as part of the ‘humble self’ the analysis will identify similar
‘uttered words’ from one utterance to the other as opposed to investigate the broader lexical meaning
of these uttered words to infer their similarity. This identification of textual markers represents the point
of departure for analysing the development of an evolved self.
It is important to note that the understanding of the development of the humble self is only interested
in textual markers of ‘lexical cohesion’. However, analysing the development of an evolved self requires
adopting a closer look at the functional configuration of the clause in order to uncover the elicitation of
the response reflecting the speaker’s normative expectations of being oriented towards reaching mutual
understanding, in particular focusing on the ‘clause as message’, in other words as a message structure
(Halliday, 2004). A message structure or a clause consists of a Theme followed and commented on by
a Rheme and the structure is expressed by the order – whatever is chosen as the Theme is put first. The
Theme is the element which serves as the point of departure of the message; it is that which locates and
orients the clause within its context (Halliday, 2004, p. 64). In other words, the theme refers to “what
the speaker is talking about” and the rheme means “what is said about the theme.” (Halliday, 2004, p.
64) The Subject is the typical thematic choice “unless there is good reason for choosing something else”
(Halliday, 2004, p. 73). See examples in Table (8) below:
Table 8: Halliday’s Message Structure

Theme

Rheme

The children

are playing hide and seek in the garden

In the garden

the children are playing hide and seek

Very carefully

the man took his son to the hospital

How he did it

is his own secret

The thing that frustrates me the most

is working in a hot desk environment

Given that the development of an evolved self requires the elicitation of a response which reflects the
normative expectations of the speaker oriented towards mutual understanding, it is important to identify
the ‘thematic progression’ (TP) of utterances. TP refers to the choice and ordering of utterances, namely
how these utterances develop the ideas they present in displaying cohesive ties, by connecting Theme
and Rhemes of preceding clauses in various ways. Drawing from Daneš’ framework (1974, p. 119) on
‘thematic progression’ describing three types of thematic progression from analysing scientific and
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other professional texts (linear progression, constant progression and TP with derived Theme), this
analysis will isolate the thematic structure involved in the ‘thematic progression’, in order to uncover
how the recipient elicits a response reflecting the speakers normative orientation and thus an evolved
self towards the development of communicative visibility. ‘Linear progression’ is where the Theme
relates to the Rheme of the preceding utterance, in other words, the Rheme portion of each sentence
becomes the Theme of the following clause. ‘Constant progression’ is where the same Theme appears
in a series of utterances. ‘Derived Themes’ refers to the topics of each sentence being individually
different, but are all derived from the same overarching Theme, or hyper-Theme or overall Theme of a
paragraph or text.
However, as spoken written texts mainly display use of ‘linear’ and ‘constant progression’
(Martinkova, 2013), it is adequate for the purpose of analysing online conversations on social media
displaying markers of face-to-face conversations to focus on ‘linear’ and ‘constant thematic
progression’. Incidentally, it has been observed that whilst some interactions would come across as
displaying communicative visibility by encompassing the required markers of lexical cohesion and
thematic progression, closer analysis on the thematic progression revealed the use of ‘derived themes’,
which analysed in the context of conversation displays an incoherent/off-topic direction, which whilst
displaying a tokenistic communicative visibility, may serve as deceiving the speaker in suggesting that
the recipient listened whereas in fact they did not. Finally, this analysis is only interested in looking at
the Theme and Rheme structure which signals the interpretation of the previous utterance, in starting
the elicitation of the response, as per the development of an evolved self requires. As such, it focuses
primarily on opening sentence, and disregards the interpersonal element of the utterance, such as callout, greeting, naming, praising. This analysis uncovered two main practices of communicative visibility
that Facebook commentators display on A.I UK’s conversational threads, namely ‘aestheticization’ and
‘resonance’.

‘Aestheticization’
Before demonstrating how ‘aestheticization’ is occurring in the two examples below, it is first important
to ground what reflects the development of a humble self, from which an evolved self can blossom.
Example 1: Conversation 3
(Speaker) Participant A: “I used to think (Signal) Theresa May (THEME) was the nastiest, most
illiberal and most incompetent Home Secretary in my lifetime (RHEME),. Enter Priti Bloodyawful
– “Hold my Beer!”
(Respondent) Participant B: Participant A I used to think (Signal) Amber Rudd (THEME) was
as racists and anti immigrant as it could get (RHEME). Priti is like a fictional villain!!”
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As mentioned before, the development of a ‘humble self’ which is rooted in taking the perspective of
the other by reconfiguring the speaker’s interactive act or gesture based on his heteroglossic
environment, can be analysed by identifying the same textual items/uttered words. In the first example,
“I used to think” acts as the reconfigured act of the speaker’s interactive gesture, in that instead of
literally repeating the same words, they are combined with ‘assumed’ elements of his heteroglossic
environment which makes him readjust his answer accordingly: “I used to think Amber Rudd” instead
of literally copying the speaker’s signal “I used to think Theresa May”, which demonstrates that
Participant B took ‘the perspective of’ Participant A, thus shedding light on her/his inherent potential
to orient her/himself towards the process of ‘knowing’, thus reinforcing inherent ‘humility’.
However, what makes this humble self turn into an evolved self is the quality of
‘aestheticization’. Indeed, ‘aestheticization’ refers to the quality of embellishing the process of eliciting
a response (Respondent) reflecting the speaker’s normative expectations towards reaching a mutual
understanding by repeating the orientational meaning of the speaker. This is observed above through
the markers of ‘Constant Progression’, where Participant A’s Theme “Theresa May” appears in
Participant B’s utterance as “Amber Rudd”, thus mirroring the same point of departure of the message.
As such, Participant B displays cohesive ties demonstrating that she/he is reflecting the speaker’s
normative expectations of reaching an understanding. What renders this evolved self aestheticized is
the Rheme which further textures the orientational meaning of the speaker by bringing further
evaluations through “Amber Rudd as racists and anti-immigrant as it could get”, which echoes and
embellishes the frustration exhibited by Participant A.
Example 2: Conversation 9
Participant E: “I love India (Signal) and to see its long-time wonderful democracy being cut to
pieces (THEME) is sickening (RHEME). Some states are event trying to rewrite the currently
accurate history books to suit their own purposes.
Participant F: “Today a verdict came in India (Signal). The Supreme Court of India (THEME)
has taken an anti-democratic stand (RHEME) The Right-Wing government is trying to turn secular
India into a Hindutva fascist India. What we hear today is not the histories we learned about the
freedom struggle. What is to be expected from a government that worships Godse, the terrorist who
shot and killed Gandhi.”

Example 2 above also demonstrates that the Facebook respondent displays communicative visibility
through the practice of ‘aestheticization’ that characterises her/his evolved self rooted in a humble self.
Here, “India” uttered by Participant E is reconfigured by Participant F by combining a representation
of their ‘assumed’ heteroglossic environment “today a verdict came in”, which demonstrates that
Participant F took ‘the perspective of’ Participant E, by reconfiguring her/his gesture based on her/his
unique interpretation. Indeed, one could imagine that “I love India” uttered by Participant E acted as a
point of entry for participant F to latch on Participant E’s signal, albeit reinterpreted based on his own
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heteroglossic environment/background. Here, the ability of Participant F demonstrates her/his inherent
potential to enter a process of knowing for the prospect of communicability to take place. Otherwise,
had Participant F uttered something off-topic, not demonstrating any lexical cohesion, it would bring a
dissonance to the interaction and forfeit his chance to yield the inherent vulnerability, namely the
humble self.
Whilst the prospect of communicability is grounded by the interactive dynamic between Participant
E and F, it does not suffice to demonstrate communicative visibility. However, what remains to
complete the cycle is the development of an evolved self through ‘aestheticization’. First, the evolved
self is observed through the markers of Constant Progression, where Participant E’s Theme “to see its
long-time wonderful democracy being cut to pieces” appears in Participant F’s “The Supreme Court of
India”, which mirrors the same point of departure of the message. Indeed, “The Supreme Court of
India” symbolises the institutionalisation of the rule of law and democratic values in India echoing the
previous speaker’s “long-time wonderful democracy”. As such, Participant F displays cohesive ties
demonstrating that she/he is reflecting the speaker’s normative expectations of reaching an
understanding. What renders this evolved self aestheticized is the Rheme which further textures the
orientational meaning of the speaker by refining India’s “sickening process” of “long-time wonderful
democracy being cut to pieces” as India taking “an anti-democratic stand” which neutralises E’s
emotional standpoint by more informatively mirroring Participant E’s dismay at the situation.

‘Resonance’
‘Resonance’ refers to the second quality/characteristic of amplifying the process of eliciting a response
(Respondent) reflecting the speaker’s normative expectations towards reaching a mutual understanding
by extending the orientational meaning of the speaker.
Example 3: Conversation 10
Participant A: “South Yorkshire Police (THEME) are our very own LA cops and the most
disgusting (Signal), corrupt force in the UK (RHEME). Orgreave, Hillsborough, and the
Rotherham abuse scandal come to mind.
Participant B: Participant A, Very valid point Steve, those incidents were disgusting (Signal) I
think a lot of what is wrong (ADJUSTED THEME) lies firmly in the hands of the management of
police than the police officers themselves (NEW RHEME) There is good and bad in all walks of
life and as a whole I support our police force though there is room for improvement. I hated
Maggie Thatcher for the way she changed the law and used the police to break the coal miners
strike, at the time I too was disgusted/ The tragedy at Hilsborough was just that a terrible tragedy.
The Rotherham abuse scandal was scandalous and should never have been allowed to happen I
think the majority of the police force share the same view”
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As was the case for the previous examples, it is important to first ground the communicability prospect
of the interactional dynamic between Participant B and Participant A by locating the textual markers of
lexical cohesion that act as the signals/gestures of a humble self. In Example 3 above, Participant A’s
signal of “disgusting” acts as a point of entry for Participant B to latch onto Participant A’s signal,
albeit reinterpreted based on her own heteroglossic environment as seen through “those incidents were
disgusting”. Indeed, whilst Participant A displayed disdain against the South Yorkshire Police through
“the most disgusting”, Participant B’s own perception of the issue makes her/him adjust the signal by
identifying incidents of abuse as “disgusting”. Consequently, the prospect of communicability, and a
humble self is warranted in this utterance.
Once a humble self is established, what makes Participant B show communicative visibility, is
her/his display of an evolved self

through ‘resonance’. Here, this is observed by the ‘Linear

Progression’ that Participant B enacts in internalising the Rheme of Participant A’s, namely “South
Yorkshire Police” into a Theme in her utterance, namely “a lot of what is wrong”, in order to create
cohesion. Indeed, when Participant B utters “a lot of what is wrong”, it demonstrates that he/she
‘conjectured’ the Rheme of the previous speaker, characterised by malpractice of corruption portrayed
in abuse scandals. By conjecturing, Participant B showcases that she/he internalised the meaning of
“are our own very own LA cops and the most disgusting corrupt force in the UK” as malpractice,
something “wrong”. What characterises this ‘resonance’, is the amplification that Participant B’s
Rheme displays as bringing further clarification and information through “lies firmly in the hands of the
management of police than the police officers themselves”, thus showcasing the development of
‘communicability’ into a deeper level of understanding, one which builds up the conversation for a
stronger communicative visibility to be displayed.
Example 4: Conversation 11
Participant A: “They should not send their children (Signal) here, I (THEME) would not part
with my child (Signal) (RHEME)
Participant B: Participant A, Loving your child (Signal) (ADJUSTED THEME) means you put
them first all the time, no matter how much pain that means for you (NEW RHEME) Saving your
child’s life is your only priority. Perhaps this is hard for us to understand and we can only see it
from where we are, in a privileged place of never having to make that choice. We should be
grateful and not judgemental. I stand in awe of what some of these people carry, what pain to
allow your child to be parted from you unsure if whether you will see them again. Hoping they
will be ok. Not knowing. Yes I stand in awe of them.

Example 4 above further reinforces the practice of ‘resonance’, that communicative visibility reflects.
Whilst primary clauses tend to be observed at the beginning of the utterance, in here the primary clause
that gives meaning Participant A’s utterance is “I would not part with my child”, in that without this
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clause, the speaker wouldn’t be able to understand why Participant A starts by making a presumptive
statement “They should not send their children here”. The markers of a ‘humble self’ can be observed
through Participant A’s signals of “children” and “Child” which act as a point of entry for Participant
B to latch on, albeit reinterpreted based on her/his own heteroglossic environment as seen through
“Loving your child”. Indeed, whilst Participant A seems to display an attachment to “children”,
Participant B reconfigures Participant A’s gesture as deeper interpretation of attachment, one which is
‘affective’ through “loving”. As such, Participant B fulfils the prospect of communicability, and a
humble self.
What makes Participant B, develops communicative visibility is an evolved self that he/she displays
through ‘resonance’. As for the previous example, this is observed through Linear Progression. Indeed,
Participant B internalises the Rheme of Participant A, notably “would not part with my child” into a
Theme in her/his utterance, namely through “Loving your child”. Indeed, it demonstrates that she/he
conjectured the Rheme of Participant A that presents her/his emotional standpoint of keeping your child
by your side in the midst of a conflict. In doing so, it demonstrates that she/he internalised the meaning
of “would not part with my child” as fundamentally driven by “love” for one’s child. What textures
this ‘resonance’ is the amplification that Participant B’s Rheme displays as bringing further clarification
onto the Theme, through “means you put them first all the time, no matter how much pain that means
for you”. As with the previous example, this highlights an emerging communicative visibility, whereby
the responding participant seeks to engage at a more profound and substantive level.
Therefore,

A.I

UK’s

Facebook

commentators

display

communicative

visibility

through

‘aestheticization’ and ‘resonance’ that were uncovered by locating markers of an humble self and
evolved self, key procedural requirements for communicative visibility to take place. Whereas
‘aestheticization’ is understood as a type of communicative visibility, it does not leave enough scope
for broadening the conversation, as opposed to ‘resonance’ which is by nature oriented to building the
conversation. The communicative visibility shown in the A.I UK’s conversational threads illustrate how
individuals enact this normative regulatory disposition necessary to nurture the conversational
environment that a revised public sphere requires. By extension, it offers further direction into
improving how individuals engage in online dialogue.
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Part IV: Amnesty International UK’s Discursive Public
Having uncovered the second public’s social condition that characterises the social normative
regulatory disposition that A.I UK’s commentators display online, it is now important to focus on the
discursive public that represents the final element of the transnational holistic public sphere’s
communicative environment by its potential of nurturing an inclusive ‘conversational’ dynamic. As
presented in Chapter 2, this ‘discursive’ quality was embedded in the rules of communication that
characterised the ‘inclusivity’ and ‘critical public sphere’, namely universality of access, singularity,
discursive equality, and critical rational communication. However, this thesis argued that despite
ensuring an inclusive and critical public sphere, it remained constrained by their own exclusionary traits
which led towards a revision of these rules of communication seeking to recover the inclusive scope
that Habermas sought to embed in the bourgeois public sphere. As such the revised discursive public
brought forth diversity (universality of access), multiplicity (singularity), discursive heterogeneity
(discursive equality). As such, the analysis will start by uncovering how the norm of multiplicity is
displayed by A.I UK’s Facebook commentators, in order to envision how they facilitate a conversational
dynamic. Nevertheless, it is important to note that diversity has not been applied as part of the
Faircloughian approach to positive discourse analysis. Indeed, as this norm of communication mainly
refers to individual’s personal characteristics which make up their identity, it cannot be observed on
social media, as the identity of commentators cannot be known. Nevertheless, as already presented in
the Case Study, A.I UK Facebook House Rules do emphasise that everybody is welcome. Consequently,
the basic requirements of ‘diversity’ are already warranted by A.I UK’s Facebook House Rules.

Criterion 7: Multiplicity
Multiplicity refers to the creation of alternative spaces for critical engagement where diverse publics
formed in response to dominant discourses and collective experiences have diverse values and rhetoric
to participate in these alternative spaces of engagement. This criteria ascertains that irrespective of
educational background, values, ways of self-expression, people can participate in the conversation.
Whilst this norm of communication is diffuse at its core in embracing the co-existence of diverse values
and rhetoric, what they nonetheless share is the alternative spaces for critical engagement. As such,
this analysis is interested in extracting these spaces for critical engagement whereas uncovering the
uniqueness of ‘individuality’ is not the purpose of this thesis. Multiplicity is not about classifying
individuals into opposing categories but about harnessing the emancipatory potential of conversations
by authorising different ways of expressing worldviews. What remains analytically insightful is the
ways that this variety of unique individualities come together in entering these alternative spaces of
critical engagement, especially when these individuals seem to be polarised. As such, what binds them
together is the shared ways they present their understanding of the world. In other words, how they
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display their social realities is paramount in yielding the emancipatory potential of social media, given
prevailing understandings of social media as being fragmented and polarised. It is important to reify the
inclusive component of the public sphere, in that the researcher is not expecting a singular critical and
rational bourgeois, but any individuals who may express their framing of understanding the world on a
particular issue.
In order to uncover how A.I UK’s Facebook commentators display their representations of social
realities, and subsequently how they create these alternative spaces of critical engagement, this analysis
draws from Halliday’s (2004) Clause as Representation. In the Clause as Representation, the
experiential structure of the clause is understood as: Process (Central Element/verbal group);
Participants (Peripheral/Nominal Group); Circumstance (Peripheral/Adverbial Group). Nevertheless,
depending on how one construes his experience, this structure will be adapted with a specific model of
schema for construing a particular domain of experience which is rendered possible by the grammatical
system of Transitivity. Indeed, the Transitivity System construes the world of experience into a
manageable set of Process Types as demonstrated below:
1- Material Process clause: this refers to clauses of doing-&-happening, which “construe a
quantum of change in the flow of events” (Halliday, 2004, p. 179). In a material process, the
key participants of the clause are the Actor and Affected. The Actor is understood as the source
of energy that brings about the change - the one who does the deed. However, material process
can also be intransitive where only the Actor and Process will be displayed. As such, when an
individual construes his experience with a material process, it is mainly to present what she/he
experiences as going on ‘out there’, in the world around us.

Transitive: The PhD student (Actor) completed (PROCESS) his thesis (Affected) in
the recommended time (Circumstance)
Intransitive: Lola (Actor) ran (PROCESS)
2- Mental Process clause: this refers to clauses of sensing, which “construe a quantum of change
in the flow of events in our own consciousness, in other words it is concerned with our
experience of the world of our own consciousness” (Halliday, 2004, p. 197). In a mental
process, the key participants of the clause are the Experiencer/Senser and the Phenomenon (that
which is felt, thought, wanted or perceived). As such, when an individual construes his/her
experience with a mental process, it is mainly to present what she/he experiences as going on
‘in there’, in her inner self (through emotions) or consciousness (through cognition,
perceptions) and as he/she pertains to a process flowing from one’s own consciousness or as
impinging on it, the Senser must be human, and entity endowed with consciousness or the
product of human consciousness, particularly as shown in example 5 below:
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1.She (Senser) was fascinated (PROCESS) by the colours of trees (Phenomenon).
2.She (Senser) remembered (PROCESS) the time when she passed her Viva.
3.What really irritates (PROCESS) me (Senser) is that the seagulls have no
understanding of personal space (Phenomenon)
4.I (Senser) regret (PROCESS) that I could not be there for your wedding
(Phenomenon)
5.This thesis (Senser) imagines (PROCESS) the contemporary public sphere as a
keystone that upholds the roof of the church (Phenomenon).
3- Relational Process: this refers to “clauses of being and having which serve to characterise and
to identify” (Halliday, 2004, p. 210). In other words, it is concerned with relating a fragment
of our experience of the world to another, which helps classify and categorise. There are three
types of relational processes: 1-intensive, 2-possessive, and 3-circumstantial. 1-Intensive
relations encompass two modes of ‘being’ attributive and identifying. The former refers to an
Attribute being ascribed to the Carrier which serves to characterise entities serving as the
Carrier. The latter refers to one thing has an identity assigned to it, in that one entity is being
used to identify (Identifier) another (Identified). 2- Possessive relations is about ownership, one
entity possessing another, albeit also in a broad generalised sense (containment, involvement).
3- Circumstantial relations refers to a relationship between the two terms which is one of time,
place, manner, cause, accompaniment, role, matter and angle. As such, when individuals
construe their experience of the world, they mainly present what they experience as going on
in the world around us as in terms of ascribing a characteristic or value which facilitates a more
‘simplified’ ‘rounded’ perception of the representation of the world.
1-Intensive: Attributive Relation
-These dinosaurs (Carrier) were (PROCESS) the longest to live on earth (Attribute)
-11% of the British population (Carrier) is vaccinated (Attribute)

1-Intensive: Identifying Relation
-Research (Identified) suggests (PROCESS) that the new vaccine provides 85% of
immunity (Identifier)
-Today’s meeting (Identified) represents (PROCESS) the last chance for a
compromise (Identifier)
-Tom (Identified) is (PROCESS) the treasurer (Identifier)
-It (Identified) is (PROCESS) here (Identifier) that I lost my sunglasses. (Note: The
value of ‘here/the place where I am standing’ is assigned to ‘it’ the act of losing my
sunglasses)
-The villain (identifier) is Henry (Identified)
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2-Possessive
-Emily (Identified) has (PROCESS) a piano (Identifier): (Note: Emily is identified as
one of the people who has a piano)

3-Circumstantial:
-My thesis (Identified) is about (PROCESS) the development of a transnational public
sphere (Circumstance/Identifier)
-The victims of knife crimes (Carrier) are (PROCESS) mostly from economically
deprived areas (Circumstance/Attribute)
-The journey from South of England to the South of France (Carrier) takes
(PROCESS) about 12 hours (Circumstance/Attribute)

4- Existential Process: this refers to “the process of representing that something exists or happens”
(Halliday, 2004, p. 256). They serve to introduce information and phenomenon. They tend to
be characterised by the word “there” which acts as a feature of existence but does not have any
representational function. As such, when an individual construes his experience with an
existential process, it is mainly to present what she/he experiences as going on in the world
around us, as ‘existential’, by which phenomena of all kinds are simply recognised to ‘be’
-There is snow outside
-There was confusion about the next steps to undertake
-On the wall of the house hangs a painting.
-There is somebody outside waiting for you.
As such, Transitivity Processes refer to representational processes of meaning at the level of the clause,
in that when individuals express themselves through Transitivity, they display a particular
representational meaning of their social reality, or how they perceive the world. Whilst the analysis
does not focus on deriving meaning from the sub-types of each Transitivity Process laid out above, it
remains nonetheless important to visualise them as they act as a referential tool in the analysis
confirming whether the utterances throughout were coded right, as at times, one could confuse a
relational process for a material one. Indeed, in the example “this house was flooded”, one could at first
sight interpret a ‘material process’ turned into passive voice. Nevertheless, this sentence is actually
construing experience as a relational process, in that the house is identified as “being flooded”.
Incidentally, note that the examples above are mainly representative examples, and at times it is up to
the researcher depending on the context to decide whether it should be classified as ‘material’,
‘relational’, ‘mental’ and ‘existential’.
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In order to uncover how A.I UK’s Facebook commentators display a shared way/tendency of
understanding the world, or talking about an issue, this analysis has coded (using Halliday’s Transitivity
System) all of the utterances of the 20 conversational threads which talk about the issue, and disregarded
the utterance which called out on the inappropriateness of participants, or utterly off-topic. The reason
for these exclusions is that in order to unpack the ways that Facebook commentators represent their
shared worldview, one needs to depart from the understanding that they share a worldview in the first
place. For instance, the analysis is not interested here in extracting how they represent their worldview
about addressing one another, as it mainly pertains to the intersubjective/interpersonal dynamic which
brings no insight into the shared representations of worldviews necessary for creating spaces for critical
engagement. As such, utterances which compliment, or insult participants have not been included. For
the purpose of uncovering the ways participant represent their experience of the world, the analysis only
focused on coding the primary clauses of the utterance, as they lead the others, in that the others would
be incomplete in meaning without them. In the examples below, the primary clauses are marked with
‘[……]’ and the Processes are bold. Incidentally, as the utterances reflect a tendency of ‘spoken
language’, it does not neatly display the experiential structure of the clause. This is understood as:
Process (Central Element/verbal group); Participants (Peripheral/Nominal Group); Circumstance
(Peripheral/Adverbial Group). At times, the Circumstance is observed later in the utterance, outside of
the Primary Clause. In the case of Relational Clauses, their relational processes do not augment with
Circumstances.
The analysis demonstrates that the way A.I UK commentators make a ‘proposition about the world’
or ‘express their worldviews’ is through two main shared ways: pragmatism and conjecture.
‘Pragmatism’
Pragmatism is understood as the individual’s capacity to express his/her understanding of a social
reality in terms of informational dynamic where the world is understood in terms of engagement with
the detailed and practical vision of phenomenon. This has mainly been observed through the use of
‘material’ and ‘mental’ processes which enabled Facebook commentators to display a processual
understanding of the issues in that they engaged in a descriptive, sequential understanding of a particular
issue as demonstrated through the 4 examples below.
1. “a crime against humanity…[Many many Australians (Key actor) are still fighting and
advocating to have refugees released from indefinite detention (Circumstance)…] It’s a place
that kills the soul. Please read Behrouz’s Book – No Friend but the Mountains” (Conversation
8)
This quote above happens in the context of AI UK’s Facebook posting about the British Home
Secretary, Priti Patel’s offshore asylum proposal pointing out at the inhumanity of such proposals. The
primary clause is characterised by an intransitive ‘material process’, in which the key participant of the
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clause is the Actor through “many many Australians” and the Circumstance through ‘”to have refugees
released”. Owing to this ‘material process’, the Facebook commentator, construes his presentation of
the issue by describing Australians as “fighting and advocating”, giving practical insights onto the
issue, in that she/he presents the process of ‘doing’. However, what infuses this process as pragmatic,
is the ‘circumstance’ which helps decipher the orientational meaning of this process of ‘doing’. Indeed,
without the circumstance, one may ask the question: what do you mean? But the circumstance acts as a
prism towards the orientational meaning of the Facebook follower, which is not directly/literally
accessible to the reader in providing the tool to think in terms of practical consequences and/or
implications. Indeed, if “many many Australians are still fighting and advocating to have refugees
released from indefinite detention”, it implies that the Facebook commentator presents “indefinite
detention” as an affront, thus shedding light on the willingness of the Facebook commentator to not
only provide us with his practical perception of the social reality, but also his practical ‘understanding’.
In other words, the circumstance gives the meaning of ‘understanding’ to the practical reality that she/he
displays.

2. “[Some people spend every penny they have to give their child a better chance with education]
[while others spend their money down the pub]” (Conversation 13)

This quote above was uttered in the context of AI UK’s posting about its ‘Rise Up Program’ aimed at
training the youth to human rights campaign in promoting a teenager have benefited from the program.
This utterance’s primary clause is characterised by a transitive ‘material process’, in which the key
participants of the clause are the Actor “Some people” and the Affected “every penny they have” as
well as the Circumstance through “to give their child a better chance with education”. Owing to this
‘material process’, the Facebook commentator construes his/her presentation of the issue by describing
“Some people” as “spending every penny they have”, giving practical insights onto his/her perception
of his/her social reality and the issue, in that she/he presents further insights into what happened for the
teenager to benefit from such opportunities. However, what infuses this process as pragmatic, is the
‘circumstance’ which helps decipher the orientational meaning of this process of ‘doing’. As mentioned
before, the circumstance acts as a prism towards to the orientational meaning of the Facebook follower,
in providing the tool to think in terms of practical consequences and/or implications. Indeed, if “some
people spend every penny they have to give their child a better chance with education”, it implies that
the Facebook commentator presents “giving their child a better chance with education” as a virtuous
behaviour, thus shedding light on the willingness of the Facebook follower to not only provide us with
his practical perception of the social reality, but also his practical ‘understanding’.
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3. “I am just one person. Amnesty is a major organisation with years of experience of fighting
injustice. If the police officers who have shot dead people like Breonna Taylor, black unarmed
and asleep in her bed are ever brought to trial (Circumstance), [I (Senser) ’m sure they will get
a fair trial which is more than their victims got (Phenomenon)]!” (Conversation 15)
This quote above is taken from AI UK’s post about the police brutality in the US with the case of
Breonna Taylor being killed as a result. The utterance’s primary clause is characterised by a ‘mental
process’ of cognition, “ ‘m sure” whereby the Phenomenon “they will get a fair trial which is more
than their victims got!” is realised by a clause denoting a fact, in that it acts as a proposition/proposal.
Owing to this ‘mental process’, the Facebook commentator construes his/her presentation of the issue
by describing what she/he experiences as going on ‘in there’, in her/his consciousness giving subjective
practical insights onto her/his social reality and the issue, in that she/he presents further insights into
what could potentially ‘happen’ to the police officers who killed Breonna. However, what infuses this
process as pragmatic, is the ‘circumstance’ which helps decipher the orientational meaning of this
process of ‘sensing’. As mentioned before the circumstance acts as a prism towards the orientational
meaning of the Facebook follower, in providing the tool to think in terms of practical consequences
and/or implications. Indeed, if “she/he is sure they will get a fair trial […] if the police officers are ever
brought to trial”, it implies that the Facebook commentator regards “are ever brought to trial” as the
possibility they will be any way immune from trial, thus shedding light on the willingness of the
Facebook follower to not only provides us with his/her practical perception of social reality, in that
“they will get a fair trial” but also his practical ‘understanding’ in that practically speaking, they are
already likely to be immune from trial.

4. “Name, [the Atomic Bomb (Affected) was only dropped by white men (Actor)]. The
Holocaust and Stalinist Purges were carried out by white men. Never mind, eh? Must be what
they call white privilege. The white privilege to massacre millions of people (Circumstance)
(Conversation 10)

As in the previous example, this quote is taken from A.I UK’s post about police brutality in the US,
where the Facebook follower here is trying to explain what white privilege is about, in not having gone
through the historical sufferings experienced by minority groups. Here, the utterance’s primary clause
is characterised by a transitive ‘material process’, albeit passivized in which the key participants of the
clause are the Actor “white men” and the Affected “the Atomic Bomb”. Whilst in previous examples,
the circumstance tended to be part of the Primary Clause, thus reflecting a perfect experiential structure
deemed of written language, it is not the case in this utterance as it reflects spoken language. Indeed, in
order to fully understand the utterance, and the orientational meaning attached to the practical reality
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that depicts the Facebook follower through “The Atomic Bomb was only dropped by white men”, one
must locate the Circumstance somewhere else in the clause. As marked in the example above, the
Circumstance here “to massacre millions of people” , part of a minor clause that daily spoken language
would usually depict. Indeed, having this Circumstance, it is now possible to see what infuses the
process of ‘doing’ exemplified by ‘white men dropped the bomb’, by providing the tool to think in
terms of practical consequences and/or implications. Indeed, if “The Atomic Bomb was only dropped
by white men to massacre millions of people”, it means that the Facebook follower presents the
“massacre of millions of people” as a horrific consequence conducted by white men who were in an
advantageous position, thus shedding light on the willingness of the Facebook commentator to not only
provide us with this practical perception of social reality, but also his practical understanding, in that
his ‘understanding’ of the issue in terms of implications enables the ‘texturing’ of his/her practical
reality.
Hence, this analysis demonstrated that Facebook followers displayed a shared pragmatic perception of
the way they talk about an issue, by infusing their presentation of their ‘practical reality’, mainly
conducted through ‘mental’ and ‘material’ processes with an ‘understanding’ reflecting the application
of an orientational meaning to think in terms of consequences/implications.

‘Conjecture’
Whilst A.I UK’s Facebook commentators display a ‘shared pragmatic perception’ which characterises
one alternative space of critical engagement in which they can exchange a wide range of worldviews
irrespective of their values and virtuous behaviour, they also display a second alternative space for
critical engagement, characterised by a ‘shared conjectural perception’. This is understood here as the
process of simplifying the social reality in mainly making/ generalising relations between an entity and
the other. As such, it reflects less of an informational dynamic but more of a ‘generalised’ ‘simplified’
representation of how they understand the world. This has mainly been observed through the use of
‘relational’ processes which enabled Facebook commentators to display a ‘simplified’ understanding
of the issues in that they engaged in characterising and identifying the issue at hand, as demonstrated
through the 4 examples below:
1. “[Treating people who have fled war, persecution and poverty in this manner (Carrier) is
despicable and inhumane (Attribute)]. There but for fortune…”
This quote above is taken from A.I UK’s Facebook conversational thread about the British Home
Secretary’s’ offshore asylum proposal whereby the Facebook commentator is displaying disdain against
such proposal. Here, the utterance’s primary clause is characterised by ‘relational process’, whereby the
key participants of the clause are the Carrier “Treating people who have fled war, persecution and
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poverty in this manner” and the Attribute “despicable and inhumane”. By attributing a value to the
practice of “treating people” who have gone through horrendous sufferings, the Facebook commentator
construes her/his presentation of the issue by relating a ‘fragment’ of what he understands about the
issue, to another, simplifying her/his representation of the world. In other words, what she/he
understands as being “despicable and inhumane” is the same to “treating people who have fled war,
persecution and poverty in this manner”, thus rendering it ‘conjectural’. Indeed, as opposed to a
‘pragmatic representation’ of the world, the Facebook commentator does not give any practical insights
into her/his perception of reality, nor an ‘understanding’, which makes her/him give off the impression
as displaying a representation of her/his understanding of the issue as the categorical ‘sum of its parts’
without delving any deeper into the interplay between the various components or complexities, thus
representing the issue in its broad, simplified form.

2. “[There are plenty of uk citizens who want a better life (Existent)]. Think about the
working families in areas like Teeside, Barnsley, Morecambe, burnley and stoke etc who
survive on zero hours contracts, rely on food banks and ewat left overs at work. Uk citizens
want a better life. We have 128000 homeless children. We need to sort the country out
before we welcome more people to join in the misery.”

This quote above occurred in the same context mentioned previously about the offshore asylum
proposal. Whereas the previous example demonstrated a more conventional use of ‘relational
processes’, the utterance’s primary clause instead displays an ‘existential process’, whereby the key
participant is the Existent “plenty of uk citizens who want a better life”. Here “there” indicates the
feature of existence and no representational function but allowing the Facebook commentator to prepare
for something that is about to be introduced mainly, the following clauses “Think about the working
families […]”. By using an ‘existential’ process, the Facebook commentator represents her/his
understanding of the issue as a ‘state of affairs’ which has no scope for deniability, in that it is hardly
questionable. As such, it allows the participant to convey a complex issue in very simple terms,
rendering it conjectural.

3. “[In fact an 18 year old (Identified) is at peak complex problem solving skills (Identifier)]
and it gradually goes down with age. Talk for yourself”
This quote above was uttered in the context of AI UK’s posting about its ‘Rise Up Program’ aimed at
training the youth to human rights campaign in promoting a teenager have benefited from the program.
In this utterance, the key participants of the primary clause are the Identified “In fact an 18 year old”
and the Identifier “at peak complex problem solving skills” which are connected by the relational
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process “is”. Here, by ascribing the characteristic of ‘problem-solver’ through “at peak complex
problem solving skills” to “an 18 year old”, the Facebook commentator provides a generality of the
18-youth, which demonstrates the simplified way that she/he represents the understanding of the issue,
and in turn the way he construes her/his understanding of the world.

4. “[Name Kent (Identified) have been overwhelmed with unaccompanied child migrants
(Identifier)]. According to reports they cannot take anymore. Yes the campaign is about
allowing close families of these unaccompanied children into the country but that will
encourage more people to ‘post’ their children off to Britain regardless of the risks to their
safety. So this is the obvious reason why the British Government have imposed these rules.
To protect vulnerable chilsten and stop their parents exploiting them”.

This utterance above reflects the concern about one Facebook commentator in the context of the UK’s
handling asylum seekers. Here the primary clause displays an unconventional passivized relational
process which could at first be understood as a ‘material process’. However, here the “overwhelmed
with unaccompanied child migrants” is what identifies the Identified “Kent”. As the previous examples
such utterance gives off the impression that the Facebook commentator, presents the way she/he
understands the issue, in a very crude and simplified manner, which whilst depicting “Kent” as a ‘war
zone’ holding the fort, does not give any practical insights about the issue, thus rendering his
understanding of the issue, and subsequent reality as conjectural.
Hence, this analysis demonstrated that Facebook followers displayed a ‘shared conjectural perception’
of the way they talk about an issue making up the second alternative space for critical engagement by
‘simplifying’ the way they understanding their reality and subsequent issues, which was mainly
conducted through ‘relational’ and ‘existential’ processes.

Therefore, A.I UK Facebook commentators enact two alternative spaces of critical engagement: shared
‘pragmatic’ and ‘conjectural’ perceptions of the way they construe their understanding of the world.
Whilst these spaces of critical engagement did not delve into the specific identities enacted in these,
unveiling these shared representations of worldviews was nonetheless important to stress the
‘inclusiveness’ of the revised contemporary public sphere, in that it provides spaces for unique identities
to take part and exchange their ideas, opinions on a particular issue, thus embracing ‘multiplicity’ even
though they may be in disagreement or very polarized. As such, through the ‘shared representations of
worldviews’, the inclusive quality of the revised contemporary public sphere in allowing anybody to
take part in the conversation is universalised.
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Criterion 8: Discursive Heterogeneity
In order to demonstrate how A.I UK’s Facebook conversational threads can be understood as a
contemporary transnational public sphere, this section will uncover how A.I UK embraces discursive
heterogeneity. Whereas the Habermasian public sphere adopted the principle of ‘discursive equality’,
whereby the bourgeois public needed to remain impartial in leaving identity and status behind as it
could undermine the argumentative and subsequent rational outcome of conversations, it was argued
that such understanding of ‘equality’ was rooted in inequalities of white male and wealthy privilege,
which instead of nurturing the argumentative dialogue, constrained it. As such, it was argued that
embracing an externalisation of identity and status would not only reflect a more attuned understanding
of societies in including socially diverse participants with social and cultural differences but would also
be desirable in enriching the argumentative dynamic, thus achieving greater deliberative potential
without necessarily falling into the premises of strategic or manipulative conversations. Nevertheless,
it does not guarantee that all individuals would feel confident in participating in the dialogic dynamic.
As such it was further argued that connectivity understood as the experience of vivid emotional
awareness when partaking in friendly exchanges nurture a safe interactive environment before entering
the dialogue. As such, discursive heterogeneity warranted by connectivity emerged as the revised rule
of communication of the contemporary public sphere. However, as connectivity pertains to a sort of
‘entry-familiarity’ happening before the dialogue takes places, this cannot possibly be observed on A.I
UK Facebook page owing to the fact that it implies that many interactions occur offline and also bears
noting that many people who interact do so as strangers.
In order to uncover how discursive heterogeneity is enacted on A.I UK’s conversation threads, the
Faircloughian analytical tool of ‘style’ was selected as the most appropriate tool to understand the
various personalities that are at play on these conversational threads. Styles are the “discoursal aspect
of ways of being”, how individuals identify themselves, what makes up their agency (Fairclough, 2003,
p. 159). Whilst individuals realise various ‘styles’ when they communicate, namely through specific
vocabulary and linguistic features, such as the use of ‘hyperbolic’ language or the use of specific speech
sounds, it is not enough in pointing out the type of person they are at a particular moment. For instance,
a person texturing his/her language with insults throughout a conversation represents a facet forming
an individual’s distinctive character helping negotiate the interpersonal scope of a conversation.
However, this facet does not shed light into the individual’s way of negotiating how they convey their
representation of the world, which is important in illuminating the identity of an individual. This
especially so in the context of the public sphere where the identities of participants are essential in
nurturing conversations as mentioned before. As such, ‘styles’ understood as vocabulary or speech
sounds are not enough in determining the identity of a participant at a specific moment. Rather, they
need to be understood as the ‘flavouring’ element of individual’s ways of negotiating how they convey
their representation of the world. In other words, the aesthetics ‘flavours’ the substance. For instance, a
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person may often use insulting language, but it is the conveying of the message that orients the listener
to a more attuned understanding of their identity. As such, the analysis of discursive heterogeneity
focuses on this interplay of ‘styles’ as substance and aesthetics, in seeking to uncover a more accurate
portrayal of Facebook’s commentators projected identities. By extension, the analysis discarded
comments which do not display this interplay; indeed not every participant projects their identity when
they speak.
In order to grasp Facebook followers’ identities, Fairclough orients towards the analysis of
‘epistemic modality’ coded in the examples below as ‘MODALITY’ and ‘evaluation’ as
‘EVALUATION’. The former refers to the judgments of belief and obligation that speakers and writers
attach to utterances, with respect to what is true, signalling factuality, degrees of certainty or doubt,
vagueness, possibility, necessity, and permission and obligation. As such, the analysis entails
identifying markers of modality, such as modal verbs (can, will, may, might, must, would, should
etc…), modal adverbs such as ‘certainly’, participial adjectives such as ‘required’, mental processes
clauses such as ‘I think’ as well as modal adjectives such as ‘possible’ or ‘probable’ and verbs of
appearance (seem-appear). The latter refers to what authors commit themselves to with respect to what
is desirable or undesirable, good or bad (evaluation), which tend to be realised as relational processes,
such as ‘this book is good’, whereby ‘good’ identifies ‘book’. These two analytical tools served to
ground the ‘style’ as substance.
The analytical tools used to ‘flavour’ this substance are rooted in a more crude understanding of
identity focusing mainly on the elements which favour an interactional dynamic. The elements which
fulfil the function of activity exchange are the grammar structure, exclamative and in the semantic
relations, lexical metaphors as well as ‘deontic modality’ and ‘soft epistemic modality’. These are coded
throughout as ‘INTERPERSONALITY’. ‘Deontic modality’ means that the speaker “intervene[s] in
the speech event by laying obligations and necessities or giving permission” (Downing & Locke, 1992,
p. 382), as in ‘one must look into this matter in detail’, ‘this experiment should be repeated’. It is usually
identified with modal verbs but fulfil a deontic function.
This analysis uncovers six main ways that Facebook commentators negotiate how they convey their
representation of the world in projecting their “ways of being”, their discursive identities, through
‘fervour’, ‘derision’, ‘mockery’, ‘wisdom’, ‘punditry’ and ‘sympathy’.

‘Fervour’
First, the analysis demonstrates that Facebook commentators display a ‘fervent’ identity, which is
understood here as the attitude of being deeply committed to a personal identity or belief. As such,
‘being fervent’ not only denotes the quality of ‘commitment’ but also displays the quality of
‘resoluteness’ which indicates the degree of ‘commitment’.
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First, the quality of ‘commitment’ was demonstrated through the recurrent use of ‘evaluation’ which
as presented earlier, refers to what authors commit themselves to with respect to what is
desirable/undesirable or good/bad in a vociferous manner, which have been coded below as ‘explicit’
in that the meaning is clearly realised in the wording. For instance, Example 1 demonstrates that the
Facebook participant is firmly entrenched in voicing what he/she deems ‘bad’ or ‘undesirable’ by
declaring “Brexit Tories” are “Cruel” and “Heartless”. This pattern of firm entrenchment is
observable in the other examples where, the phrase “I am not in favour” (Example 3) suggests that the
participant does not condone the Australian policy of offshoring, processing and assessing asylum
claims, as well as “uncontrollable influx” (Example 4) which implies that the participant is committed
to revealing his judgment on the influx of asylum seekers as being “uncontrollable”.
What ‘flavours’ the quality of ‘commitment’ in giving full meaning to a ‘fervent’ identity is
‘resoluteness’ which is demonstrated through the use of ‘deontic modality’ in all examples, namely
“has to go”, “need to change”, “should deport” “should seek” “should be giving”. Here, modal verbs
‘need’, ‘should’ and ‘has to’ signal that participants encode their commitment by ‘deeply’ binding
themselves to the obligation or necessity to act. Whilst this deontic modality in Examples 1 and 4
reinforces the ‘explicit evaluation’, in other words the ‘firmly entrenched voice’ of the participants, in
Examples 2, 3 and 5, it colours the meaning of the ‘explicit evaluation’. Indeed, in Example 3 the
participant leads with the ‘explicit evaluation’ “I am not in favour” when referring to Australia’s
offshore processing of asylum claims and the UK considering this approach. At first glance, it could
appear as if he/she is against this on humanitarian grounds, however he/she follows this evaluation with
the deontic modality of “instead, we should deport…rapists, grooming gangs” which reveals the
orientational nature of his/her evaluation of Australian asylum policy, which is oppositional in so far as
it is deemed insufficient in deporting all those deemed undesirable. Incidentally, this example is
particularly telling as it reinforces the importance of analysing participant’s identity in terms of their
‘flavour’ and ‘substance’. Without the interpersonal scope of the utterance realised through ‘the
flavour’, it fails to adequately portray the identity of participants.
(1) “And people voted for these Cruel Heartless ‘Brexit Tories’ (EVALUATION: Explicit). Bojo is
killing people he has to go (INTERPERSONALITY: Deontic Modality)”. (Conversation 10)
(2) “name times change, laws and rules need to (INTERPERSONALITY: Deontic Modality)
change. UK can’t take the whole world, we need to be very selective (EVALUATION: Explicit)
because for 23 years we most definitely haven’t been, if we had, if we had been more careful
Blair onwards then we could be more relaxed about it now” (Conversation 3)
(3) “Offshored, processed, and given asylum in Australia. I am not in favour (EVALUATION:
Explicit) of the UK copying this. Instead, we should deport (INTERPERSONALITY: Deontic
Modality) all those who come by boat plus all the rapists etc who are still here due to be deported
but haven’t been, including some of the rapists in the grooming gangs” (Conversation 8)
See Quote 4 and 5 on the next page...
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(4) “Name, they should seek (INTERPERSONALITY: Deontic Modality) asylum in the first safe
country they reach. Not continue to Britain for our benefits!!What do you suggest to stop this
uncontrollable influx (EVALUATION: Explicit)?” (Conversation 8)
(5) I’m surprised (EVALUATION: Explicit) the Co-operative Bank are getting involved with any
protests. They should be giving (INTERPERSONALITY: Deontic Modality) their savers some
returns instead” (Conversation 14)

Therefore, A.I UK’s Facebook commentators project a ‘fervent’ discursive identity when conveying
their representation of the world which is important in revealing the wider discursive heterogeneity that
the contemporary public sphere encompasses.

‘Derision’
This second discursive identity which appears throughout A.I UK’s conversational threads is one of
‘derision’. Indeed, ‘derision’ is understood as an attitude whereby a participant signals a deep-seated
contempt (commitment) towards a person, situation or event. At its core, this encompasses a disdainful
rejection (disdain) of a given reality. This is demonstrated through lexical metaphors, which can be
understood as a meaning not being realised in the wording, in that there is a metaphorical movement
from a literal to a new, figurative meaning. In other words, one word with its own literal meaning is
used to express a new figurative meaning. By using a lexical metaphor, participants signal a rejection
by projecting a figurative image reflecting their disdain. Whilst under the previous criteria, ‘fervent
identity’ both ‘flavour’ and ‘substance’ were separately coded and analysed through ‘evaluation’ as
well as ‘interpersonal grammatical tools’ respectively, the use of lexical metaphors here shrouds the
implicit ‘commitment’ coded as ‘EVALUATION’ that speakers and writers attach to utterances with
respect to what is desirable or undesirable. Nevertheless, the lexical metaphors do highlight ‘the disdain’
inherent to ‘derision’ coded as ‘INTERPERSONAL’, the expression of which evokes the participant’s
implicit ‘commitment to rejection’ as demonstrated in the following examples. Hence, lexical
metaphors fulfil both the aspect of ‘commitment’ (substance) and the aspect of ‘interpersonality’
(flavour).
Example 1 uses the lexical metaphor through the phrase “warped back to an age”, whereby ‘warp
back’s literal meaning of ‘bent or twisted out of shape’ is used here to express ‘disdain’ through the
figurative meaning of ‘time-travelling to a bygone era’ “where criminals were deported to Australia”,
in other words to a time where such violent and barbaric practices, namely expressed through the setting
up of Australian penal colonies were deemed acceptable. As such, the lexical metaphor explicitly
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renders manifest the participant’s ‘disdain’ towards the broader situation, thus compounding his/her
rejection and ultimately ‘derision’.
Example 2 uses the lexical metaphor realised through the lexime “erase” and coloured by
“magically”. Here, the use of the adverb adds additional meaning on “erase” whose literal meaning of
‘removing’ is used to express ‘disdain’ through the figurative meaning carried by the word “magically”
in giving his metaphorical expression. Indeed, “magically” suggests the act of ‘crudely cancelling out’
through the image of a magic wand being waved at the issue of ‘racism’ making it disappear. In doing,
this participant is being ‘disdainful ‘of the previous participant’s naivety and denial on the issue of
racism and police brutality in the United States.
The following three examples all compound a ‘rejection’ of a given state of affairs with a lexical
metaphor which render manifest the participant’s ‘disdain’, in bestowing a particular level of harshness
to it. For instance, “jumped on the bandwagon” in Example 4 highlights a perceived cynicism and
opportunism and “underbelly” in Example 3 reinforces a perception of the British Conservative
government as monstrous.

(1) “In complete shock when this headline broke! I thought I had time warped back to an age
(EVALUATION +INTERPERSONAL) where criminals were deported to Australia. Utterly
shameful” (Conversation 8)
(2) “racisms is a problem with the American police, to deny that is completely delusional and
blind to racism on the whole. That Black cops kill Black people doesn’t magically erase
(EVALUATION+INTERPERSONAL) the problems of racism with police, a Black cop is still a
cop and police brutality is still a problem regardless of the officers race. Racism within the
American police and justice system includes policies and laws that target Black communities,
stats on sentences and prison populations that show significant racial differences. Violence is
a problem among many others, this is literally about police violence” (Conversation 10)

(3) “Priti Patel’s speech on the UK’s ‘broken’ asylum system is one of the ugliest & most sinister
any British politician has made in many years. It really does spell out the direction of travel,
in appealing to the Faragist/fascist underbelly inside and outside the Tory
(EVALUATION+INTERPERSONAL)” (Conversation 3)
(4) “name The people’s energy company have also jumped on the bandwagon
(EVALUATION+INTERPERSONAL)” (Conversation 14)

(5) “Name, not just erosion of civil liberties they are showing utter disdain and crushing
(EVALUATION+INTERPERSONAL) dissident voices with barbarity” (Conversation 9)
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Therefore, A.I UK’s Facebook commentators project a ‘derisive’ discursive identity, when conveying
their representation of the world adding to the diverse ‘identities’ that compose the contemporary public
sphere.

‘Mockery’
Similar to ‘derision’, ‘mockery’ is the third type of discursive identity that Facebook commentators
display on A.I UK’s conversation threads. Whilst ‘mockery’ embodies the notion of contemptuous
language or disdain, what makes it different to ‘derision’ is the ‘teasing’ aspect associated with it. As
was the case for ‘derision’, the contemptuous nature of ‘mockery’ is demonstrated through lexical
metaphors, in reflecting the participant’s implicit ‘commitment’ that speakers and writers attach to
utterances with respect to what is desirable/undesirable and good/bad coded throughout as
‘EVALUATION’. As such, the lexical metaphor mainly fulfils the ‘substantial’ element of identity.
What ‘flavours’ this ‘mocking’ identity is the strong interpersonal element involved in ‘mockery’,
defined by its ‘teasing’ aspect when using rhetorical strategies coded throughout as
‘INTERPERSONAL’. Incidentally, if one were to remove the indicators of rhetorical strategies from
the utterances below, the utterances would end up displaying an apparent ‘derisive identity’ instead.
The analysis uncovered four main types of rhetorical strategies:
(1) Minor clauses – are characterised by an unconventional grammatical structure, which is
not represented by the Mood (Subject-Verbal group) + Residue (Predicator and/or
Complement and/or Adjunct) structure, representing verbal gestures through exclamations,
calls, greetings, and alarms such “Fire!”, “Welcome!” “You There” as well as “yes”,
“mmh”, “aha”, sure” which serve to ensure the continuity of the interaction (Halliday,
2004, p. 153).
Example of Mood + Residue Structure
The thesis
Subject

is
Finite
MOOD

coming
Predicator

along
Adjunct
RESIDUE

(2) Exclamative Constructions - convey the force of an exclamatory statement, in that whilst
being assertive it can be overlaid by an emotive element.
(3) Imperatives - are a clause type that has a directive meaning, i.e they give the hearer reasons
to act, in issuing a directive or command. The missing subject is understood by ‘you’.
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(4) Rhetorical questions - affirm or deny a point strongly by asking it as a question. The
rhetorical question includes an emotional dimension and is usually defined as any question
asked for a purpose other than to obtain the information the question asks.

First, the ‘contemptuous nature’ of ‘mockery’, is demonstrated by the Participant’s implicit commitment
attached to the utterance with respect to what is undesirable/desirable through the use of lexical
metaphors such as in Example 1 with “burst into the apartment”, whereby “burst” literal meaning of
‘breaking open violently’ is used to express ‘contemptuous/condemnatory’ language of breaking into a
flat, through the figurative meaning of explosive and volatile actions undertaken by a “bunch of guys”
unannounced breaking into “the apartment in the middle of the night”. Additionally, in Example 3,
taking “clothes you wear” literally to signify ‘covering the body’ is used to express the ‘condemnation’
of narratives to reduce gender to the new figurative meaning of superficial appearance. As such, the
linguistic tool helps to tease out the implicit condemnation which is embedded within the participants’
use of lexical metaphors, thus shedding light on their evaluative standpoints. In turn, this enacts the
‘substantive’ element, necessary to display a ‘mocking’ identity.
Second, the ‘interpersonal’ element that ‘flavours’ the Participants evaluative standpoints is
demonstrated through the use of rhetorical strategies as explained above. Whilst Example 1
demonstrates an evaluative standpoint against police brutality in the US, what turns this contemptuous
language into ‘mockery’ is the use of rhetorical questions “Isn’t that why Americans own guns? Or
does that rule only apply to white people?”. The use of these questions is not to elicit a counter response
or to generate more information on the issue, but serves the purpose of creating a ‘teasing’ effect in not
only satirising people who tend to take a belligerent, contrarian or racist view on the police brutality in
America, in particular, people who believe that the unidentified men violently breaking “into an
apartment in the middle of the night” is justifiable if the residents are ‘black’, but also the logic of gun
enthusiasts who stipulate that it is the constitutional right of all Americans to bear arms and defend their
property against intruders.
Example 2 demonstrates the evaluative standpoint against ‘media manipulation’, in response to
another participant, what renders this condemnatory language mockery is the continuous use of
‘imperatives’ which creates the ‘teasing effect’ of making fun by condescending/patronising through
the power-relations that the imperative project in serving the function of ‘offer/demand’. Indeed, the
use of “Go to the actual figures” and “calculate for yourself” infantilises the participant’s misguided
understanding of the issue by listing very remedial steps to become better informed.
Whilst in Example 3 the condemnatory language against reductionist narratives of ‘gender’ is turned
into mockery through the use of the minor clause, notably “lol” which extends the meaning of the initial
condemnation by integrating an additional dimension of laughable, in Example 4 this is done with the
exclamative construction by adding the ‘exclamation mark’ “!” at the end. Indeed, it brings in a strong
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oppositional feeling which is used to reinforce the participant’s condemnatory language against some
who see solidarity and charitable behaviour selectively.

(1) “So a bunch of guys burst (EVALUATION) into the apartment in the middle of the night,
without announcing themselves, and he pulls out a gun to defend himself. Isn’t that why
Americans own guns? Or does that rule only apply to white people? (INTERPERSONAL:
Rhetorical Question)” (Conversation 15)
(2) “Name, I suggest you stop reading the Daily Mail (or similar rag) (EVALUATION). Go
(INTERPERSONAL: Imperative) to the actual figures involved, be they population or
financial, and calculate for yourself how large or small the impact really is” (Conversation 8)
(3) “There’s rather more to gender than the clothes you wear (EVALUATION) lol
(INTERPERSONAL: Minor clause)” (Conversation 16)
(4) “Charity always stops at home (EVALUATION) for some! (INTERPERSONAL: Exclamative)
(Conversation 8)

Therefore, A.I UK’s Facebook participants display a ‘mocking’ identity, which is reflected through their
evaluative standpoints and interpersonal dynamic bringing forth the condemnatory and teasing nature
of ‘mockery’.

‘Wisdom’
The fourth type of discursive identity that Facebook participants display on A.I UK’s conversational
threads is ‘Wisdom’. This refers to the discerning attitude to make good judgment. As such, ‘being wise’
encompasses the ability to not only make a judgment but primarily a ‘good’ judgment. The former is
demonstrated through making ‘explicit evaluations’ coded as ‘EVALUATION’, about what is
desirable/undesirable which act as the Participant’s ‘evaluative standpoint’. This is in turn ‘flavoured’
by the ‘interpersonal element’ that the participant displays through the soft ‘commitment’ that he/she
attaches to the utterance with respect to what is true/untrue, thus demonstrating the latter, ‘good
judgment’. This is marked by the use of ‘soft modality’ coded as ‘INTERPERSONAL’ where Facebook
commentators demonstrate reservation with respect to the ‘commitment’ that they attach to what is true
or untrue. Whilst in previous criteria ‘evaluation’ was implicitly expressed through lexical metaphors,
‘evaluative’ statements expressed here are explicit due to the lexical meaning on which they rely, in
that the meaning is directly realised in the wording. As such, recalling the ‘flavour-substance’ structure
of identity, ‘evaluations’ are here to bring about the substance, whilst the interpersonal function of
‘modality’ is here to flavour it.
To begin, the ‘evaluative standpoints’ of the Facebook commentators are represented throughout
the examples below with qualifiers, namely “shocking” “less democratic” in Example 1 which reflects
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the participant’s viewpoint of ‘disapproval’ on the British Governments’ attempt to pass a bill which
could see British Soldiers being above the law and foster an environment of “impunity for torture and
war crimes”. In Example 4, the participant’s viewpoint is expressed through the self-evident negative
value of “hurting”, being a verbal qualifier as opposed to an adjective.
What renders the evaluative standpoints expressed by these participants ‘sound reasoning’ is the
soft modality. For instance, in Example 1, whilst the participant’s viewpoint reflects a clear-cut dismay
over the UK Government’s actions, it is tempered by the soft modality element of “it seems”.
Correspondingly, in Example 2, what is strongly deemed undesirable (i.e the sarcastic use of “honest
law and order”) by the participant is nuanced through the modal verb “may”, which suggests that the
participant is conscious to project an identity which acknowledges that people in the west may not
accept or understand the oppressive tactics that law and order policies entail, but he/she still wants to
stress that violent oppression is the “harsh reality”. Whilst these examples demonstrate a more
sophisticated elaboration of ‘wisdom’ through the use conventional modalities, this does not preclude
informal elements of oral delivery as shown in Example 4. Indeed, although “kinda” is clearly a written
iteration of oral and informal language, its purpose remains as a modalisation, and phrases such as “kind
of” act as ‘hedges’, which seek to moderate, and temper a given sentiment in their own right. As such,
the participant ponders the inadvertent effect of global hegemony of English language in being a pull
factor which brings forth immigrants who speak English. “kinda” is brought in to detach itself from the
‘evaluative’ statement whilst inviting the potential responder to reflect on the coincidence that migrants
who speak a certain language may wish to emigrate to a country where they are able to speak the
language.

(1) “It seems (INTERPERSONAL) like there are shocking (EVALUATION) news everyday about
the UK fast becoming less democratic and disregarding (EVALUATION) human rights.
Absolutely devastating” (Conversation 1)
(2) “This is the honest law (EVALUATION) order on display in Kashmir. I know its may
(INTERPERSONAL) be difficult to believe in living in the west, but it’s a harsh reality”
(Conversation 9)
(3) “Go to totally agree with you – every now and again there’s a thread worth a giggle, but it’s
usually (INTERPERSONAL) shared elsewhere and you don’t have to be on twitter to read it –
but beyond that- it really is gross (EVALUATIONL). I really don’t know (INTERPERSONAL)
why politicians have decided to do “policy via twitter” (Conversation 17)
(4) “almost like making English the dominant world language is hurting (EVALUATION) us here.
Kinda (INTERPERSONAL) weird people who speak English emigrate to English speaking
countries, kinda like how people who speak French go to French speaking countries
(Conversation 8)
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Therefore, a ‘wise’ discursive identity is displayed and characterised throughout these examples as a
process of ‘tempering one’s own viewpoint’, which renders a definitive statement or evaluation more
reasonable and allows the participants to more authoritatively stake their claims to truth.

‘Punditry’
The fifth type of identity dominating A.I UK’s conversational threads is ‘punditry’. Here, ‘punditry’ is
understood as the ‘publicising’ of expertise in a self-confident and categorical manner. As such, whilst
a ‘strong’ commitment to truth claims defines a ‘pundit’, what flavours their ‘cognitive exhibitionism’
is the power-relationship that they inadvertently (or not) enact in doing so. As per the other criteria,
portraying an accurate picture of a participants’ identity requires to focus on the ‘substance’ and
‘flavour’. As such, ‘punditry’ was uncovered through the recurrence of ‘strong epistemic modality’
among participants coded as ‘MODALITY’, as well as ‘interpersonal dominance’ identified through
‘mental processes’, ‘nominalisations’ and ‘deontic modality’ coded as ‘INTERPERSONAL’.
First, participants demonstrate a strong commitment to their utterance with respect to what is true
or untrue. Indeed, all of the examples below depict ‘strong modalities’ through modalized determinants
“most”(x2), “No politician”, modal adverbs “especially” and “never” (x2) and modal meanings of
certainty through ‘mental processes’ realised outside the clause such as “I’m sure” and participial
adjectives attributed to a noun such as “a proven fact”. For instance, in Example 1, the modalized
determinant “most young people” suggests virtual uniformity amongst this given demographic as
he/she seeks to make an inference on the majority of certain group of people. In doing so, the participant
shows him/herself highly confident in making such generalisation with little to back up his/her
assertion. In Example 2, the participial adjective attributed to a noun “it is a proven fact”, shows the
unwavering confidence and determination to make a bold and categorical statement. Whilst these
examples set the orientational power dynamics at play in these utterances, it is nevertheless set off by
the ‘interpersonal dominance’ that these utterances depict.
Second, the ‘interpersonal dominance’ that ‘flavours’ the strong commitment of claims to truth are
observed through the use of ‘ascribed mental processes’, such as “young people […] think”, “people
not getting (an understanding) about these economic facts”, “they wish”. The reason why these ‘mental
processes’ depict an interpersonal dominance in the dialogue, is because the participants presumptively
superimpose a perspective in giving themselves the authority to speak on behalf of others. Indeed, they
set the parameters on which the conversation will happen in seeking to crowd out other’s inputs.
Attempts to determine the parameters of the conversation are also fulfilled by ‘nominalisation’ and
‘deontic modality’. Indeed, in Example 4 the use of the nominalisation “criminal neglect”, acts as a
polemical interjection, which sets the subsequent conversation along hostile terms leaving little room
for nuance. Correspondingly, the use of ‘deontic modality’ through “will come to light” in Example 5
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reveals the obligatory and deterministic orientation of the participant that “the true horrors will come
to light”, thus delimiting the scope of the conversation.

(1) “name not sure that’s entirely correct. Most (MODALITY) young people get their first pay check
and think (INTERPERSONAL) is that it? Especially(MODALITY) when older co-workers doing
the same job get paid more.” (Conversation 13)
(2) “Name she is the kind of person who would. Her point based system is bigoted and what the
UK is all about, even economically it’s not what the UK needs. Migrant workers helped build
the UK. It’s a proven fact (MODALITY) that migrants to the UK have an excellent work ethic,
add to our culture AND contribute MORE (MODALITY) to our national coffers that they use in
resources. What bit about these economic facts do people not get (INTERPERSONAL)? For
many its wilful ignorance” (Conversation 3)
(3) “76% applicants in our system have not fled war or persecution. Most (MODALITY) worked in
takeaways, restaurants, or factories, were caught out by border force and chose to claim
asylum. As for escaping poverty, I know Iranians who came here via the asylum system and are
now living a normal uk life on a council estate, surrounded by knife crime and drugs, and they
wish (INTERPERSONAL) they’d never bothered coming here” (Conversation 8)
(4) “No politician will be held responsible (MODALITY), they never (MODALITY) are. Public
inquiries are a farce – millions spent, recommendations made but never (MODALITY)delivered.
Politicians distanced. Offenders reappointed or promoted. Mid staffs, Leveson etc etc. What
happened this year with care homes was a criminal neglect (INTERPERSONAL), instructed by
the highest level. I wish Amnesty all the very best in what they’re trying to do” (Conversation
4)
(5) “name, its just the tip of the iceberg I’m sure (MODALITY). When this is over the true horrors
will come to light (INTERPERSONAL) including all the mass cover ups” (Conversation 4)

Therefore, the strong commitment and interpersonal domination uncovered in Facebook participants’
utterances demonstrate the traits which are akin to the ‘pundit’ identity of A.I UK’s Facebook
commentators, thus contributing to the ‘discursive heterogeneity’ necessary to nurture a conversational
dynamic.

‘Sympathy’
The final discursive identity that Facebook commentators project on A.I UK’s conversational threads
is ‘sympathy’. This is understood here as the strong positioning of participant in judging the
inappropriateness of a given situation or action, whilst showcasing emotional attachment to people most
impacted by a given situation. As established with the previous criteria, it is important to focus on the
‘flavour’ and ‘substance’ in order to accurately capture the discursive identity of Facebook
commentators. Whilst the ‘substance’ is uncovered through the use of ‘evaluative statements’ coded as
EVALUATION, the ‘flavour’ is marked by the use of ‘interpersonal attachment’ among Facebook
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commentators in exhibiting a ‘marked’ subjectivity through the use of ‘mental processes’, ‘subjectivelymarked ‘material processes’ as well as subjective markers.
First, with the use of evaluative phrases determined by their strong qualifiers such as “aggressive
stance”, “selfless and heartbreaking”, “innocent child”, and by the inherently value-laden meaning of
verbal phrases, namely, “saving your child’s life”, “murdered”, Facebook commentators reflect a
strong positioning against the injustices whether perpetrated by state institutions notably in Example 1
and 2, in condemning the “Indian government” as taking “such an aggressive stance” and the “police”
murdering “she” (Breonna Taylor), or rooted in opposition to the plights and hardships that people face
in situations of war and conflicts as shown in Examples 3, 4 and 5. Hence, these examples demonstrate
the strong positioning and judgment against global injustices.
Second, what ‘flavours’ this strong positioning is the use of ‘subjectively-driven interpersonality’,
whereby Facebook commentators display a strong emotional attachment to the victims of these global
injustices, as seen through “(I’am) Truly sorry to hear that” ,“I stand in awe”, “I count myself”
whereby these emotive ‘mental processes’ shed light into the commentator’s affect in displaying their
inner experience of emotion. The use of subjectively-marked ‘material processes’ such as “I most
certainly call on justice for Marjella” as well as the use of possessive personal pronouns “my” in
Example 4, stage the personal story of a Facebook commentator, in showcasing the personal experience
of coming from a Northern Irish family with both parents of different faiths as the backdrop for calling
on justice for all victims of the conflict. Another way for these commentators to display this ‘emotional
attachment’ is through the metaphorical representation of the circumstantial clause “because of the
police” in Example 4, whereby “because”, is here given a textual status, the one of the Theme. As
mentioned before, the Theme serves as the point of departure of the message in locating and orienting
the clause within its context. Here, this acts as an amplifier re-centering the core ‘message’ of the issue.
As such, the Facebook commentator in Example 4 exhibits a personal attachment to the issue by
bringing out his/her indignations towards contrarian argument which seek to blame the victim for
Breonna Taylor’s death (“not the boyfriend”), emphasising that the “police” are in fact the murderers.
Hence, the display of ‘personal attachment’ throughout brings about the subjective interpersonality that
flavours the ‘strong positioning’ of Facebook commentators, thus presenting them as ‘sympathetic’.
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(1) “Truly sorry to hear (INTERPERSONAL) that the Indian government has been taking such an
aggressive stance (EVALUATION) against you, and its own people, for a very long time”
(Conversation 9)
(2) “name she was murdered (EVALUATION) because of the police (INTERPERSONAL). The
police murdered her. Not her boyfriend” (Conversation 15)
(3) “It’s the most selfless yet heartbreaking (EVALUATION) decision a parent might ever have to
make. I count myself (INTERPERSONAL) so lucky that I have never been put in that position”
(Conversation 11)
(4) “name Well. My mother is from the north. Catholic. My dad is a Protestant. And I most certainly
call on justice for Marjella.(INTERPERSONAL) She was an innocent child (EVALUATION).
Shame on you” (Conversation 2)
(5) “loving your child means you put them first all the time, no matter how much pain that means
for you. Saving your child’s life (EVALUATION) is your only priority. Perhaps this is hard for
us to understand and we can only see it from where we are, in a privileged place of never having
to make that choice. We should be grateful and not judgmental. I stand in awe
(INTERPERSONAL) of what some of these people carry, what pain to allow your child to be
parted from you unsure if whether you will see them again. Hoping they will be ok. Not knowing.
Yes I stand in awe of them” (Conversation 11)

Therefore, alongside the ‘sympathetic’ discursive identity that is projected by Facebook commentators,
they display a wide range of discursive identities, notably ‘fervour’, ‘derision’, ‘mockery’, ‘wisdom’,
‘punditry’ , which make up the discursive heterogeneity of A.I UK’s conversational threads. In doing
so, this analysis reinforces the need to conceive of argumentative conversations not as a quality steeped
in the ranks of the bourgeoisie, but as the capacity for a wide range of different discursive identities to
co-exist and harness the emancipatory potential of vibrant conversations in the public sphere.

Criterion 9: Aestheticized Rational Communication
In order to understand how Amnesty International UK’s Facebook conversational threads can be
understood as a contemporary public sphere, it is now important to uncover the discursive core bringing
about the ‘argumentative potential’ of the contemporary public sphere: Aestheticized Rational
Communication. Whereas the Habermasian bourgeois public sphere rooted the ‘rationality’ of
bourgeois public conversations in the elitist and exclusive notion of the bourgeois public ‘exercising
their reason’, once developed through the world of letters, it was argued that aestheticized rational
communication yielded a more inclusive understanding of ‘rationality’ as rooted in communicative
practice of everyday life, whereby any communicative intentions of pursuing illocutionary aims to
achieve an understanding must refer to claims to formal ‘worlds’ just by virtue of those intentions.
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Indeed, when individuals make an utterance, they unconsciously make simultaneous claims to an
objective, social and subjective ‘world’ and the ability attached to the claim of presenting good reasons,
meaning that any claim carries the criticizability potential. As such, an individual always utters a claim
to truth in referring to an objective world, taking the form of a propositional content or state of affairs;
a claim to normative rightness, in referring to a social world by using a commonly shared medium,
seeking to establish an interpersonal relation which the hearer will recognise as legitimate; a claim to
sincerity in referring to a subjective world, where authenticity is disclosed as an attempt to establish an
intersubjective relation with the hearer. For instance, these three claims to validity can be contested
when, for instance, uttering the following sentence:
‘Donald Trump used social media to incite violence’
Hearer Contesting Claim to Truth: “No, this is not what happened as Donald Trump doesn’t
even tweet, he asks his Communication Assistant to do it for him.” (The hearer contests the
claim to truth, in pointing out that the state of affairs that he discloses did not happen)
Hearer Contesting Claim to Normative Rightness: “I don’t believe the term ‘incite’ is the right
word, the way I see it is that Donald Trump united his supporters and it is unfortunate that led
to violence.” (The hearer contests the claim to sharing a common social world, in pointing out
that he understood the issue differently)
Hearer Contesting Claim to Sincerity: “No, you are just saying this to portray Donald Trump
as a criminal so that he gets impeached.” (The hearer contests the truthfulness of the speaker,
by pointing out what the real intentions could be, in conveying such information)
Whilst a statement embodies the three validity claims simultaneously, an observer or listener may only
single out one depending on how such statement resonates with their own understanding of the ‘world’.
As the rationality of these validity claims is grounded on the inherent potential of the claim to be
challenged and criticised by another, identifying such validity claims on conversational threads requires
to look at the responses made after an utterance, as it is the only way to demonstrate that the previous
utterance was challenged. As such, the elucidation of the speaker’s validity claims can only be assumed
in the respondent’s negation in challenging the topical claim. Given that validity claims and
subsequently ‘rationality’ are inherent to the act of communication and thus only realised in the abstract,
they cannot be observed and consequently, the quality of ‘rationality’ can only be assumed. As such,
there can be no such thing determining the ‘degree of rationality’ most conducive to
adequate/productive conversations. Incidentally, it is not the object of this research.
If ‘rationality’ is assumed, what remains important for understanding how A.I UK’s Facebook
threads display an inclusive rational communication is by uncovering the ways that it does so.
Nevertheless, if ‘validity claims’ cannot easily be gleaned from an utterance, one may wonder how it is
possible to uncover the ways that a ‘validity claim’ is enacted if it is invisible. The clue lies in the
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inherent ‘tension’ when challenging an utterance. Indeed, if the respondent’s utterance displays a
criticism, it means that she/he must have ‘contested’ ways that the speaker understands the objective,
social, and subjective world which can be envisioned by asking: What can possibly make the speaker
understand the objective, social and subjective world in such a way? This question is important because
it ascertains that the respondent is experiencing a tension whereby she/he ‘realises’ that they are not
sharing the same understanding of (1) ‘how this particular state of affairs happens’, (2) ‘how this
particular social world works/happens’, (3) ‘how an authentic disclosing of the subjective world looks
like’. This ‘tension’ of not sharing the same ‘worlds’ can then be reflected in the utterance and observed
through the language and the ways the respondent articulates his/her utterance in displaying a particular
way of understanding a state of affairs, a particular way of understanding the social world and a
particular way of disclosing a subjective world. By orienting the analysis towards how these worlds are
‘understood’ by the respondent, it creates a prism through which the ‘assumed validity’ claims are
enacted.
Consequently, it is important to identify in the language (1) what can elicit an understanding of the
objective world; (2) the social world; and (3) the subjective world. In order to do so, this illustrative
analysis will draw from analytical tools already presented under different criteria throughout. First,
uncovering an understanding of the ‘objective’ world or ‘state of affairs’ is carried out through the use
of Discourses but at the clausal level, using Halliday’s Transitivity Processes. This was previously
applied as part of the ‘Multiplicity criteria’, in the Discursive Public. Second, uncovering an
understanding of the ‘social’ world in creating a legitimate interpersonal relation, is carried out through
the use of Faircloughian Discourses but at the semantic levels, in focusing on the semantic relations
between words, as was previously applied as part of the criteria of ‘Awareness of Common Fate’, in the
Structural Public. Third, uncovering an understanding of the ‘authentic display of a subjective world’
is conducted through the use of Halliday’s ‘clause as a message’, by looking at the functional
configuration of the respondent’s clause in relation with the speaker’s clauses, in order to grasp markers
of cohesive interaction. This was previously applied as part of the criterion of Communicative
Visibility.
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Conversation 8:
Participant 8.17: “What is inhumane is destroying the lives and freedom of the British People in
their own country. We (Subjective World: THEME) have been treated horrendously by both
immigrant and Government (Subjective World: RHEME). ENOUGH.
(Response) Participant 8.18: Haha what are you on about ‘name’? Have you met any refugees or
asylum seekers? I have, and they (Adjusted THEME) are (State of Affairs: PROCESS) nice,
normal, hardworking people who have been through some terrible things (Social World:
Discourse) (RHEME). You sit in luxury compared with them and you don’t make the effort to
welcome people or try to understand their lives. Evolve.
[..]
(Response) Participant 8.19: immigrants (Adjusted THEME) haven’t ruined (State of Affairs:
PROCESS) life in the uk (RHEME). Immigrants have paid (State of Affairs: PROCESS) taxes,
brought food music and culture (RHEME). Tories haven’t done any of those things (Social World:
Discourse) Remember that time immigration privatised the NHS and tons of public services while
enriching themselves and hiding all their money in tax havens (Social World: Discourse)? Nope.

In the example above, the point of departure for seeing the ways inclusive rational communication is
enacted is by first looking at Participants 8.18 and 8.19’s responses to Participant 8.17. The fact that
they challenge Participant 8.17 through “haha what are you on about ‘name’” and “immigrants haven’t
ruined life in the uk” demonstrate that Participant 8.17 made simultaneous claims to truth, normative
rightness and sincerity, albeit unconsciously as they cannot be extracted on their own.
However, both participant 8.18 and 8.19 express a ‘tension’ through the ‘rhetorical questions’ “what
are you on about ‘name’? Have you met any refugees or asylum seekers” which reflects the frustration
at the notion that migrants are treating British People “horrendously”. This can also be observed
through the ‘negation’ of Participant 8.19 who corrects Participant 8.17 on this same notion, through
“immigrants haven’t ruined life in the uk”. The ‘tension’ is particularly relevant because it renders
manifest that Participants 8.18 and 8.19 do not share the same understanding or worldview about the
state of affairs, social world, and authentic display of subjectivity of Participant 8.17.
What demonstrates that Participant 8.18 is not sharing the same understanding of ‘how this
particular state of affairs is presented is by displaying his/her own way of representing her understanding
of the issue of ‘asylum seekers’ through a conjectural representation of the world exercised through
“they are nice, normal, hardworking”. Indeed, by using relational processes which serve to characterise
asylum seekers as “nice, normal and hardworking”, Participant 8.18 simplifies her perception of the
issue in making a generalization about asylum seekers. As such, Participant’s 8.18 distinctive way of
eliciting an understanding of the ‘objective world’, through the ‘conjectural perception’ that he/she
makes of it. By contrast, Participant 8.19 displays his/her way of representing an understanding of the
issue of asylum seekers through a pragmatic representation of the world, demonstrated through the use
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of transitive ‘material processes’ “immigrants haven’t ruined life in the uk”, “Immigrants have paid
taxes, brought food music and culture”, whereby the Participant displays his/her construction of
experience as going on ‘out there’, showcasing an informational and practical vision of the issue. What
makes up this ‘pragmatic’ perception is the use of Circumstance, namely “in the UK” which helps
decipher the orientational meaning of “immigrants haven’t ruined life” as it acts as a prism to provide
a more accurate understanding of the issue by ‘imagining’ practical consequences and/or implications
that such statement has, namely in pointing out the absurdity of Participant 8.17’s statement in
presenting ‘immigrants’ as people who are “destroying the lives and freedom of the British People”.
This prompts Participant 8.18 to latch on to the privileged position of “the UK” having benefitted from
immigration. Consequently, Participants 8.18 and 8.19 both showcase elements of the prism through
which the ‘assumed’ validity claim to ‘truth’ is enacted, and subsequent rationality.
Second, what shows that Participants 8.18 and 8.19 are not sharing the same ways of representing
their aspects of the social world, or the issue at hand is the way they display their understanding of the
injustices faced by ‘immigrants’ and ‘asylum seekers’ through the use of specific vocabulary and
semantic relations. Indeed, Participant 8.18 expressed a sense of ‘entrenched violence’ by portraying
“asylum seekers” as “people who have been through terrible things, suggesting a process of continuous
strife. By contrast, Participant 8.19 expresses a sense of ‘complicity in crime’, in the way he/she
conveys the injustice faced by “immigrants”, by pointing out the “Tories” as failing to provide for the
common good but mainly “privatised the NHS and tons of public services while enriching themselves
and hiding all their money in tax havens”. Hence, whether through ‘complicity in crime’ or ‘entrenched
violence’, Participant 8.18 and Participant 8.19 demonstrate their particular understanding of the
injustices faced by immigrants and asylum seekers, thus acting as elements of the prism through which
the ‘assumed’ validity claim to ‘normative rightness’ is enacted, and thus rationality.
Finally, what demonstrates that both Participants do not share the same understanding of the way
to disclose an authentic subjectivity with Participant 8.17, is through the way they display
communicative cohesion, through ‘resonance’ in amplifying the process of eliciting a response by
extending the orientational meaning of the speaker. Indeed, both respondents display a Linear
Progression whereby the Rheme portion of Participant 8.17 namely “have been treated horrendously
by both immigrant and Government” is internalised into the Themes, namely “They” and “Immigrants”
in Participants 8.18 and 8.19. Indeed, when Participants 8.18 and 8.19 utter both of these Themes, they
conjecture the Rheme of Participant 8.17, showcasing that they internalised the meaning of “have been
treated horrendously by both immigrant and government” as “immigrants” being a ‘malevolent and
destructive force. What characterises this resonance, is the amplification that both Participants 8.18 and
8.19 display through their Rhemes “are nice, nice, normal, hardworking people who have been through
some terrible things” and “haven’t ruined life in the uk” as well as “have paid taxes, brought food
music and culture” as bringing further clarification and information. Consequently, both Participants
showcase their understanding of the way to disclose and authentic visibility through ‘resonance’. This
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in turn acts as an element of the prism through which the ‘assumed’ validity claim to ‘sincerity’ is
enacted, and subsequently rationality.
Hence, this reveals that whilst ‘rational-communication’ was understood as a criteria in its own
terms as part of the discursive public, the analysis has uncovered that the inherent rationality of
communication is contingent on the combined insights from the three pillars, discursive, social, and
structural and subsequent publics can bring about inclusive rational communication. Indeed, having
used the same analytical tools of Discourses (at clausal level and beyond) as well as Genre, it
demonstrated that the ways Facebook commentators reveal their understandings of a particular ‘state of
affairs’, ‘social world’ and ‘subjective world’, correspond to the various understandings of global
injustice, communicative visibility and alternative spaces of critical engagement, which feed into the
development of a rational communication. As such, rational communication merely represents the
fulcrum that binds the structural, social and discursive publics, the lifeblood of an argumentative
transnational public, the existence of which is owing to the Infrastructural Setting that Amnesty
International provides.

Conclusion
To conclude, this analysis demonstrated that A.I UK provides an environment conducive to rational
communications on their Facebook page through the interplay between A.I UK’s institutional identity
and its publics’ structural, social and discursive identities, which all combined represent the visual
keystone that A.I UK operationalised albeit, imperfectly. Amnesty International UK as a holistic public
sphere is schematized below:
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Fig 5. The Holistic Public Sphere of Amnesty International UK and its Facebook Publics

Part I demonstrated how A.I UK acted as the infrastructural setting of the transnational holistic public
sphere by projecting three institutional identities, namely entrepreneurial, educative and ethical.
Their entrepreneurial identity was characterised by the practices of ‘brand appropriation’ and ‘brand
bolstering’ as well as the publicising of discourses of ‘urgency’, ‘kinship’, ‘unscrupulous incompetence’
and ‘brutality’. Whilst A.I UK displays a public outreach rooted in a marketized view of their public,
their discourses further sustain public engagement through the outrage that it fuels. Nevertheless, the
philanthropic orientation that the educative identity uncovered, namely through ‘informative
preaching’, ‘informative compassionate preaching’ and ‘informative condemnation’ complement and
even temper this marketized approach. Indeed, their unique take on news-making in embodying the
quality of their advocacy in authoritatively delivering the ‘good word’ recentres the philanthropic nature
of their wider mandate. This was further reinforced by the embeddedness of ethical intent among A.I
UK’s publics in orienting the ethical nature of their philanthropic missions. These all combined portray
an institutional identity that paves the way towards not only soliciting engagement but also towards
nurturing a conversational dynamic. This constituted the ‘heart’ of the keystone, in catalysing the wider
conversational forces at play within the contemporary public sphere.
Part II shed light on the first conversational force moulded in the public’s structural conditions. As
demonstrated, in the schema, the analysis demonstrated that A.I UK’s structural public congregated
around shared perceptions of injustices, namely through the discourses of ‘entrenched violence’ and
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‘malevolent violence’ and ‘complicity in crime’, which was further reinforced by shared perceptions of
subservience as demonstrated through the discourses of ‘social regression’ and ‘entrenched silence’.
The structural factors combined enabled them to develop this awareness of common-fate. This analysis
revealed that despite the distance between Facebook commentators and global issues, they nonetheless
display a strong sense of indignation at the perpetrators of such abuses and share solidarity with the
victims as well as a recognition that the pain that they are suffering could very well manifest in the west.
What rendered this analysis particularly insightful was the Facebook commentators’ attitude towards
commonly recognising the true culprit of these sufferings in particular by pinpointing the ‘gaslighting’
practice of authorities in power, thus ascertaining these structural publics not only as ‘common-fate’
but ‘counter-hegemonic publics’. These findings revealed a common perception that the parameters of
accountability are increasingly shifting towards defending the interests of elites.
Part III extracted the normative regulatory disposition that can make A.I UK’s threads conducive
to dialogue in engendering dignified conversation rooted in maintaining a sense of ‘respect’. It showed
that some A.I UK’s Facebook commentators enacted this ‘communicative visibility’ through
‘aestheticization’ and ‘resonance’, whereby the latter gave more prospect to building the conversation.
However, it is important to note that across 20 conversation threads only a small handful of
‘communicative visibility interactions’ were observed, as utterances tends to be conveyed in isolation.
Nevertheless, this is not to discount the potential of such in at least identifying markers of best practice
as enshrined in the very notion of positive discourse analysis.
Part IV demonstrated the ways that Amnesty International UK displays inclusive conversational
dynamics through shared pragmatic and conjectural perceptions of conveying understandings of the
world composing alternative spaces of critical engagement as part of multiplicity. This criterion was
particularly insightful, as it ascertained that irrespective of individual’s personalities, values, opinions,
shared ways of representing the world bring people together in the conversation. It was particularly
important to reflect the ‘emancipatory’ aspect that Positive Discourse Analysis seeks to extract. Indeed,
as opposed to uncovering what prevents people to communicate, it uncovered an already pre-existing
emancipatory potential. This poses an alternative to prevailing understandings as a space whereby
positive communication is impossible with no emancipatory potential owing the archetype of social
media in being the representation of corporate interests which are understood to poison the dialogue.
As such, the findings ascertain that there are still pockets of emancipatory dialogue. This was further
reinforced by uncovering the wide range of discursive identities that take part in the dialogue notably,
a ‘fervent’, ‘derisive’, ‘mocking’, ‘wise’, ‘pundit’, and ‘sympathetic’ identity which reflects the coexistence of a wide array of different discursive identities, whose diversity represents an emancipatory
potential yielding vibrant conversation in the revised public sphere.
However, owing to the nature of the research design of discourse analysis on Facebook, some
elements of the theoretical framework could not be applied. Indeed, as part of the infrastructural setting
the educative role of A.I UK could not be fully applied owing to the descriptive nature of knowledge
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production, which was defined as referring to INGOs’ processes of knowledge production such as their
types of expertise and resources. Nevertheless, whilst this reveals the limitation of not fully envisioning
a transnational public sphere online, this limitation was diluted through the case study, which was able
to provide organisational background to inform the understanding of knowledge production. Second,
diversity could not be applied as part of the Faircloughian approach to positive discourse analysis as it
mainly referred to individual’s personal characteristic which make up their identity. Nevertheless, this
was diluted by the Case Study which reiterated the participatory endeavour and inclusiveness of A.I
UK Facebook page. Third, connectivity as part of the criteria of discursive heterogeneity could not be
applied with such approach as it referred to experiences of vivid emotional awareness when partaking
in friendly exchanges before entering the dialogue, which ultimately cannot be observed only. Whilst
these limitations could have arguably been warded off by including interviews or media diaries in the
methodology to reflect the broader individuals’ experience offline, this would have fallen beyond the
boundaries of this inquiry, being solely focused on the conversational dynamics that embed a revised
public sphere. As such, knowing how A.I UK develop their expertise or the diversity of A.I UK’s
commentators could only be pursued in the case study. This is especially so, that even if this study had
identified recurrent Facebook commentators to interview to account for diversity, it would have still
been contingent on the number of people accepted to be interviewed, thus not revealing the criteria.
Notwithstanding, what remains the particular highlight of this analysis is that the lifeblood of an
argumentative transnational public already run through the ‘structural’, ‘social’ and ‘discursive’ public.
As demonstrated in the schema above, rational communication merely represents the fulcrum that binds
the structural, social, and discursive publics, the existence of which is owing to the Infrastructural
Setting that A.I UK provides, thus demonstrating the potential of social media in harbouring
argumentative dialogue.
This illustrative analysis would not have been possible without adopting an emancipatory,
dialectical, and dialogic approach (also understood as the three performative dimensions of social
change) to the critical discourse analysis of A.I UK’s conversational threads. Indeed, these normative
dimensions of social change acted as a ‘compass’ in guiding the choice of selection of coding and
analytical tools throughout. As such, all the findings throughout are infused with these.
First, ‘emancipatory’ sheds light on re-orienting the ‘critical’ characteristic of critical discourse
analysis towards a more ‘progressive’ critique, also called positive discourse analysis whereby it
focuses on the emancipatory and transformational possibilities by shifting the focus from dominant
discourses to counter-discourses or alternative to hegemonic formations. As such, positive discourse
analysis warranted the need to be inclusive especially on Facebook, in envisioning communities not as
fragmented and polarised but embodying emancipatory possibilities. This was of particular relevance
when doing the analysis on the multiplicity criterion.
Second, the Chouliaraki-Faircloughian dialectical-relational component oriented to the necessity
to pay attention to the right configuration of semiotic aspects (genres, styles, and discourse) best suited
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to inform the social practices of orders of discourse. For instance, the analysis of the infrastructural
setting required to weigh the benefits and advantages in the choice of semiotic aspects to use as to best
yield the intersubjective meaning-making potential of social practices, in this case, of entrepreneurial,
educative and ethical intent. Using the dialectical approach meant that one single post of A.I UK’s post
could yield a wide range of different social practices by recognising the added value of combining
different configuration of semiotic aspects. This showcases that such approach provides a rich source
of analytical potential.
Third, the dialogic ensured that the analysis accounted for the surrounding social context that
influences the communicative capacities of individuals and thus the dynamic conversations. Most
importantly, it ascertained the deep connection between A.I UK posts and its conversational publics as
feeding off each other. For instance, some criteria ensured that the communicative context was fully
accounted for by bringing Amnesty International UK contexts of their posts. As such, all of the criteria
are inherently dialogically-informed by accounting for the plurality of meanings in bringing forth
specific forms of language expression, whether at the inner-subjective level or, communicative level,
or wider social context.
Finally, the application of such approach would not have yielded the same findings had it not
followed the phronesis ‘mindset’ that infuses an emancipatory-dialectical-dialogic approach to critical
discourse analysis, in seeking to pursue the most desirable way to engage with the analysis. Indeed,
coding choices were justified upon the premise that they would not lose sight of the phronetic character.
For instance, making the decision of integrating the posts of Facebook commentators perceived as
abusing was guided by a sensitivity to value, motivated by the beliefs that it is not because individuals
are not equipped with politeness or respect that they do not have valuable comments to offer. In doing
so it remained true to the phronetic character that guided this research throughout.
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Conclusion
❖
A Public Sphere for a Transnational Society
This thesis offers a novel direction in research on the transnational public sphere by introducing a
holistic theoretical framework to the literature, which showcases the importance of relationality in
identifying the essential role of INGOs as the infrastructural setting that cultivates and mediates the
transnational dialogue. This thesis has sought to address the problem of disciplinary silos in the
transnational public sphere literature which have led scholars to fail to recognise the public sphere as a
communicative environment which allows for the exploration of fluid enabling conditions which
accounts for its emergence as a whole. It is possible to identify three prevailing understandings in the
literature, notably the role of the internets’ structural affordances (Iosifidis & Wheeler, 2015; Shirky,
2011; Papacharissi, 2010;), issues and events (Gerhard & Hans, 2014; Eder, 2013; Fraser, 2007) and
institutions and networks in enabling a transnational public (Norman, 2017; Brem-Wilson, 2016;
Eckersley, 2007; Crack, 2007; Samhat & Payne, 2003). What is problematic in these different
approaches, which have been produced by scholars writing through the lens of media and
communications, cultural studies, global governance studies, is the conception of structure and agency.
Indeed, the skewed balance in favour of structure reproduces an understanding of a public ‘shaped by’
a given structure as opposed to the nature of public dialogue within and beyond these contours. The
public’s critical and corrective function, its normative legitimacy, in sustaining healthy democracies
then becomes obscured because of the weight given to structures in shaping political outcomes. As
such, disregarding some of its normative content, will remain at best in a serviceable, yet incomplete
transnationalisation of the public sphere with somewhat limited explanatory power. At worst,
continuing to theorise a transnational public sphere in this vein risks ‘baking in’ normative
inconsistency and standards of behaviour which reproduce hegemonic power relations which goes
against the very essence of the public sphere.
To address this problem, this thesis introduced the concept of holistic transnational public sphere
through a comprehensive reassessment and revision of the Habermasian concept of the bourgeois public
sphere. In doing so, it sought to reposition the public as the primary agent of public-opinion formation
by redefining it in their contextualised and situated practices in the 21st century, notably in relation with
its infrastructural setting, INGOs which form the communicative environment of the public sphere.
This thesis has demonstrated that such communicative environment can only be grasped by adopting a
pragmatic reading of the Habermasian public sphere through the perspective of a normative practical
inquiry, with the practical applicability of its normative ideals in mind. In doing so, this thesis argued
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that scholarly endeavours which aim at reconfiguring the public sphere in a transnational framework
will benefit from an appreciation of the interconnectedness between the publics and their broader
communicative environment which lies at the heart of the Habermasian public sphere. Recalibrating the
Habermasian public sphere in this way provided a normative framework that integrated the
communicative experiences of a multifaceted transnational public, characterised by their interrelated
structural, social and discursive practices. This is enabled and cultivated by the mediating qualities of
an infrastructural setting, analogous to the 17-19th century coffee-houses of the bourgeois public
provided by INGOs. Crucially, this thesis recovered the role of the coffee-house, hitherto neglected by
prevailing transnational public sphere accounts. Following Fraser’s (2014) warning over the
depoliticization of the public sphere, such normative framework not only cemented the ideals of the
public sphere, but most importantly provided a reconstruction of the public sphere to make it applicable
to the contemporary transnational environment and, extend the scope of its political possibilities to
sustain healthy democracies. This normative framework then guided the structure of this thesis before
moving onto the methodology, case study and analysis.
Chapter 1 unveiled the bourgeois public sphere’s communicative environment through a pragmatic
reading of the Habermasian bourgeois public sphere. This was guided by an Habermasian understanding
of ‘emancipation’ underpinned by an Habermasian conception of rationalisation of society in the
communicative procedures of interaction. Four elements that were conducive to the communicative
dynamic of the public sphere were identified as follows: (1)-the structural public encompassing the
trifecta of society market and state in facilitating the development of the bourgeois’ rational, publicising
and critical capability needed to exercise his political function in the public sphere; (2)-the social public
in stressing the role of commerce in enabling the emergence of normative desirable behaviours. It
identified the pursuit of social approbation as the normative behaviour regulating social relations in the
18th century; (3)-the discursive public encapsulating the bourgeois rules of communication namely,
universality of access, singularity, equality in discourse and critical rational communication; (4)-the
infrastructural setting in positioning the coffee-house, not as a simple gathering place, but a key
mediator of bourgeois conversational dynamics through enabling factors, namely entrepreneurial
setting, normative behavioural expectations, and periodical press. These all combined represented a
point of departure to conceive of a holistic reconstruction of the public sphere beginning with Chapter
2.
Chapter 2 established the discursive conditions that enables the emergence of a transnational public
of the revised transnational public sphere by uncovering the exclusionary traits of the bourgeois public
but also incorporating the feminist critiques of the public sphere in order to enhance the inclusivity of
the concept. The chapter proposed the following: (1)-diversity in engaging others in open dialogue as
being different but equal in social status, irrespective of distinctive racial, national, sexual and cultural
characteristics; (2)- multiplicity of publics as opposed to Habermas’ portrayal of a singular public sphere
in the bourgeois context. This acknowledges the presence of alternative spaces for critical engagement
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formed of diverse values and rhetoric in response to dominant discourses and collective experience of
marginalization and expropriation; (3)-discursive heterogeneity, a criterion which accommodates
diverse identities and status in publicising reason through different modes of expression. This is
engendered by connectivity in fostering a safe and collegial communicative space before entering the
dialogue; (4)-aestheticized critical-rational communication which embraces Habermas’ concept of
communicative action rooted in the everyday communicative practice, insofar as it integrates the noncognitive dimension of subjectivity.
Chapter 3 established the contemporary structural conditions in developing a critical transnational
public against the backdrop of neoliberal globalisation entrenched in a complex system of overlapping
networks of shared power. The chapter argued that two criteria, notably an awareness of common-fate
and unaccountable power-holders, were essential for the public’s ability to coalesce as a counter-power.
The former referred to the development of a transnational identification with each other’s fate, thus
building a stronger sense of identity and emotional belonging where people can connect the
transnational harms of global injustice and subservience with their own personal experiences. The latter
refers to any agents who co-opt and sabotage accountability mechanisms by performing token gestures
under the pretence of upholding their responsibilities whilst in reality evading meaningful scrutiny and
consolidating power against them. These structural conditions enabled the development of commonfate publics, which in turn can develop into counter-hegemonic publics in reaction to injustices
perpetrated by unaccountable power-holders. This critical transnational public’s options for
communicating then expands as the Internet continues to evolve.
Chapter 4 established the transnational public’s social condition by uncovering the normative value
regulating social relations in the 21st century against the backdrop of problematic understanding of
human rights rooted in a mysticised conception of human dignity positioning the individual as the
highest product of man’s moral aspiration. Deriving from a social ontological understanding of human
agency, this normative regulatory disposition was presented as communicative visibility. This is
characterised by a gradual process of individual development starting from a humble self and
blossoming into an evolved self for inclusive intersubjective dialogue to take place, thus not only
reconciling with the sociality of their ‘selves’ but most importantly providing avenues for moving away
from a glorification of egocentric and commodified individualism afforded by a consumerist sense of
personal fulfilment and self-worth.
Chapter 5 presented INGOs as the infrastructural setting that enables and cultivates the
transnational dialogue stemming from the structural social and discursive publics, owing to their
mediating qualities nurturing the dialogue. The chapter argued that these mediating qualities were
presented as key roles that INGOs perform in nurturing the transnational dialogue. This chapter invites
public sphere scholars to appraise the role of INGOs by considering how their publics project an ethical
role onto them owing to their individual experiences of ethical intent. In other words, the somewhat
accepted moral value of INGOs is dependent on individuals’ imaginative experience. INGOs also
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enact an educative role by informing the wider transnational public debate through their expertise
underpinned by robust evidence-based reporting, providing pre-packaged news for journalists as well
as making their own news to engage wider publics, which in turn enables them to develop an
authoritative voice in policy-making. Finally, in a context of financial vulnerability, INGOs were
presented as enacting an entrepreneurial role through self-financing and developing relationships with
their publics underpinned by socializing processes of peripheral and integrated communicative
engagement through branding and information dissemination as well as an interactive use of social
media.
Chapter 6 brought together in a table these publics and infrastructural setting making up the
communicative environment of the holistic public sphere, thus constituting the theoretical framework
of this research. In order to operationalise it, it was equipped with an emancipatory, dialectical and
dialogic methodological approach, reflecting the normative project of the public sphere inquiry.
However, in order to ensure that the normative value of the public sphere would remain grounded in
the research design, this chapter developed a normative methodological compass informed by the
phronetic endeavour that the reconstruction of the public sphere entailed. Indeed, phronesis
represented a reflexive tool to extract the practical normative value from the holistic public sphere.
This enabled the conception of publics not solely defined by their contextualised and situated practices,
but also defined by their ‘action-oriented nature’, as source of social change, in particular through the
dimensions of emancipatory, dialogic and dialectical. Indeed, such reasoning gave normativity a
practical meaning which would then enable the application of normativity onto the real world of online
conversations. These assumptions informed the choice of the most suitable methodological approaches
necessary to operationalise the framework, notably positive discourse analysis (emancipatory),
Faircloughian dialectical critical discourse analysis (dialectical), and Bakhtin’s dialogism (dialogic).
As such, an emancipatory, dialectical and dialogic approach to critical discourse analysis then enabled
the identification of the most appropriate analytical tools, namely Fairclough’s discourse analysis and
Halliday’s Systemic Functional Linguistics. Finally, the research design was laid out to account for
the selection of 20 conversations on A.I UK’s Facebook page. As such, this thesis proposed a
methodologically innovative way of analysing conversational dynamics that has never previously been
used in the public sphere literature. In light of the prevailing scholarly tendencies to deviate from the
public sphere’s normative foundations, maintaining a normative compass and embracing researcher
reflexivity was crucial in ensuring that this research remained true to the core normative purpose of
the public sphere in the transnationalising endeavour, which bridges the gap between normativity and
applicability.
Chapter 7 presented A.I UK as an exploratory case study for shadowing the methodologically
equipped revised public sphere, notably the phronetically-infused emancipatory, dialectic, dialogic
methodological approach, by uncovering the critical, participatory and communicative ethos of
Amnesty International UK. Indeed, the critical ethos is rooted in a sphere of criticism exemplified by
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A.I UK’s production of robust and credible reports of human rights abuses. The participatory ethos is
rooted in their participatory and democratic culture which underpins the functioning of the
organisation. The communicative ethos is rooted in their online communicative engagement, notably
crucial for the building-up and maintenance of non-financial supporters. Thus, this reflected the basic
blueprint of the revised public sphere in embodying the core elements that make up its normative
legitimacy, namely the public’s critical function against power, the discursive function for inclusive
dialogue and the social relations which fundamentally shape the participatory governance structure of
A.I as a transnational organisation. Thus, it provided an ideal exploratory case study to demonstrate
the potential of transnational public sphere.
Chapter 8 demonstrated that A.I UK provides an environment conducive to rational
communications on their Facebook page through the interplay between A.I UK’s infrastructural
identity and its publics’ structural, social and discursive identities, which all combined represented
the communicative environment of the holistic public sphere. Part I uncovered that Amnesty
International UK’s practices portray an institutional identity that solicits engagement and nurtures a
conversational dynamic in catalysing the wider conversational forces at play within the contemporary
public sphere. Part II argued that A.I UK Facebook commentators shared perceptions of oppression
and most importantly revealed an understanding that the conventional accountability mechanisms are
increasingly shifting towards defending the interests of elites. Part III analysed the ways in which A.I
UK Facebook commentators are engaging in meaningful listening when responding to each other,
which is an essential component of inclusive conversation. Part IV revealed A.I UK’s Facebook
commentators engaged in inclusive conversational dynamics whereby diverse identities co-exist, thus
uncovering the salience of already pre-existing sources of emancipatory potential in dialogue. The
analysis has shown that the inherent rationality of communication is contingent on the combined
insights from the structural, discursive and social publics. What was particularly noteworthy is that
some Facebook commentators demonstrated rational communication through their comments by
showing their ‘way’ of representing an understanding of an issue, by carrying out meaningful listening,
and by displaying their understanding of injustices. As such rational communication merely
represented the fulcrum that binds the structural, social and discursive publics, thus demonstrating the
potential of social media in fostering argumentative dialogue. These findings have revealed that
pessimistic accounts of virtual publics and social media dialogues (Müller, 2019; Pond, 2016; Mascaro
& Goggins, 2015; McGowan & Kaiser, 2014; Flesher Fominaya, 2014; Dahlgren, 2005) rightly
expose the pervasive impacts of monetisation, neocorporatism, racist, misogynist harassment and
privacy concerns, yet they overlook interactions that indicate social media’s more emancipatory
potential.
As such, the concept of the holistic transnational public sphere provides a new lens to social
media dialogue which reveals the positive and desirable intersubjective meaning-making dynamics
that do occur on such platforms. Consequently, in spite of its many flaws, social media still remains
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an important outlet where people air their grievances and contribute to the existence of more open,
vibrant and, ultimately healthy, online dialogue.
Notwithstanding, the novel concept of the holistic transnational public sphere provides benefits
which are both methodological and theoretical. First, the findings harnessed through the transnational
holistic public sphere help uncover INGOs’ potential as vectors of democratic renewal in re-energizing
forms of social solidarity as they provide a framework, from which they can design conversational
strategies to best yield the dialogic potential of their online commentators. This is particularly potent
in a context where INGOs are at a critical juncture where their role in world politics is increasingly
being called into question from authoritarian backlash (Mondon & Winter, 2020; Mudde, 2019) on
one hand and NGO-ization of social activism on the other (Choudry & Kapoor, 2013). Second, it
offers a way to map out transnational publics and democratic avenues, thus avoiding the risk of
epistemological inconsistencies. This is especially relevant in an online environment that has amplified
the emergence of transnational publics where scholars may include ‘bad faith’ actors in their
conceptualisation of the public sphere.
Third, it spells out the epistemic sensibilities that need to be considered when seeking to analyse
the quality of public’s interactions which could be of substantial benefit to deliberative democracy
scholars, who tend to simplify the complexities of deliberative normative standards, thus neglecting a
multitude of agents’ situated practices when theorising under increasingly narrow and reductionist
deliberative standards (Camaj, 2020; Esau, Friess, & Eilders 2017; Camaj & Santana, 2015; Halpern
& Gibbs, 2013).
Fourth, following growing appraisal of interdisciplinary approaches, holistic theorizing prises
open a deeper reflection on the limitations of established disciplinary and methodological paradigms
and phronesis sets a path for more pragmatic research designs suited to putting normative holistic
theories into practice. As such, this approach encourages inquisitiveness and intellectual curiosity.
Fusing together insights from Political Theory, Philosophy, Sociology, History, International
Relations and Linguistics, the interdisciplinary approach adopted in this thesis provides a fresh
perspective on theorising the transnational public sphere and practical normative theorising in general.
Indeed, it offers research avenues enabling the researcher to embrace more reflexive and pragmatic
paradigms. It empowers the researcher to pursue research designs which do not produce generalisable
and predictable knowledge, but is driven by a normative commitment to producing knowledge that
locates the potential for emancipatory social change.
As such, to render the concept of the public sphere relevant in the 21st century, this thesis’
conception of the holistic public sphere as communicative environment represents an innovative
normative practical inquiry, which counters the disciplinary silos of existing public sphere accounts
and advances the public sphere research agenda towards more attuned, creative and emancipatory
directions for the benefit of democratic renewal.
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